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xvii

  Preface 

 Th ere is a general trend, regardless of country, toward an increase in entrepreneurial enterprises. A 
young engineer who invents or develops a new technology or comes across a new idea tries to set 
up his or her own company in order to commercialize the invention. From a historical viewpoint, 
the large corporation period ended in the twentieth century in advanced countries, and I would 
like to call this new twenty-fi rst century the “high-tech entrepreneur” age, when small business 
 corporations take the lead in Industrial Evolution (not Revolution!). Th is is analogous to the his-
torical transition from huge dinosaurs to small mammals. 

 However, m any yo ung re searchers h esitate to s tart t heir o wn c ompany. Th is t extbook is  
designed to a nswer f requently a sked questions f rom these a mbitious entrepreneurs. Topics w ill 
include: 

    1. How to start up a company  
   2. How to create product lines  
   3. How to get venture capital funding  
   4. How to write successful federal funding proposals  
   5. How to manage fi nances in a small fi rm, in particular, cash fl ow  
   6. How to ke ep a u niversity position while a lso operating your own company (a confl ict of 

interest)   

 Although many are ambitious enough to start their own companies, only a few ventures can sur-
vive and succeed in business. Why? Lack of fortune, perhaps? Yes, that is partially true. But, I do 
not believe it is merely due to lack of fortune, since few fortune-tellers are millionaires. I believe 
there i s a s ystematic preparation process to b e followed in order to b uild a g reat reputation in 
the c ommercial m arketplace ( i.e., to cre ate a b est s eller). Th is is  t he motivation for t his book: 
 Entrepreneurship for Engineers . 

 I have been a p rofessor for 35 years and a re search-center director. During this time, I h ave 
also spent 19 years as a corporate executive in the roles of president, vice president, and lab direc-
tor, a nd have been c losely involved w ith the commercialization of over 60 fer roelectric devices 
with various international fi rms. I have been a  professor, vice president, research and development 
(R&D) center deputy director, and a standing auditor at several universities and private companies 
in both Japan and the United States. I am a company executive  and  (not or) a university professor, 
simultaneously. I fi nd this important for commercializing research immediately into real-world 
products. 
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xviii ◾ Preface

 Th is textbook is particularly suitable for graduate and undergraduate students majoring in engi-
neering and also working engineers who are interested in starting up their own companies using 
their technological expertise. Th is book is a lso appropriate for those who are just starting or are 
about to start a company, as well as MBA students who are interested in high-tech companies. 

 I recently fi nished an MBA program and noticed t wo points which d iff er f rom the t ypical 
coursework for high-tech entrepreneurs: 

    1. Most o f t he sc enarios fo r m anagement c ourses s tart f rom a su pposition t hat: “ You a re 
employed as a middle manager in a 1000-employee company. How will you work under the 
corporate executives and above your subordinates?” However, an entrepreneurial fi rm such as 
my company, MMech, has only a couple of partner–employees with similar corporate rank. 
Regular human resources management in a large fi rm may not be applicable to a start-up.  

   2. Most entrepreneurial classes in MBA curricula teach “How to s tart up a re staurant or an 
apparel shop,” or a nother general small business. Th e July 2008 i ssue of t he journal  Inc . 
contained an article titled “How to Launch a Successful Start-Up.” It introduced four young 
companies: a s weets shop, a p hoto shop (conversion f rom old photos to d igital format), a 
sweater business, and an event Web site business. Th ese were v ery at tractive f rom a b usi-
ness model viewpoint. However, high-tech start-ups are quite diff erent. High-tech start-ups 
introduce new technology to the market, and therefore their needs and structures are diff er-
ent from companies that replicate other similar businesses.   

 Based on the above points, I h ave emphasized two concepts in this book. First, the fundamen-
tals of global economics, accounting, fi nance, and quantitative business analysis are provided in 
simple language for engineers as survival skills, because ordinarily engineers lack this knowledge. 
Second, that high-tech entrepreneurial success is based on (1) the business plan, (2) successful pro-
posal writing, (3) SWOT analysis, (4) intellectual property, and (5) engineering ethics. I selected 
only important and basic items to help you understand how to start-up and operate a company by 
commercializing a new invention. Th e emphasis is on practical and utilitarian applications rather 
than on abstruse matter that a student may need to learn to pa ss an MBA exam. Various actual 
examples a re provided which c an be re vised for your u se. I a lso w ish to de scribe my personal 
philosophy on how to de velop best-selling devices, especially in the area of smart materials and 
structures, as examples. Th is sort of strategic “business and administration” viewpoint is, I believe, 
as  important as the practical technological development of devices to a junior engineer, who is just 
starting or is going to start his or her own entrepreneurial company. 

 Chapter 1 d iscusses my concept of “Industrial Evolution,” which is diff erent from Industrial 
Revolution. High-tech entrepreneurs may take the industrial lead position in the twenty-fi rst cen-
tury. In this book, a fi ctitious entrepreneur, Dr. Barb Shay, and her company, Micro Motor, Inc. 
(MMI), are introduced, so that the case studies using her company can be easily understood. You 
can imagine that MMI is a hybridized fi rm of multiple existing corporations.  

 In Chapter 2 , “Best-Selling De vices,” t hree cre ativities for business suc cess a re i ntroduced, 
based on the ideas of Sony’s former president Dr. Morita. We will start from technological cre-
ativity. Of course, the engineering reader who wishes to start his or her own company is usually 
required to have (or will already have) his or her own invention. I will suggest how to cultivate your 
technological creativity in this chapter. Th en, I will describe the key point,  product planning cre-
ativity , detailing how to turn a primitive idea into a real product.  Marketing creativity  is considered 
briefl y, taken up again in detail in Chapter 8. Th is development sequence (seed-push) is typical 
in an entrepreneur company, but the sequence may be just the opposite in a big company; that is, 
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Preface ◾ xix

market research fi rst, followed by technological development, and product planning (need-pull). 
Chapter 2 provides you with a quick overview of the context of this textbook. 

 Chapter 3 explains “Corporation Start-Up.” Team-setting and legal procedures will be reviewed. 
Chapter 4, “Business Plan,” is essential for fi nding investors. It describes how to write an attrac-
tive and practical business plan. M ore than 50% of star t-up companies will become bankr upt in 
less than 4 y ears, according to U.S. statistics. Chapter 5, “Corporate Capital and F unds,” covers 
information essential for an entr epreneur owner to collect the necessar y funding, though many 
engineers may not be interested in it. I will introduce how to apply for Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) pr ograms in this Chapter , which is a unique “high-tech ” star t-up opportunity. 
Chapter 6, “Corporate Operation,” describes some fi nancial and accounting basics needed to oper-
ate a corporation on a daily basis.  

 Chapter 7, “Quantitative Business Analysis,” may be easy for the typical engineer. Fundamental 
mathematical skills will be introduced with an Excel “Solver” tool used to analyze linear program-
ming, PERT, and game theor y problems. Chapter 8, “M arketing Strategy,” explains the famous 
four Ps of marketing: product, price, promotion, and place, which will be new to typical engineers. 
Chapter 9, “Intellectual Properties,” will discuss how to protect your new idea from the competi-
tors. Chapter 10, “H uman Resources,” describes how to fi nd suitable engineers for y our start-up 
company, including dealing with visa applications for international employees. 

 Even though we write a business plan in Chapter 4, Chapter 11, “Business Strategy,” is devoted 
to deeply analyzing the original strategy 1 o r 2 ye ars a fter start-up. Th is is to evaluate business 
success in order to modify or change the original plan, if necessary, before catastrophes such as 
bankruptcy occur. Chapter 12, “Corporate Ethics,” is a sort of appendix from my viewpoint. 
Ethics diff er widely according to e ducation history, country, culture, and religion. Th ere are no 
unique absolute ethics in the world. Th e epilogue chapter discusses the future of your company, 
through your desire for success: Chapter 13, “Now It’s Your Turn.” A fter the summary of this 
book’s content, the rest of the chapter relates to business globalization. 

 Although I h ave e xtensive i nternational business e xperience, I h ad not re ceived s ystematic 
training in business and administration until my education at SFU. Th is textbook is essentially my 
MBA thesis: each chapter represents a course taken at St. Francis University (SFU) over a 4-year 
period. Actually, I h ave been a professor in the morning, senior vice president in the afternoon, 
and a graduate student at night in these 4 years. 

 First, I a cknowledge the following professors at S FU, without whom I c ould not have com-
pleted this book. 

 Dr. Randy Frye, MBA Program Director 
 Dr. Mahabub Islam 
 Dr. Jim Logue 
 Dr. Dennis P. McIlnay 
 Dr. John D. McGinnis 
 Dr. John S. Miko 
 Mr. Robert A. Low 
 Mr. Robert E. Griffi  n 
 Mr. Adam Conrad 
 Dr. Larry Rager 
 Secondly, I would like to thank the following colleagues, who reviewed this book and provided 

helpful modifi cations and comments: 
 Dr. Michael Strauss, President of HME 
 Dr. Alfredo Vazquez Carazo, President of Micromechatronics, Inc. 
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 Dr. Seung-Ho Park, R&D Director of Micromechatronics Inc. 
 Dr. Gareth Knowles, President of QorTek 
 Last, as I will discuss in Chapter 3, one of the most important factors for an entrepreneur is 

understanding of his or her family. For that, this book is dedicated with my deepest love to my 
wife, Michiko Uchino, who permitted and encouraged my new business.  

  Kenji Uchino 
Pennsylvania State University

 State College, PA 
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1

  Chapter 1

 Industrial Evolution—Why 
Become a Small High-Tech 
Entrepreneur?              

  1.1 Necessity of New Industrial Viewpoints 
 Most university students try to fi nd positions in large companies because they think small com-
panies a re n ot s table, a nd t he s alaries t hey off er may be lower. Th is i s pa rtially t rue, b ut n ot 
completely t rue for t he so -called  high-tech ent repreneur . F igure 1.1  [1]  c ompares m ajor e lectric 
equipment manufacturers a nd e lectronic component manufacturers in Japan, in terms of total 
sales, employees, a nd profi t. Hitachi, Toshiba, and Mitsubishi Electric are world-famous giant 
companies, while Rhom, TDK, and Murata are component companies with sales and employees 
roughly one-tenth the size. During the severe economic recession in Japan during the late 1990s, 
the t hree b ig c ompanies h ad only $1.5 b illion p rofi t, w hich i s n ot ter ribly ba d. However, t he 
smaller company group (they are not “small corporations,” just smaller than the former category) 
created twice the profi t from one-tenth of the sales. If you are an engineer, which of the two cat-
egories would you choose for your career? Certainly, high net profi ts per employee will be refl ected 
in bonus and salary payments. 

  Business administration classes in the United States usually advise students to create best-
 selling devices to make signifi cant profi ts for a fi rm, leading to growth in terms of stock, employ-
ees, property, plant, equipment, and so forth. In addition, students sometimes learn about mergers 
and acquistions (M&A), which increase corporation size. However, is fi rm growth really the goal 
of a company? Recent legal problems disclosed by large fi rms such as Enron and WorldCom sug-
gest there may be a  threshold of company si ze . Corporate control mechanisms may not function 
smoothly above this threshold, leading to  moral hazard , i.e., an increase in reckless or immoral 
behavior because members of the fi rm believe they will be saved when things go wrong. 

 In the 1980s, when the Japanese economy was booming, a giant fi rm, NEC, decided the fi rm 
should divide into nine smaller fi rms or divisions. Th e Japanese managers understood the concept 
of a threshold size of the company, contrasting with the U.S. managers’ eagerness for M&A. 
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2 ◾ Entrepreneurship for Engineers 

 As an introduction to this chapter, I describe my opinion on “Industrial Evolution,” that is, that 
small high-tech fi rms will lead industries in advanced (matured) countries such as the United States 
and Japan in the twenty-fi rst century. Corporation size suitable in advanced countries is discussed 
from historical, biomimetic, and organization viewpoints. Incidentally, “small business,” as defi ned by 
the U.S. Small Business Administration  [2],  is a fi rm with 500 or fewer employees and with an annual 
revenue under $5 million. Th erefore, small businesses encompass a large variety of companies. 

  1.1.1 Culture Transition 
 Th e earliest civilization in the world is believed to have started in mainland China around the Yangtze 
River more than 20,000 y ears ago . Independently, civilizations star ted in I ndia around the I ndus 
and Ganges Rivers, and in the M iddle East (Mesopotamia) around the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. 
Around 3000 years ago, these cultures motivated a new civilization in Greece. Rome took the initiative 
politically and economically and became the world power around the transition from bc to ad. Rome’s 
place was taken o ver by Spain, Portugal, and the U nited Kingdom during the M iddle Ages. Th ey  
invaded many countries and expanded their colonial territories. With their economic resources, these 
European countries also cultivated sophisticated arts and sciences, culminating in the R enaissance in 
the fi fteenth century. Refer to Figure 1.2 for the geographical positions of these countries and areas.  

 After World War II, the United States became powerful because most of the industrial world 
was decimated while the industrial capacity of the U nited States remained mostly unscathed. Th e 
United S tates was able to supply the world with mass pr oduction of automobiles and electric 
devices such as r efrigerators, washing machines, and TVs in the 1950s. H owever, in less than 
30 years, Japanese manufacturing industries (in which the triple best sellers ar e the “3Cs ”—car, 
cooler, and color TV) caught up to U.S. technologies, making Japan’s corporations the most prof-
itable. Th is economic dynasty lasted only 10 y ears. Th e curr ent economic dynasties ar e S outh 
Korea and Taiwan with their production factories in mainland China, which ar e fabricating digi-
tal  electronic devices (laptop computers, digital cameras, cellular phones, displays, and printers). 
“Made-in-China” products currently exceed 80% in the United States. 

 As a priv ate consultant, I r ecommend U.S. and J apanese companies wor k in the “O riental 
Triangle,” that is, Tokyo–Taipei–Shanghai, which is pr esently the most pr ofi table combination 
of product manufacturing. S ome Japanese companies opened factories in mainland China, but 
many have not operated smoothly. Th ere are two major r easons for this failure: (1) language bar-
riers, and (2) cultural diff erences. When SARS fl u spread through mainland China in 2000, one 
Japanese company demanded that all executives in its Chinese subsidiary return to Japan. During 
their absence, the subsidiary became uncontrollable because of lack of directorship. If this Japanese 
company had chosen a Taiwanese partner as an agent, the language and culture barriers would have 
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 Figure 1.1         Comparison between major electric equipment manufacturers and electronic com-
ponent manufacturers in Japan, in terms of total sales, employees, and profi t. (Data from Data 
Stream, Japan, 1998)   
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Industrial Evolution—Why Become a Small High-Tech Entrepreneur?  ◾ 3

been solved fi rst. Th e Taiwanese did not leave the mainland during the SAAS incident (a wor king 
culture diff erence), leading to the continuous strong control of their factory. 

 I believe that the cultural, political, and economic key generally is to  transfer from East to West . 
Th is is analogous to the sun’s motion; sunrise is earliest in Eastern territories. I also believe that China 
has just started activities as the fi rst runner of the second round. Th e economic and political power 
of mainland China is inevitably incr easing because they hav e the highest pr oduct manufacturing 
capabilities. I do not know whether India will become an economic world power in the next decades, 
but I do know that the United States will not be a powerful manufacturing country from now on. It 
is obviously diffi  cult to mass produce goods in the United States due to high labor costs. 

 A s ymbolic e vent h appened i n my hometown o f S tate C ollege, Pennsylvania, i n e arly 2 005: 
Murata Manufacturing Company closed its factory. Murata is the world’s largest manufacturer of 
capacitors. Th is factory supplied 80% of the multilayer capacitors used in North America. Th ou gh 
demand is still rising due to the increasing electronics market, price reductions are also signifi cant due 
to decreasing prices of electronics. Th e total sales (quantity times price) have not changed much due 
to market saturation. Th is factory closing was incredible because it was almost automatic: there was 
no manpower in the fabrication line. It had multiple tape-casting systems that could continuously 
produce multilayer capacitors without direct labor. So, why was it closed? Th e former president of 
Murata U.S. kindly explained it to me: “Th e manufacturing cost was already minimized, i.e., almost 
equal to the raw material cost. However, labor for the product packaging, purchase order paperwork 
and the raw material and product delivery is still expensive in State College or anywhere in the U.S.” 
As a result, the factory was transferred to Asia, close to the raw material suppliers and assembly fac-
tories. Keeping a factory in the United States is almost impossible nowadays, with the exception of 
software companies, which do not have signifi cant delivery costs like hardware companies. 

 It i s t ime fo r t he United S tates (and m aybe Japan) to s eriously c onsider how to t ransform 
 corporate or industrial structures. My solution: Industrial Evolution, that is, a paradigm shift from 
large ma ss-production fi rms to sm all h igh-tech enterprises. M ass p roduction h as a lready b een 
taken over by Korea, Taiwan, and China.  
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4 ◾ Entrepreneurship for Engineers 

  1.1.2 Biological Evolution 
 As most readers know, life started in seawater. According to a discovery by W. Schopf  [3],  the earli-
est known life on earth seems to be microbial algae around 3.5 billion years ago. Th en , biological 
evolution created various underwater organisms, including fi sh. Coelacanth is the famous fi sh link 
between fi sh and amphibians; it has four legs, which evolved from fi ns. Th e evolution sequence 
from fi sh to amphibian to reptile generally increased the body size. Th e fi nal form of these classic 
reptiles is the dinosaur, some as large as 30 m long. Even primitive mammals, such as killer whales 
(the largest water animals), do not exceed 10 m. Th ere may be limits to the size an animal can be 
on the earth. For example, nerve signals propagate between 1 and 120 m/s. If an animal gets too 
large, the brain may not know what is happening in other parts of its body until it is too late. 

 Humans, modest-sized mammals with large brains, evolved, conquering other animals. Figure 1.3 
illustrates biological evolution, that is, the animal transition over time. Th ere appears to be a thresh-
old of the animal siz e for sur vival. Th e dinosaur bears a r esemblance to a giant company such as 
Enron or WorldCom. Control mechanisms, like ner ves in animals, do not wor k quickly enough 
in such large fi rms. Smaller fi rms can react more quickly to changes in their business environment. 

 After World War II, the United States insisted Japan dissolve  Zaibatsu  industries (fi nancial con-
glomerates). In the 1970s and 1980s, the resulting midsized companies contributed to the Japanese 
miracle of e conomic a nd technological suc cess. However, t he economic recession in t he 1990s 
accelerated restructuring of Japanese industries; that is, consolidation back to giant conglomerates. 
Th e major reason was to reduce the manpower and research budget by eliminating the overlapped 
sections and divisions. In the cement group, Chichibu Cement and Onoda Cement merged fi rst 
to become Chichibu-Onoda Cement. Th en, Chichibu-Onoda and Nihon Cement merged several 
years ago to become Taiheiyo Cement, which is now the largest cement company in Japan. Th e 
merger o f M itsubishi K asei C orporation a nd M itsubishi Petrochemical re sulted i n M itsubishi 
Chemical in 1994. Th is restructuring helped the Japanese economy recover. However, I can easily 
imagine future Enron-type problems in these giant companies. It appears that Japanese industries 
unfortunately are following U.S. industries with a lag time of around 15 to 20 years. Interestingly, 
Korean economy/industries seem to follow Japanese practices with a 10- to 15-year lag.  

  1.1.3 Management Structure 
 Figure 1.4 illustrates the diff  erence betw een the corporate management str uctures of American and  
Japanese industries  [4] . Th e American structure resembles a regatta, where only the coxswain (president 

Dinosaur Primitive
Mammal

New Mammal
(Human)

AgeIce Age
(16K years ago)

Bo
dy

 Si
ze

30
 m

Extinction

Figure 1.3 Biological evolution: animal transition as a function of age. Note that there seems 
to be a threshold to animal size for survival.
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of the company) sitting in the back kno ws the destination, and the oarsmen  (employees) just r ow 
 synchronously to the co x’s command. Th e oarsmen do not communicate with each other in general,  
which is a suitable management structure for “lone wolf ”-type engineers. If the president does not com-
mand correctly, the regatta will quickly pile up . Similarly, the American economy changes signifi cantly 
depending on the U.S. president’s control. Further, American managers seem to prefer more power in a 
larger company, which is illustrated in Figure 1.5a. Th is may be called a “whale” or “brontosaurus” type.  

 In contrast, Japanese company structure resembles a  Mikoshi  (portable shrine), where all car-
riers (employees) know the destination of the  Mikoshi . Walking about, staggering left and right, 
the  Mikoshi  does not go s traight to t he de stination (major shrine), but reaches the de stination, 
even if the fl agman (president) standing on the  Mikoshi  falls down during travel. Th e employees 
behave as a team with a patriotic loyalty to the  Mikoshi , not to a person or a president. In a simi-
lar fashion, even if the Japanese prime minister changes, the Japanese economy will not change 
much. In contrast to the whale type for the American managers, the Japanese managers prefer a 
“sardine”-type s tructure (Figure 1.5b). L oose coupling by medium- a nd small-sized companies 
creates power similar to a b ig whale. But, unlike a whale, a g roup of sardines can change shape 
adaptively according to an enemy’s presence. Based on each sardine’s patriotic and synchronized 
intention, these companies can make a  Keiretsu  (industry family tree).  

 A discussion similar to the aforementioned is found in an article titled, “Th e Fourth Economic 
Crisis” by N. Makino  [7]  in which he uses an analogy to  kabuki  and musical theaters. Th e  kabuki  
attracts the audience by one or two key actors (there are no actresses in  kabuki ; only male actors), 
which resembles American industries, such as Mr . Iacocca when he was at Chr ysler. In contrast, 

President

(a) (b)

 Figure 1.4         Management structure difference between the United States (a) and Japan (b).   

Whale
(a)

(c) (d)

(b)
Sardine

 Figure 1.5         Difference between the United States (a and c) and Japan (b and d) in terms of the 
company structure that managers desire.   
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the musical is an assembly of many minor actors and actresses, which is close to Japanese industry’s 
structure. Exemplifi ed by the long-running musical  Cats , the teamwork is brilliant, but not many 
audiences remember the names of the actors and actresses (see Figure 1.5c and d). 

 When the United States was taking the lead in mass production during the 1960s and 1970s, 
the “regatta” or “whale” control seemed to be the best way. However, if fi rm sizes become smaller 
in the future, like high-tech entrepreneurial companies, by shifting mass-production lines to Asian 
production c enters suc h a s K orea, Taiwan, a nd C hina,  Mikoshi , o r s ardine-style m anagement, 
could be employed in matured industrial countries. Th is is the paradigm shift I am suggesting in 
terms of the corporate structure and management concept. 

 In conclusion, I su ggest the ideal style and structure for large product manufacturing fi rms 
in countries such as the United States and Japan (maybe 10 years from now). High-tech entrepre-
neurship will be the key to understanding Industrial Evolution, which may 

    1. Keep fi rms small- to medium-sized for strict corporate control  
   2. Keep small-scale production using diff erentiated technology  
   3. Outsource large-scale production using partnerships with developing countries’ companies   

 Basically, small, active entrepreneurial companies are a suitable solution for developed (matured) 
countries such a s the United States or Japan, with t ight partnership with developing countries’ 
large production companies. I am not claiming that this paradigm may be applicable to ser-
vice industries such as banks and insurance companies, though service industries are outsourcing 
back-offi  ce functions, including call centers and accounting. Th e focus here will be on high-tech 
manufacturing industries.   

  1.2 Entrepreneurial Mind 
 Timmons a nd S pinelli i ndicated i n t heir te xtbook  [ 6]  t hat t he suc cessful en trepreneur n eeds 
to have both  creative aptitude  and  management skills . Figure 1.6 depicts the four categories of busi-
ness people on these two scales:  entrepreneur ,  inventor ,  manager/administrator , and  promoter . Many 
graduate students with science and engineering backgrounds may be eligible to be inventors, while 
graduate students from management and administration departments may become managers or 
administrators. However, note that in order to b ecome entrepreneurs or start their own compa-
nies, engineers should improve their management skills.  

 Th e following tests will help you decide where you are in the four categories and what skills 
you need to enhance. 

Cr
ea

tiv
ity

Management Skill

Promoter

Inventor Entrepreneur

Manager/
Administrator

 Figure 1.6         The four categories of business people: entrepreneur, inventor, manager/adminis-
trator, and promoter.   
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  1.2.1 Creativity Test 
 Th e personality and aptitude of researchers are, of course, important factors to the entrepreneur. Suppose 
that you are an engineering student, or a young researcher in a manufacturing company; are you confi -
dent to continue your career path? Or, are you feeling a slump in your research and development (R&D) 
activity, and are you more likely to be comfortable in a management position? Even I am still wavering 
between the two desires—to be an engineer by believing in my creativity or a manager by expanding my 
production capability. Example Problem 1.1 will help in assessing your creative aptitude. 

  Example Problem 1.1 

 Figure 1.7 on this page is a test picture with text randomly cited from an academic journal.    

    1. First, familiarize yourself with the contents and picture of the academic article in Figure 1.7 
on next page for 60 seconds. Do not peek at the following page, which includes the Solutions. 
Remember, this is your own personality check, before reading this textbook further. 

     After studying the picture for 60 seconds, you may turn the page.     
    Allowance: 60 seconds  
    Stop after 60 seconds, and move to the next page.    

 Figure 1.7         Picture to accompany the Creativity Test.   
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   2. Second, answer True or False for the following sentences  without looking at the previous page .  
   a. His name is Ohuchi.  
   b. His article is printed on p. 15 of an academic journal.  
   c. He has a moustache.  
   d. He wears a dotted tie.    
   3. Third, score 1 point for each correct answer according to the solution box on page 9.    

  COMMENTS   

Your Score Aptitude

Really recognized 4 You can be a good engineer.

Some guesses 2–3 You are fi t to be a manager/sales engineer.

No idea 0 Abandon your dream to be an engineer.

 People w ith engineering aptitude generally remember the written content fi rst. I f you f ailed to 
answer questions (a) and (b) correctly, then your aptitude in this direction is lacking. Recognizing 
the moustache i s a lso expected of engineering t ypes, because it d irectly belongs to t he person. 
However, remembering the tie is relatively rare. You can see it only when you try to .  Th is  attention 
to detail is one of the most important aptitudes to cultivate for innovative creativity. 

 Th is can be used to think of unconventional questions for a job interviewee. Th e following are 
two I have used: 

    1. You climbed up a staircase a couple of minutes ago. How many stairs did you climb?  
   2. You must have seen the pedestrian traffi  c signal just before entering the company entrance. 

Do you remember an illustration of a walking man lit up in blue? Was he walking toward 
the left or toward the right?   

 For the second question, most of the interviewees recognize the illustration, but the answers diff er 
remarkably. W hen the answer i s “I don’t remember,” we u sually fi nd the c andidate unsuitable. 
Even when the answer is correct, “left,” it may be a guess with a probability of 50%. Th is   candidate 
may be hired for a management position. Only when the correct answer arises from a confi dent 
memory will we hire the candidate as a professional engineer. 

 I occasionally use a similar test for hiring suitable people for the university research center or the 
company. Once you become a corporate offi  cer or a manager of your new venture who is respon-
sible for hiring research and engineering employees, you may need to create similar test questions.  
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  Solutions 

 (a) F  (b) T  (c) T  (d) F 
 His name is Uchino, not Ohuchi. An engineer is probably trained to read the page of the refer-

ences. Page 15 should be remembered. With a normal careful observation, most engineers should 
easily recognize baldness, moustache, beard, or glasses on the face. The design of necktie or 
jacket is rarely remembered. But the person who correctly recognizes subtle details will be really 
precious, and may discover new things. By the way, did you notice whether or not Uchino has a 
handkerchief in his breast pocket?   

  1.2.2 Entrepreneurial Mind Test 
 Timmons and Spinelli  [6]  reported six dominant themes of desirable attitudes and behaviors for 
the entrepreneurial mindset: 

    1. Commitment and determination  
   2. Leadership  
   3. Opportunity obsession  
   4. Tolerance of risk, ambiguity, and uncertainty  
   5. Creativity, self-reliance, and adaptability  
   6. Motivation to excel   

  Example Problem 1.2 

 You can check your entrepreneurial mindset using the following questionnaire: 

    1. Are you willing to sacrifi ce your personal issues for the company’s sake? Y or N  
   2. Are you persistent in solving problems? Y or N  
   3. Do you like teamwork, rather than being a “lone wolf”? Y or N  
   4. Do you wish to share the wealth with all the people who helped you? Y or N  
   5. Are you familiar with customers’ needs and specifi cations? Y or N  
   6. Are you obsessed with your product performance/design improvement? Y or N  
   7. Can you tolerate minimum risk for your fi rm, including fi nancial debt? Y or N  
   8. Do you have confi dence in enduring and in resolving dilemmas or uncertainties? Y or N  
   9. Are you a nonconventional and open-minded thinker? Y or N  
   10. Are you a quick learner and chance-taker without fear of failure? Y or N  
   11. Do you have perspective and a sense of humor? Y or N  
   12. Are you aware of your weaknesses and strengths? Y or N    

    Questions 1 and 2 are concerned with commitment and determination; 3 and 4 with leadership; 5 
and 6 with opportunity obsession; 7 and 8 with tolerance of risk, ambiguity, and uncertainty; 9 and 
10 with creativity, self-reliance, and adaptability; and 11 and 12 are related to motivation to excel. 

 If you answered Yes to all questions, you are confi dent of your skills to start your new fi rm. Th e 
number of No’s is proportional to the attitudes you lack as an entrepreneur. If you answered No to 
Question 3 or 4, you may be a lone-wolf researcher who is better suited to working in a large fi rm. 
If you answered No to Question 5, you may be suitable to be a university scientist, not a corporate 
developer. I f you did not answer Question 7 i n the affi  rmative, you should not start your own 
company. Th e company founder, owner, or offi  cer (CEO) should take joint liability/responsibility 
and be a cosignatory to the company’s loans. Question 9 relates directly to Example Problem 1.1. 
Creativity requires open-minded thinking—You can see it only when you try to .  Th is is one of the 
most important attitudes for a high-tech entrepreneur. 
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 Th ere are three steps to starting your own company: (1) collecting money (fi nancial resources), 
(2) collecting people (human resources), and (3) keeping team harmony with a solid strategy (man-
agement development). Financial resources include bank loans and v enture capital; the entr epre-
neur needs to recruit money lenders with self-reliance, enthusiasm, motivation, and a solid business 
plan, in addition to risk-taking willingness. Th e entrepreneur needs to persuade colleagues who 
work with him or her as par tners to be as enthusiastic as they ar e. Th e entrepreneur also needs a 
solid strategy in order to convince subordinates to work for this new start-up. Establishing the ini-
tial corporate culture for working together to solve problems for new product development is very 
important for the founder. Rather than the  autocratic  and  custodial  management styles, the small 
business manager should take the  participative  and  collegial  management styles, to keep harmony. 

 Th e details of the aforementioned description will be elaborated in Chapter 10, Section 10.4.    

  1.3 Background of the Case Study Used in This Textbook 
 A fi ctitious company , M icro M otor I nc. (MMI) located in a fi  ctitious to wn, College P ark, 
Pennsylvania, is used as the case study consistently in this textbook. Dr Barb Shay, a graduate from 
the fi ctional State University of P ennsylvania (SUP), founded this company after accumulating 
a couple of patents on piez oelectric ultrasonic motors. B arb has a business and fi nancial partner, 
Mr. Lenny Chu, pr esident of Cheng K ung Corporation, Taiwan, who is also pr esident of MMI. 
Cheng Kung has two factories—one in Taiwan and the other in Th ailand—that manufacture piezo-
electric actuators. A major customer of MMI is Saito Industries in Japan, a manufacturer of camera 
modules for cellular phones. B arb believes in her company ’s technology dev elopment capability, 
while Lenny has an ambition to expand his mar ket in the world with R&D suppor t from MMI. 
Figure 1.8 lists the key players in this case study.  

Lenny Chu, MS
- President of Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan, and
President of MMI
Cheng Kung is a mass-production firm of ceramic,
piezoelectric actuators, and transducers. 

Barb Shay, PhD
- Vice President, Micro Motor Inc. (MMI) 
The founder of MMI, known worldwide as an
active developer of piezoelectric actuators. Tries to 
commercialize microultrasonic motors.

Kenichi Suzuki, MS
- International Division Manager, Saito Industries
Practical contact point with Barb Shay, who is in favor
of adopting the MMI components.

Toru Nakamura, BS
- R & D Division General Manager, Saito Industries
Responsible for deciding new component adoption,
and is neutral or more critical to importing American
components.

 Figure 1.8         Characters in the case studies for this book.   
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  1.3.1 Background: Piezoelectric Multilayer Actuators 
 Piezoelectricity in a material was discovered by the famous brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie, who 
fi rst examined the eff ect in quartz crystals in 1880. By applying stress on a quartz crystal, the crystal 
exhibited electric charge or voltage (direct piezoelectric eff ect). As a converse eff ect, subjecting the 
material to an electric fi eld causes it to stretch or squeeze (induces strain). Refer to Figure 1.9  [5].   

 Th e  Titanic  sh ipwreck in 1912 spurred on piezoelectric technology development for under-
water transducer applications. World War I accelerated technology development in order to search 
for German U–boats in deep water. Dr. Langevin, a professor at the Industrial College of Physics 
and Chemistry in Paris, who had colleagues including Albert Einstein, Pierre Curie, and Ernest 
Rutherford, started experiments on ultrasonic signal transmission into seawater, in collaboration 
with the French Navy. Using multiple small, single-crystal quartz pellets, sandwiched by metal 
plates (original Langevin-type transducer), he succeeded in receiving the returned ultrasonic signal 
from deep seawater in 1917. During World War II, a superior material, barium titanate (BaTiO 3 ) 
ceramic was discovered, followed by lead zirconate titanate (PZT). PZT-based ceramics are still 
the dominant piezoelectric materials at this time. 

 Piezoelectric ceramics c an be deformed under an applied e lectric fi eld. Th is i s the ba sis for 
actuators for moving objects. Because the effi  ciency of piezoelectric devices is much higher than 
the conventional electromagnetic motors and they can be miniaturized, applications are expand-
ing dramatically, particularly for cellular phones. 

 One of the initial pr oblems with piez oelectric actuators was their rather high driv e voltage 
(300 to 1000 V). I n or der to achiev e a lo w driving v oltage (3 V driv e is r equired for cellular 
phones), I invented a piezoelectric ceramic multilayer structure for actuator applications in 1978. 
Figure 1.10 shows the structure of the multilayer actuator. By using a thinner layer of piezoelectric 

 Figure 1.9         (a) Direct piezoelectric effect, and (b) converse piezoelectric effect.   
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 Figure 1.10         (a) Structure of a piezoelectric multilayer actuator, and (b) its appearance.   
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ceramic, the drive voltage of the device can be pr oportionally reduced, because the electr ode gap 
is smaller. Note that the electrode confi guration that provides the electric fi eld directions opposite 
each other between adjacent layers is known as an  inter-digital  electrode pattern.  

 Th ere are two techniques for making multilayered ceramic devices: the  cut-and-bond method  
and the  tape-casting method . Th e cut-and-bond method does not require expensive facilities, but 
does re quire a l ot o f m anpower/labor. Workers c ut a b ulk p iezo-ceramic sl ab i nto t hin p lates, 
 electrode them, and bond multiple plates together. 

 Alternatively, tape-casting requires an expensive fabrication facility, but almost no labor . Th is is 
suitable for mass pr oduction and can pr oduce more than 100,000 pieces per month. F igure 1.11 
shows a fl owchart of the manufacturing process of multilayer ceramic actuators.  Green sheets , fl exible 
fi lms with piezoceramic powders in a binder, are prepared in two steps: slip preparation of the ceramic 
powder and a doctor blade pr ocess. Th e  slip  is made b y mixing the ceramic po wder with solv ent, 
defl occulant, binder, and plasticizer. Th e slip is cast into a fi lm under a special straight blade, called a 
 doctor blade , whose distance above the carrier determines the fi lm thickness. After drying, the green 
sheet has the elastic fl exibility of synthetic leather . Th e green sheet is then cut into an appr opriate 
size, and internal electrodes are printed using silver, paladium or platinum ink. Tens to hundreds of 
such layers are then laminated and pressed using a hot press. After cutting into small chips, the green 
bodies are sintered at around 1200°C in a furnace. Th e sintered chips are then polished and externally 
electroded, lead wires are attached, and fi nally the chips are coated with a waterproof spray.   

  1.3.2 Topics to Be Discussed in This Textbook 

  1.3.2.1 Break-Even Analysis, Investment Theory 

 Th e introduction of a tape-casting facility , which is an expensiv e automation pr oduction system 
costing $300,000 per set, is r ecommended only if pr oduction exceeds 1 million pieces per y ear. 

 Figure 1.11         Tape-casting fabrication process of a multilayer ceramic actuator.   
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(Binder Evaporation, Sintering)
(External Electrode Printing)
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Otherwise, the conventional cut-and-bond method may be employed by hiring several manufactur-
ing workers. 

 Th e basic of this calculation is depicted in Figure 1.12. For a tape-casting system, the labor fee 
is negligible but the initial investment is very high. For the cut-and-bond method, the labor costs 
are proportional to the product quantity; even the equipment cost becomes negligible. Because of 
the diff erence in slope, we can fi nd an intersection (point T in Figure 1.12). Th is product quantity 
is the thr eshold above which the equipment installation star ts to pr ovide a pr ofi t benefi t. Th is 
quantity is about 1 million pieces in multilayer actuator production. We will adopt the  break-even 
analysis  for this case study in Chapter 6 and learn the fundamentals of manufacturing costs (direct 
material and direct labor costs, variable and fi xed costs) and investment theory.   

  1.3.2.2 Research Contract 

 In collaboration with Saito Industries in Japan, MMI developed a new multilayer ultrasonic motor 
for a zoom/focus mechanism of next generation cellular phone cameras (see Figure 1.13).  

 You will learn how to structure a research contract in Chapter 5, and about sharing intellectual 
property with a partner company in Chapter 9.  

  1.3.2.3 Production Planning 

 In April 200X, MMI provides 1000 multilayer actuators to Saito Industries for initial tests. Once 
these tests are fi nished, much larger production will be required starting in January of the next 
year. Production is expected to reach more than 10 million pieces per year. MMI needs to develop 
a production plan for supplying actuators to Saito. 

Production Quantity 

To
ta

l C
os

t

Equipment
Cost  

Slope � Raw Material Cost

Slope � Raw Material Cost � Labor Fee

T

 Figure 1.12         Total cost calculation comparison for the multilayer product between tape-cast 
equipment automatic production and a cut-and-paste manual production.   
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 Th e c ustomer’s dem ands i nclude ( a) su pply to b e i ncreased e xponentially i n 2 ye ars, a nd 
(b) unit price to be drastically decreased with quantity. MMI has three manufacturing options: 
MMI in Pennsylvania, a pa rtner company; Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan; and Chiang 
Mai f actory i n Th ailand. L abor c ost i s h ighest i n Pennsylvania, l ower i n Taiwan, a nd much 
lower in Th ailand. Taking into account transportation distances, which are equivalent to manu-
facturing delays, MMI will distribute the manufacturing load to t hese three places in order to 
minimize the manufacturing cost. Manufacturing locations of these three facilities are shown in 
Figure 1.14.  

 Th e production planning of the multilayer actuators is made using linear programming meth-
ods for minimizing the production cost in Chapter 7, Section 7.1  

  1.3.2.4 Cash-Flow Analysis 

 Financial analysis can then be performed, in terms of monthly cash fl ow. Note that the bankruptcy 
risks o f sm all h igh-tech fi rms i ncrease w ith i ncreasing c ontract a mount. ( Refer to C hapter 6 , 
Section 1.4, and Chapter 11.)  

 Figure 1.14         MMI multilayer actuator manufacturing factory locations: MMI in Pennsylvania, 
Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan, and Chiang Mai factory in Thailand.   

MMI
PACheng Kung

TaiwanChiang Mai
Thailand

(a)

Ch 1 Ch 2

(b)

 Figure 1.13         (a) Structure of a new multilayer ultrasonic motor, and (b) its assembled zoom/
focus module for cellular phones.   
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  1.3.2.5 Strategic Business Plan 

 MMI faces a decision: Should we shift to a mass-pr oduction company? Th e Saito Industries con-
tract is an attractiv e opportunity to expand MMI dramatically . MMI may exhibit w eaknesses in 
manpower and fi nancial resources to set up a factory even though MMI has strength in developing 
this product. Th e monthly operating costs for setting up large-scale pr oduction are more than 10 
times the pr esent small-scale costs. Th is may initiate a serious cash fl  ow problem, leading to the 
bankruptcy of MMI. Even if MMI starts production successfully, competitors may enter the mar-
ket with similar or alternative products in a short time. Th is is a big threat. You will learn strategic 
management theory, or SWOT (strength-weakness-opportunity-threat) analysis ,  for decision mak-
ing in Chapter 11, Section 11.2. 

 Although this case study content is fi ctional, I believe it is similar to the scenario encountered 
by most high-tech entrepreneurs.    

  Chapter Summary 
 1.1  Historical, cultural, political, and economic concerns transfer from East to West, in general. 

Th e peak period of U.S. and Japanese production has already passed. 
 1.2  Biologically, e volution t heory su ggests t hat a nimals a bove a pa rticular si ze t hreshold a re 

 disadvantaged and become extinct. 
 1.3  Th e ideal style and structure of the fi rm for product manufacturing after the matured status 

of the fi rm (giant size) in the United States and Japan may be high-tech entrepreneurship ,  the 
key to understanding Industrial Evolution, which may 

    1. Keep fi rms small- to medium-sized for strict corporate control.  
   2. Keep small-scale production using diff erentiated technology.  
   3.  Outsource large-scale production using partnerships with developing countries’ companies.   
 1.4  Th e si x do minant t hemes o f de sirable at titude a nd b ehaviors fo r t he en trepreneur f rom a 

 consensus  [6]  are 
    1. Commitment and determination  
   2. Leadership  
   3. Opportunity obsession  
   4. Tolerance of risk, ambiguity, and uncertainty  
   5. Creativity, self-reliance, and adaptability  
   6. Motivation to excel   
 1.5 Topics discussed in this textbook: 
    1. Fundamentals in accounting: break-even analysis, manufacturing cost  
   2. Fundamentals in fi nance: present and future value, cash fl ow analysis, investment theory  
   3.  Research contracting: Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR), Small Business Technology 

Transfer Program (STTR)  
   4. Intellectual property: patent, trademark  
   5. Confl ict of interest  
   6. Product planning: linear programming, PERT  
   7. Marketing strategy: product, price, promotion, and place  
   8. SWOT analysis  
   9. Strategic business planning  
   10. Corporate ethics    
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  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P1.1 Business Concept Questions 
 Th is exercise will help you write a business plan for your venture. Refer to the MMI example and 
write up your own plan. 

  P1.1.1 Function/Feature of Product 

  What is the impor tant and distinct function or featur e of y our pr oduct—cost, design, quality , 
 capabilities—in comparison with competitive products? Include any photographs or sketches to visualize 
your idea.  

 MMI Example 

  R&D DIVISION 
 MMI developed a micromotor called  metal tube type  consisting of a metal hollow cylinder and 
two PZT rectangular plates (see Figure P1.1a). When we drive one of the PZT plates, Plate  X , a 
bending vibration is excited along the  x  axis. However, because of an asymmetrical mass (Plate  Y ), 
another hybridized bending mode is excited with a phase lag along the  y  axis, leading to an ellip-
tical locus in a clockwise direction, much like a Hula-Hoop motion. The rotor of this motor is a 
cylindrical rod with a pair of stainless ferrules pressed with a spring. The assembly is shown in 
Figure P1.1b. The metal cylinder motor is 2.4 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length and is driven at 
62.1 kHz in both rotation directions. A no-load speed of 1800 rpm and an output torque up to 1.8 
mN∙m are obtained for rotation in both directions under an applied rms voltage of 80 V. A rather 
high maximum effi ciency of about 28% for this small motor is a noteworthy feature. Figure P1.1c 
shows a newly developed self-oscillation circuit for driving the micromotor.  

 The key features of MMI micromotors are 

   World’s smallest motors (no competitive products)  • 
  Low manufacturing cost competitive with the low cost conventional electromagnetic • 
motors   

 In collaboration with Saito Industries in Japan, MMI developed the world’s smallest camera with 
both optical zooming and autofocusing mechanisms for cellular phone applications, as shown in 
Figure P1.2. Two microultrasonic motors with 2.4 mm diameter and 14 mm length are installed 
to control zooming and focusing lenses independently in conjunction with screw mechanisms. 

  Figure P1.1         Metal tube motor using a metal tube and two rectangular PZT plates. (a) Schematic 
structure, (b) world’s smallest motor (1.5 mm diameter), and (c) drive circuit on a board.    
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The large “wobbling” motion at the middle point of the metal tube motor can be transferred to a 
rotor to rotate the screw rod, which provides up–down motion of the lens unit. The drive circuit 
in Figure P1.1c could be integrated into one chip at the side of this camera (3 ´ 3 mm square 
black chip).   

  SALES DIVISION 
 MMI has 13 partner companies in the world, through which they import various piezoelectric 
devices and distribute them to North America, Asia, and Europe. “All-in-one” is their policy; that 
is, the customer can fi nd any devices (materials, components, devices, drive circuits, and design-
ing software) relating to the piezoelectric actuators. The customer need not access multiple com-
panies to arrange all the set devices. MMI has this sort of differentiation privilege from the other 
competitive distributors.   

  P1.1.2 Proprietary Aspects 

  What are the proprietary aspects of the product, such as patents, trademarks, and trade secrets?  

 MMI Example 

The inventor is Barb Shay, and the patent of the Micro Metal Tube Motor has been fi led through 
SUP. MMI is the patent licensee.  

  P1.1.3 Innovative Technology 

  What innovative technology is involved with the product? 

 MMI Example 

Barb Shay is an active developer of the piezoelectric actuators, and her inventions are rather 
unique. The innovative point is a miniature electric motor made from inexpensive standard parts 
(piezo-plates and a simple tube).  

  Figure P1.2         Camera auto zooming/focusing mechanism with two metal tube ultrasonic motors 
in Saito’s cellular phone. (a) Schematic illustration, and (b) prototype product.    

Motor Drive
Circuit Chip 
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18 ◾ Entrepreneurship for Engineers 

  P1.1.4 Position in Industry 

  What position does the concept play in the industry, such as manufacturing or distributing? 

 MMI Example 

MMI is an R&D company, which accepts research contracts from federal agencies and compa-
nies. Designing and prototyping are MMI’s strengths. When the prototype is acceptable, mass 
production is contracted to Taiwanese partners with lower manufacturing costs. 

 In parallel, MMI is a sales and distribution company, which distributes materials, components, 
devices, drive circuits, and design software, relating to the piezoelectric actuators. Customers 
need not access multiple companies to arrange the complete set of device technologies. MMI has 
this differentiation (all-in-one) from other distributors.  

  P1.1.5 Intended Customer 

  Who is the intended customer? 

 MMI Example 

MMI’s products (R&D and imported products) are for their partner companies, manufacturers large 
and small in the United States, Asia, and Europe. Product distribution customers are mostly U.S. 
small businesses, R&D contractors, and large corporations in the United States, Europe, and Asia.  

  P1.1.6 Customer Benefi ts 

  What be nefi ts w ill be d elivered t o t he c ustomer? E xplain w hat pr oblems y ou a re sol ving for y our 
customer.  

 MMI Example 

 MMI provides technology that the customer does not have. It provides necessary piezoelectric 
devices to customers for developing systems, and accelerates the development of its customer 
products. Thus, the company logo includes the phrase “Your Development Partner.”  

  P1.1.7 Market Penetration Methods 

  How will the product be sold to the customer? Explain which distribution channels will be used, such 
as sales reps, direct sales force, direct mail, telemarketing, and other channels.  

 MMI Example 

 Vice President Barb Shay has had a strong connection with Navy and Army laboratories for over 
10 years. The acceptance rate for federal SBIR proposals is relatively high for this reason. The R&D 
division has a close relationship with these R&D contractors. 

 The sales division created a powerful and attractive company Web site, through which they 
have averaged 50 hits per day from customers. In addition, a sales representative visits custom-
ers (various universities and institutes around College Park) and attends selected exhibitions and 
trade shows to generate sales. Barb is also advertising MMI to companies that hire her for private 
consulting.  
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  P1.1.8 Who Will Make or Supply the Product? 

  Who will make the product? Will it be subcontracted to a manufacturer, or will it be produced in-house?  

 MMI Example 

  R&D DIVISION  
Products for federal research will be made by MMI engineers. However, for products for com-
mercial companies, MMI sometimes uses an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) partner, 
specifi cally, Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan, for large quantities. 

  SALES DIVISION  
MMI is a distributor of a consortium of 13 partner manufacturers. However, for software distribu-
tion, MMI has three subdistributors in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan.  

  P1.1.9 Concept Statement 

  Write your concept statement for your new high-tech company . 

 MMI Example 

 MMI specializes in  development  and  commercialization  of piezoelectric actuators, transducers, 
and their integrated systems, including supporting services, tools, and software. MMI’s  concept 
statement  is “Your Development Partner,” because they provide both the devices (sales) and the 
technology (R&D) to the customers.   

  P1.2 Business Mindset 
 Why are you interested in commercializing your invention in a sm all venture, rather than in a 
large fi rm? Identify the benefi ts of using a small venture for your commercialization. Relate them 
to the above discussions, position in industry, innovative technology, and proprietary aspects.   
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  Chapter 2

 Best-Selling Devices—How 
to Commercialize Your 
Invention in the Real World              

 Have you clearly v isualized your product idea in fi gures or pictures, a s I d id in the example in 
Chapter 1? I f you cannot presently v isualize it, do n ot worry! Th is chapter teaches you how to 
crystallize your vague notion into a solid concept, which will become the fi rst best-selling product 
for your future company. 

  2.1 Three Creativities 
 In t he m id-1980s, A kio Morita, former president o f Sony C orporation, re sponded to cr iticism 
from a journalist concerning the lack of creativity on the part of Japanese researchers by saying, 
“Japanese researchers are good at chasing and imitating the original idea for commercialization, 
but they in general lack creativity”  [1] . Mr. Morita suggested that there should be three types of 
creativity with respect to research and development (R&D) at Sony: “Th e U.S. people are focusing 
only on  technological creativity . But the people must understand there are two more creativities: 
 product planning creativity  and  marketing creativity , which are equally important for commercial 
success.” 

 Matsushita Panasonic’s famous color TV technology (black stripe for creating better color 
resolution) was invented by Philips. Philips could not commercialize it. Matsushita, on the other 
hand, succeeded after an intensive 3-year development eff ort. You can decide which company is 
more “creative” in science and technology. However, it is a fact that only Matsushita profi ted from 
this TV development. 

 Table 2 .1 su mmarizes t he t hree i mportant t ypes o f cre ativity n eeded w hen de veloping a n 
R&D strategy; each will be described in further detail in the following sections. We will consider 
these creativities in the sequence shown in Table 2.1. A new technology or an idea for a new device 
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22 ◾ Entrepreneurship for Engineers 

is the fi rst step for a high-tech entrepreneur. Next come the product design and commercialization 
plans for the fi rst prototype. Finally, marketing promotion is important for making the product 
a b est s eller. Th is de velopment s tyle i s c alled  seed-push . Note that this sequence is sometimes 
reversed in a big fi rm; fi rst market research fi nds a product need, which is fed back to technology 
development and fi nally commercialized. Th is is called  need-pull . 

   2.2 Technological Creativity 
 Th ere are two diff erent approaches in exercising technological creativity: (1) Find a new functional 
eff ect or material, and (2) achieve a high performance or fi gure of merit (FOM). Th ese are typi-
cally called research and development, respectively. A new idea arising from research will create a 
seed-push market, while development is initiated by a need-pull force. 

  2.2.1 Discovery of a New Function or Material 
  Serendipity  i s o ften a n i mportant f actor i n d iscovering a n ew f unction i n a m aterial o r a n ew 
phenomenon. Benjamin Franklin, the famous scientist and founding father of the United States 
of America, discovered that lightning is an electrical phenomenon  [2] . Franklin’s experiment was 
done during a t hunderstorm. Th e l ightning hit the k ite, and he collected an electric charge, a s 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Two other scientists conducting similar experiments 1 month before and 
after Franklin were both electrocuted. Franklin was one lucky guy! Franklin became President of 
Pennsylvania (equivalent to governor today), and the state organization for fi nancially supporting 
incubator companies in Pennsylvania is named Ben Franklin Technology Partners.  

 Ivory soap ( Proctor & G amble) was a lso created by serendipity. William Procter and James 
Gamble started a candle shop, but because of Th omas Edison’s light bulbs, their business declined. 
In 1879, an employee in their Cincinnati candle factory forgot to turn off  a machine when he went 
to lunch. Upon returning, he found a frothing mass of lather fi lled with air bubbles. He almost 
threw the stuff  away, but instead decided to m ake it into soap. Proctor and Gamble sold it as a 
fl oating soap w ith a l ot of bubbles. Why was fl oating soap suc h a h ot item back then? Because 
clothes were washed in ponds and rivers at that time, a dropped bar of soap would sink and often 
be unrecoverable. Floating soap had a convenience factor. 

 Polyvinylidene difl uoride (PVDF), a piezoelectric polymer, was discovered accidentally in the 
early 1970s by Dr. Kawai, and a h igh-temperature superconducting ceramic was d iscovered by 
Doctors Bednortz and Muller in the 1980s. Both are good examples of serendipity. 

Table 2.1 Three Types of Creativity in Research and Development

Technological creativity New functions

High performance

Product planning creativity Specifi cation (sensitivity, size, power)

Design

Marketing creativity Price

Advertisement
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 A traditional Japanese proverb tells us that every researcher has three lucky chances in his or 
her life to d iscover new things. However, most people do not even recognize these chances and 
lose them. Only people ready to accept these chances can really fi nd new phenomena. A Japanese 
company executive mentioned that a person who develops one widely commercialized product has 
the chance to become a general manager; a person who develops two products for the company 
is guaranteed to be a v ice president; and a person who contributes more than three can become 
president. You can see how diffi  cult it is to develop actual best-selling products. Th e personality 
and aptitude of the researcher are, of course, also important factors in recognizing a lucky chance. 
Example Problem 1.1 assessed your ability to experience serendipity. What was your score? 

 If you have missed your three chances, what should you do? Quit being a researcher? Th e fol-
lowing example is dedicated to the unlucky reader who, like myself, missed those lucky chances. 
We can still research using a more systematic approach, for example, by using our intuition: mak-
ing use of (1)  secondary eff ects  and (2)  scientifi c analogy . Sections 2 .2.1 and 2 .2.2 include rather 

 Figure 2.1         Flying kite experiment in a thunderstorm by Ben Franklin (1752). (From http://
www.ushistory.org/franklin/essays/hoffman.htm. With permission.)   
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advanced technical, physical, and mathematical items for the front engineer’s sake. You may skip 
this part if you are not considering inventing a high-tech device by yourself. 

  2.2.1.1 Secondary Effect 

 Every phenomenon has primary and secondary eff ects, which are sometimes recognized as linear 
and quadratic phenomena, respectively. In electrooptic devices, the Pockels and Kerr eff ects cor-
respond to the primary and secondary eff ects, where the refractive index is changed in proportion 
to the applied electric fi eld, or to the square of the applied electric fi eld (this is the basic mechanism 
for the liquid-crystal display [LCD]). In actuator materials, these correspond to the piezoelectric 
and electrostrictive eff ects. 

 When I s tarted actuator research in the middle of the 1970s, precise displacement transduc-
ers (we initially used this terminology) were required in the Space Shuttle program, particularly 
for deformable mirrors, for controlling the optical pathlengths over several wavelengths (in the 
order of 0.1 µm). Conventional piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics were plagued 
by hysteresis and aging eff ects under large electric fi elds; this was a serious problem for an optical 
positioner. Electrostriction, which is the secondary electromechanical coupling observed in cen-
tro-symmetric crystals, is not aff ected by hysteresis or aging (see Figure 2.2)  [3] . Piezoelectricity 
is a primary (linear) eff ect, where the strain is generated in proportion to the applied electric fi eld, 
while the electrostriction is a secondary (quadratic) eff ect, where the strain is in proportion to the 
square of the electric fi eld (note the parabolic strain curve in Figure 2.2). Th eir response should be 
much faster than the time required for domain reorientation in piezoelectrics and ferroelectrics. 
In addition, electric poling is not required.  

 However, at that time, most people believed that the secondary eff ect would be minor, and 
could not provide a l arger contribution than the primary eff ect. Of course, this may be true in 
most cases, but my group actually discovered that relaxor ferroelectrics, such as the lead magne-
sium n iobate-based so lid so lutions, e xhibit en ormous e lectrostriction. R emember t hat t he ke y 
to new invention is to c onsider the thing diff erently from most people, or to hold doubts about 
normal common sense.  

  2.2.1.2 Scientifi c Analogy 

 Most readers a re probably f amiliar w ith shape memory a lloys, which c an revert r ather quickly 
back to their initial shape when subjected to the heat of a cigarette lighter or a hair dryer. Th e basic 
principle is a  stress-  or  temperature-induced phase transformation  from the austenite to martensite 

 Figure 2.2         (a) Primary effect (piezoelectric effect), and (b) secondary effect (electrostrictive 
effect).   
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phase. I tried to consider an analogous case among the ferroelectrics (Figure 2.3). Yes, we have an 
electric fi eld–induced phase transition from an antiferroelectric to ferroelectric phase. Th is  type 
of phase transition should be much quicker in response and more energy effi  cient theoretically. 
After this speculation, we started to investigate lead zirconate–based antiferroelectrics intensively, 
and discovered the  shape memory eff ect  in ceramic actuator materials  [3] . If you fi nished your engi-
neering thesis, your knowledge and background helps you in an area diff erent from your original 
thesis, by using a scientifi c analogy approach.    

  2.2.2 Performance Improvement 
 Starting with material functionality, Table 2.2 lists the various eff ects relating input (electric fi eld, 
magnetic fi eld, s tress, heat, a nd l ight) w ith output (charge/current, magnetization, s train, tem-
perature, and light). Conducting and elastic materials, which generate current and strain outputs, 
respectively, for i nput voltage or s tress a re we ll-known phenomena. Th ey a re sometimes c alled 
 trivial  materials. On the other hand, pyroelectric and piezoelectric materials, which unexpectedly 
generate an electric fi eld with the input of heat and stress, respectively, are called  smart  materials. 
Th es e off -diagonal couplings have corresponding converse eff ects, the electrocaloric and converse-
piezoelectric eff ects. Both sensing and actuating functions can be realized in the same  materials. 
“Intelligent” m aterials m ust p ossess a d rive/control o r p rocessing f unction t hat i s a daptive to 
changes in environmental conditions, in addition to actuator and sensing functions. Ferroelectric 
materials exhibit most of these eff ects with the exception of magnetic phenomena. Th u s, ferroelec-
trics are said to be very “smart” materials.  

 Th e concept of  composite eff ects  i s very u seful, pa rticularly for s ystematically improving t he 
properties and FOM.  

 2.2.2.1 Sum Effect 

 Let us discuss a composite function in a d iphasic system to convert an input parameter  X  to a n 
output parameter  Y . Suppose that the volumetric ratio between Phase 1 and Phase 2 is  1  v : 2  v  ( 1  v  + 
 2  v  = 1). Assuming  Y  1  and  Y  2  are the outputs from Phase 1 and Phase 2, respectively, responding to 
the input  X , the average output  Y  * of a composite of Phases 1 and 2 could be an intermediate value 

 Figure 2.3         Phase transition analogy between (a) shape memory alloy, and (b) shape memory 
ceramic. (From Uchino, K.  Ferroelectric devices . New York: Dekker/CRC, 2000. With permission.)   
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between  Y  1  and  Y  2 .  Y  * may be directly proportional to the volume ratio (linear approximation), 
or the variation may exhibit a concave or convex shape as a function of a volumetric ratio. In any 
case, the averaged value  Y  * in a composite does not exceed, nor is it less than  Y  1  or  Y  2 . Th is  eff ect 
is called a  sum eff ect . 

 An example is a fi shing rod, i.e., a lightweight, tough material, where carbon fi bers are mixed 
in a polymer matrix. Th e density of a composite should be an average value with respect to  volume 
fraction, while a dramatic enhancement in the mechanical strength of the rod is achieved by  adding 
carbon fi bers in a special orientation, i.e., along a rod (showing a concave relation).   

 2.2.2.2 Combination Effect 

 In certain cases, the averaged value of the output of a composite exceeds both outputs of Phase 1 
and Phase 2. Let us consider two diff erent outputs,  Y  and  Z , for two phases (i.e.,  Y  1 ,  Z  1 ;  Y  2 ,  Z  2 ). 
When a F OM for an eff ect is  provided by the f raction ( Y / Z  ), we m ay expect an extraordinary 
eff ect. Suppose t hat  Y  a nd  Z  fo llow t he c oncave a nd c onvex t ype su m e ff ects, re spectively, a s 
 illustrated in Figure 2.4, the combination value  Y / Z  will exhibit a maximum at an intermediate 
ratio of phases; that is, the average FOM is higher than either end member FOMs ( Y  1 / Z  1  or  Y  2 / Z  2 ). 
Th is is called a  combination eff ect .  

 Certain piezoelectric c eramic/polymer c omposites e xhibit a c ombination property of  g  (the 
piezoelectric voltage constant), wh ich is  provided by  d /e 0  e ( d , piezoelectric s train constant; e, 
relative permittivity), where  d  and e follow the concave and convex type sum eff ects.   

 2.2.2.3 Product Effects 

 When Phase 1 exhibits an output  Y  with an input  X , and Phase 2 exhibits an output  Z  with an 
input  Y , we can expect a composite that exhibits an output  Z  with an input  X . A completely new 
function is created for the composite structure, called a  product eff ect . 
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 Table 2.2 Various Effects in Materials           
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 I introduce my  functionality matrix  concept here. If one material has a piezomagnetic eff ect and 
its converse magnetostrictive eff ect, the functionality matrix of this material can be expressed by
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        On the other hand, a piezoelectric has a functionality matrix of the following form:
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        Next we consider a diphasic system of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials. When the 
magnetic fi eld is input fi rst, the expected phenomenon is expressed by the matrix product 
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 Figure 2.4         Basic concept of the performance improvement in a composite via a combination 
effect.   
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       If we start from the electric fi eld input fi rst, the expected phenomenon will be   
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      Note that the resulting product matrixes include only one component each; magnetoelectric eff ect 
or electromagnetic eff ect component, according to the composite eff ect sequence. Now is a good 
time to refresh your memory on linear algebra if you have forgotten this matrix calculation. 

 Philips developed a  magnetoelectric material  based on this concept  [4] ,  which exhibits electric 
voltage under the magnetic fi eld application, a iming at a m agnetic fi eld sensor. Th is material is 
composed of  magnetostrictive CoFe 2 O 4  and piezoelectric BaTiO 3  mixed and sintered together. 
Figure 2.5a shows a micrograph of a transverse section of a unidirectionally solidifi ed rod of the 
materials with an excess of TiO 2 . Four fi nned spinel dendrites CoFe 2 O 4  are observed in BaTiO 3  
bulky whitish matrix. Figure 2 .5b shows the magnetic fi eld dependence of the magnetoelectric 
eff ect in an arbitrary unit measured at room temperature. When a magnetic fi eld is applied on 
this composite, cobalt ferrite generates magnetostriction, which is transferred to barium titanate as 
stress, fi nally leading to the generation of a charge/voltage via the piezoelectric eff ect in BaTiO 3 .   

 My photostrictive materials were also discovered along a similar line of r easoning: functional-
ity matrixes of photovoltatic and piezoelectric eff ects. Th e following is an anecdote from the  R&D 
Innovator   [5]  .

  I’ve made a breakthrough that could lead to photophones—devices without electrical 
connections that convert light energy directly into sound. Perhaps this discovery will 
help commercialize optical telephone networks. It also could allow robots to re spond 
directly to light; again, without a need for wire connectors. Where did I come up with 

 Figure 2.5         (a) Micrograph of a transverse section of a unidirectionally solidifi ed rod of mixture 
of magnetostrictive CoFe 2 O 4  and piezoelectric BaTiO 3 , with an excess of TiO 2 . (b) Magnetic 
fi eld dependence of the magnetoelectric effect in a CoFe 2 O 4  BaTiO 3  composite (at room 
temperature).   
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the idea for this light conversion? Not with the sunlight shining through my offi  ce win-
dow, and not outside feeling the warmth of the sun, but in a dimly lit Karaoke bar.  

  I’ve been working on ceramic actuators—a kind of transducer that conv erts elec-
trical energy to mechanical energy—at the Tokyo Institute of Technology when the 
trigger for “ the light-controlled actuator” was initiated. I n 1980, one of my friends, 
a pr ecision-machine exper t, and I w ere drinking together at a Karaoke bar , wher e 
many Japanese go to enjoy drinks and our own singing. We call this activity our “after-
5-o’clock meeting,” My friend studied micro-mechanisms such as millimeter-size walk-
ing robots. He explained that, as electrically contr olled walking mechanisms become 
very small (on the order of a millimeter), they don’t walk smoothly because the frictional 
force drops drastically and the weight of the electric lead becomes more signifi cant.  

  After a few drinks, it becomes easier to play “what if?” games. Th at’s when he asked, 
“What if y ou, an exper t on actuators, could pr oduce a r emote-controlled actuator? 
One that would b ypass the electrical lead?” To many people, “remote control” equals 
control by radio waves, light waves, or sound. Light-contr olled actuators require that 
light energy be transduced twice: fi rst from light energy to electrical energy, and second 
from electrical energy to mechanical energy . Th ese are photovoltaic and piez oelectric 
eff ects.  

  A solar cell is a we ll-known photovoltaic device, but it doesn’t generate suffi  cient 
voltage to drive a piezoelectric device. So my friend’s actuator needed another way to 
achieve a photovoltaic eff ect. Along with the drinking and singing, we enjoyed these 
intellectual challenges. I must have had a bit too much that night since I promised I’d 
make such a machine for him. But I had no idea how to do it!  

  While my work is applied research, I usually come home from scientifi c meetings 
about basic research with all kinds of ideas. At one of these meetings, about six months 
after my promise, a Russian physicist reported that a single crystal of lithium niobate 
produced a high electromotive force (10 kV/mm) under purple light. His talk got me 
excited. C ould t his m aterial m ake t he p ower supply fo r t he p iezoelectric a ctuator? 
Could it directly produce a mechanical force under purple light? I returned to the lab 
and placed a sm all l ithium niobate plate onto a p late of piezoelectric lead z irconate 
titanate. Th en I t urned on the purple l ight a nd watched for t he piezoelectric eff ect 
(mechanical deformation). But it was too slow, taking an hour for the voltage to get 
high enough to make a discernable shape change.  

  Th en the idea hit me: what about making a single material that could be used for 
the sensor and the actuator? Could I place the photovoltaic and piezoelectric eff ects in 
a single asymmetric crystal? After lots of trial and error, I came up with a tungstate-
doped m aterial m ade o f l ead l anthanum z irconate t itanate ( PLZT) t hat re sponded 
well to purple light. It has a large piezoelectric eff ect and has properties that would 
make it relatively easy to fabricate.  

  To make a de vice out of this material, I pa sted t wo PLZT plates back to ba ck, 
but placed them in opposite polarization, then connected the edges. I shined a purple 
light to o ne side, which generated a p hotovoltaic voltage of 7 k V across the length. 
Th is caused the PLZT plate on that side to expand by nearly 0.1% of its length, while 
the plate on the other (unlit) side contracted due to t he piezoelectric eff ect through 
the photovoltage. Th e whole device bent away from the light. For this 20 mm long, 
0.4 mm thick bi-plate, the d isplacement at t he edge was 150 µm, and the re sponse 
speed was 1 second. Th is fast and signifi cant response was pretty exciting.  
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  Remembering the promise to my friend, I fabricated a simple “light-driven micro 
walking m achine,” w ith t wo b i-plate l egs at tached to a p lastic b oard, a s shown i n 
Figure 2.6. When light alternately irradiated each leg, the legs bent one at a time, and 
the machine moved like an inchworm. It moved without electric leads or circuits! Th at 
was in 1987, seven years after my promise.  

  I got busy with my “ toy”; but not too busy to attend “ after-5-o’clock meetings” in 
Tokyo’s nightclub ar ea. In 1989, at my fav orite Karaoke bar , I was talking about my 
device to another friend who wor ked for a telephone company. He wanted to know if 
the material could make a photo-acoustic device—perhaps as a solution to a major bar-
rier in optical-fi ber communication. Th e technology to transmit v oice data—a phone 
call—at the speed of light through lasers and fi ber optics has been advancing rapidly. But 
the end of the line—the ear speaker—limits the technology, since optical phone signals 
must be converted from light energy to mechanical movement via electrical energy.  

  I thought my material could convert light fl ashes directly into sound. I chopped 
two light beams to make a 180-degree phase diff erence, and applied each beam to one 
side of the bi-plate. Th e resonance point, monitored by the tip displacement, was 75 Hz, 
just at t he edge of the audible range for people! We’re now working to f abricate real 
photo-speakers ( I c all t hem “photophones”), a nd h ave i deas t hat m ay i ncrease t he 
vibration f requency several-fold to rep roduce human speech correctly. Photophones 
could provide a breakthrough in optical communication.  

  Well, what is my message for you, dear reader? To fi nd a noisy Karaoke bar? Perhaps 
that’s not necessary; but what is necessary is listening to others outside your particular 
research area: for instance, basic researchers or people with specifi c, applied objectives.  

 Th e a bove a necdote i ndicates a nother i mportant i ssue: t he d iscovery w as motivated by s trong 
customer demand. Th is is a good example of a need-pull development. 

 Figure 2.6         Photo-driven walking machine.   
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 Th e d iscovery o f  monomorphs  ( semiconductive p iezoelectric b ending a ctuators) i s a si milar 
story  [3] . When attending a ba sic conference of the Physical Society of Japan, I l earned about a 
surface layer generated on a fer roelectric single crystal due to formation of a Schottky barrier. It 
was not diffi  cult to rep lace some of the technical terminologies with our words. First, polycrys-
talline piezoelectric samples were u sed, with reduction processes to e xpand the Schottky barrier 
thickness. We succeeded in developing a monolithic bending actuator. Th e “rainbow” structure, 
further developed by Aura Ceramics, is one of the monomorph modifi cations.     

 2.3 Product Planning Creativity  
 2.3.1 Seeds and Needs 
 I usually suggest product planning divisions reexamine 10-year-old research. Why reexamine “old” 
technology? Th ere are two key points: (1) It is not really old, it just has not been reexamined since it 
failed to be developed 10 years ago. (2) Th e development failure is related to immature supporting 
technology at that time. Th us, if the  social needs  still exist, there will probably be a good business 
opportunity because the related patents have probably expired or will soon. More importantly, fi nd 
the reasons for the lack of success and judge your company’s capability to overcome them. I will 
present two examples here: two-dimensional (2-D) displays and piezoelectric transformers. 

 In collaboration with F ujitsu General in Japan, we developed a 2-D PLZT display . Electrooptic 
displays were not new at that time, but there were two major drawbacks for the commercialization: (1) 
high drive voltage, and (2) expensive manufacturing cost using a sophisticated hot-pr ess furnace. We 
decided to use the up-to-date nano-po wder and tape-casting technologies, in or der to overcome the 
drawbacks; new powder usage provided good transparency to the PLZT devices without using a bulky 
hot-press furnace, and a tape-casting method r ealized a mass-production process. We always need to  
watch carefully for possible supporting technological development, in parallel to 10-year-old research. 

 Figure 2.7 shows the number of yearly patent disclosures relating to piezoelectric transformers from 
1972 until 1999. Two peaks are clear: 1972 and 1998. During the 25 to 30 year gap there was almost 
no development. Piezoelectric transformers w ere commercialized for the fi rst time in the beginning  

 Figure 2.7         Number of yearly patent disclosures related to piezoelectric transformers from 
1972 through 1999.   
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of the 1970s to supply high v oltage in color TVs. However, this application disappeared in less than  
a year, due to ceramic cracking, which destr oyed the devices. Th e second commer cialization peak  
occurred due to three key factors: (1) strong social demand for a laptop computer backlight screen, (2) 
matured powder technology to pr ovide mechanically strong piezoceramics, and (3) adv anced design 
technology such as fi nite element method software to simulate electromechanical vibrations.  

 Tracking future technologies is also important in fi nding “seeds” for new products. Battelle 
reports regularly on future technologies. Its 1995 top 10 predictions for 2005 are as follows  [6] : 

    1.  Human genome mapping.  Genetics-based personal identifi cation and diagnostics will lead to 
preventive treatments of disease and cures for specifi c cancers.  

   2.  Super materials.  Computer-based design and manufacturing of new materials at the molecu-
lar level will mean new, high-performance materials for use in transportation, computers, 
energy, and communications.  

   3.  Compact, long-lasting, highly por table energ y sour ces . Th ese energy sour ces, including fuel 
cells and batteries, will po wer electr onic devices of the futur e, such as por table personal 
computers.  

   4.   Digital, high-defi nition TV.  A major breakthrough for American television manufacturers—
and a major source of revenue—that will lead to better advanced computer modeling and 
imaging.  

   5.   Electronics miniaturization for personal use . Interactive, wireless data centers in a pocket-size 
unit will provide users with a f ax machine, telephone, and computer that contains a h ard 
drive capable of storing all the volumes found in their local library.  

   6.   Cost-eff ective “smart” systems.  Th ese systems will integrate power, sensors, and controls, and 
will eventually control the manufacturing process from beginning to end.  

   7.   Anti-aging products . Relying on genetic information to sl ow t he a ging process, t hese w ill 
include anti-aging creams that really work.  

   8.  Medical t reatments . N ew t reatments w ill u se h ighly a ccurate s ensors to l ocate p roblems, 
and drug-delivery systems that will precisely target parts of the body, such as chemotherapy 
targeted specifi cally to cancer cells to reduce the side eff ects of nausea and hair loss.  

   9.  Hybrid-fuel vehicles.  Smart vehicles, equipped to operate on a variety of fuels, will be able to 
select the most appropriate one based on driving conditions.  

   10. “ Edutainment .” E ducational g ames a nd c omputerized si mulations w ill meet t he sophisti-
cated tastes of computer-literate students.   

 Battelle’s prediction hit rate is very high (80%). Th us, you can use Battelle’s predictions as a sur-
rogate if you do not have the resources for doing this yourself. 

 In general, smaller actuators will be required for medical diagnostic applications such as blood 
test kits and surgical catheters. S ilicon microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) ar e developing 
rapidly. However, electrostatic for ces ar e generally too w eak to mo ve something with suffi  cient 
effi  ciency. Piezoelectric thin fi lms compatible with silicon technology will be much more useful for 
MEMS. An ultrasonic rotary motor as tiny as 2 mm in diameter, fabricated on a silicon membrane, 
is a good example (see F igure 2.8)  [3] . Even this prototype motor can generate a tor que three to 
four orders of magnitude higher than an equivalent-sized silicon motor.  

 As the size of miniature robots and actuators decrease, the weight of the electric lead wire con-
necting the power supply becomes signifi cant, and remote control will defi nitely be required for 
submillimeter devices. Th e photo-driven actuator described in the previous section is a promising 
candidate for microrobots.   
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 2.3.2 Innovation Obstacles in Technology Management 
  Innovation obstacles  are important issues for technology management. I have observed a pat tern: 
once development has failed, a minimum of 25 to 30 years is required to redevelop the same or 
similar device. Th e reason i s that once a yo ung re searcher f ails in development, the experience 
stops him or her from engaging in similar device development or allowing others in his organiza-
tion from doing the same after he or she becomes a manager. It takes a generation, 25 years, for the 
technology to be resurrected, until these “fossil” managers disappear (or retire). 

 Th ere are two issues to remember: 

    1. If you are a manager, try not to suppress redevelopment of previously failed devices.  
   2. If you are a young researcher, reexamine 10-year-old research (half of a generation period). 

If your boss is a “fossil” type, you should spin off  from that institute, and start your own 
company.     

 2.3.3 Development Pace 
 A su itable R&D pace introduces new concepts a nd products not too e arly or too l ate; 3 ye ars 
for commercialization is  a  good t arget for the ferroelectric devices. Th e Ford Motor Company 
changed t heir de velopment pa ce f rom 5 to 3 ye ars s everal ye ars a go, a nd c ommercialized t he 
Taurus successfully.   

 2.3.4 Specifi cations 
 Some en gineers b elieve t hat l owering t he d rive v oltage o f a p iezoelectric a ctuator i s e ssential. 
However, this is not really true for portable equipment if one considers the available battery volt-
ages. Do you know the available battery voltages and voltage supplies in the portable electronic 
equipment area? Th e answers are 1.5, 3, 6, 12 (automobile applications,) 24, and 250 V. It is your 
homework to check the available voltages in your professional fi eld. 

 For example, when I collaborated with C OPAL, a Japanese company, to develop piezoelectric 
camera shutters using a bimorph structure, we initially used conventional bimorphs driven at around 
100 V (see Figure 2.9). But, when we tried to commercialize it, we recognized that we needed an addi-
tional 100 V power supply in each camera, which would cost several dollars. Instead we changed the 
bimorph design, by thickening the piezoelectric ceramic layer, so that it could be driven by 250 V (this 
voltage is generated in a camera by a cheap power supply conventionally used for a stroboscopic lamp). 

 Figure 2.8         Ultrasonic rotary motor as tiny as 2 mm in diameter fabricated on a silicon membrane. 
(From Uchino, K.  Ferroelectric devices . New York: Dekker/CRC, 2000. With permission.)   
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Why not use the 100 V bimorph and the 250 V from the battery, and a voltage splitter or resistor? 
Th e reason is again additional component costs (10 to 20 cents) in the assembly line.  

 Product de velopment n eeds to c ollect t he fo llowing n ecessary i nformation o n t he 
specifi cations: 

   Sensitivity   ◾
  Size   ◾
  Lifetime   ◾
  Available power supply    ◾

 If we extend the above considerations, a device for automobiles should be driven under 12 V (car 
battery). However, actual piezoelectric actuators for diesel injection valve applications are driven 
with 160 V for 80 µm PZT layer thickness (see Figure 2.10a). Th e key restriction not to allow the 
drive voltage below 12 V per 10 µm PZT layer is not from technological diffi  culties, but merely 
from the cost minimization. Figure 2.10b shows prices for both the piezoelectric stack actuator 
and its drive/control circuit, plotted as a f unction of drive voltage. Decreasing the drive voltage 
should decrease the PZT layer thickness dramatically, leading to a n increase in the Ag/Pd elec-
trode cost, and manufacturing costs will increase exponentially. On the other hand, the driving 
circuit cost increases with the required voltage. Accordingly, the total system cost has a minimum 
around 160 V and a layer thickness around 80 µm. Note that even 10 µm layer actuators are not 
diffi  cult to m anufacture technologically today. Th e present specifi cation for thickness i s merely 
determined by economics!    

 2.3.5 Product Design Philosophy 
 When performance is similar, sales depend strongly on design, color, and so forth. Th e design must 
fi t social trends as discussed in Section 2.4, Marketing Creativity. In this new era, Y. Hirashima 
suggests “ beautiful,” “ amusing,” “ tasteful,” a nd “ creative”  [7].  A g eneral m anagerial e conom-
ics textbook [ 8]  suggests that product demand is determined by six variables: price, income of 

 Figure 2.9         Piezoelectric bimorph camera shutter by COPAL, where the PZT layer was 
 intentionally thickened to adapt to a 250 V voltage supply. (From Uchino, K.  Ferroelectric 
devices . New York: Dekker/CRC, 2000. With permission.)   
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consumers, prices of related products, expected future price of product, number of consumers, and 
taste patterns of consumers. Th e last factor has been emphasized in the last 10 years. 

 Table 2.3 summarizes the diff erences in development concepts between the United States and 
Japan. Sa msonite a ired a T V commercial 10 years a go showcasing its su itcases. In a 3 -minute 
broadcast, a suitcase is thrown from a 10-story building without damage on landing. Th is ad dem-
onstrates that the suitcase is highly reliable and tough. I appreciate this typical American attitude, 
but am concerned that they are not worried about the contents of the suitcase, such as glass bottles. 
A similar concept can be found in a re cent TV ad by Maytag. Th is washing machine ad seems 
ridiculous. Lots of tennis balls hit the surface of the washing machine, which is meant to show its 
mechanical toughness. Actually, the value of a washing machine is in how quickly, silently, and 
effi  ciently it cleans clothes. Th e ad did not mention anything about its performance—it merely 
showed its mechanical toughness. 

 Th e promotion of the N intendo Game Boy is based on v ery diff erent concepts: newness and 
timing. Th e game might not have sold well due simply to misjudgment in timing. Moreover, when 
Nintendo dev eloped a family computer , the engineers seemed to tr y to w eaken the connector 
between the software board and the har dware chassis. I t seemed to become damaged after about 

 Figure 2.10         (a) Piezoelectric diesel injection valve by Siemens. (b) Cost evaluation for the piezo-
stack and drive circuit as a function of drive voltage.   
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Table 2.3 Difference in Development Concepts between the United States and Japan

United States Japan

Best device Good device

For military For civil consumers

With top technology With improved technology

At expensive cost At cheap cost

Reliability Newness, timing
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100 connections, which corresponds to 3 to 6 months of normal usage for a child. When the toy 
breaks and the child complains to his or her par ent, the response (particularly Japanese) may be, 
“You play computer games too much! I t is about time y ou returned to your studies!” In this sce-
nario, few parents would bother to complain to Nintendo. Of course, the child wants it fi xed once 
he or she realizes how much fun it is. Th e child may even spend his or her own money to purchase 
another game machine; if this is tr ue, I admire Nintendo’s business strategy. Two comments: (1) 
Recent game equipment has dramatically impr oved, so this is no longer tr ue, but it occurr ed in 
the older models. (2) If the Game Boy was commercialized fi rst in the United States, it was an easy 
target by attorneys for pr oduct recall with expensiv e reparations and paybacks. I t was lucky for 
Nintendo that they commercialized it in Japan fi rst. 

 Th is basic consumer attitude diff erence explains why e-mail on a cellular phone system became 
popular in Japan 10 years ahead of the United States. Camera-phone advertisements have fi nally 
been broadcast in the United States in recent years. Americans like Walmart because of its low 
prices, while Walmart cannot invade Japan or Korea because its products are not the newest ver-
sions. Th ey may purchase old products from manufacturers at the lowest cost.   

 2.3.6 Smart Systems 
 “Intelligent” or “smart” materials, structures, and systems are often used today. Th e bottom line 
of “smartness” is to possess both  sensing  and  actuating  functions. I will now off er my opinion on 
this issue. 

 When a new sensing function is required, most researchers try adding another component, lead-
ing to a more complex system, which is likely to be more bulky and expensive (I call it “spaghetti 
syndrome.”) Our group is contributing enormously to adding new functions to conventional materi-
als and structures, while reducing the number of components in a system, and aiming for miniatur-
ization and lower cost. Th e photostrictive actuator is a very good example of an intelligent material. 
It senses light illumination and generates a voltage/current proportional to the light intensity. Th en  
it produces strains according to this control voltage, leading to the fi nal mechanical actuation. 

 Th e design/development concept for smart systems is illustrated in Figure 2.11, using ultrasonic 
motors. Starting from a traveling wave-type motor with two piez o-actuators and two po wer sup-
plies, a Philips group moved to a more complex motor with four piezo-actuators in order to achieve 
better motor per formance. However, our gr oup took the opposite appr oach, simplifi cation, and 
developed a standing wav e-type motor with a single actuator element in or der to make it smaller 
and less expensive. It is your choice to seek merely performance (mostly for military or space appli-
cations) or to seek the optimization of performance and cost (for general consumer applications).     

 2.4 Marketing Creativity 
  Discipline of Market Leaders   [9],  authored by Treacy and Wiersema, is an informative guide to under-
standing marketing creativity. Th e authors have factored into it the following three basic steps: 

    1. Choose your customers.  
   2. Narrow your focus.  
   3. Dominate your market.   

 We will consider these steps in detail. General marketing strategy will be discussed in Chapter 8.  
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 2.4.1 Choose Your Customers  

 2.4.1.1 Domestic or Foreign? 

 Let us start by solving the following practical problems which arose during my consulting.  

 Example Problem 2.1 

    1. Japanese cars are popular in the United States, but U.S. cars are not popular in Japan. Why?  
   2. TOTO Washlet (a personal hygiene/cleansing system, for use in the bathroom) is a 

big hit in Japan, but not in the United States, although TOTO Co. tried to sell it in the 
United States. Why?     

 Solutions 

    1. Lack of development effort. There is a traffi c system difference between the two countries: 
left-hand side in Japan and right-hand side in the United States. While the Japanese auto 
manufacturers tried to make left-hand-side steering wheel cars, the U.S. manufacturers did 
not; this presents a serious inconvenience to driving an American car in Japan. Why don’t 
the U.S. auto manufacturers make the right-hand-side steering wheel cars? Is it technologi-
cally diffi cult for them? No, not at all. It is merely the U.S. auto manufacturers’ attitude (not 
customer-oriented, or arrogant to insist) that the customer should use their design!  

   2. Lack of learning the culture. Japanese toilet facilities don’t always have a shower set, thus a 
special personal hygiene system such as this is convenient. When the restroom possesses bath/
shower and toilet facilities together as in American homes, the Washlet may not be necessary.    

 From the above examples, it becomes clear that, in order to expand business into a foreign country, 
we need to learn the culture of that country or fi nd a partner in that country. 

 Figure 2.11         Development concept for smart systems, using ultrasonic motors as an example.   
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 TOTO Washlet is a sophisticated system using a smart material, a shape memory alloy. Th e  nozzle 
part of the water jet mechanism is composed of a heater and a nozzle angle control mechanism 
made of a shape memory alloy. Only when the water is within a suitable temperature range will the 
shape memory alloy redirect the nozzle to the appropriate angle. When the water is cold, the water 
jet is angled downward into the fl ush pot. I recently noticed, however, a relatively large number of 
American tourists purchase a simple version of the Washlet (with a warming heater function on 
the sitting plate) when they leave Japan. Middle-class Americans can now appreciate the comfort 
even if the facility is expensive.   

 2.4.1.2 Military or Civilian? 

 Product development is sometimes supported by the government for military applications in the 
United States. Th e researcher must understand the various diff erences between military and civil-
ian commercialization philosophies. For military applications, production quantities are relatively 
small (several hundred to t housands of p ieces), a nd manual f abrication processes a re g enerally 
utilized, leading to high prices. Th e strategy of targeting military customers may be adopted by a 
small venture company as it is starting up. 

 Th e diff erence betw een r equired specifi cations and quality contr ol is also v ery inter esting. 
Figure  2.12 shows the basic trends in quality control for military use and mass-consumer  products. 
Due to manual pr oduction, the pr oduction quality distribution is wider for militar y products. 
However, all the pr oducts need to be checked for militar y pr oducts. No check is r equired for 
mass-consumer products, keeping prices low. To do this, the standard deviation of the production 
quality must be v ery small. You should notice that too high a quality of the pr oducts is also not 
good (NG).  

 Let us consider Toshiba light bulbs. Toshiba is one of the largest light bulb suppliers in Japan, 
and i s where some of my former g raduate s tudents a re working. L ight bulbs t ypically have a n 
average lifetime of around 2000 h. Th eir quality control curve has a standard deviation of ±10% 
(1800–2200 h). If some of the production lots happen to have a slightly longer lifetime of 2400 h, 
what will happen? A company executive might predict bankruptcy of the division. For this kind 
of mature industrial fi eld, total sales amount i s a lmost saturated, and this 10% longer l ifetime 
translates d irectly to a 1 0% decrease in a nnual income. Th erefore, “too high quality” must be 
eliminated fo r m ass-consumer products. Th e researcher needs to understand that simply seek-
ing high quality is not the only goal of the manufacturing  company. Of course, Toshiba has the 

 Figure 2.12         Difference between basic trends in quality control for military use and mass- 
 consumer products.   
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 technological c apability to e xtend t he l ifetime o f t he bulbs. Toshiba do es s ell 24 00-h-lifetime 
bulbs. However, the price is exactly 10% higher than the usual 2000-h bulbs. 

 A fi nal comment: Sometimes, even famous Japanese consumer product companies may con-
tribute to m ilitary o r g overnmental ap plications suc h a s t he N ational A eronautics a nd S pace 
Administration (NASA) Space Shuttle program. Th e main reason is to obtain an aura of high 
quality for the company’s products, leading to very eff ective advertisements, although the develop-
ment eff ort will not bring signifi cant profi t directly.   

 2.4.1.3 Catch the General Social Trends 

 Th e market also exhibits trends refl ecting cultural characteristics, hence it may gradually or drasti-
cally change with time. We consider here changes in Japanese market trends, which must be fully 
understood before an industry can expand its mar ket globally. A summary is shown in Table 2.4. 
Japanese people use four Chinese character words to express these trends, as shown at the bottom 
of Table 2.4  [7] .               

Table 2.4 Japanese Market Trends over Time

1960s Heavier Ship manufacturing

Thicker Steel industry

Longer Building construction

Larger Power plant (dam)

1980s Lighter Printer, Camera

Thinner TV, Computer

Shorter Printing time, Communication period

Smaller “Walkman,” Air conditioner

2000s Beautiful Well-known brand apparel

Amusing TV game

Tasteful Cellular phone (private communication)

Creative “Culture” center, Made-to-order shoe
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 When I was a university student in the 1960s, the most popular departments at my university 
were metallurgy (for manufacturing steel plates and ships) and electrical engineering (for building 
power plants), aimed at producing bigger products (heavier, thicker, longer, and larger). However, 
in t he 1980s most Japanese i ndustries b ecame primarily i nvolved i n e lectronics a nd c omputer 
hardware seek ing d evice m iniaturization. P iezoelectric ac tuators, pos itioners, a nd u ltrasonic 
motors (my specialty) have been utilized to realize the highest degree of fabrication accuracy. Th e 
1980s keywords were lighter, thinner, shorter, and smaller, all of which are completely opposite to 
the 1960s keywords. 

 In the 2000s, the keywords for new products seem to be “beautiful,” “amusing,” “tasteful,” and 
“creative,” according to Hirashima  [7] . A good example is the Nintendo Game Boy, a video game 
system for TVs. It has become popular worldwide among kids (even among Japanese adults under 
40). Nintendo used to be a company that supplied Japanese traditional playing cards. At the begin-
ning of the 1970s, when most of the Japanese electronic industries were chasing U.S. technologies 
in semiconductor devices, a major semiconductor company had a large number of imperfect 8-bit 
chips (the Japanese technology at that time had such lo w quality!). Since most of the basic func-
tions of those chips were active, Nintendo decided to purchase them at a very low price, and used 
them to develop computer-aided toys. Th e prototype Game Boy did not utilize any advanced tech-
nologies, but utilized cheap 8-bit chips with well-known technologies. Th e key to this big hit was 
its ability to fi t a social trend, amusement, and to fi rmly attract kids’ attention. Because these kids 
are now adults around 40 years old, they are introducing these toys to their kids. Nintendo is now 
working for two generations’ amusement, using the leading edge information technologies. 

 Table 2.5 illustrates this new trend with 1998’s “Best Hit (Top 10) Products” in Japan. Except 
for the fl at screen TV, which is a technology-oriented (thinner) product, most of the others relate 
to beautiful, amusing, tasteful, and creative goods. In 1998, Sony was not a computer company. 
It w as te chnologically a s econd-rank m anufacturer. However, t heir b ig h its a re m ainly due to 
additional factors such as sophisticated design. Similarly, the iMac is a to tally diff erent product 

Table 2.5 1998 Best Hit Products in Japan

1. VAIO Note 505 (Sony) (silver-metallic personal computer) Thinner, 
beautiful

2. iMac (Apple) (inexpensive, sophisticated-designed computer) Tasteful

3. Pocket board (NTT Docomo) (mobile telephone designed for ladies) Amusing

4. Pocket Pikachu (Tamagochi [computer pet] and walking distance 
counter)

Amusing

5. New compact care (further compact size due to the Japanese 
automobile regulation change)

Smaller

6. Draft beer (Kirin) (new taste) Amusing

7. Fine Pix 700 (Fuji) (better resolution) Creative

8. Foreign banks (better services)

9. Flat-tube TV (less depth) Thinner

10. Viagra (?) Amusing
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concept t han t he I BM P C. R esearchers i n t he t wenty-fi rst c entury should not only c hase t he 
 performance of the product, but also the consumer’s attitude toward the product.    

 2.4.2 Narrow Your Focus 
 After choosing a suitable customer, start narrowing your development focus. Th e following  sections 
summarize a procedure for narrowing the focus.  

 2.4.2.1 List All Possible Application Fields 

 When we invented piezoelectric actuators, initially we considered various application fi elds such 
as the following: 

   Offi  ce equipment (printer, fax machine)   ◾
  Cameras   ◾
  Automobiles    ◾

 Can you identify the development “pecking order” among these application areas? I w ill intro-
duce so-called strategic or managerial decision-making procedures in the simplest way, using this 
practical example.   

 2.4.2.2 Start with the Simplest Specifi cations 

 Among the possible applications, we t ried to fi nd t he s implest technological specifi cations. We 
considered restrictions by the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) fi rst.  

 2.4.2.2.1 Temperature Range 

 Th e standard temperature requirement for offi  ce equipment is between –20 and 120°C. For cam-
eras, even though they are used outdoors they are typically held in the hands, thus, the tempera-
ture is a lways maintained between 0 a nd 40°C. Much above this temperature, the fi lm will be 
damaged b efore t he c amera’s f ailure. R equirements fo r au tomobile ap plications c over a m uch 
broader range: between –50 and 150°C.   

 2.4.2.2.2 Durability 

 Th e standard requirement for the lifetime of offi  ce equipment such as printers is continuous opera-
tion for more than 3 months or 10 11  cycles. For cameras, it is only 5 × 10 4  cycles. Imagine how 
many pictures you take in a year. A 36-exposure roll of fi lm may take months to use! Automobile 
applications usually require durability of more than 10 years. 

 In conclusion, the sequence for starting development will be 

  Camera ® Offi  ce Equipment ® Automobile 

 As we expected, piezo-actuators were fi rst widely commercialized in a camera automatic- focusing 
mechanism by C anon a nd i n a sh utter by M inolta. Th en, they were employed in dot-matrix 
(NEC) a nd i nkjet (Seiko Epson) printers. S ince piezo-multilayer a ctuators h ave been u sed by 
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Siemens i n d iesel i njection va lves i n t he au tomobile si nce 2 000, we c an s ay t he p iezoelectric 
actuator  development is in a maturing period. 

 It is notable that specs for cameras dramatically changed after shifting from fi lm to d igital. 
Digital cameras do not use fi lm or mechanical shutters, leading to much more severe specs. Th e 
standard durability is not 5 × 10 4  cycles anymore, because users started to take 10 times more pic-
tures. Th e cyclic lifetime specs automatically increased by a factor of 10 with digital cameras.    

 2.4.2.3 Consider the Cost Performance 

 We occasionally use a scoring sheet to identify a development target. A sample of how to score is 
shown in Table 2.6. Th is table includes various factors that are signifi cant, including fi nancial fac-
tors (market and cost) and device performance. We compare the total scores and select the higher 
priority for development (pecking order). 

  Example Problem 2.2 

 Consider the dot-matrix printer which was developed in 1982 by NEC. Adopting a scoring table 
like the one shown in Table 2.6, compare the cost performances of a bimorph and a multilayer 
structure.     

Table 2.6 Scoring Table for Devices

Device A Device B

Costs

Raw materials 
cost

0 1 2 0 1 2

Fabrication cost 0 1 2 0 1 2

Labor cost 
(special skill)

0 1 2 0 1 2

Performance

Figure of merit 0 1 2 0 1 2

Lifetime 0 1 2 0 1 2

Market

Design 0 1 2 0 1 2

Production 
quantity

0 1 2 0 1 2

Maintenance 
service

0 1 2 0 1 2

Total score (add 
the scores)
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  Hint : Since the deformation from the piezoelectric ceramic is small (only 1 μm), we need 
to amplify the displacement for practical applications. The starting piezo-ceramic has a 
thin plate design because a reasonable electric voltage can generate a large electric fi eld. 
By bonding a piezo-ceramic plate onto a metallic plate, small strain is converted to a large 
bending deformation ( bimorph ). On the other hand, by laminating multiple thin plates, we 
can increase the displacement in proportion to the number of the laminates ( multilayer ), 
which is my popular patent. Refer to Figure 2.13  [10]       .

 Solution 

 Selection criteria for scoring are summarized in Table 2.7: (1) Multilayer structures need 
large amounts of expensive electrode materials, and the tape-casting requires equipment 
investment. On the other hand, fabrication is almost automatic. (2) Quick speed, high force, 
and longer lifetime, which are essential to dot-matrix printers, are possible with multilayer 
devices. (3) The fabrication process of multilayer actuators (tape-casting) is most suitable for 
mass production. We adopted the multilayer piezoelectric actuator for this printer develop-
ment (Figure 2.14).    

 If the application is for cheaper devices such as inkjet printers or cellular phones, cost 
should be emphasized. Thus, the  weighted score method  will be applied. Suppose that 
cost:performance:market weights are 4:1:1; the total scores for bimorph and multilayer are
4 × 3 + 1 + 3 : 4 × 2 + 3 + 4 = 16 : 15. Hence, the bimorph actuator is recommended.     

 2.4.3 Dominate Your Market 
 After i dentifying t he t arget, de velop t he p roducts a ccording to t he fo llowing te chnology a nd 
product planning creativity considerations. At the same time, consider a suitable advertising plan 
and price range.  

 2.4.3.1 Advertisement (Promotion Strategy) 

 Naming or selecting a suitable trademark for a device is very important. When I developed  co-fi red 
multilayer actuators, they were initially named  displacement transducers . Of course, this is not an 
inappropriate name from a physics point of view. However, it was not attractive to customers. Th e 
name  positioner  was also used in the mechanics fi elds. 

 After discussing this with colleagues at NEC Corporation, the terminology  piezoelectric actua-
tor  was selected, half of which is familiar to electrical engineers (piezoelectric), and the other half of 
which is familiar to mechanical engineers (actuator). Only people working in this interdisciplinary 

 Figure 2.13         Two typical actuator designs: bimorph and multilayer.   

Bimorph

Multilayer
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fi eld can understand the full meaning of this name, making it highly suitable for a device that will 
be used in an interdisciplinary fi eld. 

 Th e details of marketing strategy, the so-called Marketing Four Ps (product, place [distribu-
tion channels], price, and promotion) will be discussed in Chapter 8.   

 2.4.3.2 Determine the Appropriate Price 

 Th e profi t ratio for a particular sales price depends on the industry category: electronics industries 
have relatively high profi tability—typically 10% in electronic components and 30% in videotapes, 
as compared with 3–4% for chemical commodities. O n the basis of these pr ofi t margins, we can 
estimate the maximum raw materials’ cost, labor costs, and so for th. Refer to the rough price cal-
culation presented in Table 2.8. Th e details will be discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.1, Accounting 
Management. 

 When a company is thinking about starting multilayer actuator production, they need to con-
sider if a tape-casting system really needs to be installed. I usually recommend the installation of 
a tape-casting system if the production amount exceeds 1 million pieces per year. Otherwise, the 
conventional cut-and-bond method should be used by hiring several manufacturing technicians, 
as discussed in Chapter 1. Also, when a company considers purchasing a new robot for automation 
production, they should consider the price. A typical one-task robot costs $30,000, which can be 

Table 2.7 Example of the Scoring Table for Bimorph and Multilayer Actuators 
(Printer Application)

Bimorph Multilayer

Costs

Raw materials 
cost

0 √1 2 √0 1 2

Fabrication cost 0 √1 2 √0 1 2

Labor cost 
(special skill)

0 √1 2 0 1 √2

Performance

Figure of merit 0 √1 2 0 √1 2

Lifetime √0 1 2 0 1 √2

Market

Design 0 √1 2 0 √1 2

Production 
quantity

0 √1 2 0 1 √2

Maintenance 
service

0 √1 2 0 √1 2

Total score 7 9
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used for 2 years without a high maintenance fee. On the other hand, an annual salary of $3000 
is enough to hire one worker in some countries such as Th ailand and Turkey. A m anufacturing 
line having 10 workers corresponds to a robot. Th us, an alternative solution to purchasing a robot 
is to start a factory in one of these countries. We will discuss detailed fi nancial calculations and 
production planning in Chapters 6 and 7. Th e key topics to be learned include break-even analysis, 
fi xed cost, variable cost, and linear programming.    

 Figure 2.14         Dot-matrix printer head using 24 multilayer piezoelectric actuators (1986, NEC). 
(From Uchino, K., and J. R. Giniewicz.  Micromechatronics . New York: Dekker/CRC, 2003. With 
permission.)   

Table 2.8 Price Calculation Sample in the Piezo-Actuator Area

Commercial price (must be comparable to competitive things) 100

Manufacturer’s price (varies depending on the distribution channel) 50

Direct materials (raw materials) 10

Direct labor (engineers) 10

Manufacturing overhead 20

Gross profi t 10
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  Chapter Summary 
 2.1  Th ree essential types of creativity required for best-selling devices are  technological creativity, 

product planning creativity,  and  marketing creativity  (Akio Morita, former Sony President). 
 2.2  Technology cre ativity: D iscovery o f a n ew f unction o r m aterial dep ends o n s erendipity 

and i ntuition, a mong w hich  secondary e ff ect  and  scientifi c analogy  ap proaches a re u seful. 
Electrostrictive and shape memory ceramics were invented from these approaches. 

 2.3  Product planning creativity: Th is is most essential for a high-tech entrepreneur. Th is  creativ-
ity transforms your high-tech idea into a c ommercial product. Th e following items need to 
be considered: 

    1. Seeds to needs—fi nd the social needs  
   2. Development pace—prototype 3 years prior to commercialization  
   3. Specifi cations—available battery voltage, cost minimization principle  
   4. Product design philosophy—beautiful, amusing, tasteful, and creative  
   5. Smart systems—escape from the “spaghetti syndrome”   
 2.4 Marketing creativity 

 Eff ective marketing creativity can be factored into the following three steps: 
    1.  Choose your customers —military or civilian, quality control  
   2.  Narrow your focus —scoring table for considering cost performance  
   3.   Dominate yo ur m arket   [9] —Marketing F our P s: p roduct, p lace (distribution c hannels), 

price, and promotion (advertisement)    

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P2.1 Product Concept Questions 
 Th is exercise will help you write a product brochure for clarifying the product concept. Referring 
to the example, write your own plan using a scoring table.  

  P2.1.1 Function of the Product 

 Discuss the superiority of your product, such as cost, performance, and market, in comparison with the 
competitive products. Use a scoring table, and discuss it quantitatively.  

 MMI Example 

 MMI developed a microultrasonic motor called metal tube type, consisting of a metal hollow 
cylinder and two PZT rectangular plate actuators. The raw materials cost is lower than the conven-
tional electromagnetic motor’s thin copper wire. The metal cylinder motor, 2.4 mm in diameter 
and 12 mm in length, was driven at 62.1 kHz in both rotation directions. A no-load speed of 1800 
rpm and an output torque up to 1.8 mN∙m were obtained for rotation in both directions under an 
applied rms voltage of 80 V. Higher maximum effi ciency of about 28% and torque for this small 
size compared with the electromagnetic type is a noteworthy feature. The key features of MMI 
micromotors are as follows: (1) they are the world’s smallest motors with human fi nger fi ghting 
torque level (much superior to the electromagnetic motors), and (2) their low manufacturing cost 
is competitive with the lowest electromagnetic motors. Table P2.1 compares the superiority scores 
for the metal tube and electromagnetic motors for cellular phone camera applications. Miniature 
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size, high torque, and low cost are essential factors for the choice. The metal tube type has advan-
tages in FOM and small size, in comparison with the electromagnetic micromotors.   

  P2.2 “Don’t Read Papers” 
  Question : My PhD advisor was the late Professor Shoiichiro Nomura at t he Tokyo Institute of 
Technology. He fi rst taught me “Don’t read papers” when I joined his laboratory. I sometimes use 
this when teaching my graduate students. What is the real meaning of this phrase? 

  Answer : I h ad top academic grades during my undergraduate period. I re ad many textbooks 
and academic journals. Accordingly, whenever Professor Nomura suggested that I s tudy a n ew 
research topic, I said things such as “that research was done already by Dr. XYZ, and the result was 
not promising….” After having a dozen of these sort of negative conversations, partially angrily, 
partially d isappointedly, P rofessor Nomura o rdered, “Hey, K enji! You a re n ot a llowed to re ad 
academic papers for a half year. You should concentrate on the following experiment without hav-
ing any biased knowledge. Having a strong bias, you cannot discover new things. After fi nishing 
the experiment and summarizing your results, you are allowed to approach the published papers 
in order to fi nd whether your result is reasonable, or is explainable by some theory.” Initially, I 

Table P2.1 Scoring Table for Comparing Metal-Tube Ultrasonic and Electromagnetic 
Motors (Cellular Phone Application)

Metal Tube Electromagnetic

Costs

Raw materials 
cost

0 1 √2 0 √1 2

Fabrication 
cost

0 √1 2 0 1 √2

Labor cost 
(special skill)

0 √1 2 0 √1 2

Performance

Figure of 
merit

0 1 √2 √0 1 2

Lifetime 0 1 √2 0 1 √2

Market

Design (small 
size)

0 1 √2 √0 1 2

Production 
quantity

0 √1 2 0 1 √2

Maintenance 
service

0 √1 2 0 √1 2

Total score 12 9
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was fearful of getting totally wrong results. However, I fi nished it. Th at led to my fi rst discovery: 
PMN-PT electrostrictive materials. 

 Remember t hat k nowing too much suppresses innovative work. A re al d iscovery i s u sually 
made by a young, less-experienced engineer. Once this engineer becomes an expert professor, 
unfortunately he or she may lose some creativity.    
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  Chapter 3

 Corporation Start-Up—How 
to Establish Your Company              

 Th is c hapter i nstructs you how to e stablish your own c ompany once you h ave t argeted a fi rst 
product. 

 From my experience, the start-up procedures include the following: 

    1. Information collection for a s tart-up: Connect with a m entor (maybe a f riend or business 
tutor) who is or was operating a small business, and ask him or her the following questions:  

   a. What was his or her motivation for starting their own venture, instead of taking a job 
in a larger company? Th is is important to determine a mindset.  

   b. How did he or she evaluate the opportunity and decide on the timing of the company’s start?  
   c. How much capital did it take to start the company? Th is is very important.  
   d. How did he or she fi nd reliable business advisors, mentors, and partners? From the start, 

your company cannot be operated in isolation.  
   e. How did this friend persuade his or her family that this would be worthwhile, particu-

larly since h is or her income may have been reduced by half when the company was 
launched?     

   Th e purpose of this textbook is to help overcome the following issues. 
    2. Persuasion of the family and forming a home fi nancial plan  
   3. Partner and key employee search (covered in Chapter 10)  
   4. Business plan preparation—important to fi nd investors and lenders (covered in Chapter 4)  
   5. Investor and loan search (described in Chapter 5)  
   6. Legal procedure for company start-up   

 In this chapter, the above items 2, 3, and 6 are detailed. 
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  3.1 The Founder and Team 
 Many people think that entrepreneurs are their own bosses and completely independent. Th is  is 
wrong! Entrepreneurs are far from independent, and have to work with many people, including 
partners, investors, employees, and families. 

  3.1.1 Persuasion of the Family 
 Th e most popular scenario, in my experience, is that one should have a job with a steady income. 
By starting your own company, you may expect more compensation and mental satisfaction in the 
future. However, you may experience challenges initially. You may need to work long hours with 
less compensation during the start-up and initial growth periods. Your lifestyle may change dra-
matically compared with regular employment, reducing family time and income. An entrepreneur 
needs to obtain complete understanding and strong support from his or her spouse and family. 

 Th ough a corporation is owned by shareholders who have the legal privilege of  limited liability , 
the actual situation is usually diff erent for the founder. For example, an emergency short-term loan 
may be obtained from a bank, with your personal property as collateral, such as a home or other 
assets. Th e liability is not completely limited, which may aff ect your family’s security.  

  3.1.2 The Timmons Model of the Entrepreneurial Process 
 Figure 3.1 shows the entrepreneurial process model proposed by J. Timmons  [1] . Founders need to 
balance the three driving forces:  opportunity, resources,  and  team . Since the entrepreneurial process 
starts with opportunity, the start-up stage exhibits a huge imbalance as illustrated in Figure 3.1a. 
By putting particularly strong eff ort into strengthening the team’s technological capability and 
harmony, in addition to fi nancial stability, the entrepreneur can obtain a n ew ba lance point a s 
shown in Figure 3.1b.  

 In addition to support from family, founders need fi nancial sponsors and pa rtners or team 
members to o perate the new company. In the scenario of Micro Motor Inc. (MMI), Barb Shay 
persuaded t he p resident o f C heng K ung C orporation, M r. L enny C hu i n Taiwan, to su pport 
MMI’s initial capital expenditures. Barb had been a c onsultant to C heng Kung for a c ouple of 

Opportunity Resources

Team

Opportunity Resources

Founder Founder

Team

(a) (b)

 Figure 3.1         The Timmons model of the entrepreneurial process. A huge imbalanced state in the 
start-up stage (a) should be shifted to a well-balanced state in the initial growing stage (b).   
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years, and Lenny was interested in operating a U.S. branch of Cheng Kung. Lenny is president and 
CEO of MMI. He is also a venture tutor for Barb. 

 Barb Shay recruited Dr. Tom Meyer as director of research and development. He received his 
Ph.D. at the State University of Pennsylvania (SUP) under Barb’s supervision, and worked in a high-
tech start-up located in Maryland for 4 years, accumulating small business operational experience. 

 Chapter 5, “Corporate Capital and Funds,” and Chapter 10, “Human Resources” will discuss 
this in more detail.   

  3.2 Legal Procedure 
  3.2.1 Forms of Organization 
 Th ere are three types of companies:  sole proprietorship ,  partnership,  and  corporation . Th e sole pro-
prietorship represents ownership by one person. Its advantages are simplicity of decision making 
and low cost. On t he other hand, t he d isadvantage i s t he unlimited l iability of t he owner. Of 
all U.S. business fi rms, 70% are sole proprietorships. However, they represent only 5% of total 
 corporate revenue. Partnerships are similar to so le proprietorships except that there are multiple 
owners with unlimited l iability. Unlimited l iability means that the owners a re personally l iable 
for debts incurred by the company. If the company must fold, the owners cannot only lose their 
investment, but are also responsible for repaying creditors. 

 High-tech entrepreneurs should use a corporation structure. It will enable future expansion more 
easily and make it easier to issue and own stock. Only 20% of U.S. businesses use this structure. 
Th ey produce 85% of all sales and more than 60% of the profi ts. A corporation is owned by share-
holders, who have limited liability; legally, they can only lose their investment in the company. 

 Th e key for high-tech entrepreneurs is to keep eligibility as a small business in order to seek Small 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer Research (STTR) 
programs run by U.S. government agencies, which provide research funding to small companies. 

 According to the U.S Small Business Administration  [2],  a small business is a fi rm 

   With 500 or fewer employees   ◾
  With an annual revenue under $5 million    ◾

 Th e above regulations can be easily satisfi ed for the start-up. Moreover, an SBIR awardee must 

   Be a company that is at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are  ◾
citizens of the United States, or permanent resident aliens in the United States; or  
  Be a company that is at least 51% owned and controlled by another business concern that  ◾
is itself at least 51% owned and controlled by individuals who are citizens of or permanent 
resident aliens in the United States.   

 When yo u c onsider fo reign i nvestment i nto yo ur c ompany, yo u m ust c arefully c alculate h ow 
much you will ask from outside countries. 

 You need to determine the following information before contacting attorneys for company setup: 

     ◾ Start-up members —corporate offi  cers  
    ◾ Company location— tentative lease agreement with offi  ce space  
    ◾ Capital money —real cash for tentative company operation    
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  3.2.2 Start-Up Members 
 MMI recruited Lenny Chu as president and CEO; he is a foreigner and the president of Cheng 
Kung Corporation, another company. I f Cheng Kung does not meet the parameters of a sm all 
business (i.e., if it has more than 500 employees), this arrangement automatically cancels MMI’s 
eligibility to t he SBIR program application. Note a lso t hat L enny or Cheng Kung should not 
exceed 49% of the stockholders of MMI.  

  3.2.3 Company Location 
 High-tech nonsoftware start-ups require laboratory and manufacturing facilities. H owever, start-
ups have diffi  culty arranging these. B arb decided to choose a company location near SUP (her 
former employer). Many universities are running company incubators. Th ese usually have conve-
niently located space along with amenities for starting a company and are a good choice. However, 
incubator space leases ar e not actually cheap and ar e sometimes mor e expensive than leases for 
nearby offi  ces. Incubators usually include privileges to the univ ersity’s facilities with r easonable 
costs through a research contract.  

  3.2.4 Capital Money 
 A company can be started with minimal capital, but the amount diff ers depending on location 
and needs. MMI initially set corporate capital at $ 300,000, in addition to t he expected initial 
SBIR funds of around $300,000. Chapter 5 covers collecting capital and funds in detail.  

  3.2.5 Legal Process 
 Ask for quotes from multiple attorneys, and choose a reasonable one. Th ere are ranges in attorney 
fees, depending on the attorney’s level of experience. Th e key for Barb’s MMI case is not to u se 
attorneys who work d irectly w ith SU P. Because MMI i s a so rt of spin-off  f rom the university, 
MMI may need to license some SUP patents in the future. MMI needs an attorney who is totally 
independent of SUP and can focus solely on MMI’s benefi t. 

 Figure 3 .2 shows t he a ctual c orporation re gistration sheets fo r your re ference. You w ill b e 
required to give public notice of your company’s establishment, as shown in Figure 3.3.   

 In parallel, the corporation needs to e stablish its corporate bylaws and minutes of the orga-
nizational meeting (the fi rst board of directors meeting), which will defi ne the roles of the board 
members. Th e following items need to be considered: 

     ◾ Board of directors:  chairman and secretary  
    ◾ Corporate offi  cers:  president, vice president, and secretary/treasurer  
    ◾ Issuance of shares:  usually the corporation issues 1000 shares of common stock initially with 
a nominal value (par value) of $1.00 per share   

 Bylaws mandate how a c orporation is to b e run and operated, and the rights and powers of the 
shareholders, directors, and offi  cers. Contents typically include the following provisions: 

    1. Th e time and place for meetings of offi  cers, directors, and shareholders  
   2. Number of directors, their tenure, and their qualifi cations  
   3. Title and compensation of the corporate offi  cers  
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 Figure 3.2         Corporation registration sheet.   
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Figure 3.2 (Continued)
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 Figure 3.3         Corporation proof of publication.   
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   4. Th e fi scal year of the corporation  
   5. Who is responsible and how the bylaws are to be amended  
   6. Any rules on the approval of contracts, loans, checks, and stock certifi cates  
   7. Inspection of the corporate records book   

 In the fi ctitious MMI situation, Lenny Chu is chair, president and CEO, Barb is secretary of the 
board of directors, and senior vice president and CTO. A total of 100 shares were issued initially 
to three stockholders (Cheng Kung, Barb, and another American colleague in order to keep the 
U.S. corporation eligibility with 51% or higher shares by U.S. citizens) for $300,000 capital. Th us , 
each share had a value of $3000 initially ($300,000 ÷ 100 shares). Figure 3.4 is an example of the 
stock shareholder certifi cate.    

  Chapter Summary 
 3.1 Th e company start-up procedure includes the following: 
    1. Information collection on the start-up  
   2. Persuasion of the family and home fi nancial make-up plan  
   3. Partner and key employee search  
   4. Business plan preparation—it is important to fi nd investors and loan lenders  
   5. Investor and loan search  
   6. Legal procedure of company start-up   
 3.2  Even with a corporation str ucture, the founder ’s liability is not completely limited. U nder-

standing and support from the one's family are defi nitely necessary. 

Example

Micro Motor Inc.
Barb Shay

 Figure 3.4         Stock shareholder certifi cate.   
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 3.3  Th e Ti mmons m odel o f t he en trepreneurial p rocess: t he fo under n eeds to ba lance t hree 
 driving forces— opportunity ,  resources  and  team . 

 3.4  Th ree forms of fi rm:  sole proprietorship ,  partnership , and  corporation . A high-tech entrepreneur 
should choose a corporation fi rm, which is owned by shareholders with  limited liability . 

 3.5  In order to be eligible for SBIR and STTR programs in the United States, you must start a 
small business fi rm that meets the following requirements: 

   With 500 or fewer employees   ◾
  With annual revenue under $5 million   ◾
  At least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are U.S. citizens or  ◾
permanent resident aliens   

 3.6  Required information for starting up a company: (1) Start-up corporate members, (2) com-
pany location, and (3) capital money.  

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P3.1 Corporation Structure Questions 
 Determine the following required information for starting up your company: 

    1. Start-up corporate members  
   2. Company location  
   3. Capital money   

  MMI Example 

   Board of Directors: Chairman Lenny Chu and Secretary Barb Shay  • 
  Corporate Offi cers: President and CEO Lenny Chu, Vice President, CTO, and Secretary/• 
Treasurer Barb Shay  
  Total Capital: $300,000; issuance of shares: MMI issues 1000 shares of common stock, ini-• 
tially 100 issued with an actual value of $3000 each share (par value of $1.00 each)     

  P3.2 Venture Supporting Organization 
 Many universities have a venture-supporting organization to advise on and help with how to start 
a company. Access your university Web site to fi nd this organization, and familiarize yourself with 
their services. Th ere are two examples below: 

      Pennsylvania State University business supporting Web site—http://www.innovationpark. ◾
psu.edu/new-business  
  Pennsylvania State Organization—fi nancial support, technology and management experi- ◾
ence: http://www.cnp.benfranklin.org      

  References 
  1. Timmons, J. A., and S. Spinelli.  New venture creation . New York: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007. 
  2. U.S. Small Business Administration, Small Business Resource, http://www.sba.gov/services/ (accessed 

March 1, 2008).   
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  Chapter 4

 Business Plan—How to 
Persuade Investors              

 You do not need a detailed business plan to persuade family and friends, or to register the  company 
legally. However, one of the most important tasks for the founder is to write the business plan, in 
order to persuade outside investors, venture capitalists, and banks of the company's viability. Th ere 
are two major purposes for establishing a clear business plan:  

   1. Th e business plan is not for the technology experts, but for investors, who may not be famil-
iar with your technology area. Do not describe it like an academic journal paper! Instead use 
lay words, e xcluding professional terminologies. Add si mple e xplanations on professional 
items. Writing style should be similar to a press release. Remember: the business plan is to 
persuade outsiders to invest in your idea from a business viewpoint,  not  from a scientifi c or 
engineering viewpoint.  

   2. Th e founder must visualize his or her business from an outsider’s viewpoint. Many high-tech 
entrepreneurs are too enthusiastic about their inventions, which gets in the way of thinking 
coherently about business issues, mainly making a profi t. Th e founder can exude confi dence 
in business, but should exclude his or her  selfi shness  in business planning. Th e business plan 
should carefully describe the current and projected future fi nancial condition of the com-
pany and the development pace from an outsider’s viewpoint. Unexpected applications and 
markets or new business opportunities may be found during brainstorming sessions with 
outside potential investors.   

 Th e e xample format for t he business p lan c an be found in va rious p laces, such a s i n t he te xt-
book  New Venture Creation   [1]  and the Web site of the Entrepreneurial Center at Old Dominion 
University  [2] . Th e following template was used for Micro Motors Inc.’s (MMI) business plan. 
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Marketing Materials
Insurance Documents
Press Releases or Articles

 MMI’s example business plan in this chapter was pr epared by Barb Shay 18 months after the 
foundation of the company in order to secure additional funds to expand the business. Th us, this 
scenario mentions the results from years 1 and 2, and is forecasting for the third year and beyond. 

  4.1 Executive Summary 
 Th e executive summary is the most important part of the business plan, and should briefl y cover 
all the contents in the plan. Some investors read only the executive summary in order to scre en 
out inappropriate proposals. 

  4.1.1 Venture History 
  MMI Example 

 MMI was founded by Dr. Barbara Shay on October 1, 200X, as a spin-off company from the State 
University of Pennsylvania (SUP). 

 Dr. Barb Shay, founder, vice president, and chief technical offi cer (CTO) of MMI, is an associ-
ate professor at SUP and is well known as an active researcher in piezoelectric actuators. She 
has been developing various piezoelectric actuators and ultrasonic motors (USMs) for the past 
10 years. Recently, her group developed a metal tube-type micromotor consisting of a metal hol-
low cylinder and two lead zirconate titanate (PZT) rectangular plates, as shown in Figure 4.1a. 
The assembly is shown in Figure 4.1b. In collaboration with Saito Industries in Japan, her group 
developed the world’s smallest camera module with both optical zooming and auto focusing for 
cellular phones, as shown in Figure 4.1c. This journalistically sensational product was the trigger 
for the foundation of MMI. The key features of these micromotors include:   

   1. World’s smallest motors (1.5 mm × 4 mm L) with a torque level (1 mN·m) on a human 
scale  

   2. Low manufacturing cost competitive with low-cost conventional electromagnetic motors   

Y

X

Elastic Hollow
Cylinder

Plate X

Plate Y

x'y'

(a) (b) (c)

  Figure 4.1         Metal tube motor using a metal tube and two rectangular PZT plates. (a) Schematic 
structure, (b) a world’s smallest motor (1.5 mm diameter), and (c) camera zoom mechanism with 
two metal tube USMs in a Saito cellular phone.    
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 In addition, using Barb’s personal connections, MMI established product distribution channels 
with nine companies worldwide. MMI imports various piezoelectric-related devices, drive cir-
cuits, and computer simulation software, and distributes them through North America and Asia. 

 Even though the company has sev eral products, the fi rst business plan had a single focus—one 
promising product from a strategic viewpoint, with attractive product pictures on the fi rst page.   

  4.1.2 Company Description 
  MMI Example 

 MMI specializes in the development and commercialization of piezoelectric actuators, trans-
ducers, and their integrated systems, including supporting services, tools, and software. In particu-
lar, micromotors, piezoelectric actuators, and microrobots are current development  targets. The 
company’s mission statement is “Your Development Partner,” because MMI supports technology 
development (R&D division) and provides commercial devices (sales division) to commercial cli-
ents and federal agencies. 

 It has now been 1½ years since the foundation of the company on October 1, 200X. The R&D 
division has raised $1 million in research funds from federal agencies and private industries. MMI’s 
intellectual property and know-how have gradually increased as the research programs proceed. 
In the sales division, they have established a product distribution partnership with nine leading 
industries worldwide. Sales have been increasing (annual sales for 200X are about $200,000). 
Presently they have eight employees including two corporate offi cers (president and vice presi-
dent), four research engineers, one sales engineer, and one offi ce manager. 

 The R&D division has unique expertise in piezoelectric devices, in particular, micromotors, 
piezo-actuators, and microrobots. There are no competitive manufacturers at present. MMI pos-
sesses several patents (including several pending), and licenses patents from SUP (including the 
present two patents of the founder, Barb Shay) for manufacturing their products. 

 The sales division subscribes to an “all-in-one” concept, like e-Bay. Because MMI has two sup-
pliers for each product (e.g., multilayer [ML] actuators from ABC and XYZ, piezo-fi lms from HJK 
and LMN), customers can compare and choose the best product for their application, through one 
Web site, MMI.com. This all-in-one concept is different from other competitive distributors. 

 You should decide your company’s mission and describe the mission statement in simple language 
for the sake of outsiders. MMI’s mission statement is “Your Development Partner.” A similar com-
pany has “Simple Ceramic Motors… Inspiring Smaller Products.” GE, Hitachi, and Toyota have 
“Imagination at Work,” “Inspire the Next,” and “Moving Forward,” respectively. 

 You may be curious why MMI has two divisions, R&D and sales. You may think that an 
R&D division is suffi  cient for a high-tech start-up. A company I founded previously tried that and 
failed. A pure R&D company relies merely on the R&D funds, such as Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR), Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR), and Broad Agency Announcement 
(BAA) programs, and priv ate corporations’ research contracts. When one large pr ogram, such as 
an SBIR Phase II, is awarded $1 million, manpower needs to be increased by two or three people. 
However, there are several risks: (1) payment may not be timely , and (2) funding may stop at the 
end of the program. Some R&D programs are “work fi rst, pay later,” with payment 90 days after 
invoicing. Increasing research funds increases the risk of cash-fl ow problems or bankruptcy due to 
this time lag. If there is a signifi cant gap between the end of one research program and the begin-
ning of the next (which can occur between Phase I and Phase II), some layoff s may become neces-
sary. Having another income source is helpful to balance cash fl ow and reduce the hire–fi re cycle. 
Remember that a “death valley” for start-ups often occurs after the fi rst Phase II program fi nishes.   
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  4.1.3 Company Organization 
  MMI Example 

 MMI is a C-Corporation with three divisions: R&D, sales, and IT/offi ce management. The key 
management personnel include the following:   

  Lenny Chu, MBA, MS—president and CEO of MMI, and chair of the Board of Directors. He • 
is also president of Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan, which is the major shareholder and 
holds a loan to MMI.  
  Barbara Shay, PhD—founder, vice president, and CTO of MMI. She is also an associate • 
professor at SUP. She is an active researcher and has worked with piezoelectric actuators 
and USMs for 10 years.  
  Thomas Meyer, PhD—director of the R&D division at MMI. He received his PhD at SUP • 
under Barb’s supervision, and worked in a high-tech entrepreneurial start-up located in 
Maryland for 4 years with experience in small business operations.   

 Will you be the president of your new company or vice president with a reliable partner as presi-
dent? Do you have a reliable subordinate engineer?   

  4.1.4 Marketing Plan 
  MMI Example 

 Piezoelectric actuators are directly used in information technologies (microactuators for com-
puters, cellular phones), robotics, and precision machinery (positioners), and provide supporting 
tools for biomedical equipment, nanotechnologies (nanomanipulation tools), and energy areas 
(micropumps in fuel cell systems). Thus, the total industry market will signifi cantly increase from 
the current $10 million per year to $1 billion in 5 to 7 years. 

 The R&D division targets federal agencies such as DARPA, Navy, Army, National Institutes of 
Health (NIH), and Telemedicine and Advanced Technology Research Center (TATRC) for research 
funds (they disperse $3 billion in total). Though MMI does not presently have specifi c competitors 
in micromotors or microrobotics, the high growth potential means that competitors will defi nitely 
appear in the coming years, which is a risk. 

 The sales division has an all-in-one, eBay-like concept, which is different from other distribu-
tors. MMI has customers for piezoelectric products in federal institutes and universities who are 
working in the aforementioned IT, biomedical, and energy areas. MMI will advertise in three 
ways: the MMI Web site, direct e-mail/mail to customers, and customer site visits. 

 Th e industry market size should be specifi c, citing data from reliable sources. What will be your 
specifi c tactics for promoting the market and increasing customers?   

  4.1.5 Company Operations 
  MMI Example 

 MMI has spent $400,000 in the fi rst year for eight employees: $300,000 was initial capital and 
$100,000 was a loan from partner company Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan. The current 
monthly expenses are about $40,000 (second year), which will increase to $50,000 and $65,000 
in the third and fourth years, respectively. The revenue target by the end of the third year is 
$1  million from the R&D programs and $0.5 million from the piezo-product sales.   
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  4.1.6 Financial Plan 
  MMI Example 

 The start-up capital ($300,000) came from Cheng Kung Corporation, a U.S. citizen private  investor, 
and the founder Barb Shay. In addition, MMI has a loan agreement of $500,000 for the fi rst 3 years 
from Cheng Kung, which will be paid back in 5 years. There is also a bank loan to cover cash 
fl ow problems up to $50,000, which may occur from delays in payment from the government and 
clients. This short-term loan will be retired as soon as MMI receives research contract payments. 

 Investors are interested in getting the current and future fi nancial information of the company. 
Ratio analysis, covered in Chapter 6, Section 6.2, prepares you to answer these questions. Th e fore-
cast i s a p lan. Actual performance may deviate f rom it in the fi rst a c ouple of years more than 
expected. However, fi nancial e stimates should be a s accurate a s possible. Otherwise, corporate 
cash fl ow problems will occur rapidly. 

 All three entrepreneurial factors— opportunity ,  team , and  resources —should be satisfi ed appro-
priately in order to attract investors.    

  4.2 Management and Organization 
  4.2.1 Management Team 
 Please e xpand u pon t he i nformation i n S ection 4. 1.3 to p rovide m ore de tail. R efer a lso to 
Chapter 3, Section 3.1.  

  4.2.2 Compensation and Ownership 
  MMI Examples    

  OWNERSHIP 
 The MMI stocks are shared by the Cheng Kung Corporation founder (Barb Shay) and a support-
ing investor (Jackie Wang; see Figure 4.2). The total capital as of the middle of the second year is 
$330,000. Barb added $30,000 in the second year.  

  COMPENSATION  
  There are two stock option programs: Incentive stock option ($30,000) and compensation • 
stock option ($90,000) for the corporate offi cer (Barb Shay).  
  For the employees: Compensation/payment is a reasonable level, in addition to the employ-• 
ment benefi ts.  

  Figure 4.2         Shareholders of MMI (as of the middle of the second year).    

Cheng
Kung

38

Jackie
Wang

29

Barb
Shay

33

Total Capital:
US$ 330K
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  For sales engineers: Base salary plus commission (performance bonus, 2% of the sales • 
amount).  
  Employee’s benefi ts: MMI has group medical insurance (except dental) and a pension sys-• 
tem (1% coverage). Retirement benefi ts start in the third year.   

 Stock options are a popular method to reduce cash expenses by stimulating the corporate offi  cer’s 
performance. Th ere are two types:  compensation stock option  and  incentive stock option . Employees 
who receive the former need to pay federal income tax (W-2 income is increased by this amount), 
while those who receive the latter do not need to pay that tax. However, the maximum percentage 
of the incentive stock option over the total stock is limited (typically 10%).  

  MMI Example 

 In this scenario, Barb received $60,000 for part of her fi rst-year salary through the compensation 
stock option (20 shares at $3000 per share), leading to additional expenses, i.e., the income tax 
payment from herself and MMI. She received $30,000 for part of her second year salary through 
the compensation stock option (10 shares at $3000 per share), and 10 shares at $1.10 per share 
as the incentive stock option for the second year. She received 40 stocks in total, or 33% of 
120 MMI total stocks. The incentive stock option is not considered as compensation, leading to 
a tax savings. However, there is a regulation: the incentive stock option should not exceed 10% 
of total stocks. Notice that Barb has not received any cash, but has received stock certifi cates 
(corresponding to $90,000) from MMI in these 2 years, even though she paid her own income 
tax for this nominal additional compensation. In other words, she contributed to accumulate the 
MMI capital by $90,000 ($300,000 in total). Also note that 10 shares, through the incentive stock 
option, did not increase MMI capital ($1.10 x 10 = $11). In order to increase her power (number 
of the stocks) in MMI, Barb decided to take this personal fi nancial risk by negotiating with her 
husband. Because Barb did not receive any cash, she needed her husband's support to pay her 
income tax of about $40,000 (corresponding to $90,000) in the fi rst and second years. Also, note 
that the stock option is a popular tactic to generate corporate “cash fl ow.”   

  4.2.3 Board of Directors/Advisory Council 
 Please expand upon the information in Section 4.1.3 to provide more detail.  

  4.2.4 Infrastructure 
  MMI Examples    

  ACCOUNTANTS  
   • General accounting service:  Cats and Dogs Co., P.C., which provides advice on corporate 
tax, tax credit, etc.  
   • Payroll accounting service:  HDD Small Business Services, which provides regular payroll 
service.    

  LAWYERS  
   • Corporate lawyer:  Rob Rendell, who arranges incentive stock options, and other corporate-
related issues.  
   • Patent attorney:  Matt Smyth, who prepares patent application documents and research 
contract agreements.   

 A small start-up company cannot take care of accounting or legal matters by hiring an employee. 
However, these are essential services. Find accountants and lawyers from university entrepreneur 
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support organizations, or from the Yellow Pages. Compensation for these outside advisors is made 
on an hourly basis.   

  4.2.5 Contracts and Agreements 
  MMI Example 

 MMI set up product distribution agreements with nine companies worldwide, including the 
following:  

   1. Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan: PZT actuator components, transducers, and other 
components  

   2. XYZ, Japan: ML actuators, piezo-transformers  
   3. MLN, Japan: USMs  
   4. Von Boyage, France: Finite element method (FEM) piezo-device simulation software and 

other products     

  4.2.6 Insurance 
  MMI Example 

 Though MMI leases offi ce space from the Chamber of Business and Industries at College Park, 
property insurance is mandatory for the tenant. For their products, such as piezoelectric actuators, 
MMI has product liability (PL) insurance up to $1 million. 

  Property insurance  a nd  product l iability in surance  a re e ssential to m anufacturing c ompanies, i n 
addition to the employee health insurance. Note that liability insurance is rather expensive for a 
start-up company.   

  4.2.7 Organization Charts 
 Th e organization chart of MMI is shown in Figure 4.3.    

President & CEO
Lenny Chu

Chair
Lenny Chu

R&D Division
Director

Thomas Meyer

Sales Division
Director

Lenny Chu

[Office Manager]
1 BS

Office Management
Division

[Sales Engineer]
1 BS

[Res. Engineer]
1 MS
2 BS

Vice President &
CTO

Barbara Shay

Board of
Directors

Tom MeyerBarb Shay

  Figure 4.3         MMI organization chart (second year).    
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  4.3 Product/Service 
  4.3.1 Purpose of the Product/Service 
 Please expand upon the information in Section 4.1.2 to provide more detail. 

  MMI Example 

 MMI’s unique and proprietary piezoelectric device technologies can provide improved perfor-
mance (device design, computer simulation, prototype devices, etc.) to customers in order to 
improve their devices and equipment production. The R&D fee is set according to a customer’s 
budget, urgency, and required result. When R&D is complete, MMI will arrange mass production 
using an original equipment manufacturer (OEM), such as Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan, in 
order to reduce the production cost. 

 The sales division implements the all-in-one concept by setting up two suppliers for each 
product. Customers can compare and choose the most suitable product for their applications by 
accessing one site, www.mmi.com. This concept is different from those of other distributors. MMI 
provides all of the products and services that the piezoelectric actuator customer needs. 

Some information has been omitted here; you should expand this description more in your own 
company’s business plan.   

  4.3.2 Stages of Development 
 Please expand upon the information in Section 4.1.2 to provide more detail.  

  4.3.3 Future Research and Development 
  MMI Example 

 In addition to the micromotor technology, MMI will expand into high-power piezoelectric trans-
formers, piezoelectric energy harvesting, and microrobots, as illustrated in Figure 4.4.  

Microrobots
for nano factory

Ultrasonic motors
for medical applications

PZPZPZT

Rotor (spring)

Cymbal transducers
for energy harvesting

Cymbal

Piezoelectric transformers
for high power applications

  Figure 4.4         Future technology areas for MMI.    
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 Investors are interested in the future expansion of the venture in order to synchronize it with their 
plans.   

  4.3.4 Trademarks, Patents, Copyrights, Licenses, and Royalties 
  MMI Example 

 The MMI company logo is a trademark. A copyright will be pursued for MMI publications such as 
tutorial CDs ( How to Use FEM Simulation Software ) and company catalogues. 

 The MMI R&D division continuously seeks patents for protecting the unique technologies 
developed during research contracts. MMI’s R&D agreements with federal agencies and private 
industries are as follows:  

  Intellectual property created belongs to MMI.  • 
  An exclusive license is provided to the client industry, which can then manufacture the • 
products.   

 MMI also licenses patents fi led through SUP. 

 If you hold a university or national, federal, or state institute-affi  liated position, patent assignment 
to the start-up is limited, depending on employment conditions. Someone who is 100% employed 
by a university as a professor should not work for the star t-up during regular working hours, but 
rather may work only during nights and weekends. Patent application rights are totally owned by 
the university (check the employment agreement form). Th e following example off ers an alterna-
tive to this situation.  

  MMI Example 

 The founder, Barb Shay, is offi cially employed by SUP for 75% of her time, and by MMI for 25% of 
her time. Thus, she is eligible to submit a patent from MMI, as long as the content does not confl ict 
with her university’s research topics. 

 This arrangement includes a salary cut from the university, but it is the safest way to keep intel-
lectual property separate.   

  4.3.5 Government Approvals 
 One of the most important issues for a h igh-tech entrepreneur is eligibility to apply for SBIR or 
STTR programs. Th ough this was mentioned in Chapter 3, it is worth repeating. According to the 
Small Business Administration, a small business must meet the following criteria:  

  500 or fewer employees   ◾
  Annual revenue under $5 million    ◾

 More precisely, a small business:  

   1. Is independently owned and operated, not dominant in the fi eld of operation in which it is pro-
posing, has a place of business in the United States and operates primarily within the United 
States or makes a signifi cant contribution to the U.S. economy, and is organized for profi t.  

   2. Must be (a) at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens 
of, or permanent resident aliens in the United States or (b) a for-profi t business that i s at 
least 51% owned and controlled by another for-profi t business that is at l east 51% owned 
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and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens of, or permanent resident aliens 
in, the United States.  

   3. Has,  including it s affi  liates , an average number of employees for the preceding 12 months 
not e xceeding 500, a nd meets t he o ther re gulatory re quirements found i n 13 CFR P art 
121. Bu sinesses a re g enerally c onsidered a ffi  liates of one a nother when, either d irectly or 
indirectly: (a) one organization controls or has the power to control the other; or (b) a third 
party controls or has the power to control both.   

 One needs to be careful with item 3. Many high-tech small businesses’ foundations have research 
contracts with large companies. If a venture accepts investment from a large company in exchange 
for stock, the large company is considered an affi  liate, so the number of employees (including this 
affi  liate) may be higher than 500. Th e small business will automatically lose SBIR eligibility. 

 Another issue is s ecurity clearance  for some of MMI’s research engineers for conducting high-
security federal defense research programs. If your venture is seeking this direction, at l east one 
engineer in your corporation should obtain a security clearance certifi cate.  

  4.3.6 Product/Service Limitations and Liability 
 A start-up venture has R&D and production capacity limitations, mainly due to the lack of man-
power. Even as the number of research contracts increases, there is a risk in increasing the number 
of resear chers because of a 90-day delay between offi  cial starting date and payment date, particularly 
from federal agencies. To compensate for this gap , a star t-up needs to hav e more than $100,000 
cash in the bank—a little less than 3 months of operating expenses.  

 Limitations in the sales division come from a lack of a strategy for sales promotion. Th ere are 
two reasons: (1) unlike restaurants or retail shops, experienced sales engineers are not readily avail-
able, because it is a new fi eld; (2) a customer list for a new venture does not exist. Active promotion 
strategies, as described in Section 4.4: Marketing Plan, should be used.

  Even if company offi  ce space is leased, property insurance is usually mandatory for the tenant. 
For products such as piezoelectric transducers at MMI, the v enture should have PL insurance for 
$1 million (annual cost is around $10,000). PL is the area of law in which manufacturers, distribu-
tors, suppliers, retailers, and others who make products available to the public are held responsible 
for the injuries those products cause. A products liability claim usually originates from the follow-
ing causes:  

  Design defects   ◾
  Manufacturing defects   ◾
  Failure to warn consumers    ◾

 Claims may succeed ev en when pr oducts were used incorr ectly by the consumer , as long as the 
incorrect use was foreseeable by the manufacturer. You may remember this lawsuit: A mobile phone 
company was sued b y a customer who swallo wed her cellular phone and choked. After that, the 
mobile phone manual included a ridiculous warning sentence: “Do not swallow the phone.” 

 In order to i nsulate your company from PL claims, you may request customers of your new 
prototypes to sign a Waiver Agreement for PL claims: “I, the customer of MMI device, understand 
that the product is still a prototype for my trial usage only. If the purchased device fails to func-
tion, I will not claim for the secondary damages caused by the device failure, but claim merely for 
the immediate exchange of the device.”  
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  4.3.7 Production Facility 
 Products for militar y-supported r esearch pr ograms should be manufactur ed internally b y y our 
company in the U nited States (legal r estriction) for small quantities. When production quanti-
ties are intermediate, U.S. domestic par tners may be used for pr oduction. Once the pr oduction 
quantity exceeds 10,000 for consumer applications, an international partner may be chosen, as an 
OEM manufacturer, to minimize manufacturing costs. Certain countries are available to produce 
for U.S. government organizations. Th ese can be found in the Commerce Control List on Export 
Administration Regulations and the r elated Country Chart at http://www.access.gpo.gov/bis/ear/
pdf/738.pdf.  

  4.3.8 Suppliers 
  MMI Example 

 The sales division has nine corporate partners (MMI is an offi cial distributor) including Cheng 
Kung Corporation in Taiwan (for PZT actuator components, transducers, and other components). 

 MMI arranges multiple suppliers for each product as backup suppliers.    

  4.4 Marketing Plan 
 Refer to Chapter 8 for more details. 

  4.4.1 Industry Profi le 

  4.4.1.1 Industry Market Research 

 Information on the start-up’s targeted area should be collected before starting your own company. 
However, the impor tance of this section is to help the inv estor to understand the oppor tunity 
correctly. 

  MMI Example 

 MMI created a table to summarize the developments of piezoelectric actuators in the United 
States, Japan, and Europe. However, since the details are not relevant to the reader of this text-
book, they are omitted. Please also refer to Section 11.1, Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-
Threats (SWOT) Matrix Analysis for further information. 

 The annual sales of ceramic actuator units, camera-related devices, and USMs in 2005 in Japan 
are estimated to reach $500 million, $300 million, and $150 million, respectively. The total sales 
may become equivalent to those of the capacitor industry. If these are installed in fi nal actuator-
related products, sales are projected to reach $10 billion. Thus, a bright future is anticipated in 
many fi elds of application. Piezoelectric actuators are directly used in information technologies 
(microactuators for computers, cellular phones), robotics, and precision machinery (positioners), 
and provide supporting tools for biomedical equipment, nanotechnologies (nanomanipulation 
tools), and energy areas (micropumps for fuel cell systems). Thus, the market will signifi cantly 
increase from the current $10 million annually to $1 billion in 5 to 7 years. MMI will not be 
restricted to the domestic market, but will expand worldwide. 

 I foresee application developments in piezoelectric actuators. In the IT/offi ce equipment 
application area, reducing production costs is the development target. ML actuators and USMs 
need to be manufactured for less than $3 per piece. For robotic applications, nanotechnology is 
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expanding; accordingly, nanopositioning demand will be the key to estimating the future market 
size. In the biomedical area, price is not the driver, but specs such as very low drive voltage and 
limited size are critical in design. Lead (Pb) is prohibited when an instrument is inserted into the 
human body. Prosthetic arms and legs can be designed with more sophistication using USMs. 
Finally, environmental business is obviously expanding. Accordingly, the demand for actuators 
and transducers in this area is increasing rapidly. Hazardous waste decomposition, ultrasonic 
cleaning, and sonochemistry are promising areas. 

 Sales forecasts can be calculated from the product of the total industry’s market size and MMI’s 
targeted share (such as 3% of the worldwide market). If the industry is mature, like semiconduc-
tors, the market forecast can be easily obtained from the open literature. However, if the industry 
is relatively new, like piezoelectric actuators, you will need to collect the data. I occasionally use 
Google for this purpose. (1) Search “piezoelectric actuators” to fi nd companies manufacturing 
the devices. (2) Search the fi nancial statements for each company to fi nd the piezo-actuator sales. 
(3) Add all sales amounts to estimate the industrial market size.   

  4.4.1.2 Geographic Locations 

 Where will you start your company? Why? See the example below. 

  MMI Example 

 MMI is located in the Science Park area in College Park, Pennsylvania near SUP. The location was 
originally decided by the founder, Barb Shay, because she is a faculty member at SUP. Additional 
merits for this location are summarized here:  

  MMI can easily access university professors who specialize in piezoelectric devices. At least • 
20 laboratories at the university will be customers of piezoelectric devices, control devices, 
and simulation software.  
  This area in Pennsylvania is known also as “Piezo Valley” by materials and transducer • 
engineers. There are more than 20 piezo-ceramic industries that support federal agencies 
such as Navy and Army laboratories. MMI is the North American and Asian distributor for 
an FEM simulation software used to analyze and design piezo-devices. As a Piezo Valley 
member, MMI is responsible for training software customers. MMI’s sales division is con-
ducting a tutorial seminar on the FEM software, where various piezoelectric products are 
also promoted.     

  4.4.1.3 Profi t Characteristics 

 Because your high-tech fi rm will be an R&D company, typical profi t calculations used elsewhere, 
such as in retail, do not apply. You should develop a sales calculation algorithm for your prototype 
product. A typical example for a custom-made piezoelectric product is explained in Table 4.1. You 
will need to consider the following items: 

     1. Direct l abor: E ngineering hours ( labor r ate $25/h + 6 9.5% i ndirect c ost) i nclude de sign 
using computer simulation and manufacturing prototypes.  

   2. Direct material: Materials cost includes special punching/pressing equipment.  
   3. Sales hours (labor rate $15/h) and handling charges.  
   4. General and administrative (G&A) for fi rst R&D product is 17.5%.  
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   5. Duplication product cost will include G&A 70%.  
   6. Sales tax (6% in Pennsylvania) is applied only to hardware sales, not R&D eff orts.   

 Th e total sum of 1 t hrough 4 i s billed to t he customer (quote). Refer to Chapter 6, Section 6.1: 
Accounting Management for details.  

  4.4.1.4 Distribution Channels 

  MMI Example 

 MMI structured the distribution channels of the computer simulation software in Asia by setting 
up subagent agreements with the following three companies:  

   1. Kimchee, Korea  
   2. Cheng Kung, Taiwan  
   3. Hinomaru, Japan      

  4.4.2 Competition Profi le 
  MMI Example 

 MMI’s R&D division does not have signifi cant competitors in the micromotor and microrobot fi elds; 
however, high growth potential will attract multiple competitors in the coming 3 to 4 years. 

 As mentioned previously, the all-in-one sales division is different from other distributors. To 
compete, they would need entrepreneur Barb Shay’s worldwide human network.   

Table 4.1 MMI Sales Calculator Software
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  4.4.3 Customer Profi le 
  MMI Example 

 Customers for piezoelectric products will be found in federal agencies and universities that are 
working in the high-tech areas, supported by the above federal programs. The sales amount tar-
geted will be $1 million per year.   

  4.4.4 Target Market Profi le 
  MMI Example 

 The R&D division targets federal agencies such as DARPA, Navy, Army, NIH, and TATRC to obtain 
research funds in the range of $30,000 (Phase I) to $800,000 (Phase II). The targeted annual 
research revenue is $1–2 million.   

  4.4.5 Pricing Profi le 
 Product sales are usually small for each customer of a R&D-oriented company. Th ere fore, general 
calculation sheets for pricing are inappropriate. Refer to Table 4.1 in Section 4.4.1.3, which pro-
vides an example for a special piezoelectric actuator estimate. 

  MMI Example  

   1.  Research product sales (see Table 4.1) : The initial product cost includes both R&D costs and 
hardware costs. For the second purchase order (PO) and beyond, only the hardware costs 
will be applied.  

   2.  Partner company’s product sales : Only the hardware cost calculation (right-hand side) is 
applied.  

   3.  Federal research program : Only R&D cost calculation (left-hand side) is applied. There is no 
need to consider Pennsylvania sales tax.  

   4.  Private industry research program : Both R&D and hardware costs are applied. Among entire 
R&D contract revenue, some is assigned to hardware costs, which will be adopted for future 
product supply to this client.     

  4.4.6 Gross Margin on Products and Services 
  MMI Example    

  R&D DIVISION 
 R&D research funds provide 90% of the gross margin (cost is basically for raw materials), most of 
which should be spent for the R&D research engineers’ salaries. The goal is to pay all research 
engineers’ salaries using R&D funds.  

  Private Company Program 

 The current number of programs, fi ve (average $50,000 per program), will be sustained, but not 
expanded, because the gross margin is not high.  

  Federal Program 

 Because the gross margin is higher than private company programs, MMI will aggressively seek 
federal programs, using the following plan:  
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   • Phase I:  The current number of programs, three (ranges $80,000 to $300,000), should be 
increased to six in 5 years.  
   • Phase II:  MMI will target two Phase II programs (average $800,000) above Phase I pro-
grams. This expectation raises the R&D income signifi cantly for fourth and fi fth years.    

  SALES DIVISION    
  Software (FEM Simulation Software) 

 FEM software is a lease product (1-year lease). Software profi tability is quite high compared to 
other piezo-devices, with an average price of $9000 per lease. MMI’s target is to increase the 
number of customers from the current 20 to 60, leading to approximately $500,000 revenue per 
year, refl ected in the fourth and fi fth years.  

  Hardware (MMI Original Product) 

 As shown in Table 4.1, this is a small research program with an average price of $5000 to $6000 
per item. As MMI improves technologies, R&D costs can be reduced, leading to higher gross mar-
gins. The strategy is small product lines with reasonable sales, targeting 50 items per year, leading 
to $300,000 in revenue.  

  Hardware (Partner Company Product) 

 A similar calculation is made for partner company products (average price $2000 with gross mar-
gins typically between 25 and 30%). This category does not require research engineering labor, 
just sales effort. We target sales around $400,000 per year.   

  4.4.7 Market Penetration 
  MMI Example    

  DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS    
  Sales Representatives 

 MMI structured the distribution channels of the computer software in Asia by setting three sub-
agent agreements:  

   1. Kimchee, Korea  
   2. Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan  
   3. Hinomaru, Japan      

  Direct Sales Force 

 MMI’s sales division will advertise in three ways: MMI Web site, direct e-mail/mail to the custom-
ers, and customer site visit. The customer’s inquiry/request is received by phone call, mail/e-mail, 
or fax.  

  Direct Mail/Telemarketing 

 The mailing list for direct mail for the MMI product advertisement is created from the attendance 
lists of academic conferences and workshops in materials science, nanotechnology, electrical and 
mechanical engineering, biomedical, and energy engineering.  

  ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION 
  R&D division : MMI’s R&D research engineer will access the program offi cer via telephone to dis-
cuss MMI proposal possibilities. 

  Sales division:  MMI’s sales division will advertise in various ways:  
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  MMI Web site (update every month)  • 
  Direct e-mail/mail to customers  • 
  Customer site visit (local Pennsylvania, including SUP)  • 
  Trade shows (academic societies, workshops)  • 
  Journal advertisements  • 
  MMI tutorial/promotional seminars (every 3 months)   • 

 MMI exhibited its products at seven trade shows and conferences in the fi rst and second year. 
MMI will continuously seek three to four suitable trade shows every year:  

   1. Transducer Workshop—College Park, Pennsylvania, May  
   2. Microrobot Demonstration—College Park, Pennsylvania, March  
   3. Materials Science and Technology—Cincinnati, Ohio, October      

  4.5 Operating and Control Systems 
  4.5.1 Administrative Policies, Procedures, and Controls 

  MMI Example    

  RECEIVING ORDERS 
 The sales engineer sends a quote, and receives the order from the customer.    

  BILLING CUSTOMERS 
 The sales engineer does this directly.    

  PAYING SUPPLIERS  
   1. Sales engineer obtains the permission from the sales division director (Lenny Chu).  
   2. Sales engineer requests that the offi ce manager prepare a check.  
   3. Vice President Barb Shay signs the check, and the offi ce manager mails the check to the 

supplier.    

  COLLECTING ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
 Offi ce manager collects accounts receivable in response to requests by the sales division director 
for product sales or by the R&D division director (Tom Meyer) for research funds.  

  REPORTING TO MANAGEMENT  
   1.  R&D division:  Research engineer reports to the R&D division director, Tom Meyer, then to 

the vice president, Barb Shay.  
   2.  Sales division:  Sales engineer reports to the sales division director, Lenny Chu, then to the 

vice president, Barb Shay.    

  STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
 The entrepreneur, Barb Shay, regularly provides a weekly 1-hour seminar on piezoelectric actuators 
in the MMI conference room. Fundamental R&D knowledge is taught to all research engineers. 

 In order to improve sales, MMI will educate sales engineers by relating fruitful experiences 
from the president (Lenny Chu), and by sending them to suitable sales promotion seminars. The 
offi ce manager will learn basic accounting by taking suitable business courses.  
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  INVENTORY CONTROL 
 MMI inventory is fi led daily on the laptop computer and on the MMI notebook by a research 
engineer.  

  HANDLING WARRANTIES AND RETURNS 
 According to the customer’s request, a sales engineer will handle product returns to the manu-
facturing partner. MMI’s warranty conditions are compatible with the partner company’s General 
Terms of Sale.  

  MONITORING THE COMPANY BUDGETS 
 Vice President Barb Shay monitors the company budgets daily, and President Lenny Chu monitors 
monthly budgets.   

  4.5.2 Documents and Paper Flow 
  MMI Example 

 A transaction is directly prepared by Vice President Barb Shay, with advice from the company’s 
lawyers, if necessary.   

  4.5.3 Planning Chart 
 Refer to Chapter 6 for the details. 

  MMI Example    

  PRODUCT/SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 
 Immediately after an R&D contract is awarded, the R&D division director assigns research engi-
neers to this program, and device design (computer simulation) and prototype manufacturing are 
conducted in succession. MMI accumulates design and manufacturing know-how by completing 
research programs.  

  FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS 
 The start-up capital ($300,000) was collected from one company and one private investor (Cheng 
Kung and Jackie Wang), and the founder Barb Shay. Further, MMI received a loan agreement of 
$500,000 from the partner, Cheng Kung Corporation. A bank loan was also received for a fl exible 
cash fl ow of up to $50,000 from a local bank. This will cover 90 days of emergency fi nancial 
defi cit.  

  MARKETING FLOW CHART/MARKET PENETRATION    
  R&D Division 

 MMI’s R&D research engineer will access the program offi cer via telephone to discuss MMI’s 
proposal submission.  

  Sales Division 

 MMI’s sales division will advertise in various ways, including the following:  

  MMI Web site (updated every month)  • 
  Direct e-mail/mail to the customers  • 
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  Customer site visit (local Pennsylvania, including SUP)  • 
  Trade shows (academic societies, workshops)  • 
  Journal advertisements  • 
  MMI tutorial/promotional seminars (every 3 months)    • 

  MANAGEMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
 An experienced sales division engineer will be hired in a year, to accelerate sales.   

  4.5.4 Risk Analysis 
  MMI Example 

 MMI’s R&D division has research capacity limitations, mainly due to lack of manpower. Even 
though MMI can increase the number of research contracts, it cannot increase the number of 
research engineers in proportion to the funds due to a 90-day time lag between the offi cial starting 
date and the payment date from federal agencies. To compensate for this gap, MMI occasionally 
needs more than $100,000 in cash fl ow. 

 Sales increase is limited by the inexperience of the sales engineers in the piezoelectric actuator 
area. MMI will educate present sales engineers and, in parallel, MMI may need to seek a more 
experienced senior sales engineer.    

  4.6 Growth Plan 
  4.6.1 New Offerings to the Market 

  MMI Example 

 The R&D division targets federal agencies such as DARPA, Navy, Army, NIH, and TATRC for 
research funds in the range of $30,000 (Phase I) to $800,000 (Phase II). The targeted annual 
research revenue is $1–2 million. In contrast, the customers for the piezoelectric products will be 
found in federal agencies and universities that are working in high-tech areas, supported by the 
aforementioned federal programs. Targeted sales will be $1 million per year. 

 Remember that the defi nition of a sm all business is (a) 500 or fewer employees, and (b) annual 
revenue under $5 million. If the total revenue reaches $5 million, you will need to abandon SBIR 
or STTR programs. Of course, you can apply to a higher level program such as BAA.   

  4.6.2 Capital Requirements 
  MMI Example 

 As MMI R&D contracts reach Phase III, MMI will need to set up a manufacturing line or a factory. 
Capital will be brought in from the partner companies or suitable venture capitalists.   

  4.6.3 Personnel Requirements 
  MMI Example 

 MMI will need an experienced sales engineer in a year to accelerate sales.   
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  4.6.4 Exit Strategy 
  MMI Example 

 The two key indications for an exit strategy are as follows:  

   1. The break-even point cannot be achieved by the end of the third year.  
   2. Loans cannot be paid back completely by the end of fi fth year.      

  4.7 Financial Plan 
  4.7.1 Sales Projections/Income Projections 

  MMI Example 

 Projections of sales income increase 30% per year (see Table 4.2). The jump in R&D income in the 
third year is an actual result. MMI can expect a 20% per year increase for R&D income.      

  4.7.2 Cash Requirements 
  MMI Example 

 MMI has already spent $810,000 in the fi rst 2 years, for eight employees; $330,000 was the 
total capital, and $450,000 was a loan from Cheng Kung, Taiwan. The current monthly running 
cost (expenses) is about $45,000 (second year), which will increase by 10% in successive years. 
The revenue target by the end of the third year is $500,000 from R&D programs and $200,000 
from piezo-product sales which will reach the break-even point. 

 MMI’s R&D division has a cash fl ow risk. Because of a 90-day time lag between offi cial start-
ing date and payment date from federal agencies, MMI on occasion needs more than $100,000 
in cash fl ow.   

  4.7.3 Sources of Financing 
  MMI Example 

 The start-up capital of $330,000 was collected from a partner company, Cheng Kung Corporation 
in Taiwan, the entrepreneur (Barb Shay), and a private investor (Jackie Wang). Further, MMI 
received a loan agreement of $450,000 for the fi rst 2 years from Cheng Kung, which should be 
paid back in 5 years with an annual interest rate of 8%. A bank loan was also received for cash 
fl ow fl exibility up to $50,000. This short-term loan should be repaid as soon as MMI receives 
research contract revenue.  

Table 4.2 MMI Sales and Income Projection (Unit: US$)

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Sales income 166K 150K 195K 253K 330K

R&D income 0 147K 500K 600K 720K
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  4.7.3.1 Attached Financial Projections  

  Cash fl ow for 5 years (Table 4.3)    ◾
  Income statement for 5 years (Table 4.4)    ◾
  Balance sheet for 5 years (Table 4.5)     ◾

 Th e investors are most interested in when break-even occurs, and how much debt is being carried. 
You will learn how to develop these fi nancial statements in Chapter 6.    

Table 4.3 Cash Flow for 5 Years in MMI

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Operating activities ($291,000) ($312,000) $8950 $50,025 $105,194

Net earnings

Depreciation

Account receivable

Inventory

Accounts payable

Income taxes $0 $0 $8950 $50,025 $105,194

Investing Activities

Marketable securities, 
properties, plant, 
equipment

$0

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Financing Activities

Borrowed funds $113,000 $336,000

Loan payments $0 $0 $8950 $50,025 $105,194

Share capital $240,000

Net cash fl ow $62,000 $24,000 $0 $0 $0

Opening cash $0 $62,000 $86,000 $86,000 $86,000

Closing cash $62,000 $86,000 $86,000 $86,000 $86,000

Nonoperating income 
(Cheng Kung support)

$240,000 
(Capital)

$336,000 0 0 0

Accumulated loan to Cheng 
Kung (interest rate 8%)

$113,000 $449,000 $475,970 $464,023 $395,951
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Table 4.4 Income Statement for 5 Years in MMI

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Sales income $166,000 $150,000 $195,000 $253,500 $329,550 *30% increase 
per year

R&D income $0 $147,000 $500,000 $600,000 $720,000 *20% increase 
per year (real 
number for 
1,2,3 years)

Cost of goods sold $39,000 $72,000 $86,400 $103,680 $124,416 *20% increase 
per year

Gross margin $127,000 $225,000 $608,600 $749,820 $925,134

Operating expenses 
(salaries, fringes, 
and offi ce rent, etc.)

$418,000 $537,000 $590,700 $649,770 $714,747 *10% increase 
per year

Operating profi t ($291,000) ($312,000) $17,900 $100,050 $210,387

Profi t before tax ($291,000) ($312,000) $17,900 $100,050 $210,387

Income taxes $0 $0 $8950 $50,025 $105,194 *50% of profi t 
before tax

Net income ($291,000) ($312,000) $8950 $50,025 $105,194 *To be spent 
for returning 
loans

Nonoperating 
income (Cheng 
Kung support)

$240,000 
(Capital)

$336,000 $0 $0 $0

Accumulated loan 
(to Cheng Kung)

$113,000 $449,000 $475,970 $464,023 $395,951 *Interest rate 
= 8%

Table 4.5 Balance Sheet for 5 Years in MMI

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Assets

Current Assets

Cash (loan and 
capital)

$353,000 $336,000 $0 $0 $0

Accounts 
receivable (sales)

$166,000 $150,000 $195,000 $253,000 $329,550 *30% increase 
per year

Accounts 
receivable (R&D)

$0 $147,000 $500,000 $600,000 $720,000 *20% per year 
(real number 
for 1, 2, 3 
years)

Inventory $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

(Continued)
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  Chapter Summary 
 4.1 Th e business plan is important for persuading investors, venture capitalists and banks. 
 4.2 Th e business plan is typically composed of the following:  
   1. Executive Summary  

  a. Management and organization  
   b. Product or service  
   c. Marketing plan  
   d. Operating and control systems  
   e. Growth plan  
   f. Financial plan    

   2. Supporting documents   

Fixed Assets

Land $0

Building $0

Equipment $0

Vehicles $0

Total assets $519,000 $633,000 $695,000 $853,500 $1,049,550

Liabilities and Equities

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable $418,000 $537,000 $590,700 $649,770 $714,747 *10% increase 
per year

Current portion 
(long-term debt)

$0 $0 $8950 $50,025 $105,194

Income taxes $0 $0 $8950 $50,025 $105,194 *50% of profi t 
before tax

Dividends payable

Long-Term Liabilities

Long-term loans $113,000 $336,000 $0 $0 $0

Owners’ equity

Share capital

Retained earnings ($12,000) ($240,000) $86,400 $103,680 $124,415

Total Liabilities 
and Equities

$519,000 $633,000 $695,000 $853,500 $1,049,550

Table 4.5 Balance Sheet for 5 Years in MMI (Continued)
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 4.3  R&D-based product price includes the direct labor cost of the researchers and indirect G&A 
cost (manufacturing overhead), in addition to direct materials cost. 

 4.4  Growth/Financial Plan: Th e growth rate of your fi rm should be realistic (not too optimistic 
or pessimistic), which may be justifi ed by the industry market growth rate. 

 4.5 Essential Th ree Financial Projections:  
   1. Cash fl ow for 5 years  
   2. Income statement for 5 years  
   3. Balance sheet for 5 years    

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P4.1 Business Plan 
 Begin to write a business plan for your start-up by referring to the sample business plan of MMI. 
Use a re alistic growth rate for your business plan, taking into account the growth rate in your 
fi rm’s industry category. In order to complete this business plan, you may need to wait until you 
read Chapters 6, 7, and 8.  

  P4.2 Reviewers of the Business Plan 
 Who should prepare the business plan? Of course, you should, in collaboration with your cor-
porate pa rtners (corporate offi  cers, president, vice presidents, division di rectors, e tc.). W ho do 
you think are the best people to review your business plan? Internal review by your corporation 
partners will be the fi rst step. 

 If you have a c lose personal f riend who is a c orporate d irector of a c ompany that may be a 
potential competitor, would you a sk h im to re view your business plan? Discuss the merits and 
demerits of this issue. 

  P4.2.1 Merits  

   1. Outsiders usually point out items which insiders often forget from too much focus or narrow 
brainstorming, such as unexpected marketing areas and product lines.  

   2. In particular, a potential competitor may already know “what not to do,” which is important 
feedback for an entrepreneur.    

  P4.2.2 Demerits  

   1. You will be giving away your strategy to a possible competitor.  
   2. Depending on your friend’s personality, he or she may mislead you intentionally.    

  P4.2.3 Comments from the Author  

   1. Disclosing your business plan to a third party is illegal from a confi dentiality clause in your 
employment agreement. Even though you are the president or vice president, you should fol-
low the nondisclosure agreement (NDA). When you fi nd disclosure is necessary, you need 
to ask the permission of the board of directors.  
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   2. You should sign an NDA between your fi rm and your friend. Th e information should not be 
disseminated to the competitor’s company or wider, but limited to your friend.  

   3. I advise you to do t his only when your industry i s expanding g reatly. I u sually persuade 
a director of a pa rtner company with the suggestion, “Let us make 1 + 1 = 2.5, not 1.5.” 
Company mergers are occasionally eff ected to re structure or downsize to re duce the cost. 
When the industry is already mature and the total market is limited, one company’s share 
increase means a nother c ompetitive c ompany’s loss. However, i f t he i ndustry i s g rowing 
remarkably, two competitive fi rms’ collaboration can actually increase the total sales, as long 
as the collaboration is going well. Under this assumption, if your friend’s company may be 
a future collaborator in business, asking him or her to review the business plan may not be 
a bad idea. You may fi nd a future sponsor or partner by disclosing your company’s unique 
technology, which your friend’s company may not have.      

  References 
  1. Timmons, J. A., and S. Spinelli.  New venture creation . New York: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2007. 
  2. Business Plan Template, Old Dominion University, http://www.damiani.net/bplan/bplan.htm (accessed 

March 11, 2008).   
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  Chapter 5

 Corporate Capital and 
Funds—How to Find 
Financial Resources              

 As an entrepreneur, you will need money to start up a company. You can collect investment money 
for the initial company stocks from your partners or get loans from banks, in addition to your own 
money. We will learn how to collect start-up money in this chapter. 

 In parallel, it i s t ime to w rite a re search and development (R&D) proposal for Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR), Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR), and other funding sources. 
Successful proposal writing and presentation will be explained in the latter part of this chapter. 

  5.1 Debt and Equity—Financial Resources at the Start-Up Stage 
  5.1.1 Stock or Loan 
 How does the fi rm determine the corporate capital? Some suggest stock be sold, while some may 
advise to borrow money. What is the diff erence between stock and loan from the corporate fi nan-
cial viewpoint?  

    ◾ Stock : You do not need to pay back the initial investment amount, but you need to pay the  stock 
dividend  with the eff ective annual return rate around 10–12%, higher than the interest rate of 
loan. However, the dividend distribution may not start in the fi rst 5–7 years after the start up.  
    ◾ Loan : You must pay back the total amount of the principal and the interest by the end of the loan 
period. Th e interest rate is usually lower than the stock return rate, typically 5–10%. A short-
term loan (less than 1 year) has a lower interest rate than a long-term loan   (3–5 years).   

 Th ough an initial money collection fi nanced by selling stocks of the fi rm might appear acceptable 
at fi rst glance, when the majority of the stock is shared by outside investors, you lose the control 
of the fi rm. On the other hand, the use of short-term debt might increase the overall risk of the 
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fi rm, because bankruptcy follows once the loan cannot be returned. A typical suggestion is a 50:50 
mixture of equity (stock) and debt (loan).  

  5.1.2 Partnership 
 During the development of a n ew technology, the entrepreneur must have collaborated or been 
acquainted with some companies in a similar industry. Th e se fi rms are good candidates for setting 
up a partnership or a joint venture to collect the start-up money. 

  MMI Example 

 Micro Motor Inc. (MMI) established a partnership with Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan at the 
start-up stage. Barb Shay had been consulting for them for a couple of years; her persuasion story 
was as follows:  

   1. Global sales expansion of Cheng Kung requires a U.S. branch–MMI will take the role.  
   2. MMI will be an R&D center of Cheng Kung, so that Cheng Kung will obtain steady consulta-

tion and updated products for the next generation.   

 The initial capital, $300,000, was shared by Cheng Kung (45%), Jackie Wang, a U.S. private inves-
tor (35%), and Barb Shay (20%). Barb’s originally contributed $60,000 via her compensation stock 
option. The share by Cheng Kung, an international fi rm, should be less than 49%. Then, the loan 
agreement up to $500,000 was set for the initial 3 years with Cheng Kung. Barb added $30,000 
capital in the second year as her compensation stock option ($90,000 in total), in order to solidify 
her control power (40 stocks, 33% of total 120 shares).   

  5.1.3 Venture Capital/Angel Money 
 When an entr epreneur is sear ching for a v enture capital inv estor, a good sour ce is  Pratt’s Guide to 
Venture Capital Sources , published b y Venture Economics, as w ell as the VentureOne Web site at  
http://www.ventureone.com, in the U.S. case. Entrepreneurs can also seek referrals from accountants, 
lawyers, investment and commercial bankers, and business people who are knowledgeable about pro-
fessional investors. Nowadays, many venture capitalists approach the university’s intellectual prop-
erty offi  ce or research contract offi  ce, as well as each r esearch center directly, to fi nd an embryonic 
technology and a start-up entrepreneur. Th us, it is not diffi  cult to fi nd venture capitalists. 

 However, you should be aware that there are some aggressive venture capitalists who will con-
sider your fi rm as one product, i.e., buying it cheaper and selling it higher. Th ey may not consider 
helping you to grow the fi rm. Th us, start-up entrepreneurs need to seek investors who  

   1. Are considering new fi nancing proposals and can provide the required level of capital.  
   2. Are interested in companies at the particular stage of growth.  
   3. Understand and have a preference for investments in the particular industry (i.e., some are 

interested only in medical applications using MMI’s piezoelectric devices).  
   4. Can provide good business advice and contacts in the business and fi nancial community.  
   5. Are reputable, fair, and ethical and with whom the entrepreneur gets along.  
   6. Have successful track records of 10 years or more advising and building smaller companies  [1].     

  5.1.4 Bank Loans 
 A bank loan is helpful for covering only a short-term fi nancial defi cit, because the loan allowance 
for a start-up company is very limited (typically $50,000 immediate allowance from a main bank 
with an annual interest rate of around 8% = prime rate + 1–2%).   
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  5.2 Research Funds—How to Write a Successful Proposal 
 Unlike the entrepreneur who is starting up a restaurant or a retail shop, the high-tech entrepreneur 
has the privilege to apply for various R&D funds from federal and state governments. 

  5.2.1 Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Programs 
 One of the most impor tant issues for a high-tech entr epreneur is eligibility approval by the Small 
Business Administration to apply for SBIR or STTR programs. (Review Chapter 4, Section 4.3.5: 
Government Approval.) Th ere are strict detailed defi nitions for a small business, in addition to two 
simple regulations: (1) 500 or fewer employees, and (2) annual revenue under $5 million. 

 You need to be careful with item 3 i n Section 4.3.5. Th e motivation for the high-tech small 
business foundation comes occasionally from a research contract from a large company. If your 
venture accepts some investment from a big company by sharing the company stocks (such as 10% 
of the capital stocks), the big company is considered an affi  liate, leading to a number of employees 
(including the affi  liate) higher than 500. Th is means that your small business will automatically 
lose SBIR eligibility. Because Cheng Kung has 400 employees, MMI introduced their investment. 
However, if their employee number increases to more than 500, Cheng Kung’s investment to 
MMI should be reconsidered. One possible solution is to transfer Cheng Kung’s stocks to another 
small business corporation or a venture capitalist. However, care must be taken not to change the 
corporate control power according to the stock transfer. 

 SBIR and STTR programs are similar, but the details are diff erent. Th e SBIR program does not 
require inclusion of the academic institute in their collaboration, but the STTR program does. At 
least 30% of the research money should go to the academic institute, because of the program’s aim 
(technology transfer from the university to the industry). Almost all federal agencies (Department 
of Defense, Department of Energy, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Navy, Army, Air 
Force, National Institutes of Health, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
Homeland Security, and so forth) provide SBIR and STTR programs.  

  5.2.2 Successful Proposal Writing 

  5.2.2.1 Finding a Suitable Solicitation 

 Th e m ost p opular Web si te fo r s earching SB IR/STTR p rograms i s h ttp://www.sba.gov/SBIR/
indexsbir-sttr.html. Th e home page is shown in Figure 5.1. Program solicitations of major private 
industries c an b e f ound a t h ttp://www.ninesigma.com/solution-providers/innovation-alliance-
program. Identify the most suitable program for your company’s technology.   

  5.2.2.2 Writing a Successful Proposal 

 A proposal consists of the following 10 sections:  

   1. Cover page, including the submitter’s information  
   2. Executive summary, including the most attractive picture or fi gure of your proposed product  
   3. Chapter 1: Background, including market trends, and how much your company can expect 

for the revenue based on this investment  
   4. Chapter 2: Literature survey, subsectioned into several of the previous studies, with a fi nal 

summary table in terms of merit/demerit of each previous design  
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   5. Chapter 3: Your proposed design, explicitly mentioning your targeted specs, and how your 
design overcomes the previous problems  

   6. Chapter 4: Approach and milestones, consisting of a detailed discussion, including the time 
and money (related with the budget calculation)  

   7. Chapter 5: Others, which include patent application and future manufacturing plan  
   8. Chapter 6: References, principal investigator’s capability (bio), and facility introduction  
   9. Chapter 7: Budget summary  
   10. Chapter 8: Appendix, including the support letter from the partners   

  5.2.2.2.1 Cover Page 

  MMI Example 

This portion may be on a separate cover page:

Agent RFP #10667-1 Submission Date: October 1, 20XX

Title: Ultra-Miniature Actuator Development

Agent Point of Contact:
Tom Raynolds, Eight Sigma Inc., 
raynolds@eightsigma.com

  Figure 5.1         Government SBIR Web site home page.    
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  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 Title: Ultra-Miniature Actuator with Piezoelectrics Date: September 28, 20XX 
 Name of Primary Proposer: Dr. Barbara Shay 
 Company/Institution: Micro Motor, Inc. 
 Telephone: 814-XXX-XXXX, E-mail: barbs@mmi.com 
 Address: Street Address, College Park, PA 19837   

  5.2.2.2.2 Executive Summary  

Th e executive summary should be included in the actual proposal, but in order to reduce redun-
dancy in this chapter, this part is omitted here.

  5.2.2.2.3 Background 

 Th is portion c an b e rep laced by a n i ntroduction a nd m arket re search d iscussion. I n a ny c ase, 
describe the specifi c target here! If the proposal page allowance is long, include an attractive execu-
tive summary with the most attractive fi gure or picture of your proposed design. 

  Target Specifi cations . Eight Sigma is seeking a proposal for design and development of an ultra-
miniature actuator. Th e target specifi cations include the following (refer to Figure 5.2):   

  Size: within a cylindrical shape, OD 5 mm, ID 3 mm, and height 0.5 mm   ◾
  Displacement: 300 µm with suspension function at four arbitrary points   ◾
  Generative force: higher than 0.5 mN   ◾
  Power supply: max ±100 V and 2 W     ◾

  5.2.2.2.4 Literature Survey 

 Th is portion is the literature survey, including patents. 
  Background—Previous S tudies . A ctuators made fr om piez oelectric ceramics ar e suitable for 

miniature types smaller than 10 mm due to their ex cellent electromechanical energy conv ersion 
rate and effi  ciency. Piezoelectric motors have demonstrated mechanical power density of 10 times 
higher than electromagnetic motors when the size is reduced, i.e., for a motor level less than 35 W. 
Effi  ciency on small piezoelectric motors is also higher, because the electromagnetic motors exhibit 
signifi cant Joule loss due to the reduced thickness of the coil wire with reduced motor size. 

0.5 mm

5 mm

3 mm

  Figure 5.2         Targeted size of the ultra-miniature actuator.    
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 Th e current proposal addresses t wo de signs in order to s atisfy the t argeted specifi cations: a 
curvilinear ultrasonic motor (USM) and an impact drive mechanism. 

  5.2.2.2.4.1 Curvilinear Piezoelectric USMs —   In collaboration with S tate University of 
Pennsylvania (SUP), MMI developed a curvilinear piezoelectric USM for rotating a ball. Th e prin-
ciple is to generate a trav eling wave on the sur face of a cur ved piezoelectric ceramic strip, and to 
drive a cylinder or a ball put on this cur ved sur face. Th e lead zir conate titanate (PZT ) ceramic 
achieved the desired radius of curvature by replicating a prescribed form without further machining 
of the PZT ceramic. Th e dimensions for this segment are indicated in Figure 5.3a.  

 Standard USMs are activated in the  d  33  mode. Th is means that the poling and applied electric 
fi eld directions are the same, so only one set of electrodes are necessary. However, our curvilinear 
actuators are activated in a  d  15  mode because of the use of a high electromechanical coupling factor  
k  15  in perovskite piezoceramics. Figure 5.3b depicts the fi nite element method (FEM) simulation 
result, showing surface wave generation inside the curved PZT strip. Th e consequence of  d  15  mode 
of activation is that the ceramic must be poled along its arc length (electrodes placed on the ends). 
Once poling is completed, the end electrodes are removed, and new electrodes are placed at t he 
top and bottom surfaces. Th is means that the electric fi eld has to be applied through the thickness 
(top to bottom) so as to activate the  d  15  shear mode. 

 Th e actuators were successfully demonstrated, operated in shear mode to induce a controllable 
elliptical motion on the track ball.  

  5.2.2.2.4.2 Impact Drive Mechanism —   A competitiv e technology is an impulse motor . 
Konica-Minolta developed a smooth impact driv e mechanism (SIDM) for cellular phone camera 
modules using a multilay er piezo-element  [2] . Th e idea comes fr om the “ stick-and-slick” condi-
tion of the ring object attached on a driv e rod in Figure 5.4a. By applying a saw-shaped v oltage 
(40 to 50 V) to a multilay er (ML) actuator , alternating slo w expansion and quick shrinkage ar e 
excited on a drive friction rod (see Figure 5.4b). A ring slider placed on the driv e friction rod will 
stick on the rod due to friction during a slo w expansion period, while it will slide during a quick 
shrinkage period, so that the slider mo ves from the bottom to the top . In order to obtain the 
opposite motion, the voltage saw shape is reversed. Compared to the USMs, the impulse motor is 
simpler in manufacturing, but the one-tenth smaller holding force may be a problem.  

(a) (b)

  Figure 5.3         (a) Curved PZT ceramic stator to generate traveling wave on the surface. (b) FEM 
simulation for vibration of the stator.    
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 Th e previous discussion introduces only two l iterature citations, including MMI’s contribu-
tion. I f t he pa ge l imit a llows, I re commend you collect more t han s even l iterature sources. A t  
the end of this section, compare these seven groups’ work in a t able, and discuss the merits and 
demerits for deciding your design.   

  5.2.2.2.5 Your Proposed Design 

 Make your detailed discussion on your unique design proposal. 
  Technical Approaches . MMI will miniaturize the a forementioned two actuation mechanisms 

into the required spec dimensions, as schematically illustrated in Figure 5.5 a and b. Th e outer and 
inner diameters of this hollow cylinder are 5 and 3 mm with a height of 0.5 mm.  

  5.2.2.2.5.1 Curvilinear Piezoelectric USMs —   We will fabricate curved PZT strips with 
an inner radius of 1.5 mm, a height of 0.5 mm, and a curvature angle from 90° to 180°. We will 

Drive Friction Rod  � 1.0 � 6.0 mm

Drive Friction Rod
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  Figure 5.4         (a) Illustration of the SIDM structure composed of an ML actuator and a friction 
rod. (b) Displacement of the piezo-element and the slider. Notice its “stick-and-slick” motion.    

  Figure 5.5         (a) Miniature curvilinear piezoelectric USM with an outer diameter of 5 mm. 
A curved PZT ceramic with the polarization direction parallel to the strip is used to excite the 
 k  15  mode for generating a traveling wave on the inner surface. (b) Miniature impact drive motor 
with a micromultilayer piezoelectric actuator. Balance between a countermass and a frictional 
support is key to this design. We will also adopt a guide rod to obtain a smooth movement in a 
curved hollow.    
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use a spring strip with a frictionless plastic such as Tefl on to keep a constant pressing force on the 
traveling wave surface. Note that the polarization direction of this PZT strip is parallel to the strip 
length in order to use the  k  15  mode eff ectively. Because of this microscale, the poling process does 
not have an arcing problem, which we experienced in the previous large-scale motors. Figure 5.5a 
shows a miniature curvilinear piezoelectric USM. 

 Th e expected motor specifi cations are (1) speed = 10 mm/s; (2) thr ust = 100 mN, which will 
be the same for suspension/generativ e force; (3) str oke is infi nite (one r otation is possible), with 
any stopping point; (4) mechanical output power = 1 mW, with an effi  ciency of 10–15%; and (5) 
drive voltage = 20–30 V rms  at 200–400 kHz (resonance frequency) with consuming power around 
10–20 mW.  

  5.2.2.2.5.2 Impact Drive Mechanism—  We will shrink the total siz e to roughly half of the 
Konica-Minolta original design. We utilize the ML actuator with 0.5 mm × 1 mm × 1.5 mm long 
as an impulse drive actuator. A counter mass is put at one end of the ML actuator , and a friction 
slider is put at the other end of the actuator . We will adopt a long guide rod in order to smoothly 
move inside this curved hollow. Th e challenge will be how to eff ectively convert a linear movement 
of the original SIDM to a curved movement in our design. Figure 5.5b shows a miniature impact 
drive motor. 

 Th e expected motor specifi cations are (1) speed = 2 mm/s; (2) thr ust = 1 mN, which will be 
the same for suspension/generative force; (3) stroke is infi nite (one rotation is possible), with any 
stopping point; (4) mechanical output power = 0.01 mW, with effi  ciency 1%; and (5) drive voltage 
= 20–30 V rms  at 100–200 kHz (resonance frequency) with consuming power around 10–20 mW. 

 Either design will satisfy the targeted specifi cations. Like an earthworm, the curvilinear USM 
will move any long distance inside the tube in Figure 5.2, keeping the holding thrust much higher 
than 0.5 mN. Our impact actuator will move inside the tube intermittently (diff erent from the 
USM), still keeping suffi  cient holding thrust, which is lower than the camera module spec. Th e 
merits and demerits of these two designs are summarized in Table 5.1.     

  5.2.2.2.6 Approach 

 Th e required development tasks will include the following: 

 Brainstorming:  Technical discussion with the fi nal customer and specifi c design selection  to confi rm 
the motor specifi cations, applications, and, most importantly, the four arbitrary stop points 
required, which determines MMI’s specifi c approach. 

Table 5.1 Comparison among a Curvilinear Ultrasonic Motor and an Impulse 
Drive Motor

Curvilinear Ultrasonic Motor Impulse Drive Motor

Merits High thrust Simple drive circuit (pulse)

No audible noise Simple design, light weight

Demerits Complex high-frequency drive 
circuit

Low thrust

Intermittent drive noise (audible)
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 Task 1:  FEM computer simulation  for optimizing the piezo-ceramic and PZT curved strip sizes 
for the specifi c design selected after the brainstorming. 

 Task 2:  Motor prototypes manufacturing , after fi nalizing the structure of the stator. We will measure 
the magnitude of the displacement on the stator surface and design the rotor so that it will touch 
at an optimum point on the stator sur face. We will also construct the pulse drive mechanism 
using the ML actuator. Packaging the stator in a thin hollow cylinder will be challenging. 

 Task 3:  Motor experimental characterization  is a challenge because the size of the prototype is small, 
and characterizing such a small motor without disturbing the r otation is diffi  cult. We will 
adopt the transient response method to obtain speed vs. load characteristics of the motor. 

 Th e proposed development is limited to the prototype of the piezoelectric ultra-miniature actuator 
and does not include the design of a specifi c electronic driving circuit. MMI will use lab amplifi ers 
to operate the motor in resonance mode for a curvilinear motor and in a pulse mode for an impact 
drive motor, during the characterization. Future driving circuit integration is open to further dis-
cussions with the fi nal customer.  

  5.2.2.2.7 Milestone 

  Milestone and Cost Estimation . Th e 1-year period R&D milestone is illustrated below. MMI will 
request $100,000 for this 1-year development. MMI will use a full set of piezo-motor characteriza-
tion facilities equipped at SUP.   

  5.2.2.2.8 Others 

 If this proposal is for SBIR/STTR, you should choose a development partner from a university or 
national institute. Even for other programs, you may choose a partner who can cover the develop-
ment, which your company cannot do by itself. In this scenario, you should consider the budget 
distribution between your company and a partner company. 

  Intellectual P roperties and B usiness P lan . A patent (U.S. number omitted) of the shear-type 
linear USM (in the pr esent proposal, curvilinear motors are covered) was issued in 20XX, under 
the submitter’s name through SUP. Th us, MMI can license from SUP. On the contrary, the impact 
drive type is patented b y Konica-Minolta. We need to negotiate the cr oss-license with K onica-
Minolta, by submitting a new patent on our curved, inner tube moving-type mechanism. 

 Prototypes will be prepared at MMI partially using SUP’s facilities, and tested by the client. 
Once passed for the preliminary test, small-scale production (100–1000 pieces) will begin at the 

Work Plan/Milestones Overview Timeline Schedule (Est.)

Month 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11/12

Continuous brainstorming on motor 
specifi cations (MMI/client)

TASK 1. FEM computer simulation

TASK 2. Prototype manufacturing

TASK 3. Motor experimental characterization
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MMI facility. Finally, large quantity production (more than 1 million pieces) will be shifted to the 
Cheng Kung factory in Taiwan.  

  5.2.2.2.9 References 

MMI Example

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL CAPABILITIES

 Lead Dr. Barbara Shay, active researcher in piezoelectric actuators, is vice president and CTO of 
MMI, College Park, Pennsylvania. She is also an associate professor of electrical engineering (EE) 
at SUP. After being awarded her PhD degree from SUP, she became a research associate in the EE 
Department at the university. Her research interests are in development of piezoelectric actuators 
and USMs. She has authored 80 papers, 2 books, and 3 patents in the ceramic actuator area. She 
is a U.S. citizen. 

 Selected Publications (from a total of 80; 3 patents, 1 pending) 

 Shay, B. 2007. Ultrasonic motors.  Journal of Precision Engineering  XX(3):00–000. 
  Shay, B. 2007. Ceramic actuators: Principles and applications.  Materials Research Society 

Bulletin  XX(4):00–000. 
 Shay, B. 2008.  Piezoelectric actuators and ultrasonic motors . New York: Academic Press. 

 MMI (College Park, Pennsylvania), an outgrowth of SUP founded in 2004, is now considered one of 
the world’s foremost piezo-motor design centers. The MMI staff (including B. Shay) has been directly 
responsible for many of the innovations in piezoelectric USMs over the past decade. One of their 
products, the world’s smallest metal tube motor, was awarded the Smart Product Implementation 
Award from SPIE in 20XX. MMI is also a main vendor of piezo-motor technology and products in 
the United States imported from worldwide manufacturers. MMI has a Taiwanese industrial partner, 
Cheng Kung Corporation, which helps in the mass production of piezo-motors at the cheapest cost. 

     If the pr oposal includes a r esearch par tner  (subcontract), attach a letter of suppor t fr om that 
institute.     

Dear Dr. Shay,

Electrical engineering at State University of Pennsylvania is the world leader for development 
and testing of piezoelectric devices and motors. We are pleased to collaborate in the  proposed 
Phase I DARPA STTR program “Ultra-Miniature Actuator Development.” I have read your 
proposal and believe the proposed work is technically sound and commercially useful. I cer-
tify that we will be available to work on this program during the Phase I time frame.

Based on our discussions, I estimate that the proposed work will require $30,000 for the 
9-month program.

Th ank you for recognizing our superior developing and characterization capabilities of 
piezoelectric devices and motors. We hope the proposal is successful, and the collaboration 
will continue on this interesting topic.

     Sincerely, 

 David Robinson, PhD 
 Professor, Electrical Engineering 
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     5.2.3 Successful Proposal Presentation 
 Th e keys to a successful presentation are introduced in this section. 

  5.2.3.1 Structure Presentation Visuals  

   1. Th ere are two types of visuals: linking and supporting. Linking slides make the trunk, and 
supporting slides make the branches. Figure 5.6 presents an example structure.   

   2. Spend an average of 15 seconds for one linking slide, and 2–3 minutes for one supporting 
(main content) slide. Th us, a 10-minute presentation = 7 slides, a 15-minute presentation = 
10–12 slides, a 30-minute presentation = 25–30 slides.  

   3. Separate completely your proposed design from the other persons’ studies. Once your pro-
posal starts, do not discuss the previous study’s designs.    

  5.2.3.2 Words–Visual Suggestions  

   1. Use high contrast between the background and characters: dark characters on a light-color 
background or light-color characters on a dark background.  

   2. Use the bold version of the font with a minimum font size of 20 points, preferably 24 points. 
Th e title should be 30–40 points.  

   3. Do not use long sentences; use a bullet-point writing style.    

  5.2.3.3 Figures–Visual Suggestions  

   1. Ensure that the resolution of the pictures is high enough, and the type size used for the axis 
labels is large enough.  

Initial
Linking
Visual

Topic
Linking
Visual

Concluding
Linking
Visual

Supporting
Visual

  Figure 5.6         An example structure of a visual presentation.    
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   2. Cited pictures and tables require citation references. No reference citation indicates that the 
data is your own material.   

 Figure 5.7 shows an example presentation fi le with key comments to remember.     

  Figure 5.7         A model presentation fi le for the proposal.    

[1]    Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and of
         the Council of 27 January 2003 on waste electrical and
         electronic equipment (WEEE)
[2]    Directive 2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and of
         the Council of 27 January 2003 on the restriction of the use
         of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic
         equipment
[3]    Directive 2000/53/EC of the European Parliament and of
         the Council of 18 September 2000 on end-of life vehicles
[4]    I.T.S UK mission to Japan–functional ceramics, March
         2003, http://www.npl.co.uk. The UK’s National Standards
         Laboratory for Physical Measurements 
[5]    Y. Li, W. Chen et al. ‘Dielectric and  Piezoelectric Properties
         of Lead-Free (Na05Bi05)TiO3-NaNbO3
         Ceramics’ MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING B
         112 : 5–9, 2004  
[6]    Y.  Cuo et al. ‘Dielectric and Piezoelectric Properties of
         Lead-Free (Na05K05)NbO3-SrTiO3 Ceramics’ SOLID
         STATE COMMUNICATIONS 129. 279–284, 2004
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  Chapter Summary 
 5.1 Stock or loan  

     ◾ Stock:  You do n ot need to pay ba ck the initial investment amount, but you need to pay 
the stock dividend with the eff ective annual return rate around 10–12%, higher than the 
interest rate of the loan. However, the dividend distribution may not start in the fi rst 5–7 
years after start up.  
   Loan : You must pay back the total amount of the principal and the inter est by the end  ◾
of the loan period. Th e interest rate is usually lo wer than the stock r eturn rate, typically 
5–10%. A short-term loan (less than 1 year) has a lower interest rate than a long-term loan 
(3–5 years).   

 5.2 SBIR/STTR program application eligibility requires  
  500 or fewer employees   ◾
  Annual revenue under $5 million   ◾
  At least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens or perma- ◾
nent resident aliens in the United States   

 5.3 Proposal standard format:  
   1. Cover page  
   2. Executive summary  
   3. Chapter 1: Background  
   4. Chapter 2: Literature Survey  
   5. Chapter 3: Proposed Design  
   6. Chapter 4: Approach and Milestones  
   7. Chapter 5: Others  
   8. Chapter 6: References, Bio, and Facility Introduction  
   9. Chapter 7: Budget Summary  
   10. Chapter 8: Appendix    

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P5.1 Proposal Writing 
 Write a proposal for your targeted product or invention for a particular application. Th e proposal 
should not exceed 10 pages in total, including a one-page budget sheet (last page).  

  P5.2 Project Report Modifi cation Practice 
 A researcher wrote a quarterly summary report of an R&D project to the fund agency: 

 We theoretically explored the loss diff erence between the resonance and antiresonance 
modes in piezoelectric materials. Analytical solution proved the deviation of the reso-
nance quality factor Q A  from the antiresonance quality factor Q B  in the k 31  vibration 
mode. At the same time, we developed a simple method to determine the piezoelectric 
loss factor tanθ’ through admittance/impedance spectrum analysis. 
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 Th ere seems to be nothing wrong in this summary to describe the research content. Th is is almost 
perfect for an abstract for an academic journal manuscript. However, you need to understand the 
diff erence between the academic journal paper and the R&D proposal or report for the sponsor. 
Readers of an academic journal are usually experts in that fi eld with a s trong knowledge of the 
subject matter. Th ey may need only the fi nal new discovery/conclusion and the detailed analytical 
process or experimental procedure. On the contrary, the readers of your R&D report are typically 
outside your technological area, such as a general manager in your company and a program offi  cer 
of a fe deral agency. Th e important issue is expressing how your result will impact the sponsor’s 
purpose. Taking this into account, please modify your previous report fi rst, before see ing t he 
modifi cation example below. 

  Modifi cation Example 

 We theoretically explored the loss difference between the resonance and antiresonance modes 
in piezoelectric materials. The analytical solution proved the deviation of the resonance quality 
factor Q A  from the antiresonance quality factor Q B  in the k 31  vibration mode, which was an excel-
lent support for our previous suggestion to use the antiresonance drive as an alternative for the 
piezoelectric motor, transducer, transformer, etc. This is also complementary for IEEE Standard, in 
which Q A  is assumed equal to Q B . The most suggestive conclusion is the importance of “piezo-
electric loss,” which has been neglected by most of the previous researchers. 

 At the same time, we developed a simple, easy and user-friendly method to determine the piezo-
electric loss factor tanθ’ through admittance/impedance spectrum analysis. Our method is based 
on the importance of “piezoelectric loss” and will change the FEM computer simulation algorithm 
drastically in the Navy community. This program is supported by Offi ce of Naval Research. 

 Notice that the above modifi cations are primarily made to provide further information on how our 
result is important and what merit will be delivered to the sponsor, the Offi  ce of Naval Research.   

  P5.3 Presentation File Preparation 
 Prepare a PowerPoint presentation fi le for the proposal explanation (Section 5.1).   

  References 
  1. Sapienza, H. A., and J. A. Timmons. 1989. Launching and building entrepreneurial companies.  Proceedings 

of the Bobson Entrepreneurship Research Conference , May 1989, Babson Park, MA. 
  2. Okamoto, Y., R. Yoshida, and H. Sueyoshi. 2004. Konica Minolta Tech. Report, 1, p. 23.            
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  Chapter 6

 Corporate Operation—
Survival Skills in Accounting 
and Financial Management              

 Even though the fi rm size is small for the high-tech start-up, accounting and fi nancial  management 
are important from both tax return and company-survival viewpoints. Annual tax return forms 
must legally be submitted to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Th is chapter summarizes what 
an engineering corporate executive needs to learn in order to operate a corporation. 

 Th e h igh-tech fi rm sells the products to g enerate revenue, purchases and pays for necessary 
goods from other companies, pays employees’ salaries, and fi nally creates profi t for future growth. 
Th e most important equation 

   Profi t = Sales revenue − Cost (6.1)    

 suggests that the company should maximize product sales, and/or minimize the cost, in order to 
increase the fi rm’s profi t. Taking into account 

   Sales revenue = Unit price × Number of products sold (6.2)    

 the company should increase the number of sales (through marketing and promotion) or set the 
unit sales price to obtain the necessary profi t. Th e concept  break-even point  comes from the zero 
profi t in Equation 6.1. In the fi scal year end, as a summary of daily accounting items, the company 
needs to p repare t hree ba sic t ypes o f fi nancial s tatements:  income st atement ,  balance sh eet,  and 
 cash-fl ow statement . Because this is a legal requirement, the company executive needs to learn these 
as a su rvival skill. You will also need to learn how to reduce corporate tax, and how to improve 
cash fl ow. 
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 Once the company gradually expands, fi nancial decisions must be made in various situations: 
Shall we invest to set up a new manufacturing line? Shall we issue new stocks or acquire a bank 
loan to collect necessary money for the company growth? We will consider these fi nancial issues 
in the latter part of this chapter. 

 From an engineer’s viewpoint, accounting and fi nance are rather similar—both work with 
money—but their diff erences found in the mathematical formula seem to lie in the concept “time 
is money”; that is, the  time value of money  (present value of future $1 and future value of present $1). 
Accounting t reats m oney i n t he sh ort ter m, w hile fi nancial m anagement t reats m oney i n t he 
long term. 

  6.1 Accounting Management—Sales and Payroll 
 Most small fi rms use a p rofessional accounting offi  ce for offi  cial accounting documents such 
as a corporate tax return form. However, it is too costly to enlist the services of a professional 
accounting offi  ce for daily bookkeeping, and thus it is recommended that this task be con-
ducted in your fi rm, by you or an offi  ce manager. Th ere are many computer software programs 
for small business accounting: Quickbooks, Microsoft Money Plus, BusinessVision32, and so 
forth, most of which are based on Microsoft Excel functions. Figure 6.1 shows an introductory 
page of Quickbooks. Be sure to use the same accounting software as the one your accounting 
offi  ce uses, or follow the recommendation by the accounting offi  ce. We will start with the book-
keeping basics.  

 Figure 6.1         Introductory page of Quickbooks.   
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  6.1.1 Daily Accounting 

  6.1.1.1 Product Costs and Period Costs   

 Both product and period costs should be considered “costs” in accounting [1]. A  product cost  (or 
inventoriable cost) is a cost assigned to goods that were either purchased or manufactured for resale. 
Th e product cost is used to value the inventory of manufactured goods or merchandise until the 
goods are sold. In the period of the sale, the product costs are recognized as an expense called  cost 
of goods sold . Th e cost of goods sold is equal to the product cost (identifi ed with the goods “sold”). 

 Th e product cost of manufactured inventory includes all of the costs incurred during its manu-
facture. Th e product cost for a retailer (e.g., the sales division of Micro Motor Inc. [MMI]) is equal 
to the cost of purchase plus the cost of transportation. Th e product cost for a manufacturer (e.g., 
the research and development [R&D] department of MMI) is equal to the  manufacturing cost.  

 Manufacturing cost includes the following: 

    1.  Direct material:  Raw material that is consumed during the manufacturing process  
   2.  Direct labor:  Th e cost of salaries, wages, and fringe benefi ts for personnel who work directly 

on the manufactured products  
   3.  Manufacturing overhead:  All other costs of manufacturing; indirect material, indirect labor 

(salaries of production department supervisors, etc.), and other manufacturing costs. Other 
manufacturing costs include:  

   a. Depreciation of plant/equipment  
   b. Property taxes, insurance  
   c. Utilities (electricity, water, etc.)  
   d. Service/support departments (equipment maintenance, etc.)     

 All costs that are not product costs are called  period costs . Period costs are recognized as expenses 
during the time period in which they are incurred. General R&D, selling (salaries, commissions, 
and travel costs of sales personnel, and the costs of advertising and promotion), and administrative 
costs (salaries of corporate executives, costs of the accounting, legal, and public relation activities) 
are treated as period costs.  

  6.1.1.2 Recording Journal Entries in the Ledger 

 Now let us consider the journal entry process into the ledger using an example case from MMI. 
MMI received a purchase order of 20 pieces of ultrasonic metal tube motors (refer to Figure P1.1), 
and planned to manufacture 25 pieces (5 extra pieces are made in case there are defi cits; these may 
be sold in the future), starting from the raw materials (lead zirconate titanate [PZT] ceramic plates 
and metal tubes). Th e quote was issued for $14,000 in total (20 pieces at $700 per unit). Th e start-
ing date was June 1, 20XX, and the due date was June 30 (i.e., 30 days). Ledgers typically contain 
three successive steps in product manufacturing: 

   Work-in-process inventory   ◾
  Finished-goods inventory   ◾
  Cost of goods sold    ◾

 We will consider  debit  and  credit  relations for each inventory/process (this is called  double-entry 
bookkeeping ). 
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  6.1.1.2.1 Purchase of Material 

 MMI purchased raw materials (PZT ceramic plates and metal tubes) from an outside supplier on 
June 1. Th e purchase is recorded with the following journal entry: raw-material inventory has PZT 
and metal materials (debit), and MMI owes $2500 to the supplier (credit). 

Journal Entry 1 Debit Credit

Raw-material inventory 2500

Accounts payable 2500

  6.1.1.2.2 Use of Direct Material 

 On June 1, 20XX, the material requisitions were submitted, and the motor assembly started. 

Journal Entry 2 Debit Credit

Work-in-process inventory 2000

Raw-material inventory 2000

 Note that direct materials cost is proportional to the number of products manufactured. 

   Direct material cost = Unit materials cost × Number of products manufactured  
(6.3) = $80 × 25 pieces = $2000    

 Extra materials were purchased in case of manufacturing loss or waste. If the materials can be used 
in the next manufacturing lot, the raw materials can remain in the raw-material inventory.  

  6.1.1.2.3 Use of Direct and Indirect Labor 

 At t he en d o f J une, t he c ost-accounting depa rtment u ses t he l abor t ime re cords fi led d uring 
the m onth to de termine t he d irect-labor c osts. M MI sp ent 5 0% o f t he t ime o f o ne en gineer 
($25/h × 100 h/month at monthly salary of $5000) for the motor manufacturing. Th e direct labor 
should also include fringe benefi ts such as health insurance and pension contributions from MMI, 
which are about 20% of the salary. 

  Direct labor = $5000 × 50% × (1 + 0.20) = $3000    

 Note that direct labor cost is proportional to the amount of working time. 

  Direct labor cost = Unit labor cost and fringe (per hour) × Number of working time (hours)
 = $25 × 1.20 × 100 hours = $3000 (6.4)    

 Th e production supervisor’s salary (the R&D division d irector in MMI), which i s not charged 
to any particular job, is  indirect l abor . Other examples would include custodial employees and 
security guards, but these will not be relevant to a small enterprise. Since the director takes care 
of fi ve projects, he or she might spend 20% of their time for this task (monthly salary of $10,000 
with 20% of fringe benefi t). 

  Indirect labor = $10,000 × 20% × (1 + 0.20) = $2400    
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Journal Entry 3 Debit Credit

Work-in-process inventory 3000

Manufacturing overhead 2400

Wages payable 5400

  6.1.1.2.4 Application of Manufacturing Overhead 

  Manufacturing overhead  includes the following general and administrative (G&A) fi xed costs: 

   Rent on factory building—$1500 per month   ◾
  Depreciation on equipment—$1000 per month   ◾
  Utilities (electricity, gas, water, etc.)—$300 per month   ◾
  Property taxes—$200 per month   ◾
  Insurance—$300 per month ( ◾ = $3600/12 months)  

  Total—$3300    −

 Since MMI is running fi ve projects, manufacturing overhead for this project can be considered 
$3300/5 = $660. Th e manufacturing overhead costs are not traceable to any particular job. 

Journal Entry 4 Debit Credit

Manufacturing overhead 660

Prepaid rent 300

Accumulated depreciation—equipment 200

Prepaid utilities 60

Prepaid property taxes 40

Prepaid insurance 60

 Various manufacturing overhead costs were incurred during June, and these costs were accumu-
lated by debiting the manufacturing overhead account. However, in order to issue a  quote  to the 
customer b efore s tarting t he m otor m anufacture, t he a bove p rocedure i s not v ery c onvenient. 
Because we do n ot k now how much t he a ctual m anufacturing overhead w ill b e, M MI u ses a 
so-called  predetermined overhead rate . Costs incurred for the above example are as follows: 

   Direct materials and labor costs  ◾ = $2000 + $3000 = $5000  
  Manufacturing overhead (indirect labor and G&A) costs  ◾ = $2400 + $660 = $3060  
  Overhead costs/direct costs  ◾ = $3060/$5000 = 61.2%   

 MMI uses the predetermined overhead rate of 69.5% averaged over a c ouple of years, which i s 
slightly l arger t han t he a bove pa rticular e xample. R efer to M MI’s Sa les C alculator S oftware 
 introduced in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.5.  
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  6.1.1.2.5 Selling and Administrative Costs 

 During June, MMI incurred selling and administrative costs for this particular project as follows: 

   Salaries of sales personnel: 5 h at $12/h  ◾ = $60  
  Salaries of management: 2 h at $60/h  ◾ = $120  
  Promotion and advertising: $100   ◾
  Offi  ce supplies used: $20    ◾

 Note that selling and G&A costs are  period costs , not product costs. Th us, the period costs are not 
included in cost of goods manufactured or sold. Also note that these costs seem to be fi xed costs 
(regardless of the production amount, but just for one project) in MMI’s case. 

Journal Entry 5 Debit Credit

Selling and G&A expenses 300

Wages payable 180

Accounts payable 
(advertisement)

100

Offi ce supplies inventory 20

  6.1.1.2.6 Completion of Production 

 Th e motor manufacture (25 pieces) was completed in June. Th e following journal entry records 
the transfer of these job costs from work-in-process inventory to fi nished-goods inventory. Note 
that we use the predetermined overhead rate (rather than the actual manufacturing overhead) in 
this stage (direct cost $5000 × (1 + 0.695) = $8475). Also, the selling and administrative costs are 
not included in these job costs. 

Journal Entry 6 Debit Credit

Finished goods inventory 8475

Work-in-process inventory 8475

 Th erefore, the actual manufacturing cost per unit should be calculated, with the actual manu-
facturing overhead, a s ($5000 + $3060)/25 pieces = ($8475 − $415)/25 pieces = $322.40. Th is  
number should be used for cost of goods sold in the next section.  

  6.1.1.2.7 Sale of Goods 

 Twenty motors were sold for $700 each at the end of June. Th e cost of each unit sold was $322.40, 
as calculated above. Th e following journal entries were made. 

Journal Entry 7 Debit Credit

Accounts receivable 14,000

Sales revenue (for 20 motors) 14,000
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Journal Entry 8 Debit Credit

Cost of goods sold (for 20 motors) 6448

Finished-goods inventory 6448

 Th e diff erence of the amount between fi nished-goods inventory in journal entry 6, $8475, and in 
journal entry 8, $6448, is the remainder ($1612 = $322.4 unit cost × 5 motors) in the fi nished-
goods inventory on June 30, and the  overapplied overhead  is $415. Th e cost of goods sold here has 
already been adjusted by the overapplied overhead.   

  6.1.1.3 Accounting Schedules and Income Statements 

 Now, we su mmarize the accounting process in three Excel spreadsheets. Th e  schedule of cost of 
goods manufactured  lists the manufacturing costs applied to works in process (Table 6.1). A total 
of $500 remains in raw material inventory on June 30. Note that the overhead applied   (prede-
termined overhead rate with 69.5% in MMI)   is used for works in process, rather than the actual 

 Table 6.1 Schedule of Cost of Goods Manufactured           
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overhead. Th erefore, we added the overapplied overhead on the cost of goods manufactured, as 
shown in the last line of the schedule, totaling $8475. Th is is the amount transferred from work-
in-process inventory to fi nished-goods inventory during June, as recorded in journal entry 6.  

 A schedule of cost of goods sold is displayed in Table 6.2. Th is schedule shows the June cost of 
goods sold and details the changes in fi nished-goods inventory during the month. Th e fi nal num-
ber in fi nished-goods inventory is based on the actual manufacturing overhead. Because the cost 
of goods manufactured is estimated on the basis of the predetermined overhead rate, the overap-
plied overhead should be subtracted to obtain the  adjusted cost of goods sold . Th e Excel spreadsheet 
in Table 6 .3 d isplays the company’s June income s tatement. A s the income s tatement exhibits, 
income before taxes is $7252, from which income tax expenses of $2901 (at a typical income tax 
rate of 40%) is subtracted, yielding  after-tax net income  of $4351.   

  Example Problem 6.1 

 If MMI made a quote for the selling price of each motor as follows, what would the net profi t be? 

    a. 20 motors by $600 each  
   b. 20 motors by $400 each  
   c. 20 motors by $300 each    

 Table 6.2 Schedule of Cost of Goods Sold           
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   Solution  

 Using the Excel Spreadsheet template in Table 6.3, by changing box G5 to 12,000, 8000, and 
6000, respectively, we obtain the net profi t of (a) $3151, (b) $751, and (c) $748 (income before tax 
is already –$748). By equating the Sales revenue = Cost of goods sold + Selling and administrative 
expenses = $6448 + $300 = $6748, we can obtain the minimum motor price (for zero profi t) of 
$337.40. If MMI sells the remaining motors in the fi nished goods inventory, the company can still 
expect additional profi t later.    

  6.1.2 Financial Statements 
 A fi rm needs to generate their annual fi nancial report by law, which includes the  income statement , 
 balance sheet , a nd  cash-fl ow statement . Th e se fi nancial st atements should be prepared according 
to  generally accepted accounting principles  (GAAP). MMI usually hires an accounting professional 
such as a C ertifi ed Public Accountant (CPA) for this preparation. Because MMI is a small fi rm 
without common stocks, we u se here their partner company, Saito Industries, as an example to 
consider the more general aspects in fi nancial reports. 

  6.1.2.1 Income Statements 

 Th e income statement represents the profi tability of a business over a p eriod of time. Th is is an 
extension of Table 6.3 (income statement for one project) to a 1-year period. Table 6.4 shows an 

 Table 6.3 June Income Statement (MMI, Piezo-Motors)           
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income statement for Saito Industries in the year 20XX. Remember the necessary  terminologies 
and the formula: 

   Gross margin (Gross income) = Sales − Cost of goods sold (6.5)    

   

Earnings before interests and taxes (EBIT)

         (Operating income)                 
= Gross margin − (Selling and administrative 

expenses + Depreciation)  
(6.6)

    

   Earnings before taxes (EBT) = EBIT − Interests (6.7)    

   Earnings after taxes (EAT) (Net income) = EBT − Taxes (6.8)    

  Depreciation  is indicative of the potential for tax reduction arising from general wear and tear or 
the obsolescence of equipment or property (building, etc.). Th is situation will be further inves-
tigated in Section 6.1.4.  Net income  (or net loss) represents the net profi tability of the fi rm. Th is  
is commonly referred to as its  bottom line . Note also that EAT is what really counts (net income) 
rather than what is earned (operating income = EBIT).  

  6.1.2.2 Balance Sheets 

 Th e balance sheet is a snapshot of a business at a particular point in time, as shown in Table 6.5. 
It re veals fi nancial re sources t he company owns ( assets ), debts it owes to the others ( liabilities ), 

Table 6.4 Income Statement for Saito Industries, Year Ending 
December 31, 20XX

(In Millions)

Sales $100.0

Less: Cost of goods sold $59.0

Gross margin $41.0

Less: Selling and administrative expenses $15.0

Less: Depreciation (building etc.) $12.0

Earnings before interests and taxes (EBIT) $14.0

Less: Interest charges $0.5

Earnings before taxes (EBT) $13.5

Less: Income tax expenses (at 40%) $5.4

After-tax net income (EAT) $8.1

Preferred stock dividends $1.1

Earnings available to common stockholders $7.0

Shares outstanding 5 million

Earnings per share $1.4
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Table 6.5 Balance Sheet for Saito Industries as of December 31, 20XX

(In Millions)

Assets

Current Assets

Cash $15.5

Marketable securities $3.0

Accounts and notes receivable $4.0

Inventories $16.5

Total current assets $39.0

Property, Plant, and Equipment

Buildings, machines, and equipment $190.0

Less: accumulated depreciation $(19.5)

Land $5.5

Total property, plant, and equipment $176.0

Other Assets

Receivables due after 1 year $8.5

Other $1.5

Total assets $225.0

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable $25.0

Accrued liabilities $6.5

Current maturity of long-term debt $2.0

Federal income and other taxes $12.5

Dividends payable $1.0

Total current liabilities $47.0

Other Liabilities $6.0

Long-Term Debt $27.0

Total liabilities $80.0

Shareholders’ Equity

Preferred stock $15.0

Common stock $45.0

Additional paid-in capital $20.0

Retained earnings $65.0

Total shareholders’ equity $145.0

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity $225.0
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and its net worth ( shareholders’ equity ). Assets are listed in order of liquidity, while liabilities are 
listed in order of claim. Th e balance sheet is prepared directly corresponding to the double-entry 
bookkeeping introduced in Section 6 .1.1, Da ily Accounting. Items on the debit side belong to 
assets, while items on the credit side belong to l iabilities. On the debit side, accounts receivable, 
raw materials, and fi nished-goods inventories a re shown in a ssets. On the credit side, accounts 
payable, and accrued liabilities (including wages payable) are shown in liabilities. Because of the 
original double-entry principle, the balance sheet needs to maintain the equation: 

   Assets = Liabilities + Shareholders’ equity (6.9)    

 Actually, the shareholders’ equity is adjusted to ke ep Equation 6.9; more precisely, the retained 
earnings (companies’ profi ts) are usually adjusted.  

  6.1.2.3 Cash-Flow Statements 

 Th e cash-fl ow statement exhibits sources and uses of cash over a g iven period of t ime. Refer to 
Table 6.6 for Saito Industries in 20XX. Th e focus is on generating income and honoring obliga-
tions (e.g., loans and other debts). It is notable that the concept of profi tability is diff erent from 
cash fl ow. A fi rm’s balance sheet may reveal assets that substantially outweigh liabilities (i.e., prof-
itability). However, i f t hese a ssets a re not c ollectible (e.g., ba d deb ts o r a ccounts re ceivable i n 

Table 6.6 Cash-Flow Statement for Saito Industries, Year Ending 
December 31, 20XX

Cash Flow In Millions

Sources: Operating Activities

Net earnings $8.5

Accounts and notes receivable $(2.5)

Inventories $(5.0)

Depreciation $12.0

Accounts and notes payable —

Federal income and other taxes $(1.0)

Total $12.0

Sources: Investing Activities

Marketable securities $0.5

Property, plant, and equipment $(16.0)

Total $(15.5)

Sources: Financing Activities

Preferred stock (sale) $3.0

Common stock (sale) $2.5

Total $5.5

Cash, net change $2.0
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arrears) or liquid (e.g., inventory) within a given time frame, then it is more than just  theoretically 
possible that the fi rm might be unable to meet its obligations and be forced to fi le for bankruptcy 
even though fi nancial statements indicate profi tability. As the saying goes, “Positive cash fl ow, not 
profi t (on the books), pays for lunch.”   

  6.1.3 Demand, Supply, and Market Equilibrium 

  6.1.3.1 Market Equilibrium 

 Th e equation 

   Profi t = Sales revenue − Cost
= Unit price × Number of product sold − Cost    

 is again our starting point. We will learn the fi rst term (product of price and quantity) in this sec-
tion, in addition to how the product price and production quantity are set from a viewpoint of the 
basic microeconomics theories. 

 Demand (of consumers) and supply (of producers) of the product depend on various factors. 
We will adopt here the simplest functions with only the product price  P  as a variable. As shown 
in Figure 6.2, we a ssume that the demand for the product f rom the consumer should decrease 
with increasing the product price, while the supply of the product from the manufacturer should 
increase with increasing the price. Let us denote the demand (quantity:  Q d  ) and supply functions 
(quantity:  Q s  ) as  f  ( P ) and  g ( P ), respectively, in terms of one variable of price  P . We also assume 
that market equilibrium occurs when the demand and supply quantities are the same:  

   Q d = f(P)    
   Q s = g(P)    

Table 6.6 Cash-Flow Statement for Saito Industries, Year Ending December 31, 
20XX (Continued)

Cash Flow In Millions

Cash, on January 1 $13.5

Cash, on December 31 $15.5

 Figure 6.2         Demand and supply curves and market equilibrium.   
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   Equilibrium condition: Q d = Q s = Q E    

 In order to appr oximate the general functions into a linear r elationship with price  P  around the 
market equilibrium point, we will adopt Taylor’s expansion series around the equilibrium price,  P E  : 

   
Q d = f (P ) = f (PE ) +

∂f
∂P

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

P =PE

(P − PE )

 
(6.10)

    
   = a + bP

 
Q s = g (P ) = g (PE ) +

∂g
∂P

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

P =PE

(P − PE )

 
(6.11)

 = h + kP     

 Note that  b  and  k  should be   negative and positive, f rom the initial a ssumption. By completing 
Equations 6.10 and 6.11, we obtain the equilibrium price  P E   and demand/supply quantity  Q  E   as 

   
PE =

(a − h)
(k − b)      

(6.12)

   
Q E =

(ak − bh)
(k − b)      

(6.13)

 When t he price i s a l ittle h igher ( by ∆ P) t han  P E   (i .e.,  P E   + ∆ P ),  Q s   =  h  +  k ( P E   + ∆ P ) =  Q E   
+  k ∆ P  >  Q d   =  a  +  b ( P E   + ∆ P ) =  Q E   +  b ∆ P , t here w ill b e a  surplus  (the quantity supplied 
exceeds t he q uantity dem anded). N ote t hat b an d k a re n egative a nd p ositive, re spectively. 
To the contrary, when the price i s a l ittle lower (by −∆P) t han  P E   (i .e.,  P E   − ∆ P ),  Q d   =  a  +  b 
( P E   − ∆ P ) =  Q E   −  b ∆ P  >  Q s   =  h  +  k ( P E   − ∆ P ) =  Q E   −  k ∆ P , there will be a  shortage  (the quantity 
demanded exceeds the quantity supplied). 

 Th ese linear relationships are popular because of their mathematical simplicity. Let us consider 
further the consumer’s expenditure  P  ·  Q d   and the producer’s revenue  P  ·  Q s  , which are provided 
by the product of price and quantity (see Figure 6.3):  

   

P ⋅Qd = P (a + bP ) = b P +
a

2b
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

2

−
a 2

4b
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

[b < 0]

     

(6.14)

   
P ⋅Qs = P (h + kP ) = k P +

h
2k

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

2

−
h 2

4k
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

[k > 0]
     

(6.15)

 Note that both curves are a pa rabolic type with a c oncave and a c onvex shape, respectively. Th e 
expenditure exhibits the maximum amount of | a  2 /4 b | at a price half of the maximum price (| a /2 b |), 
while t he producer’s re venue shows a m onotonous i ncrease above a c ertain t hreshold  P  = − h/k  
(since  h  seems to be negative, this value is positive), below which no production will be taken by the 
producer. Th is price corresponds roughly to the manufacturing cost per unit product. No manu-
facturer will produce the product without obtaining profi t. Th e intersection between two curves 
(Equations 6.14 and 6.15) again corresponds to the market equilibrium point,  P E   and  Q E  .  
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  6.1.3.2 Demand Elasticity 

  Demand elasticity  is defi ned as the responsiveness of consumers to changes in price, which is more 
precisely referred to as  price elasticity of demand . 

 Economists often use an index of the ratio (% change in  Y  )/(% change in  X  ), which is math-
ematically formulated by  d (log( y )) /d (log( x ))  =  ( x/y )( dy/dx ), as learned in freshmen diff erential cal-
culus. Price elasticity of demand,  E , can be defi ned as 

   
E =

d (log Qd )
d (log P )

=
dQd

dP
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

P
Qd

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟   

(6.16)

 
=

(Percent change in quantity of demand)
(Percent change in price)    

 As you may have already noticed,  E  is always negative, because the change in quantity demanded 
is accompanied by the change in price in the opposite direction. For simplicity, the negative sign 
is often neglected (i.e., the absolute value is considered). 

 When | E | > 1, we call it  elastic ; when | E | = 1, it is  unitary ; and when | E | < 1, it is  inelastic . 
An Apple iPod or new computer game software may be a necessary “cool” good for students, 
and they may not c are about the price (sometimes they pay a p remium to o btain it); t hat i s 
inelastic. Th e same good may not be a “cool” good for senior guys like me. Th ey may not pur-
chase it until the price decreases to a re asonably cheap level; that is elastic. Figure 6.4 shows 
various demand curves corresponding to elastic and inelastic products, and Table 6.7 summa-
rizes the determinants of elasticity of market demand. Regarding MMI’s metal tube motors, 
for example, when they are used for medical endoscope or catheter applications, they are the 
necessary key components. Th us, t he price i s i nelastic. A pa rtner medical company w ill not 
accord MMI a signifi cant price reduction. On the other hand, when the motor is used for cel-
lular phone camera applications, a n ew function phone may not be a “must.” Th us, the price 
is really elastic. Without procuring the cheapest price, a pa rtner electronic company will not 
purchase the motor.               

 Figure 6.3         Consumer expenditure and producer revenue curves plotted as functions of prod-
uct price.   
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 Let us obtain the demand elasticity for the case of the linear relationship in Equation 6.10: 

   
E =

bP
a + bP  

(6.17)
    

 For  P  → 0,  E  → 0; for  P  → − a/b ,  E  → −∞; and for  P  = − a /2 b ,  E  = −1. Th e demand elasticity of 
a linear demand curve is illustrated in Figure 6.5, which shows that the upper half of the demand 
line is elastic, while the lower half is inelastic. At the halfway point, the demand is unitary elastic 
( E  = −1).     
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 Figure 6.4         Price elasticity of demand curves.   

Table 6.7 Determinants of Elasticity of Market Demand

Elastic Inelastic

Luxury Necessity

Many substitutes available Few substitutes available

Price is a large part of income Price is a small part of income

Long-run time period Short-run time period

 Figure 6.5         The elasticity of a linear demand curve.   
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  6.1.4 Break-Even Analysis 
 Now, let us consider the second term of the following equation: 

   Profit = Sales revenue − Cost

  = Unit price × Number of product sold − Cost     

 You learned the classifi cation of manufacturing costs and period costs in Section 6.1.1. Another 
classifi cation of costs is introduced here:  variable costs ,  fi xed costs , and  semivariable costs . A variable 
cost changes in direct proportion to a change in the production level, such as the number of prod-
ucts and working hours of services. Direct materials, direct labor, and sales commissions belong 
to this category. On the other hand, a fi xed cost remains unchanged, regardless of the level of 
production. Lease or rent fees of facilities and equipment, depreciation, property taxes, insurance, 
and the salary of corporate executives belong to this category. Semivariable costs are exemplifi ed 
by utilities (electricity, water, etc.) and repairs/maintenance, which are charged by the sum of the 
base fee and the amount of usage (such as wattage). 

  6.1.4.1 Break-Even Analysis Method 

 We use the multilayer (ML) manufacturing business of MMI a s an example (recall Chapter 1, 
Section 1.3.1: Background of the Case Study). Th ere are two techniques for making multilayered 
devices: the  cut-and-bond method  and the  tape-casting method . A s you a lready learned, the cut-
and-bond method does not require expensive facilities, but requires a lot of manpower and labor, 
typically a multiple-worker fabrication line (i.e., direct labor-oriented method; six workers make 
one te am). To t he c ontrary, t he t ape-casting method requires a n e xpensive f abrication f acility, 
but almost no labor, which is suitable for mass production. Th e manufacturing cycle is typically 
biweekly (i.e., one lot comes out every 2 weeks). 

 MMI re ceived a p urchase order f rom a J apanese c ompany, Sa ito I ndustries, to su pply M L 
ultrasonic m otors ( USMs) fo r a z oom/focus m echanism o f t he n ext g eneration c ellular phone 
camera modules. Th e terms were a total quantity of 200,000 units at a price of $5, each within a 
period of 90 days. 

 MMI must decide whether they will purchase equipment in the production process or use only 
manpower. By installing mass-production equipment, MMI can virtually eliminate labor in the 
production of inventory. At high volume, MMI will do well, as most of the production costs are 
fi xed. At low volume, however, MMI could face diffi  culty in making the payment for the equip-
ment. So, how much will changes in volume aff ect cost and profi t? At what point does the fi rm 
break even (zero defi cit)? 

 We need to consider in general the following constraints: 

     ◾ Price constraint : If the motor price is unreasonably low, MMI should decline this purchase 
order. Th is should be higher than a sum of the manufacturing cost and the period cost.  
    ◾ Production capability : Both equipment and manpower have some production capability.  
    ◾ Space constraint : M MI f actory space c an accommodate a m aximum of t wo sets of mass-
production equipment and/or 10 production lines (or 60 workers).  
    ◾ Production period : One lot routine takes 2 weeks, and a typical delivery due date is in 90 days 
(or 6 biweekly).   
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 Let us summarize here the necessary accounting data: 

    1. Purchase order: 200,000 pieces of ML USM at $5 per piece (total sales = $1 million)  
   2. Tape-casting facility and maintenance: $300,000 per set 

   Production capability: 42,000 pieces biweekly  
  Maximum number of equipment: 2 sets    

   3. Human manufacturing line (6 workers): $6250 biweekly per manufacturing line 
   Production capability per line: 2100 pieces biweekly  
  Maximum number of workers: 10 lines/60 workers    

   4. Raw material costs (PZT ceramic powder, Ag/Pd electrode, etc.) = $0.4 per unit ML  
   5. Manufacturing overhead = $0.6 per unit ML   

 First, is ther e a possibility to use the cut-and-bond method in the U nited States? Because direct 
labor requires $3.0 per unit ( = $6250/2100 pieces), the total v ariable cost is $4.0 ( = $3.0 + raw 
materials $1.0) per unit. B ecause the sales price is $5 per unit, w e can get positiv e gross income. 
However, in this scenario, in order to satisfy the purchase order production, we need 96 production 
lines ( = 200,000/2100). Even if we spend 3 months (6 biw eekly), we need to hir e 6 workers 16 
lines = 96 workers. It is beyond MMI’s space availability. Even if we can fi nd the temporary space, 
it may be diffi  cult in practice to hir e 96 workers for only 3 months for this pr oject in the United 
States. 

 Second, the tape-casting method is considered. Th e total production cost (TC) for producing 
 Q  pieces of motors is represented in terms of the fi xed cost (FC) and the total variable cost (TVC; 
variable cost per unit [direct material cost + manufacturing overhead in this case]: VC) as 

   TC = FC + TVC = FC + Q × VC  (6.18)

 = 300,000 + 1.0Q     

 Note that  Q  is accumulated every 42,000 pieces biweekly per equipment, leading to fi ve successive 
biweekly periods (i.e., less than the 90 days due). Th e total revenue is given with the sales price 
per unit ( P ) as 

     TR = Q × P  (6.19)

 = 5.0Q     

 A  break-even chart  is shown in Figure 6.6. Note that the total cost linear line starts from a biased posi-
tion (FC = $300,000) and the total revenue line starts from the origin (zero). By equating Equations 
6.18 and 6.19, we obtain a famous equation for the break-even point   BE (number  N  of products)[3]:  

   
BE =

FC
(P − VC)      

(6.20)

 
=

Fixed cost
(Price – Variable cost per unit)

 
=

$300,000
($5 – $1)

  = 75,000 pieces
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By i ntroducing t he  contribution m argin  ( CM), de fi ned a s p rice m inus va riable c ost p er u nit, 
Equation 6.20 can be written as 

   

BE =
FC
CM

, (CM = P − VC)

=
Fixed cost

Contribution margin      

(6.21)

 Th e CM is the amount of revenue that is available to contribute to covering fi xed expenses after 
all variable expenses have been covered. Taking into account CM $4 (= $5 − $1) in MMI’s case, 
as the fi xed cost of equipment is quite high ($300,000), and minimum sales of 75,000 units are 
required to compensate all the fi xed cost. 

 By inputting  Q  = 200,000, we obtain TC = 500,000. Since the total sales amount is $1 mil-
lion, we c an expect the operating income (or EBIT) = $500,000, and which i s compared with 
EBIT of $200,000 for the cut-and-bond method.  

  6.1.4.2 Degree of Operating Leverage 

  Degree of operating leverage  (DOL) is defi ned as 

   

DOL =
d (log EBIT)

d ( logQ )
=

d (EBIT)
dQ

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

Q
EBIT

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

=
Percent change in operating income

Percent change in unit volume      

(6.22)

 DOL is a measure of eff ectiveness of income increase over the production increase. DOL should 
be computed only over a profi table range of operations. Taking into account 

   EBIT = TR − TC = Q (P − VC) − FC      (6.23)
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 Figure 6.6         Break-even chart for the ML production. The chart is also indicative to the selection 
between the mass-production equipment and workers’ line.   
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 we obtain the following formula for this linear model: 

   
DOL =

Q (P − VC)
Q (P − VC) − FC      

(6.24)

 Th us, the closer DOL is computed to the company break-even point, the higher the number will 
be due to the divergence tendency of Equation 6.24. In the above tape-cast method case, DOL is 
calculated for  Q  = 100,000 and 200,000: 

    

DOL =
100,000($5 − $1)

100,000($5 − $1) − 300,000
or

200,000($5 − $1)
200,000($5 − $1) − 300,000

= 4.0                                                  = 1.6     

 In other words, if the purchase order number is only 100,000 pieces (rather close to the BE point), 
a slight increase in the production refl ects a dramatic increase in operation income, which seems 
to be an attractive option. However, a sl ight reduction in the sales causes a dramatic decrease in 
income, and the equipment introduction seems to be rather risky, leaving a large debt or loan. Th is  
is analogous to a p hysics  lever rule ; the force is amplifi ed inversely proportional to t he distance 
between the fulcrum and the force point. Th e break-even point and the quantity of products sold 
correspond to the fulcrum and the force point, respectively. 

 Finally, let us consider the intersect between two total cost lines for the tape-cast and man-
power methods in Figure 6.5, which indicates the point of new equipment introduction. Using 
the following equation similar to BE, we obtain the minimum number of units, below which the 
workers line seems to be less costly. 

    

Fixed cost
Variable cost per unit for cut-and-bond − Variable cost per unit for tape-cast

                                        =
$300,000
$4 − $1

= 100,000 pieces
     

  6.1.4.3 Marginal Analysis 

 Th ere are some limitations to the afor ementioned break-even analysis. First, the above analysis 
selects only one price for a par ticular product, regardless of the quantity, and then proceeds to 
determine how much a fi rm has to sell at this price to break even. In order to consider the pos-
sibility of diff erent quantities demanded by consumers at diff erent prices (i.e., the price elasticity 
of demand in S ection 6.1.3), a complete schedule of prices and br eak-even points needs to be  
constructed. Consumers expect a price decr ease with an increase in the order quantity, leading 
to revenue saturation for the producer. Second, the above analysis assumes that a fi rm’s average 
variable cost per unit pr oduct is constant, r egardless of the quantity . Under cer tain cir cum-
stances, it is quite possible for the fi rm’s average costs to either decr ease or increase as more of 
a good is produced. In order to improve the above linear model, we will introduce a  nonlinear 
model . Because the unit price or cost is not constant, but varies in the nonlinear model, we will 
use marginal values, which correspond to the derivative of the parameter in terms of production 
activity. 
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   Marginal revenue (MR)   ◾ −   dR/dQ . Increment of the r evenue per unit incr ement of product 
quantity  
  Marginal cost (MC)  ◾ −  dC/dQ . Increment of the total cost (or variable cost) per unit incre-
ment of product quantity   

 We will take into account the following two laws: 

    1.  Law of D iminishing Marginal Utility:  Th e l evel of demand or s atisfaction der ived f rom a 
product diminishes with each additional unit consumed. Th is creates saturation of the rev-
enue and price reduction with an increase in the quantity.  

   2.  Law of Diminishing Returns:  Th ough additional units of labor may contribute to increased 
productivity in absolute numbers, each such additional unit contributes relatively less than 
the preceding unit to the productivity. Let me remind you of MMI’s ML production with 
the manual cut-and-bond method. In that scenario, to satisfy the production of the purchase 
order, we would need 96 production lines. Even if we spent 3 months (6 biweekly), we would 
need to hire 6 workers × 16 lines = 96 workers. Th is is beyond MMI’s space availability. Even 
if we resort to a temporary space, the productivity per unit labor (or unit line) will be drasti-
cally decreased, because of fewer machines, tools, space, or other inputs per worker. Also in 
such a case, the additional cost (temporary space rent) needs to be considered.   

 From the above discussion, we c an expect the revenue and manufacturing cost curves as shown 
in Figure 6.7a. Th e revenue curve is concave-parabolic (simple  diminishing marginal utility law ), 
while the cost curve is reverse-S like. Th e productivity increases with increasing quantity initially 
due to the learning curve of the workers, leading to the cost saturation tendency. However, over a 
certain production quantity, the manufacturing cost starts to increase again.  

 Assume that the fi rm is in the short run, so some costs are fi xed. Let the inverse demand for a 
monopoly (no other company’s competitive factors are considered) be  P  =  P ( Q  ). Th us, total rev-
enue is  R ( Q  ) =  P ( Q ) ·  Q . Th e monopoly profi t function is 

   Π = R(Q ) – TVC(Q ) − TFC  (6.25)    

 where TVC( Q  ) is total variable cost and   TFC is total fi xed cost. 
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 Figure 6.7         (a) Nonlinear revenue and manufacturing cost curves. (b) The maximum profi t is obtained 
at the quantity of the intersection between the marginal revenue and marginal cost curves.   
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 Th e fi rst-order condition for profi t maximization requires 

     

dΠ
dQ

=
dR
dQ

−
dTVC

dQ
= 0

 
(6.26)

    

 Th e second-order condition for a maximum is that at the equilibrium quantity 

     

d 2Π
dQ 2

=
d 2R
dQ 2

−
d 2TVC

dQ 2
< 0

 
(6.27)

    

 Equation 6.26  dR/dQ  is marginal revenue and  d TVC/ dQ  (or  d  TC/ dQ  ) is marginal cost, so choos-
ing the quantity of output that maximizes profi t requires that marginal revenue equal marginal 
cost:   MR = MC. Solve Equation 6.26 for the equilibrium output  Q E   so the equilibrium price is 
 P E   =  P ( Q E  ). 

 If Π =  P ( Q E  ) Q E   − TVC( Q E  ) − TFC > 0 , t he fi rm ma kes a  profi t, but i f Π =  P ( Q E  ) Q E   − 
TVC( Q E  ) − TFC   < 0, the fi rm experiences a loss. Even in this loss case, the fi rm should produce 
 Q E   rather than shutting down, as long as  P ( Q E  ) Q E   − TVC( Q E  ) > 0. If the fi rm shuts down, TFC 
remains as a loss, which is larger than | P ( Q E  ) Q E   − TVC( Q E  ) − TFC|. Th us, the operation condi-
tion of the fi rm is given by 

     
P (QE ) ≥

TVC(QE )
QE  

(6.28)
    

 where the right-hand-side term   TVC( Q E  )/ Q E   is the average variable cost. 
 Next, we demonstrate that the profi t-maximization price and quantity must lie on the elastic 

portion of demand. Because 

     
MR =

dR
dQ

= P (Q ) + Q
dP (Q )

dQ
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= P 1+
Q
P

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

dP
dQ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ = P 1+

1
E

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

    

 where  E  is the  price elasticity of demand , in equilibrium 

     
MR = MC = P 1+

1
E

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

     
(6.29)

  

 MC and  P  must be positive, thus [1 + 1/ E  ] > 0, which requires that | E | > 1 (remember  E  < 0). Th us , 
in equilibrium  P E   and  Q E   must lie on the elastic portion of the demand curve. 

 We further consider a si mple nonlinear model, where the inverse demand function is l inear 
and only the TVC function is nonlinear: 

   P (Q ) = A − BQ     
   TVC(Q ) = DQ − EQ 2 + FQ 3

 where  A, B, D, E,  and  F  are all positive constants. Th e profi t function is therefore 

   Π = R(Q ) – TVC(Q ) – TFC = AQ – BQ 2 – DQ + EQ 2 − FQ 3 − TFC     
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 For profi t maximization, Equation 6.26 becomes 

     

dΠ
dQ

= A − 2BQ − D + 2EQ − 3FQ 2 = 0
    

 So, from the equation ( A  −  D ) + 2( E  −  B ) Q  − 3 FQ  2  = 0, we obtain the two solutions for  Q E   

   
QE =

2(E − B ) ± 4(E − B )2 + 12F ( A − D )
6F     

 one of which (+) satisfi es the second-order condition Equation 6.27: 

   

d 2Π
dQ 2

= 2(E − B ) − 6FQ = − 4(E − B )2 + 12F ( A − D ) < 0
    

 Finally, u sing t his  Q  E  , we w ill obtain t he equilibrium solution, u nder t he condition:  P ( Q  E  ) ≥ 
TVC( Q  E  )/ Q  E  , 

   PE = A – BQE     

  Π = AQE – BQE
2 – DQE + EQE

2 −FQE
3 − TFC       

  6.1.5 Tax Reduction Considerations 
 Referring to the income statement (Table 6.4), it is clear that a fi rm’s net income or “bottom line” 
can be enhanced by a re duction in tax obligations, a s it is by increased revenues and operating 
income. Th e fi rm typically accomplishes this on a number of diff erent fronts. 

  6.1.5.1 Timing of Purchases and Bad-Debt “Write-Offs” 

 Most accounting is made on an  accrual ba sis . Revenues a re re cognized on t ransactions during 
the t ax period in which they actually occur. Deferring the t ransaction even a si ngle day, f rom 
December 31 to January 1, causes revenues to b e recognized in the more recent year. If income 
is high in a given year, the fi rm may benefi t from being able to write off  deductible expenditures 
against suc h i ncome i n t he s ame ye ar, e ff ectively reducing i ts t axable i ncome. I n practice, t he 
invoices for t he s ales or for t he R& D contract f unds c an be s ent a fter January 1. I f, however, 
income was very low or the fi rm has already written off  a great deal for this year, it may elect to 
defer additional purchases until the following year when it can use the deductions. Suppose the 
earnings before taxes (EBT) in 2007 are $100,000, and that in 2008 are expected to be −$20,000; 
by postponing the invoicing of $20,000 by only one day, we can save the tax by $8000 (20,000 × 
tax rate 40%) for 2007. Th e corporate tax in 2008 will be zero regardless of this treatment.  

  6.1.5.2 Depreciation 

 Th e government allows the fi rm to reduce its tax liability by acknowledging the decrease in value 
of equipment and property relating to we ar and tear or obsolescence. Depreciation policies can 
change to refl ect the attempts of government to stimulate growth of particular industries or of the 
economy, in general. 
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 Th rough re cent t ax l egislation, a ssets a re n ow c lassifi ed according to nine categories that 
 determine the allowable rate of depreciation write-off . Each class is referred to as a  modifi ed accel-
erated cost recovery system  (MACRS)[3]. Some references are also made to asset depreciation range 
(ADR), or the expected physical life of the asset. Most assets can be written off  more rapidly than 
the midpoint of their ADR. Table 6.7 shows the various categories for depreciation, linking the 
depreciation write-off  period to t he midpoint of the ADR and the depreciation percentages for 
each category. Th e rates shown in Table 6.8 are developed with the use of the half-year convention, 
which treats all property as if it were put in service in midyear. 

 Th e depreciation schedule for MMI’s tape-casting equipment is explicated here, and the result 
is shown in Table 6 .9. Since the manufacturing equipment i s c ategorized a s a 7 -year M ACRS, 
we adopt 8 years for depreciation period. If we start from earnings before depreciation and taxes 
(EBDT), EBT is given by (EBDT − depreciation). Taxes are calculated with a tax rate  T  of 40% 
as 0.4 (EBDT − depreciation); then earnings after taxes (EAT) will be (1 −  T  ) (EBDT − deprecia-
tion) = 0.6 (EBDT − depreciation). Because the depreciation is pure cash, the fi nal cash fl ow can 
be calculated as 

    (1 −T )(EBDT − Depreciation) + Depreciation = (1 −T )EBDT + Depreciation × Tax rate T  (6.30)    

Table 6.8 Categories for Depreciation Write-Off and Depreciation Percentage 
in MACRS

Class Items Depreciation Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3-year 
MACRS

All property with 
ADR midpoints 
of 4 years or less

0.333 0.445 0.148 0.074

5-year 
MACRS

Property with 
ADR midpoints 
of 4–10 years; 
automobiles, 
light trucks, 
technology 
equipment 
(computers and 
research-related 
properties)

0.200 0.320 0.192 0.115 0.115 0.058

7-year 
MACRS

Property with 
ADR midpoints 
of 10–16 years; 
most types of 
manufacturing 
equipment, 
offi ce furniture 
and fi xtures

0.143 0.245 0.175 0.125 0.089 0.089 0.089 0.045

ADR = asset depreciation range.
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 Th e fi rst term denotes the profi t created from the actual production business. Additional cash fl ow 
is the  tax savings amount , related to the equipment depreciation deduction, and is provided by 

  Additional cash fl ow = Depreciation base (Equipment price) × Depreciation rate × Tax rate T (6.31)    

 Because the total of 8-year depreciation should be equal to the initial equipment price ($300,000), 
the to tal t ax s aving sh ould a lso b e p rovided b y t he p roduct o f e quipment p rice a nd t ax r ate 
($120,000). In other words, the initial equipment price ($300,000) is overestimated and requires 
readjustment from an investment viewpoint.  

  6.1.5.3 Tax Credit 

 According to Wikipedia  [4] , the term  tax credit  describes two diff erent concepts: 

    1. A recognition of partial payment already made toward taxes due  
   2. A state benefi t paid to employees through the tax system, which has the eff ect of increasing 

(rather than reducing) net income   

 Tax credits are characterized as either  refundable  or  nonrefundable , or, equivalently,  nonwastable  
or  wastable . Refundable or nonwastable tax credits can reduce the tax owed below zero, and result 
in a n et payment to t he taxpayer beyond their own payments into the tax system, appearing to 
be a moderate form of  negative income tax . Examples of refundable tax credits include the earned 
income tax credit and the additional child tax credit in the United States. A n onrefundable or 
wastable tax credit cannot reduce the tax owed below zero, and hence cannot cause a taxpayer to 
receive a refund in excess of their payments into the tax system. 

Table 6.9 Annual Depreciation and Cash Flow Benefi t Related to the Purchase 
of Equipment

Items
Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Depreciation 
base (tape-
casting 
equipment)

$300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $300,000

Depreciation 
rate

0.143 0.245 0.175 0.125 0.089 0.089 0.089 0.045

Annual 
depreciation

$42,900 $73,500 $52,500 $37,500 $26,700 $26,700 $26,700 $13,500

Tax rate 
(at 40%)

0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40

Additional 
cash fl ow, or 
tax saving 
amount

$17,160 $29,400 $21,000 $15,000 $10,680 $10,680 $10,680 $5400
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 Th ere i s a nother m odifi ed c ategory o f re fundable t ax cre dit fo r h igh-tech en trepreneurs. 
Each state in the United States promotes encouraging programs for high-tech start-ups involving 
tax s avings. For i nstance, Pennsylvania off ers a p rogram c alled t he K eystone Innovation Z one 
(KIZ) Tax Cre dit P rogram. F urther i nformation c an b e fo und h ere: h ttp://www.newpa.com/ 
programDetail.aspx?id=56. 

 Th e KIZ Tax Credit Program was established in 2004 to cr eate designated geographic z ones 
to foster innovation and create entrepreneurial opportunities, aligning the combined r esources of 
educational institutions, priv ate businesses, business suppor t organizations, and v enture capital 
networks. Th ese “knowledge neighborhoods” provide companies that hav e been in operation for 
less than 8 y ears and are located in a KIZ, with a maximum of $100,000 in tax cr edits annually. 
With a total pool of up to $25 million available to KIZ companies per year, the Tax Credit Program 
contributes to the ability of young KIZ companies to transition through the stages of growth. Th is 
program also provides a tradability component, which is cr ucial to young companies that do not 
yet have a tax liability. A KIZ company may claim a tax credit equal to 50% of the increase in that 
KIZ company’s gross revenues in the immediately pr eceding taxable year. A tax cr edit under this 
program for a KIZ company shall not ex ceed $100,000 annually . For the purposes of the KIZ 
Tax Credit, the term “gross revenues” may include grants received by the KIZ company from any 
source. 

 MMI Example 

 Operates in a KIZ zone within the targeted industry segment for that KIZ (now its fourth year). In 
year 1, MMI’s gross revenues resulting from activities within the KIZ (excluding their activities in 
the partner company, Cheng Kung Corporation) amounted to $100,000. In year 2, MMI business 
grew and their gross revenues amounted to $260,000. In year 3, MMI could apply for a KIZ tax 
credit of $80,000 (50% of the $160,000 increase in gross revenue from year 1 to year 2). This tax 
credit was traded or purchased in practice by a local bank, and MMI received $72,000 in cash 
(10% trading charge). Fortunately, MMI’s gross revenues in year 3 grew further to $700,000. MMI 
was eligible to apply for a maximum KIZ tax credit line of $100,000 in year 4. 50% of their gross 
revenue increase ($440,000) exceeds the maximum allowable tax credit line. 

 Th is is an actual cash refund, which provides a signifi cant benefi t to a small high-tech venture. 
I recommend entrepreneurs fi nd out if there is a similar tax credit program in their state.   

  6.1.6 Cash Flow Analysis 
 Here I will remind you of the saying, “Positive cash fl ow, not profi t (on the books), pays for lunch.” 
Even if a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is awarded to your fi rm, the actual 
cash usually arrives 90 days after the awarded date (this is in the usual government accounting 
payment agreement), due to the size of the federal organization’s system. However, the R&D task 
should be started immediately after the awarded date in order to meet the development milestones 
in the proposal (usually the program is for 6 to 9 m onths). Because the fi rm needs to pay w ages 
for the researchers, rent, utilities, and other payments for goods such as raw materials, this 2- to 
3-month delay period is critical, and sometimes fatal, for a small fi rm. Th e fi nancial defi cit may 
force your fi rm to take a risky loan (i.e. a high interest rate). 

 MMI’s sales division r eached a business agr eement with a J apanese company , Tanaka 
Corporation, on USM distribution in the U nited States: MMI r eceives 30% off  the r etail price 
(in other words, 30% gross margin of the total sales at MMI) under the condition that MMI pays 
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up front to receive the products from Tanaka. MMI’s business with the customers is based on the 
credit sales, and their experience has shown that 30% of sales receipts are collected in the month of 
sale and 60% in the following month, and the remaining 10%, 2 months later. MMI sold $50,000 
of the motors in September (actual sales), and has forecast credit sales for the fourth quarter of the 
year (based on the federal research progressing pace) as follows: 

August (actual) $40,000

September (actual) $50,000

Fourth Quarter

October $100,000

November $70,000

December $80,000

 Let us pr epare a schedule of cash payments and r eceipts for MMI co vering the four th quar ter 
(October through December) and provide information on how much they will need to borrow in 
a short run. 

 As you can see from Table 6.10, due to the time lag between cash payments and collections, a 
sales increase in October will cause a net cash fl ow defi cit. MMI may borrow this amount ($6000) 
from the main bank in a short run, or more likely MMI will keep the daily base cash fl ow, typi-
cally 10% of the average monthly sales ($7000 to 10,000), in their main bank.   

Table 6.10 Schedule of Cash Payments and Receipts for MMI Covering the 
Fourth Quarter

August September October November December

Sales $40,000 $50,000 $100,000 $70,000 $80,000

1. Collections: 30% 
of current sales

$30,000 $21,000 $24,000

2. Collections: 60% 
of previous 
month’s sales

$30,000 $60,000 $42,000

3. Collections: 10% 
of the sales 
2 months ago

$4000 $5000 $10,000

Total cash receipts $64,000 $86,000 $76,000

Cash payments to 
Tanaka

$70,000 $49,000 $56,000

Net cash fl ow (in a 
month)

$(6000) $37,000 $20,000
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  6.2 Financial Management—Fundamentals of Finance 
  6.2.1 Key Financial Ratios 
 Financial ratios are used to weigh and evaluate the operating performance of the fi rm, in order to 
compare it with that of other companies in a similar industry category[3]. While an absolute value 
such as earnings of $50,000 may appear satisfactory for a small fi rm, it may be considered small 
for a large fi rm. For this reason, investors and fi nancial managers emphasize ratio analysis. 

  6.2.1.1 Price-Earnings Ratio 

 Th e most popular ratio i s the  price-earnings  (P/E)  ratio . Th is re fers to t he multiplier applied to 
earnings per share to determine the current value of the common stock: 

   
Earnings per share =

Earnings available to common stockholders
Number of shares outstanding  

(6.32)
    

   

P
E

=
Current price of the common stock

Earnings per share  
(6.33)

    
 In the case of Saito Industries, refer to the income statement in Table 6.4. From the EAT, the pre-
ferred stockholders r eceive $1.1 million and the r emaining amount of $7  million is the earnings 
that are available to common stockholders. Because the number of shares outstanding is 5 million, 
earnings per share can be calculated as $1.40 (= $7 million/5 million shares). If the current price of 
the stock (market value) is $35 per share, P/E becomes 25 (= $35/$1.4). 

 Th e P/E ratio is infl uenced by the earnings and the sales growth of the fi rm, the risk (or volatil-
ity in performance), the debt-equity structure of the fi rm, the dividend payment policy, the equity 
management, and various other factors. Th e P/E ratio indicates expectations about the future of 
a company. Firms expected to provide returns greater than those for the market in general with 
equal or less risk often have P/E ratios higher than the market P/E ratio. 

 However, the P/E ratio can be confusing. When a fi rm’s earnings drop suddenly (even approach-
ing zero), its stock price, though also declining, may not follo w the magnitude of the fall-off  in 
earnings. Th ough the company would still be exhibiting an increasing P/E ratio, this does not mean 
a high expectation for this fi rm.  

  6.2.1.2 Financial Analysis 

 Th ere are 13 signifi cant ratios in four primary categories, which are summarized in Table 6.11. 

  Example Problem 6.2 

 Using the income statement and balance sheet provided in Tables 6.4 and 6.5, compute the profi t-
ability, asset utilization, liquidity, and debt utilization ratios for Saito Industries.  

   Solution  

 Profi tability Ratios (M = millions): 

    1. Profi t margin = net income/sales = 8.1M/100M = 8.1%  
   2. Return on assets = net income/total assets = 8.1M/225M = 3.6%  
   3. Return on equity = net income/stockholders’ equity = 8.1M/145M = 5.6% 
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Table 6.11 Thirteen Signifi cant Financial Ratios in Four 
Primary Categories

Profi tability 
Ratios

1. Profi t margin
Net income

Sales

2. Return on assets 
(investment)

Net income

Total assets
Profi t margin × 
Asset turnover

3. Return on equity
Net income

Stockholders’ equity

Return on assets

1−
Dept

Assets

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Asset 
Utilization 
Ratios

4. Receivable 
turnover

Sales (Credit)

Receivables

Ratios relate the 
balance sheets 
(assets) to the 
income 
statement (sales)

5. Average 
collection period

Accounts receivable

Average daily credit sales

6. Inventory 
turnover

Sales

Inventory

7. Fixed asset 
turnover

Sales

Fixed assets

8. Total asset 
turnover

Sales

Total assets

Liquidity 
Ratios

9. Current ratio
Current assets

Current liabilities
Usually > 1

10. Quick ratio
Current assets − Inventory

Current liabilities
Usually > 1

Debt 
Utilization 
Ratios

11. Debt to total 
assets

Total dept

Total assets

12. Times interest 
earned

Income before interest and taxes

Interest

13. Fixed charge 
coverage

Income before fixed charges and taxes

Fixed charges
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 Asset Utilization Ratios:  

   4. Receivable turnover = sales (credit)/accounts receivable = 100M/4M = 25x  
   5. Average collection period = accounts receivable/avg. daily credit sales = 4M/(100M/360) = 

14.4 days 
   Average daily credit sales = annual sales/360 days    

   6. Inventory turnover = sales/inventory = 100M/16.5M = 6.1×  
   7. Fixed asset turnover = sales/fi xed assets = 100M/176M = 0.57× 

    Fixed assets = property, plant, and equipment    
   8. Total asset turnover = sales/total assets = 100M/225M = 0.44× 

 Liquidity Ratios:  

   9. Current ratio = current assets/current liabilities = 39M/47M = 0.83×  
   10. Quick ratio = (current assets – inventory)/current liabilities = (39 – 16.5)M/47M = 0.48× 

 Debt Utilization Ratios:  

   11. Debt to total assets = total debt/total assets = 80M/225M = 36% 
    Total debt = total liabilities    

   12. Times interest earned = IBIT/interest = 14M/0.5M = 28×  
   13. Fixed charge coverage = income before fi xed charges and taxes/fi xed charges = 15M/1.5M 

= 10× 
   Fixed charges = lease payments + interest. We cannot compute this number because the 

income statement does not have the information on lease payments. Because lease pay-
ments are included in selling and administrative expenses ($15 millions), we suppose it 
is $1 million (Saito Industries has large property and plant already ($176 millions)). Then, 
fi xed charges = 1M + 0.5M = 1.5M  

  Income before fi xed charges and taxes = EBIT + lease payments = 14M + 1M = 15M.      

 Over the course of the business cycle, sales and profi tability may expand and contract, and ratio 
analysis for any single year may not present an accurate picture of the fi rm, in pa rticular for a 
start-up company. Th erefore, we look at the trend of performance over a period of years.   

  6.2.2 Financial Forecasting 
 Forecasting for the future is not easy, but, as a sm all business executive, one must try. Without 
fi nancial forecasting t he business p lan c annot be c ompleted, nor c an we p ersuade i nvestors or 
venture capitalists. 

  6.2.2.1 Pro Forma Statements 

 A comprehensive means of fi nancial forecasting is developing a s eries of pro forma or projected 
fi nancial statements. Particular attention is paid to the  pro forma income statement , the  cash budget , 
and the  pro forma balance sheet . 

 In developing the pro forma income statement, we follow these four steps: 

    1. Establish a sales projection.  
   2. Determine a production schedule and the associated use of new material, direct labor, and 

overhead to arrive at gross profi t.  
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   3. Compute other expenses.  
   4. Determine profi t by completing the actual pro forma statement.   

 Table 6.12 shows an example of revenue projection for MMI. First- and second-year revenues are 
actual and are used to project the sales in the following years. While statistical techniques such as 
regression and time series analysis may be employed for this purpose, it is the company executive 
who is best able to predict future sales of specifi c products in the case of a small high-tech fi rm. To 
calculate the sales growth, MMI company executive Barb Shay used a 30% increase per year based 
on the second year’s $150,000. Th e growth rate can be changed from 10% (pessimistic) to 30% 
(optimistic), depending on the executive’s confi dence in the business. Regarding the R&D rev-
enue, Barb estimated a drastic jump from $147,000 to $500,000 in the third year, because of her 
confi dence in the research proposals submitted in the second year. Due to the average acceptance 
rate (10–20%) of SBIR programs, 10–20% of the total requested research budget can be expected. 
After the third year, she used a 20% increase rate per year. 

 Once the income projection is fi nished, the production schedule and manufacturing cost are 
calculated. Monthly cash fl ow is computed using the method explained in Table 6.10, including 
the collection and payment schedule. Finally, the pro forma balance sheet will be prepared. 

 When the company grows and the budget size becomes large enough, an alternative method 
called the  percent-of-sales method  can be adopted, where an assumption is made that accounts on 
the balance sheet will maintain a given percentage relationship to sales. To determine the need for 
new funds associated with the sales, the following formula can be used: 

     
Required new funds =

A
S

(ΔS ) −
L
S

(ΔS ) − PS2 (1 − D )
 

(6.34)
    

 where 

       = Percentage relationship of variable assets to sales 

 (∆S) = Change in sales 

        = Percentage relationship of variable liabilities to sales 

  P  = Profi t margin 
  S  2  = New sales level 
  D  = Dividend payout ratio.  

  6.2.2.2 Linear Regression 

 Once the fi rm has been operating for a long time, a time series of fi nancial data has been collected. 
We can then forecast the company’s f uture s tatus by extrapolating the present t rend over t ime 
statistically [5]. 

A
S

L
S

Table 6.12 MMI Sales and R&D Revenues Projection (Unit: US$)

Budget Period 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year

Sales revenue 166K 150K 195K 253K 330K

R&D revenue 0 147K 500K 600K 720K
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 Let us star t fr om the fundamental linear r egression analysis with the  least-squares method  , 
where the model parameters of a linear r egression equation ar e estimated b y fi nding the line  
that minimizes the sum of the squared distances from each sample data point to the model regres-
sion line. 

 Table 6 .13 and Figure 6 .8 show the sales revenue change f rom 2001 until 2007 for Cheng 
Kung Corporation (unit: US$K), which is used as an example. As you can clearly see, the data 
scattering is larger for scenario B than for scenario A.  

 As introduced in Table 6.12, a sales increase may be a power law with an annual increase rate 
of  r ; that is, the sales of a successive year ( T  ) is provided by multiplying (1 +  r ) on the sales of the 
focusing year ( T  − 1): 

     

RT = (1+ r )R(T − 1)

= (1+ r )T R0  
(6.35)

    

 or, by taking the logarithmic expression 

     log RT = T log(1+ r ) + log R0  (6.36)    

 Th is expression corresponds to a  log-linear regression  analysis. When  r  is small, Equation 6.35 is 
equivalent to a  linear regression  analysis: 

   RT = (1+Tr )R0  (6.37)    

 In the simplest linear regression model, the dependent variable  Y  is related to only one variable  X  as 

    Y = a + bX     

Table 6.13 Time Series of Sales Revenues in Cheng Kung Corporation (Unit: US$)

Budget Period 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Scenario A 71K 73K 79K 87K 92K 94K 100K

Scenario B 74K 69K 72K 95K 99K 87K 100K
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 Figure 6.8         Sales revenue change from 2001 through 2007 for Cheng Kung Corporation for two 
scenarios.   
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 Th e best-fi tting estimates of  a  and  b , denoted by â and       b̂, can be obtained f rom the data series 
( X i  ,  Y i   ) as 

      

b$ =
(X i − X )(Yi − Y )

i∑
(X i − X )2

i∑
a$ = Y − b$ X     

 where      X  and  Y      are the sample means of the dependent variable  Y i   and independent variable  X i  . 
 Microsoft Offi  ce Excel off ers automatic calculation. Figure 6.9 shows how to obtain the regres-

sion trendline by using Excel. First, make the data table as shown in Figure 6.9a. Second, highlight 
the necessary columns and rows to the correlation, then click Insert, Charts, and then Scatter. You 
obtain the scattered plot, as shown in Figure 6.9b. Click the data points on the graph, and high-
light them as in Figure 6.9b, then right-click to choose Add Trendline. In the Trendline option 
(Figure 6.9c), you may choose “Display equation,” and “Display R squared value.” Finally, you can 
receive the trendlines and their equations and  R  2  values, as shown in Figure 6.9d. Th e  coeffi  cient 
of d etermination  ( R 2  ) measures t he f raction of t he total va riation in  Y  that is explained by the 
variation in  X .  R  2  ranges in value from 0 to 1. A high  R  2  indicates a high degree of correlation of 

 Figure 6.9         How to obtain linear regression equations with Microsoft Excel. (a) Date plot, 
(b) trendline adding, with (c) trendline option selection, and (d) fi nal results for the sales trend 
of Cheng Kung Corporation (for two scenarios).   
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 Y  with  X . Notice that the  R  2  value is 0.98, very close to 1 for scenario A, while  R  2  is only 0.74 for 
scenario B (widely scattered data).   

  6.2.2.3 Standard Deviation and Risk 

 Th e obtained e quations fo r sc enarios A a nd B a re  Y  = 5. 0714 X  + 6 4.857 a nd  Y  = 5. 0357 X  + 
65.000. By putting  X  = 8, we can forecast the sales amount for year 2008. We obtain 105.4 and 
105.3, respectively, which are almost the same values. Is this amount highly probable to realize in 
2008? Is there a possibility to dramatically increase or decrease the sales? A dramatic increase is an 
unexpected lucky situation, which does not cause a problem. However, in the event of a dramatic 
decrease, a cash fl ow problem may arise because the investment/purchase might have already been 
made according to t he above sales projection, leading to t he bankruptcy of the fi rm. Th u s, the 
estimation should be as accurate as possible. 

 Based on the previous two scenarios, we can further calculate the standard deviation of the data 
points from the estimated linear regression curves. We can obtain σ 2  = 2.1 and 52, or σ = 1.5 and 7.2 
for A and B, respectively. Th is  diff erence suggests that we should describe the sales estimation as 

   68% probability: scenario A = 105.4 ± 1.5 and scenario B = 105.3 ± 7.2     

    95% probability: scenario A = 105.4 ± 3.0 and scenario B = 105.3 ± 15     

 When the historical sales fl uctuation is small (scenario A), the most pessimistic sales estimation for 
2008 is 105.4 − 3.0 = 102.4, which is still higher than the sales amount in 2007. However, when 
the historical sales fl uctuation is relatively large (scenario B), the most pessimistic sales estimation 
for 2008 is 105.3 − 15 = 90.3, which is much lower than the sales amount in 2007. Th is low sales 
number happens, very likely, at 95% probability. If fi nancial risk relates to the inability of the fi rm 
to meet its debt obligations as they come due, you should understand that the larger the standard 
deviation (data fl uctuation), the bigger the fi rm’s risk, because the fi nancial estimation includes a 
large ambiguity. 

 Our ability to fo recast accurately diminishes as we fo recast farther out in t ime. Figure 6.10 
depicts t he re lationship b etween r isk a nd t ime. A s t he t ime h orizon b ecomes l onger, m ore 

 Figure 6.10         Standard deviation over time horizon.   
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uncertainty enters the forecast. Even though a forecast of sales shows a constant growth rate, the 
range of outcomes and probabilities increases as we move from year 8 to year 12 in Figure 6.10. 
Th e standard deviations increase for each forecast of sales growth.    

  6.2.3 Time Value of Money 
 When I was born, my parents started to accumulate $100 per month (annuity) for preparing my 
tuition coverage for a university. By the time I was 18 years old, 216 payments of $100 were accu-
mulated, leading to approximately $50,000, which was more than suffi  cient to cover the university 
entrance and tuition fees for 4 years in my generation. Although the total principle was $21,600 
(216 times of $100), the resultant amount accrued appears to be more than double. What is the 
trick? Th e trick is the  interest rate ! 

 Th e de cision to p urchase n ew e quipment, a n ew p lant o r to s tart a n ew p roduct re quires 
additional capital allocation. Without identifying future benefi ts, which will surpass the current 
outlays, these expenditures are useless for the fi rm. Because there will be some time lag from the 
initial investment until profi t creation in most of these cases, we have to learn the mathematical 
tools of the  time value of money . 

  6.2.3.1 Future Value—Single Amount 

 A so -called g reenhouse (incubator supporting institute) at t he State University of Pennsylvania 
(SUP) off ers a loan for a small start-up fi rm, lending for 5 years with an interest rate of 13% per 
year. Suppose that MMI borrows $100,000 from the greenhouse, how much should MMI pay 
back after 5 years? Th e calculation may not be diffi  cult for you. Th e answer is 

   $100,000 × 1+ 0.13( )5
= $184,200     

 We interpret this situation as “$100,000 now is equivalent to $184,200 in the future.” Th e entre-
preneur m ust u nderstand t hat t he fi rm n eeds to pay ba ck ro ughly do uble ( including va rious 
application fees) the initially loaned amount after 5 years. Be cautious of the compound interest 
system. 

 Th e following formula is essential: 

   FV = PV × FVIF , FVIF = (1+ i)n  (6.38)    

 where FV is the future value, PV i s the present value, FV IF  is the interest factor to interpret the 
present value to the future value,  i  is the interest rate, and  n  is the number of periods. We can also 
use a reverse form: 

     
PV = FV × PVIF , PVIF =

1
(1+ i)n

= (1+ i)− n

 
(6.39)

    

 where PV IF  is the interest factor to interpret the future value to the present.  
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  6.2.3.2 Future Value—Annuity 

 Th e annuity va lues are generally a ssumed to o ccur at t he end of each period. When you invest 
amount  A  at the end of each year for  n  years, and your funds grow at the interest rate of  i , what is 
the future value of this annuity? Th e fi rst year’s fund  A  will grow by the factor of (1 +  i )  n  − 1  due to 
the ( n  − 1) years stay in the bank until the closing, the second year’s fund  A  will grow by the factor 
of (1 +  i )  n  − 2  due to the ( n  − 2) year stay, ( n  − 1)th year’s fund  A  will grow by a factor of (1 +  i ) due 
to just a one year stay in the bank, and the fi nal fund  A  will not grow, but stay as it is. Th e future 
value of annuity FV  A   thus can be calculated as 

   FVA = A × FVIFA  (6.40)    

 FVIFA = (1+ i)n−1 + (1+ i)n−2 + LL + (1+ i)1 + (1+ i)0

 
=

[(1+ i)n − 1]
i

 where FV  A   is the future value of annuity, FV IF A   is the interest factor of future value of annuity, 
 i  is the interest rate, and  n  is the number of periods. In my parents’ case, they accumulated $100 
for 216 months (12 × 18) at a monthly interest rate of 0.67% (annual 8%/12 months), so we get 
FV IF A   = [(1 + 0.0067) 216  − 1]/0.0067 = 482. 

 Th e present value of an annuity, where every amount of  A  will be paid at the end of each year 
for  n  years (like a pension payment), can be calculated as 

       

PVA = A × PVIFA

PVIFA =
1

(1+ i)1

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ +

1
(1+ i)2

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ + LL +

1
(1+ i)n−1

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ +

1
(1+ i)n

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

=
[1 − (1+ i)−n ]

i  

(6.41)

 where PV  A   is the present value of annuity and PV IF A   is the interest factor of present value of annu-
ity. Note that the interest factors for future and present values in the annuity’s case are not just an 
inverse relationship as in the single amount case, but FV IF A   = PV IF A   × (1 +  i )  n  . 

 Refer to Practical Exercise Problem 6.3, Pension Calculation, to further understand the pres-
ent and future annuity concept.   

  6.2.4 Short-Term Financing 
 Your fi rm may need to borrow money for compensating a short-term cash fl ow defi cit. Th is  sce-
nario often happens when an SBIR program is awarded to the fi rm, or a new purchase order comes 
for their product. Th ere are several short-term fi nancing types, which the fi nancial company may 
off er to your fi rm: 

    1. Cash discount policy  
   2. Compensating balances  
   3. Commercial bank fi nancing  
   4. Installment loans   
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 Note t hat most of t hese interest r ates a re h igher t han t he  prime rate , which i s t he r ate a ba nk 
charges its most creditworthy customers. Th e rate usually increases as a customer’s credit risk gets 
higher. 

 Let us take the example of MMI. MMI plans to b orrow $20,000 for a ye ar. Four fi nancial 
companies/banks provided the following four off ers. Th e stated interest rate is 12% because of the 
following: 

    1. Th e interest is discounted.  
   2. Th ere is a 20% compensating balance requirement.  
   3. Assume the interest is only $600 and the loan is for 90 days.  
   4. It is a 12-month installment loan.   

 You need to compute the eff ective interest rate per year under each of these assumptions, and to 
provide the advice to Barb Shay. 

  6.2.4.1 Discounted Loan 

 A “2/10, net 30 cash discount” means that we can deduct 2% if we remit out funds 10 days after 
billing, but failing this, we must pay the full amount by the 30th day. Th e standard formula for 
this example is 

  

Cost of failing to take a cash discount =  
Discount %

(100% − Discount%)
×

360
(Final due date − Discount period)

 =  
2%

(100% − 2%)
×

360
(30 − 10)

= 36.72%

      Similarly, discounted loan means we will borrow (principle – interest), and return principle: 

  

Effective rate on discounted loan =
Interest

(Principal − Interest)
×

360 days
(Days loan is outstanding)

=
12%

(100% − 12%)
×

360
(360)

= 13.64%
 

(6.42)

        6.2.4.2 Compensating Balances 

 A bank may require that the business customer maintain a m inimum average account ba lance, 
referred to as a  compensating balance . Although MMI will borrow $20,000, 20% of this amount 
must be in the company’s bank account. Th is means only (principal − compensating balance) can 
be loaned: 

   

Effective rate with 
compensating balances =

Interest
(Principal −  Compensating balance)

×
360 days

(Days loan is outstanding)

=
12%

(100% − 20%)
×

360
(360)

= 15%
 

(6.43)
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        6.2.4.3 Commercial Bank Financing 

 Th e eff ective interest rate is based on the loan amount, the dollar interest, the length of the loan, 
and the method of repayment: 

   

Effective rate =
Interest

(Principal)
×

360 days
(Days loan is outstanding)

=
$600

($20,000)
×

360
90

= 12.0%
 

(6.44)

        6.2.4.4 Installment Loans 

 Th e most confusing borrowing arrangement to a customer is the installment loan, which calls for 
a series of equal payments o ver the life of the loan. MMI borr ows $20,000 fi rst, paying back this 
principal and the interest of $2400 (12%) by the end of 1 year. However, MMI needs to pay back 
the equal amount of ($20,000 + $2400)/12 months ev ery month. Th ough MMI will pay a total 
of $2400 in inter est, as y ou can easily r ecognize, MMI does not hav e the use of $20,000 for a 
whole year, rather the average outstanding loan may be approximately $10,000. Th us, the eff ective 
rate is 

  

Effective rate on installment loan =
2(Annual no. of payments)(Interest)

(Total no. of payments +  1)(Principal)

=
2(12)(12%)

(12 + 1)(100%)
= 22.15%

  

(6.45)

         6.2.5 Investment Decisions 
 A decision to b uild a n ew plant or to p urchase new equipment is made according to t he future 
profi t t hat w ill b e g enerated a fter t he de cision. Th ere a re t wo m ain f actors to b e c onsidered: 
(1) how much in new earnings will be generated, and (2) how much cash fl ow will be created from 
the tax savings due to the depreciation. 

 We w ill a gain u se a n example of t he t ape-casting equipment at M MI. Table 6 .14 provides 
annual depreciation and cash fl ow benefi t related to t he purchase of equipment, which was pre-
pared by extending Table 6.9 by introducing new earnings  R  1 ,  R  2 , …,  R  8  for each year by this 
equipment (i.e., the ML product income) and the time value of money. Th e present value of total 
infl ows (from year 1 to year 8) is provided: 

   
Present value of inflows =

[(1 −T )Rn +TDn ]
(1+ i)n

n
∑

 
(6.46)

       where  R n   and  D n   are the equipment-related earnings and annual depreciation in the  n th year,  T  is 
the tax rate, and  i  is the discount (or interest) rate. Because present value of outfl ows (cost) is equal 
to the equipment price $300,000, the  net present value  can be calculated as 
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Net present value = Present value of inflows −  Present value of outflows

=
[(1 −T )Rn +TDn ]

(1+ i)n
− Dn

n
∑

n
∑

 
(6.47)

      Note that      ∑n Dn is equal to the equipment cost. 
 Instead of computing Table 6 .14 further, we w ill consider a m uch simpler model to o btain 

intuitive analytical sense to the net present value. Let us adopt an assumption that all  R n  s and  D n  s 
are the same:  R n   =  R  0 ,  D n   =  D  0  = equipment cost/8. In this case 

    

Net present value = [(1−T )R0 + (T )D0 ]
1

(1+ i)n
− Dn

n
∑

n
∑

=
[(1−T )R0 + (T )D0 ][1− (1+ i)−8 ]

i8D0

= [(1−T )R0 + (T )D0 ]PVIFA (8,i)8D0  

(6.48)

      In the case of  R  0  =  D  0 , PV IF A   = 8 for  i  = 0, it is ob vious that  R  0  ≥  D  0  is r equired to obtain a  
positive net present value. Only when the net pr esent value is positive does this investment (the 
purchase of the tape-casting equipment) become meaning ful. Figure 6.11 sho ws a calculation  
example for the case of  R  0  = 2 D  0 , where the net present value (unit of  D  0 ) is plotted as a function 
of the discount rate (%). Th is fi gure indicates that when the discount rate is 8% and  R  0  = 2 D  0  = 
$75,000 (= 2 × $300,000/8), the net present value is about 1.2 D  0  = $45,000. A  profi tability index  
is obtained: 

 

Profitability index =
Present value of the inflows

Present value of the outflows

=
$300,00 + $45,000

$300,000
= 1.15

 

(6.49)

       Th e crossover point with the horizontal axis, where the net present value becomes zero, is about 
12% of the discount rate, which is called the  internal rate of return  (IRR). Th e IRR determines the 
yield of an investment, which equates the cash outfl ows (cost) with the subsequent cash infl ows.   
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Figure 6.11 Net present value profi le plotted as a function of discount rate (R0 = 2D0).
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  Chapter Summary 
 6.1 Profi t = Sales revenue − Cost 

 Sales revenue = Unit cost × Number of products sold 

 6.2 Cost = Product cost + Period cost 
 Period cost includes research and development, selling, and administrative costs. 

 6.3  Product cost (= Cost of goods sold) is the cost of purchases plus transportation costs for a 
retailer, while it is equal to manufacturing costs for a manufacturer. 

 6.4 Manufacturing cost = Direct materials + Direct labor + Manufacturing overhead 

 6.5 Income statement—base format 

Sales

Less: Cost of goods sold

Gross margin

Less: Selling and administrative expenses

Less: Depreciation (building, etc.)

Earnings before interests and taxes (EBIT)

Less: Interest charges

Earnings before taxes (EBT)

Less: Income tax expenses (at 40%)

After-tax net income (EAT)

 6.6 Balance sheet—base format 

Assets

Current assets

Cash

Marketable securities

Accounts and notes receivable

Inventories

Total current assets

Property, plant, and equipment

Buildings, machines, and equipment

Less: accumulated depreciation

Land

Total property, plant, and equipment
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Other assets

Receivables due after 1 year

Other

Total assets

Liabilities and shareholders’ equity

Current liabilities

Accounts payable

Accrued liabilities

Current maturity of long-term debt

Federal income and other taxes

Dividends payable

Total current liabilities

Other liabilities

Long-term debt

Total liabilities

Shareholders’ equity

Preferred stock

Common stock

Additional paid-in capital

Retained earnings

Total shareholders’ equity

Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity

 6.7 Price elasticity of demand 

    
E =

d (logQd )
d (log P )

=
dQd

dp
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

P
Qd

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

=
Percent change in quantity of demand

Percent change in price

      6.8 Break-even analysis: 

  
BE =

FM
CM

=
Fixed cost

Contribution margin

       (CM = Price − Variable cost per unit) 

 6.9  Profi t maximization requires the output quantity at which marginal revenue equals marginal 
cost: MR = MC. 
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 6.10  Depreciation of properties a nd equipment s aves t axes a nd generates c ash fl ows. Th e total 
cash fl ows generated should equal the product of equipment price and tax rate (by neglecting 
the time value of money). 

 6.11 Price-earnings ratio: 

   

P
E

=
Current price of the common stock

Earnings per share

Earnings per share =
Earnings available to common stockholders

Number of shares outstanding

      6.12  Financial forecasting often uses a linear/log-linear regression model. Microsoft Excel  provides 
easy simulation for this purpose. Th e larger the standard deviation (data fl uctuation) in the 
fi nancial data, the bigger the fi rm’s risk. 

 6.13 Time value of money:  present value  and  future value , single amount and annuity: 

    

FV = PV × FVIF , FVIF = (1+ i)n

PV = FV × PVIF , PVIF =
1

(1+ i)n
= (1+ i)− n

FVA = A × FVI FA , FVI FA =
[(1+ i)n − 1]

i

PVA = A × PVI FA , PVI FA =
[1 − (1+ i)− n ]

i

      6.14 Short-term fi nancing includes 
    1. Cash discount  
   2. Compensating balances  
   3. Commercial bank fi nancing  
   4. Installment loans   

 6.15 Investment decision: net present value should be positive. 

    

Net present value = Present value of inflows −  Present value of outflows

=
[(1 −T )Rn +TDn ]

(1+ i)n
− Dn

n
∑

n
∑

      where  R n   and  D n   are the equipment/property-related earnings (return) and annual depreciation in 
the  n th year. Note that ∑n Dn      is equal to the equipment/property cost. 

   
Profitability index =

Present value of the inflows
Present value of the outflows

      Th e IRR determines the yield of an investment, which equates the cash outfl ows (cost) with the 
subsequent cash infl ows.  
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  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P6.1 Depreciation as a Tax Shield 
 Corporations A and B created the same EBDT of $400,000. Corporation A charges off  $100,000 
in depreciation, while Corporation B charges off  none. Compute the cash fl ow for both compa-
nies, and discuss the cash fl ow diff erence. Use the tax rate of 40%. 

  Answers 

 $280,000, $240,000; $40,000   

  P6.2 Demand Elasticity 
 Suppose that the demand function is provided by  Q d   =  A/P  ( P  = price;  A  = constant); compute the 
price elasticity of demand, total revenue under the condition that all goods manufactured are sold 
(i.e., equilibrium), and marginal revenue. 

  Answers 

 −1, A, 0  

  Comments 

 We will consider a general case;  Q d   = A P −λ  (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). 

 Total revenue: R = P ⋅  Q d   = A P 1−λ  
 Marginal revenue: MR =  d R/ dQ d   = [(λ − 1)/λ]P 
 Price elasticity of demand: E = ( dQ d  / d P) (P/ Q d  ) = −λ 

 λ = 0 means “perfectly inelastic”;  E  = 0 and  MR  = −∞, while λ = 1 corresponds to this question’s 
case; unitary  E  = −1; and  MR  = 0. Th is negative exponent model corresponds to an inelastic case, 
and  MR  is always negative or zero.   

  P6.3 Pension Calculation 
 Barb Shay wishes to retire in 20 years, at which time she wants to have accumulated enough money 
to receive a yearly annuity of $50,000 for 25 years after retirement. During the period before retire-
ment, suppose that she can earn 8% annually , while after r etirement she can earn 10% annually . 
What annual contributions to the retirement fund will allow her to receive the $50,000 annuity? 

  Solution 

 We will c alculate fi rst the amount of money Barb will need at t he retirement point for pay ing 
$50,000 annual annuity for 25 years at an interest rate of 10%. Th e present value of annuity (at 
the retirement point) should be  

  

PVA = A1 × PVI FA =
A1 × [1 − (1+ i)− n ]

i
=

50,000 × [1 − (1+ 0.10)−25 ]
0.10

= 50,000 × 9.077

= $453,850
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      Th e above amount should be accumulated for 20 years from now until retirement with the yearly 
annuity of  A  at an interest rate of 8%: 

    

FVA = A2 × FVI FA =
A2 × [(1+ i)n − 1]

i
=

A × [(1+ 0.08)20 − 1]
0.08

= A × 45.762

= $453,850

      Th u s,  A  = $9918.  

  P6.4 Research Fund Forecasting 
 Forecasting methods are initially categorized into two types:  deterministic  models and  probabilistic  
(or  stochastic ) models. Th e time series–linear regression estimation in Section 6.2.2 corresponds to 
the deterministic model. Th e probabilistic model estimation is described here. 

 MMI submitted 10 R&D pr oposals to federal SBIR pr ograms and priv ate corporations last 
year; these are listed in Table 6.15 with the requested budget amount of the research fund. During 
the proposal preparation period, Barb Shay, CTO, contacted each program offi  cer to obtain detailed 
information on what the program offi  cer would like to seek through the program. Th is lobby work 
is essential to a successful awar d. According to the r eply/response from the program offi  cer, Barb 
scored a success probability for each proposal in fi ve ranks: 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100%. Th ese prob-
abilities are also inserted in the table. Estimate the R&D budget forecast for the next year on behalf 
of Barb, taking into account the following two possible scenarios: 

    1. All p roposal re views a re c onducted i ndependently, a nd t he aw ards a re de cided w ithout 
restrictions.  

   2. Th e federal institutes regulate award duplication; that is, there can only be one award at one 
time from the same institute. In this list, three piezo proposals are submitted to Institute X, 
four motor proposals to Institute Y, and three medical proposals to Institute Z.   

Table 6.15 MMI’s Proposals Submitted Last Year with 
the Proposed Budget and Probability

Piezo A $80,000 25%

Piezo B $80,000 75%

Piezo C $300,000 50%

Motor D $80,000 75%

Motor E $150,000 75%

Motor F $300,000 25%

Motor G $800,000 25%

Medical H $80,000 50%

Medical J $150,000 25%

Medical K $300,000 75%

Proposal Name Probability
Estimation

Proposed Budget
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  Solution 

    1. When all proposal reviews are conducted independently and the award decided without any 
restrictions, the total expected funds can be obtained by ∑Proposal budget × P robability. 
Th e answer is $980,000, as shown in Table 6.16.  

   2. However, when there is one award at one time from the same institute, the situation is dif-
ferent. Among three piezo proposals to Institute X, four motor proposals to Institute Y, and 
three medical proposals to Institute Z, we need to select one each from these three institutes. 
How can we select them? We use a hypothesis that the proposal with the highest probability 
score should be selected. Because Barb got a good feeling during her communication with 
the p rogram offi  cer, that proposal must have obtained higher evaluations even from the 
proposal reviewers, leading to the award. MMI may be awarded the three proposals: Piezo 
B, Motor D or E (50:50 chance of selection), and Medical K. From this selection,    

  
Expected fund = $60,000 +

$60,000 + $112,500

2
+ $225,000 = $371,250

         References 
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Piezo A $80,000 25%

Piezo B $80,000 75%

Piezo C $300,000 50%

Motor D $80,000 75%

Motor E $150,000 75%

Motor F $300,000 25%

Motor G $800,000 25%

Medical H $80,000 50%

Medical J $150,000 25%

Medical K $300,000 75%

Proposal Name Proposed Budget

$20,000

$60,000

$150,000

$60,000

$112,500

$75,000

$200,000

$40,000

$37,500

$225,000

Total $980,000

Expected
Funds

Probability
Estimation

Table 6.16 MMI’s Proposals Submitted Last Year with 
the Expected Amount of Funds
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  7Chapter 

 Quantitative Business 
Analysis—Benefi cial 
Tools for Business              

 You will learn management science in this chapter, including the following topics: 

   Analyzing and building mathematical models of complex business situations   ◾
  Solving and refi ning the mathematical models typically using Excel spreadsheets or other  ◾
software programs to gain insight into the business situation  
  Communicating and implementing the resulting insights and recommendations based on  ◾
these models   

 From my experience, the mathematical approaches used in this chapter are already known by most 
readers with intensive engineering backgrounds. Th us, our focus will be on how to use Excel soft-
ware more effi  ciently. We will use Excel Solver extensively to solve most of the problems through-
out this chapter. Th is chapter owes extensively to Lawrence and Pasternack  [1] . 

  Add-In Process for M icrosoft Excel 2003 : If you are not familiar with (or have not uploaded) 
Solver in Microsoft Excel 97 or above, please do it now. Figure 7.1 shows the starting page of 
Solver. If, when you click Data, you cannot fi nd the Solver icon, your Solver function is inactive. 
From the Excel Option page, click Add-Ins, then click Solver for activating.    

  Add-In Process for Microsoft Excel 2007:  

    1. Click Offi  ce button  
   2. Click Excel option  
   3. Click Add-Ins  
   4. Click Solver Add-In   

 Refer to Figure 7.2 for the Solver Add-In process.     
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 Figure 7.2         Solver add-in process for Microsoft Excel 2007.   

 Figure 7.1         Microsoft Excel 2003 with Solver.   
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 7.1 Linear Programming 
 Let us use a simple production schedule problem to explain the solving procedure in detail.  

 MMI Example—Part I 

 Micro Motors Inc. (MMI) produces multilayer actuators (MLAs) and ultrasonic motors (USMs) 
every month. Table 7.1 summarizes the necessary data for producing MLAs and USMs. Though 
USMs generate a larger gross profi t per unit with a smaller amount of raw materials per unit than 
MLAs, USMs require a working period fi ve times longer than MLAs. MMI has two major con-
straints: (1) labor—total 500 h/month maximum (= 3 engineers × 40 h/week × 4.17 weeks/month), 
and (2) raw materials available—total 300 g/month maximum. MMI would like to determine the 
optimum production quantities (unit number)  X  for MLAs and  Y  for USMs in order to maximize 
the gross profi t. 

  Part I seeks the solutions for nonnegative continuous numbers of  X  and  Y .   

 7.1.1 Mathematical Modeling 
 Th e production quantities (unit number)  X  for MLAs and  Y  for USMs are called  decision variables . 
Th e total gross profi t is provided by the sum of MLA profi t $25 X  and USM profi t $100 Y : 

  25 X  + 100 Y  

 which MMI would l ike to m aximize. Th is is called  objective function . Two major physical con-
straints at MMI are expressed with functional constraints, ≤, ≥, or =: 

   Labor: 5 X  + 25 Y  ≤ 500  
  Raw materials: 5 X  + 2 Y  ≤ 300   

 Now we have the following constrained mathematical model for this problem: 

    MAXIMIZE: 25X + 100Y (T otal profi t)

 SU BJECT TO: 5X + 25Y ≤ 500 (Labor)

 5X + 2Y ≤ 300 (Raw materials)

 X, Y ≥ 0 (Nonnegativity)

    (Th e condition that “ X  and  Y  are integers” is not added in Part I.)  

Table 7.1 Production Data for Multilayer Actuators (MLAs) and Ultrasonic Motors 
(USMs)

Product
Gross 

Profi t/Unit
Required 

Labor/Unit
Gross 

Profi t/Labor
Required 

Material/Unit

MLA $25 5 h $5/h 5 g

USM $100 25 h $4/h 2 g
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  7.1.2 Graphical Solution 
 Two constraints can be transformed as 

 
Y ≤ −

1
5

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 X + 20
    

 and 

    Y ≤ −2.5X + 150   

 Taking into account  X  and  Y  nonnegative, the constraints exhibit a quadrilateral region shown in 
gray in Figure 7.3. Th e coordinates for four corner points are obtained as (0,0), (0,20), (60,0), and 
 M . Th e red-star point  M  can be obtained from the equation                  

    
Y = −

1
5

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

X + 20 = −2.5X + 150
      

    as (56.52, 8.696). Th is point of the feasible region is called the  extreme point , which is the intersection 
of the limit on labor time and the limit for materials quantity. 

 Equating the total profi t to  K  (where 25 X  + 100 Y  =  K  ), we obtain 

 
Y = −

1
4

⎛
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⎞
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 Figure 7.3         Graphical solution of the production schedule problem.   
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 By scanning this line upward and downward, we obtain the maximum  K  value. When  K  > 2283, 
this line will not overlap with the quadrilateral region, while for  K  < 2283, the line overlaps with the 
quadrilateral area. As you can clearly see, the  K  value becomes the maximum when this line crosses 
the star point  M  (56.52, 8.696), that is, the extreme point. Now we can obtain the maximum profi t 
$2283 for the MLA production of 56.52 units and the USM quantity of 8.696 units.   

 7.1.3 Excel Spreadsheet Solver 
 We will now trace the same solution by using the Solver function of the Excel spreadsheet. Solver 
is an option found in the Tools menu. If you do not see Solver listed, you must check the Solver 
Add-In box of the Add-Ins option under the Tools menu. 

 We will start from Figure 7.4, which shows how to assign the cells. To use Solver, I recommend 
you designate cells to contain the following:                  

   Values of the decision variables (changing cells)—cells C5 and D5   ◾
  Value of the objective function (target cell)—cell E7   ◾
  Total value of the left-hand side of the constraints—cells E9 and E10    ◾

 Also familiarize yourself with Excel’s SUM and SUMPRODUCT functions for this setting. Cell 
E7 is total profi t, which is provided by the sum of MLA and USM profi ts. It should be equal to 
SUMPRODUCT(C5:D5,C7:D7), which means that this cell is computed by 

 (C5 × C7 + D5 × D7)  

      As you may recognize, if this cell E7 is copied to E9, the row numbers are automatically shifted to 

  (C7 × C9 + D7 × D9)

 Figure 7.4         Microsoft Excel 2007 with Solver for an MMI production schedule.   
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      Because we sh ould not sh ift t he row number 5, which i s t he va riable u nit number (  X  a nd  Y  ) 
row, we must fi x the row number. For this purpose, we will use the “$” symbol. Th us, instead of 
SUMPRODUCT(C5:D5,C7:D7), we type here: 

  SUMPRODUCT($C$5:$D$5,C7:D7)

      Th e F4 f unction key at t he top of the keyboard is easy to u se for this exchange. Highlight only 
the fi rst array (C5:D5) of the formula in the formula bar and press the F4 key; then you can insert 
dollar signs. 

 Next, c opy E7 i nto E9 a nd E10, so t hat you obtain t he numbers 3 0 a nd 7 i n t hese c ells, 
because the initial unit numbers in C5 and D5 are tentatively 1 for both. 

 We now click Solver in the Tools menu. Th is gives the dialog box shown in Figure 7.1. Note 
that the dialog box is the same for both Excel 2003 and 2007. 

    Step 1: Set Target Cell.  Th is is the cell for the objective function. With the cursor in the Set 
Target Cell box, click on cell E7.  

   Step 2: E qual To.  Problem type (maximization or minimization) is set. Leave the button for 
Max highlighted. (When you need to compute the minimum, choose “Min.”)  

   Step 3: Changing Cells . Changing cells are the cells that contain the decision variables. With the 
cursor in the By Changing Cells box, highlight cells C5 and D5.  

   Step 4:   Subject to the Constraints . To introduce the constraints, click the Add button in Subject 
to the Constraints. You will get the Add Constraint dialog box shown in Figure 7.5. Th e 
constraint options include ≤, =, ≥, int, and bin. Th e last t wo options re strict a c ell to b e 
integer-valued or binary (0 or 1), respectively. With the cursor in the Cell Reference box, 
highlight cells in E9 and E10. Click the direction as ≤ in this case. With the cursor in the 
Constraint box, highlight cells G9 and G10. Click Add, if we have more constraints. If 
fi nished, click OK.   

   Step 5: Options . Click Options to open the dialog box shown in Figure 7.6. It is important to 
check both Assume Linear Model and Assume Non-Negative. Click OK.   

      Step 6: Solve.  Figure 7.7 shows the completed Solver dialog box for the MMI product schedule. 
To solve for the optimal solution, click Solve. 

    Step 7: Reports.  Once a n optimal so lution i s found, t he Solver Results d ialog box shows up 
(Figure 7.8). At the same time, Figure 7.4 is automatically changed to Figure 7.9. You can 
fi nd that the solutions (quantity X = 56.52, quantity Y = 8.696, and the maximum profi t 
$2283) are exactly the same in the calculation error range.         

 Two further reports are available: Answer Report and Sensitivity Report. Highlight one of them 
and click OK. Note that these two reports are created on separate spreadsheets. No new dialog 
boxes show up. 

  Answer Report : Click on the Answer Report tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet to access the 
 window shown in Figure 7.10. Th e Answer Report includes three parts: Target Cell, Adjustable 
Cells, and Constraints.    

 Target Cell provides the optimal value of the objective function in the Final Value column, 
with the initial input ($125 in our trial). Similarly, the optimum values for the decision variables 
are shown in the Final Value column of the Adjustable Cells section. In the Constraints section, 
the Cell Value gives the total values of the left side of the constraints. Th e information entered in 
the Constraint dialog box of Solver appears in the Formula column. Th e Slack column shows the 
amount of slack for each constraint. Note that if the slack is 0, the word “Binding” is printed in 
the Status column; “Not Binding” is printed when the slack is positive. 
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  Figure 7.5         Adding the Constraint dialog box in Solver.    

  Figure 7.6         Solver Options dialog box.    

Figure 7.7 Solver Parameters dialog box.

 Figure 7.8         Solver Results dialog box.   
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  Sensitivity Report : Th e Sensitivity Report (Figure 7.11) exhibits important information con-
cerning the eff ects of changes to either an objective function coeffi  cient or a constraint value.    

 In the A djustable Cells, sensitivity analysis of an objectiv e function coeffi  cient answers the 
question, “Keeping all other factors the same, ho w much can an objectiv e function coeffi  cient 
change without changing the optimal solution (that is, without changing the production quantities 
of  X  and  Y  )?” For example, the O bjective Coeffi  cient for ML A (profi t per unit) is initially $25. 
Without changing the extr eme point position, ho w much can w e change this number? I n other 

 Figure 7.9         Computed results for the optimal production schedule.   

 Figure 7.10         Answer report.   
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words, how much can we swing the slope of the objective function curve in Figure 7.3? Th e answer 
is provided by Allowable Increase and Allowable Decrease. Th e MLA profi t can be changed fr om 
$20 (= 25 − 5) to $250 ( = 25 + 225). Th is range is called  range of optimality  . Similarly, the gross 
profi t for USM can be changed from $10 (= 100 − 90) to $125 (100 + 25). Note that the value of 
the objective function (total profi t) will, of course, change, according to the unit profi t change. 

 Shadow price is a useful number fr om a practical operation vie wpoint. Th e shadow for a con-
straint is the change to the objectiv e function v alue per unit incr ease to its constraint v alue. For 
example, MMI set the maximum labor (wor king time) as 500 h. I f MMI asks the r esearcher to 
work one more hour (up to 501 h), ho w much will total profi t increase (a sort of “what-if ” ques-
tion)? Th e answer can be found in the S hadow Price column as $3.91. I f this amount (additional 
profi t) is higher than the additionally required cost (such as an extra portion of the overwork pay-
ment, after subtracting the regular salary rate, utility, etc.), MMI should move in this direction. 

 Th e  range of feasibility   is the range of v alues for a constraint v alue in which the shado w 
prices for the constraints r emain unchanged. Th e range is pr ovided by Allowable Increase and 
Allowable Decrease. In the labor constraint in MMI, the range will be from 300 h (= 500 − 200) 
to 3750 h (= 500 + 3250), while in the materials constraint, from 40 g (= 300 − 260) to 500 g 
(= 300 + 200).   

 7.1.4 Integer Model  
 MMI Example—Part II 

 As described in Part I, MMI produces MLAs and USMs every month. Table 7.1 summarized the 
necessary data for producing MLAs and USMs. Though USMs generate a larger gross profi t per 
unit, with a smaller amount of raw materials per unit than MLAs, USMs require a working period 
fi ve times longer than MLAs. MMI has two major constraints: (1) labor—total 500 h/month maxi-
mum (= 3 engineers × 40 h/week × 4.17 weeks/month), and (2) raw materials available—total 
300 g/month maximum. MMI would like to determine the optimum production quantities (unit 
number)  X  for MLAs and  Y  for USMs in order to maximize the gross profi t. 

 Part II seeks the solutions for nonnegative integer numbers of  X  and  Y . 

 Figure 7.11         Sensitivity report.   
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 Solution—Part II 

 In Part I, we found that one solution (quantity  X  = 56.52, quantity  Y  = 8.696, and the maximum 
profi t $2283) is the optimal solution. However, the product unit should be an integer, since we 
cannot sell 0.696 unit of USM, in practice. 

 If we initially consider the graphical solution fi rst, the integer optimum solution should 
exist around the MLA production of 56.52 units and the USM quantity of 8.696 units. Let us take 
into account the following positions: ( X,Y ) = (56,8), (57,8), (58,8), (59,8); (53,9), (54,9), (55,9), and 
(56,9). Only (56,8), (53,9), (54,9), and (55,9) pass the criteria: labor 5  X  + 25  Y  ≤ 500, and raw mate-
rials 5 X  + 2 Y  ≤ 300. Thus, it is obvious the maximum profi t can be obtained for the position (55,9). 

 Let us now solve the same question on Excel Solver by adding the integer constraint to the decision 
variables (quantities  X  and  Y ). We will add one more condition to “Subject to the Constraints”: 

  $C$5:$D$5 = integer 

 as shown in Figure 7.12 (fi nd the difference from Figure 7.7). The solution can easily be found 
(Figure 7.13). The Answer Report is shown in Figure 7.14, where the optimum production 
 schedule—55 units MLA, 9 units USM, and total profi t $2275—is the same as we analyzed 
graphically. Note that there is Slack in Materials Constraint (7 g material remained), leading to a 
“Not Binding” note in the Status column. Also note that there is a slight decrease in the total profi t 
($2275) in comparison with the profi t obtained from the continuous parameter model.          

 It is important to know that the Excel Solver does not generate sensitivity analysis for the integer 
analysis. Th us, I strongly recommend you use the continuous parameter analysis in parallel to the 
integer analysis in order to obtain the sensitivity analysis.    

 7.1.5 Binary Model  
 MMI Example—Part III 

 MMI produces MLAs and USMs every month. Table 7.1 summarizes the necessary data for 
producing MLAs and USMs. MMI has two major constraints: (1) labor—total 500 h/month 

 Figure 7.12         Solver Options dialog box (integer analysis).   
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maximum (= 3 engineers × 40 h/week × 4.17 weeks/month), and (2) raw materials available—
total 300 g/month maximum. MMI would like to determine the optimum production quantities 
(unit number)  X  for MLAs and  Y  for USMs in order to maximize the gross profi t. 

 Part III seeks the solution for choosing only one product, either MLAs or USMs. 
 Appropriate u se of binary va riables c an help us in expressing comparative re lationships. To 

illustrate, suppose  Z  1 ,  Z  2 , a nd  Z  3  a re b inary va riables representing w hether e ach o f t hree p ro-
duction lines should be set ( Z i   = 1) or not set ( Z i   = 0). Th e following relationships can then be 
expressed by these variables: 

   At least two production lines must be set:   ◾ Z  1  +  Z  2  +  Z  3  ≥ 2  
  If line 1 is set, line 2 must not be set:   ◾ Z  1  +  Z  2  ≤ 1  
  If line 1 is set, line 2 must be set:   ◾ Z  1  −  Z  2  ≤ 0  

 Figure 7.13         Computed results for the optimal production schedule (integer analysis).   

 Figure 7.14         Answer report (integer analysis).   
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  One but not both of lines 1 and 2 must be set:   ◾ Z  1  +  Z  2  = 1  
  Both or neither of lines 1 and 2 must be set:   ◾ Z  1  −  Z  2  = 0  
  Total line construction budget cannot exceed  ◾ $K, and the setting costs for lines 1, 2, and 3 
are $ A , $ B , and $ C , respectively:  AZ  1  +  BZ  2  +  CZ  3  ≤  K    

 Binary variables can also be used to indicate restrictions in certain conditional situations. Suppose 
 X  denotes the production amount in MLA line ( X  ≥ 0). If the MLA line is set, there is no other 
restriction on the value of  X , but if it is not set,  X  must be 0. Th is relation can be expressed by 

   X  ≤  M Z  1  

 In this equation,  M  denotes an extremely large number such as 10 20  (or 1E + 20) that does not 
restrict the value of  X  if  Z  1  = 1. Because  M  is large,  X  ≤  M  will not restrict the number of MLA 
products. But if the MLA line is not set ( Z  1  = 0), the constraint becomes  X  ≤ 0, leading to  X  = 0; 
that is, no product is made in the MLA line. In summary, the binary parameters can be used to 
set On/Off  or used for the selection of projects. 

 Solution—Part III 

 Now, we will apply the binary variables to the MMI production schedule. Because MMI pro-
duction line space is limited, Barb Shay decided to set only one production line; that is, either 
MLAs or USMs, not both. The problem is which to set—MLA or USM lines? We introduce 
here  Z  1  and  Z  2  for On/Off parameters for the MLA and USM production lines (C5 and D5, 
respectively; see Figure 7.15). Then, introducing an extremely large number  M  (1E+20) in G5, 
the products  MZ  1  and  MZ  2  are prepared in H5 and I5 cells. Subject to the Constraints in the 
Solver Parameter dialog box is set as in Figure 7.16. Three different points from Figure 7.12 are 
as follows: (1) $C$5 and $D$5 are binary parameters; (2) $C$5 and $D$5 are equal to or smaller 
than  M  ×  X  and  M  ×  Y , respectively; and, most importantly, (3)  Z  1  +  Z  2  = 1; that is, one but not 
both production lines must be set. The results are shown in Figure 7.15 and its Answer Report 
is in Figure 7.17. The computation “chose” the USM production (rather than the MLA produc-
tion), if MMI needs to set only one production line. Twenty units of USMs generate the total 
gross profi t of $2000.              

 Figure 7.15         Computed results for the optimal production schedule (binary model).   
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 7.2 Program Evaluation and Review Technique 
 In Section 7.1, we learned about the production schedule in terms of how multiple projects share 
the activity time and budget to maximiz e the organization’s profi t. In this section, w e will learn 
about the production schedule in terms of time series or sequence. Th e objectives will include the 
following: 

   Determining a sc hedule of earliest and latest s tart and fi nish t imes for each activity that  ◾
leads to the earliest completion time for the entire project  
  Calculating the likelihood that a project will be completed within a certain time period   ◾
  Finding the minimum cost schedule that will complete a project by a certain date    ◾

 Figure 7.16         Solver Options dialog box (binary model).   

 Figure 7.17         Answer report (binary model).   
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 Program evaluation and r eview technique (P ERT) was dev eloped in the mid-1950s for tr eating 
the completion time of the activities as random v ariables with specifi c probability distributions. 
PERT requires the modeler to identify the activities of the pr oject and the pr ecedence relations 
between them. Th is involves determining a set of immediate pr edecessors for each activity . An 
activity’s immediate predecessors are those jobs that must be completed just prior to the activity ’s 
commencement. A pr ecedence relation char t identifi es the separate activities of the pr oject and 
their precedence relations. From this char t a PERT network representation of the pr oject can be 
constructed. 

 Let us use again the USM production process (for project scheduling) at MMI to explain the 
PERT concepts.  

 MMI Example 

 MMI received a purchase order (PO) for 20 sets of a motor kit (a set of the metal tube motor 
and its driver electronic chip) from Saito Industries in Japan with delivery due in 90 days. Lead 
zirconate titanate (PZT) plates, metal tubes, and drivers are manufactured in outsourcing facto-
ries located in Japan, the United States, and Taiwan, respectively, so additional transportation 
periods should be taken into account. The entire project can be represented by the 10 activities 
given in Table 7.2: one simulation, fi ve motor manufacturing, two driver manufacturing, and 
two fi nal testing.   

Table 7.2 MMI Motor Kit Production Activity Description

Activity Description

Design Simulation

A Motor design simulation (U.S. factory)

Motor Manufacturing

B PZT plate manufacturing (Japan factory)

C Metal tube manufacturing (U.S. factory)

E Transportation 1 (Japan to United States)

F Motor assembly (U.S. factory)

G Motor characterization (U.S. factory)

Driver Manufacturing

D Driver chip manufacturing (Taiwan factory)

H Transportation 2 (Taiwan to United States)

Testing

I Test and adjustment of a motor and a driver chip (U.S. factory)

J Transportation 3 (United States to Japan)
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  7.2.1 PERT Network 
 Th e PERT network is shown in Figure 7.18, where the nodes designate activities and their dura-
tion, and the arrows defi ne the precedence relations between the activities. Table 7.3 summarizes 
all activities with immediate predecessors and the expected times to perform each activity. Th re e 
“times”— optimistic, pessimistic, and most likely—are listed, which will be used in Section 7.2.3. 
Note that  m  is not just an average of  a  and  b ; that is, we consider a “skewed” distribution curve 
of the probability. Th e pessimistic time tails off  more than the optimistic time. Th e duration in 
Figure 7.18 shows only the value  m .     

  7.2.2 PERT Approach 
 Two of the primary objectives of PERT analyses are (1) to determine the minimum possible com-
pletion time for the project, and (2) to determine a range of start and fi nish times for each activity 
so that the project can be completed in minimum time. 

 Figure 7.18         PERT network for the MMI motor kit project.   
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Table 7.3 MMI Motor Kit Production Precedence Relation Chart

Activity
Immediate 

Predecessors
Optimistic 

Time 
a

Pessimistic 
Time

b

Most Likely Time to 
Perform the Activity 

m

A — 12 16 14

B A 18 24 21

C A 24 32 28

E B 7 17 10

F C, E 5 11 7

G F 5 9 7

D A 21 27 24

H D 7 17 10

I G, H 5 9 7

J I 7 17 10
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 Because each activity has some time fl  exibility for duration, the P ERT analyses intr oduce 
the earliest star t time (ES), earliest fi  nish time (EF), latest star t time (LS), and the latest fi  nish 
time (LF).  

 7.2.2.1 Earliest Start/Finish Times 

 To determine the ES and EF times for the activities, a for ward pass is made through the network. 
First, we solve the problem on manual. Let us star t from activity A. Th e ES with no pr edecessors 
is set as 0, and its EF is simply the activity ’s completion time; EF = ES + Completion time = 0 + 
14 days = 14. Th e fi rst approach adopts “most likely time” only, without considering the probabi-
listic distribution of the time to perform the activity. 

 We proceed to the next nodes, activity B, C, or D. Because all of these activities’ immediate 
predecessors must be completed before the activity can begin, B, C, or D’s ES is the maximum of 
the EFs of its immediate predecessors. Th en, its EF equals ES + its completion time: 

  ES(B) = 14, EF(B) = 14 + 21 = 35 

   ES(C) = 14, EF(C) = 14 + 28 = 42 

  ES(D) = 14, EF(D) = 14 + 24 = 38  

 Because a ctivity B i s t he i mmediate p redecessor fo r a ctivity E a nd E F(B) = 35, we n ow c an 
conclude: 

   ES(E) = 35, and EF(E) = 35 + 10 = 45    

 Now we consider activity F. Both activity C (with EF(C) = 42) and activity E (with EF(E) = 45) 
are immediately predecessors of activity F. As both must be completed before starting activity F, 
the ES for activity F is the maximum of the EF for activities C and E: 

   ES(F) = MAX(EF(C), EF(E)) = MAX (42, 45) = 45    

 and 

   EF(F) = ES(F) + 7 = 45 + 7 = 52    

 We repeat this process until a ll nodes have been evaluated, fi nalizing a sc hedule of ES and EF 
times for each activity: EF(G) = 52 + 7 = 59, EF(I) = 59 + 7 = 66, EF(J) = 66 + 10 = 76. Th e maxi-
mum EF time, 76, is the estimated completion time of the entire project. In summary: 

   ES = Maximum EF of all its immediate predecessors    

  EF = ES + (Activity completion time) 

 Second, we use Excel Solver. We defi ne the variables: 

   XA = ES(A), XB = ES(B), …, XJ = ES(J)    
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 Th e constraint set consists of the nonnegativity constraints and one constraint for each immediate 
predecessor relationship in the project: 

 ES fo r a n a ctivity ≥ E S fo r t he i mmediate p redecessor a ctivity + i mmediate p redecessor’s 
completion time 

  MINIMIZE: XA + XB + XC + … + XJ 

   SUBJECT TO: XB ≥ XA + 14, XC ≥ XA + 14, XD ≥ XA + 14 

  XE ≥ XB + 21  

  XF ≥ XE + 10, XF ≥ XC + 28 

  XG ≥ XF + 7 

  XH ≥ XD + 24 

  XI ≥ XG + 7,  XI ≥ XH + 10 

  XJ ≥ XI + 7 

  All X ’s ≥ 0. 

 Although the actual v alue of the objectiv e function ( X  A  +  X  B  +  X  C    + … +  X  J ) is meaningless,  
the resulting set of  X ’s will give the ES times for each of the activities. Th e EF times can then 
be calculated b y adding the activity completion times to these ES times. Th e overall project 
completion time is then the maximum of these earliest fi  nish times. F igure 7.19 sho ws the  
PERT Excel spreadsheet, and the fi nal results for the ES and EF v alues on the for ward pass. 
Figure 7.20 shows the Solver Parameters dialog box setting for the P ERT minimization pro-
cess. Th e project completion time (= maximum EF time) of 76 days is calculated, which is the 
same as the manually obtained v alue and less than the 90 days, which was S aito Industries’ 
delivery due date.         

 7.2.2.2 Latest Start/Finish Times 

 To determine the LS and LF times for the activities, which allow the project to be completed by 
its minimum completion date of 76 days, a ba ckward pass is made through the network. First, 
we begin by evaluating all activities that have no successor activities. In our case study, this is 
 activity J, which has an LF = 76 and a completion time of 10 days. Th e LS for activity J is, thus, 
LS = LF − Completion time = 76 − 10 = 66 days. 

 We then go backward to the next nodes, activity I. Because activity J is the only successor 
activity to activity I, LF(I) should be LS(J) = 6 6 d ays. Subtracting t he c orresponding a ctivity 
duration, we obtain LS(I): 

   LS(I) = LF(I) − 7 = 66 − 7 = 59    
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 Continuing the backward pass through the network, we now consider activities G and H: 

   LF(G) = LS(I) = 59, LS(G) = LF(G) − 7 = 52    

  LF(H) = LS(I) = 59, LS(H) = LF(H) − 10 = 49 

 Figure 7.19         PERT preparation sheet for the MMI motor kit.   

 Figure 7.20         Solver Parameters dialog box setting for the PERT minimization process (forward 
pass).   
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 We will further continue the procedure on the most time consuming pass, activities F, E, and B: 

   LF(F) = LS(G) = 52, LS(F) = LF(F) − 7 = 52 − 7 = 45    

  LF(E) = LS(F) = 45, LS(E) = LF(E) − 10 = 45 − 10 = 35 

  LF(B) = LS(E) = 35, LS(B) = LF(B) − 21 = 35 − 21 = 14 

 Similarly 

   LF(C) = LS(F) = 45, LS(C) = LF(C) − 28 = 45 − 28 = 17    

 LF (D) = LS(H) = 49, LS(D) = LF(D) − 24 = 49 − 24 = 25

 Finally, we c onsider a ctivity A , t he p redecessors f rom w hich a re t hree a ctivities B, C , a nd D. 
Activity A should be fi nished prior to the starting time of all activities B, C, and D, thus the LF 
time for activity A is the minimum of the LS times for activities B, C, and D: 

   LF(A) = MIN(LS(B), LS(C), LS(D))    

 = MIN (14, 17, 25) = 14

 and fi nally 

   LS(A) = LF(A) − 14 = 14 − 14 = 0    

 In summary, LF is the minimum LS of all its immediate successor activities, and LS = LF − activity 
completion time. 

 Second, we will use Excel Solver. We defi ne the variables: 

   YA = LF(A), YB = LF(B), …, YJ = LF(J)    

 Th e constraint set consists of the nonnegativity constraints and one constraint for each immediate 
successor relationship in the project: 

 LF for an Activity ≤ LF for the immediate Successor Activity 
 − Immediate Successor’s Activity Completion Time

   MAXIMIZE: YA + YB + YC + … + YJ    

 SU BJECT TO: YA ≤ YB − 21

 YA ≤ YC − 28

 YA ≤ YD − 24

 YB ≤ YE − 10
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 YC ≤ YF − 7

 YD ≤ YH − 10

 YE ≤ YF − 7

 YF ≤ YG − 7

 YG ≤ YI − 7

 YH ≤ YI − 7

 YI ≤ YJ − 10

 YJ = EF(J) = 76

 Al l Y ’s ≥ 0

 Although the actual value of the objective function ( Y  A  +  Y  B  +  Y  C  + … +  Y  J ) is meaningless, the 
resulting set of Ys will give the LF times for each of the activities. Th e LS times can then be cal-
culated by subtracting the activity completion times from these LF times. Figure 7.21 shows the 
Solver Parameters d ialog b ox s etting fo r t he PERT m aximization p rocess ( backward p rocess). 
Figure 7.22 shows the PERT Excel spreadsheet, and the fi nal results for the LS and LF values on 
the backward pass, in addition to ES and EF values.         

 7.2.2.3 Critical Path and Slack Times 

 In the course of completing a project, both planned and unforeseen delays can aff ect activity start 
or completion times. If delivery of either PZT plates or metal tubes is delayed, the following activ-
ity F, motor assembly, may not be started. Some of the activity delays aff ect the overall completion 
date of the pr oject, while others may not. To analyze the impact of such delays on the pr oject, 
we determine the slack time for each activity .  Slack time  is the amount of time an activity can be 
delayed from its ES without delaying the pr oject’s estimated completion time. I t is calculated b y 

 Figure 7.21         Solver Parameters dialog box setting for the PERT maximization process (backward 
pass).   
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subtracting an activities ES fr om its LS (or its EF fr om its LF). Th is value for an activity ’s slack 
time assumes that only the completion time of this single activity has been changed and that there 
are no other delays to activities in the pr oject. Figure 7.22 also includes the sl ack time, calculated 
from LS − ES. 

 When an activity has slack time, the manager has some fl exibility in scheduling and may be 
able to distribute the workload more evenly throughout the project’s duration without aff ecting its 
overall completion date. Th is is especially important in projects with limited staff  or resources. 

 Activities that have no slack time are called  critical activities . Th ese activities must be rigidly 
scheduled to start and fi nish at their specifi c ES and EF times, respectively. Any delay in complet-
ing a critical activity will delay completion time of the entire project beyond 76 days by the cor-
responding amount. Figure 7.23 illustrates a critical path in thick arrows, formed from the critical 
activities. Th e sum of the completion times of the activities on the critical path is the minimum 
completion t ime for the project (14 + 21  + 10  + 7 + 7 + 7 + 10  = 76). Because it consists of a 
sequence of activities that cannot be delayed without aff ecting the earliest project completion date, 
the critical path is actually the longest path in the directed network.    

 Figure 7.22         PERT preparation sheet for the MMI motor kit project (backward pass).   

 Figure 7.23         PERT critical path for the MMI motor kit project.   
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 In the present MMI project, the critical path is A-B-E-F-G-I-J. It is possible to have more than 
one critical path in a PERT network. For example, if the completion time of activity B (PZT plates 
manufacturing at a Japanese partner) had been 18 days (rather than 21 days), the total completion 
time would be reduced to 73 days, and the slack time for activity C would be 0. Th us, a second 
critical path A-C-F-G-I-J would show up. 

 In summary: 

    1. Th e critical activities (activities with 0 slack) form at least one critical path in the network.  
   2. A critical path is the longest path through the network.  
   3. Th e sum of the completion times for the activities on the critical path gives the minimum 

completion time of the project.     

 7.2.2.4 Analysis of Possible Delays  

 7.2.2.4.1 Single Delays 

 A delay in a single critical activity will result in an equivalent delay in the entire project. On the 
other hand, a de lay in a noncritical activity will only delay the project by the amount the delay 
exceeds the activity’s slack; a delay less than the slack time of the activity will not aff ect the proj-
ect completion time. For example, delaying activity E (transportation from Japan to t he United 
States) by 3 days directly causes a 3 -day delay of the entire project, while delaying activity C by 
3 days does not delay the entire project at all. However, if activity C is delayed by 5 days, 5 − 3 = 2, 
so a 2-day delay will occur throughout the entire project.   

 7.2.2.4.2 Multiple Delays 

  Case 1:  3-day delay in activity C and 6-day delay in activity D 
 Th ere is no path between activities C and D. Both C and D delay times are not more than the 

slacks (3 days and 11 days, respectively). Th ere will be no delay in the project completion. 

  Case 2:  6-day delay in activity D and 6-day delay in activity H 
 Both D a nd H de lay t imes a re n ot m ore t han sl acks (11 d ays a nd 11 d ays, re spectively). 

However, as these activities are connected, attention is needed. Because of a 6-day delay in activ-
ity D, new EF(D) = original EF(D) + 6 = 38 + 6 = 44. Th us, the successor activity H would have 
new ES(H) = new EF(D) = 44, then new EF(H) = 44 + 10 = 54. Comparing with LF(H) = 59, 
the slack of activity H is reduced only to 5 d ays (= 59 − 54), not 11 days anymore. If activity H 
(transportation from Taiwan to the United States) is actually delayed by 6 days, 6 − 5 = 1 day delay 
will occur in the entire project schedule. 

 In Excel Solver, merely changing the completion durations of the delayed activities by adding 
those delayed times, and a re -solve provides new results on the project completion time and the 
critical path.     

 7.2.3 Gantt Charts 
 One responsibility of the pr oject managers is to track the pr ogress of the pr oject. A popular tool 
used to display activities and monitor their pr ogress is the G antt chart (named for H enry Gantt, 
who introduced such a char t in 1918). In a Gantt chart, time is measured on the horizontal axis, 
each activity is listed on the vertical axis, and a bar is drawn corresponding to its expected comple-
tion time. I n one of the earliest time G antt charts, the bar begins at the ES time of the activity 
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(which is when all the activity’s immediate predecessors are expected to be completed). Th e end of 
the bar represents the earliest completion time for that specifi c activity [2]. 

 Figure 7.24 sho ws how to draw the G antt char t with E xcel: (a) P repare three columns of  
data: activity, ES, and  m  (completion time). N ote that activity sequence is pr epared up-side-
down, because of the fi nal chart arrangement. (b) Highlight these three columns, then convert 
to 2-D or 3-D bar char t. (c) Eliminate the bar color of the ES por tion bar. Th e result is shown 
in Figure 7.25.       

 Figure 7.24         Gantt chart preparation procedure: (a) Prepare the data in three columns,  including 
activity, ES and  m  (completion time). (b) Convert to a chart via a 3-D bar.   

(a) (b)

 Figure 7.25         Earliest time Gantt chart for a motor kit production at MMI.   
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 A crucial step in meeting a target completion date and containing costs is management’s ability 
to monitor a project’s progress. We can use a G antt chart as a visual aid for tracking the pr ogress 
of project activities by shading an appr opriate percentage of the corr esponding bar to document 
the completed work. A manager then needs only to glance at the chart on a given date to see if the 
project is being completed on schedule with respect to the earliest possible completion times of the 
activities.   

 7.2.4 Probabilistic Approach to Project Scheduling 
 We have used defi nitive completion times so far in the P ERT analysis. However, no manager has 
such confi dence in the activity completion times. As was sho wn in Table 7.3 in Section 7.2.1, we 
introduced three “times”—optimistic  a , pessimistic  b , and most-likely  m —which are maintained 
in Figure 7.22. Here,  m  is not just an av erage of  a  and  b , which is kno wn as a beta distribution. 
Statisticians have found that a  beta distribution  is useful in approximating distributions with limited 
data and fi xed end points. Th e assumption that activity times follow a beta distribution has only a 
modest eff ect on the analysis of the completion time of the entir e project. Of greater concern are 
approximations for the average, or mean, activity completion time, μ, and its standard deviation, 
σ, which are based on the time estimates  a ,  m , and  b . Th e estimates for the average time μ and its 
standard deviation σ are [3] 

   
  
μ =

a + 4m + b
6

 (7.1)    

   
  
σ =

b − a
6

 (7.2)    

 Th e mean, variance, and standard deviation for activity A can be found by 

     
μA =

a + 4m + b
6

=
12 + 4 × 14 + 16

6
= 14

    

    
σA =

b − a
6

=
16 − 12

6
= 0.667

 

   σ A
2 = (0.667)2 = 0.444  

 Similar calculations for the other activities give the results shown in Figure 7.26. 
    Note that the means for the activities are the same as those used in the previous PERT analysis. 

Th us, the critical path is A-B-E-F-G-I-J, and the expected completion time of the project, μ, is 

   μ = μA + μB + μE + μF + μG + μI + μJ = 14 + 21 + 10.67 + 7.33 + 7 + 7 + 10.67 = 77.67    

 Th is value is 1.67 days longer than the previous PERT analysis, which originated from the skewed 
distribution for activities E and J (transportation) and activity F (motor assembly). Other activities 
having a symmetrical distribution exhibit μ = m. Th e variance,  σ2 , is 
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   σ 2 = σ A
2 + σB

2 + σ E
2 + σF

2 + σG
2 + σ I

2 + σ J
2
 

 = 0.444 + 1 + 2.778 + 1 + 0.444 + 0.444 + 2.778 = 8.889    

 Note that two transportations ( Japan–U.S. and U.S.–Japan) contribute largely to this variance. 
Th e standard deviation for the entire project, σ, is 

   σ = σ 2 = 2.98     

 We can say that the expected completion time of the project is 77.67 ± 2.98 days (in about 2/3 
probability). Because the due delivery time is 90 days, the probability of the entire project comple-
tion in less than 90 days can be calculated as 

   
P (X ≤ 90 days) = P Z ≤

90 − 77.67
2.98

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ = P (Z ≤ 4.1) = 99.9%

    

 Because this is higher than 4σ, we can say that the probability of failing to meet the due date is 
negligible.   

 7.2.5 Critical Path Method 
 In previous discussions, MMI’s regular manufacturing process of metal tube motors took a mini-
mum of 76 days, accor ding to the PERT analysis, which is shor ter than Saito Industries’ original 
delivery due period of 90 days. However, Saito requested that MMI decrease manufacturing time 

 Figure 7.26         Mean, variance, and standard deviation are added to Figure 7.22.   
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to 60 days to meet their ne w product release schedule. Is it possible to shrink the deliv ery period 
from 76 days to 60 days? We will consider this sort of problem.   Th e critical path method (CPM) is 
a deterministic approach to project planning, based on the assumption that an activity’s completion 
time can be determined with certainty. Th is time depends only on the amount of money allocated 
to the activity . Th e process of r educing an activity ’s completion time b y committing additional 
monetary resources is known as  crashing . CPM assumes that ther e are two crucial time points for 
each activity: (1) its normal completion time ( T  N ), achieved when the usual or normal cost ( C  N ) 
is spent to complete the activity; and (2) its crash completion time ( T  C ), the minimum possible 
completion time for the activity. Th e  T  C  is attained when a maximum crash cost ( C  C ) is spent. Th e 
assumption is that spending an amount greater than  C  C  on an activity will not signifi cantly reduce 
the completion time any fur ther. Th ink of a PZT plate manufacturing pr ocess, for example. Th e 
ceramic sintering period cannot be shrunk so easily, because the time is determined by the equip-
ment, such as ball-milling time and furnace sintering time, which cannot be changed by the mon-
etary investment. However, because ceramic cutting and polishing ar e manual pr ocesses, adding 
to the workforce dramatically reduces the manufacturing period. I n this sense, the minimum  T  C    
at the maximum  C  C  for an activity is defi ned. CPM analyses ar e based on the follo wing linearity 
assumption: 

   
  
M =

E
R

=
CC − CN

TN −TC
 (7.3)    

   where  R  =  T  N  −  T  C  = maximum possible time reduction (crashing) of an activity  
   E  =  C  C  −  C  N  = m aximum a dditional ( crash) c ost re quired to a chieve t he m aximum t ime 

reduction  
   M  = marginal cost of reducing an activity’s completion time by one unit time   

 Figure 7.27 summarizes crashing possibilities for each activity: crashing time  R , crash cost  E , and 
marginal cost  M . We need to assume that Saito is willing to commit additional monetary resources 
to meet a deadline ( D ) of 60 days. An appr oach to determine the amount of time each activity 
should be crashed can be developed by taking into account the following:    

    1. Th e project time is reduced only when activities on the critical path are reduced.  
   2. Th e maximum time reduction for each activity is limited.  
   3. Th e amount of time an activity on the critical path can be reduced before another path also 

becomes a critical path is limited.     

 7.2.5.1 Linear Programming Approach to Crashing 

 A simple modifi cation to the linear program given in Section 7.2.2 is required. We now defi ne two 
variables for each activity,  j : 

    X j   = ES time for the activity  
   Z j   =  T  N   − T  C  = amount by which the activity is to be crashed   
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 Because the normal cost must always be paid, the objective is to minimize the the additional invest-
ment spent to r educe the completion times of activities. Th e cost per unit r eduction time for an 
activity is  M j  , and the amount of time the activity is reduced is the decision variable,  Z j  . Th er efore, 
the total extra amount spent crashing the activity is  M j Z j  . Because we want to minimiz e the total 
additional investment spent to crash the project, the objective function is the sum of all such costs: 

     
MIN Mj Zj

j
∑

    
 Th ere are three constraints in this approach: 

    1. No activity can be reduced more than its maximum time reduction. 

   Z j   ≤  R j    

   2. Th e start time for an activity must be at least as great as the fi nished time of all immediate 
predecessor activities. 

   X j   (ES for an activity) ≥ EF for an immediate predecessor of the activity 

     Note, however, that the activity fi nish times are reduced by the amount of time each activity 
is crashed.   

   EF for an immediate predecessor of the activity =  X j   (ES for a p redecessor activity) +  T  N  
(normal completion time of the predecessor activity) −  Z j   (crashed time of the predecessor 
activity). 

 Figure 7.27         Linear programming approach to crashing (MMI’s motor manufacturing).   
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   For example, in Figure 7.27, 

   EF(C) = ES(C) + TN − (TN − TC) = XC + TN − ZC = 14 days + 28 days − 5 days = 37 days     

   3. Th e project must be completed by its deadline  D .   

 Because project completion time is determined by the maximum of the EF times of the terminal 
(fi nal) activities (activity J in our case) in the project, we add constraints of the form: 

  EF for a terminal activity ≤  D  

 In our example,  X  J    +  T  N (J) −  Y  J  ≤ 60 days. 
 Th e complete linear programming model for MMI is then: 

   MINIMIZE: SUMPRODUCT(Mj, Zj)    

 SU BJECT TO: Zj ≤ Rj

 XB ≥ XA + (14 − ZA)

 XC ≥ XA + (14 − ZA)

 XD ≥ XA + (14 − ZA)

 XE ≥ XB + (21 − ZB)

 XF ≥ XC + (28 − ZC), XF ≥ XE + (10 − ZE)

 XG ≥ XF + (7 − ZF)

 XH ≥ XD + (24 − ZD)

 XI ≥ XG + (7 − ZG), XI ≥ XH + (10 − ZH)

 XJ ≥ XI + (7 − ZI)

 Al l X ’s and Y ’s ≥ 0

 I5:I14 ( T  C  −  T  N ) and K5:K14 (ES) w ere initially determined as a minimization pr oblem of  
SUMPRODUCT.  T  C  and EF were then calculated. LS, LF, and Slack were calculated as a maximization 
problem of the total sum of LF, as we learned in Section 7.2.2. Th e results are shown in Figure 7.27. 

 Compared to F igure 7.26, F igure 7.27 suggests that, ex cept for activities A (simulation) and 
D (driver manufacturing), all other activities were crashed. Because the marginal cost for crashing 
activity A is most expensiv e ($1250 per day), this activity crash was not used. B ecause activity D 
crash did not aff ect any change in the entir e project completion time, it was not spent (actually , 
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there still remain 3 days as slack). Th e slack in activity C in Figure 7.26 disappeared in Figure 7.27, 
which means that A-C-F-G-I-J also became a critical path after the activity crashing. Th is crashing 
(16-day shrinkage from 76 days to 60 days) r equired an additional resource of $10,277 on top of 
the normal cost of $26,180.     

 7.3 Game Theory 
 Game theory was fi rst proposed by von Neumann in 1928, and its applications to economics were 
widely discussed in a paper coauthored with O. Morgenstern in 1944 [4].   In the following sec-
tions, we will learn the relationship of game theory to linear programming.  

 7.3.1 Two-Person Zero-Sum Game 
 As the simplest case, a two-person  zero-sum  game is introduced. Let us star t with the rock-paper-
scissors game. We will consider two players, player I and player II, for this  janken  game. Table 7.4 
shows a payoff  matrix for the  janken  game under the condition that +1 is obtained for a win, −1 
for a loss, and 0 for a draw . Note that this pay off  matrix is generated fr om player I’s standpoint. 
When player II gestures scissors, player I will receive +1, −1, and 0, when he gestures rock, paper, 
and scissors, r espectively. From player II’s standpoint, the matrix should be the opposite. When 
player I receives +1, −1, and 0, player II should obtain −1, +1, and 0, respectively, as such, a zero-
sum game. 

 Everybody k nows t he b est s trategy fo r t his g ame, b y l earning em pirically f rom h is o r h er 
 childhood; that is, we h ad better use 1/3, 1/3, and 1/3 probability for rock, paper, and scissors, 
and ap ply t hem r andomly w ith a n u nfamiliar o pponent (without k nowing h is o r h er p laying 
tendencies). 

 Next, let us change a r ule slightly: +5 is obtained for a paper win, +2 for a scissors win, and 
+1 for a rock win, their equivalent negative scores for loss, and 0 for a draw . Th e payoff  matrix is 
described in Table 7.5. In this scenario, what probabilities are suitable to rock, paper, and scissors 
as the best strategy? P layer I obtains +5 and −2 for win and loss with paper , while he obtains +1 
and −5 for win and loss with r ock, respectively. It is natural for player I to be reluctant to gesture 
rock. However, if player I uses too much paper for winning +5, player II may use scissors frequently 
to defeat player I (player I loses by −2). So, what probabilities should player I use for rock, paper, 
and scissors? Th is is not obvious, and this type of decision is the objective of this section. (For your 
information, the probabilities should be 0.25, 0.125, and 0.625 for r ock, paper, and scissors. You 
will fi nd that paper usage is surprisingly low!)  

Table 7.4 Payoff Matrix for a Janken Game for Two Players—Even Condition

Player II

Rock Paper Scissors

Player I

Rock 0 −1 1

Paper 1 0 −1

Scissors −1 1 0
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  7.3.2 Game Theory Outline  
 We consider only two players, player I and player II. Player I uses one strategy  i  ∈  M  from a fi nite 
number of strategies: 

   M = {1, 2, …, m}    

 and player II uses one strategy  j  ∈ N from a fi nite number of strategies: 

   N = {1, 2, …, n}    

 For this occasion, player I receives payoff   a ij  , and player II pays this amount (loss). A payoff  matrix 
A = [a ij ] can be defi ned as 

   

A =

a11 a12 L a1n

a21 a22 L a2n

M M O M

am1 am 2 L amn

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

    

  M ,  N , and  A  determine the game rule, and you remember that the payoff  of player II is − a ij   and 

   (Payoff  of Player I) + (Payoff  of Player II) = aij + (−aij) = 0    

 Player I wants to maximize his payoff  from the payoff  matrix, while player II wants to minimize 
his loss (remember again that the payoff  matrix is based on player I’s standpoint). In this sense, we 
refer to player I as a  maximum chaser , and player II as a  minimum chaser . 

 We consider a multiple number of games, and the probability of the strategy  i  by player I is 
denoted by  p i  : 

   
pi ≥ 0, pi = 1

i=1

m

∑
    

 Player I is supposed to apply the strategy randomly from  M . On the other hand, the probability of 
the strategy  j  by player II is denoted by  q j   : 

   
qj ≥ 0, qj = 1

j=1

n

∑
    

Table 7.5 Payoff Matrix for a Janken Game for Two Players—Biased Condition

Player II

Rock Paper Scissors

Player I

Rock 0 −5 1

Paper 5 0 −2

Scissors −1 2 0
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 Player II is supposed to apply the strategy randomly fr om  N . A mix ed strategy b y play er I is 
described by 

      p = p1   p2  K  pm[ ]     

 where  p  is a probability distribution on  M . Similarly 

      

q =

q1

q2

M

qn

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

    

 is called a  mixed strateg  y by player II, and shows a p robability distribution on  N . In particular, 
a  pure strategy  is defi ned for either player I or player II, who can choose a unique strategy  i  or  j , 
described as follows: 

   i
 p = [0 · ·· 0 1 0 · ·· 0 ]

  

q =

0
M

0
1
0
M

0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

j

    

 When player I uses a mixed strategy  p  and player II uses a mixed strategy  q , the expected payoff  
for player I is represented by 

      

pAq = p1 p2 … pm
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

a11 a12 L a1n

a21 a22 L a2n

M M O M

am1 am 2 L amn

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

q1

q2

M

qn

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥ = pi aij qj

j=1

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
 

(7.4)

    

 which is called a  payoff  function . When the payoff  function is defi ned by this simplest bilinear form 
(Equation  7.4), the game is called a  rectangular game . For example, payoff  function for a payoff  matrix

  
A =

3 −2 1
−1 4 −5

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ is provided by
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pAq = p1 p2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
3 −2 1
−1 4 −5

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

q1

q2

q3

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

= 3 p1q1 − 2 p1q2 + p1q3 − p2q1 + 4 p2q2 − 5 p2q3

    

 Th e minimax principle is the key to fi nd the optimized mixed strategy for each player. We will use 
 S  and  T  for representing probability distribution groups on  M  and  N , respectively: 

      
S = p|p = p1  p2  K  pm[ ], pi  ≥ 0, pi

i=1

m

∑ = 1
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭  

  

T = q |q =

q1

q2

M

qn

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

,qj ≥ 0, qj = 1
j =1

n

∑

⎧

⎨
⎪
⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪
⎪

⎭
⎪
⎪

  

  1. Under the assumption that player I will choose a mixed strategy  p  in order to maximize the 
payoff  function, player II will choose a m ixed strategy  q  to m inimize opponent I’s payoff . 
Th e fi nal payoff  function value is represented as 

   
Min
q∈T

Max
p∈S

pAq
    

  2. Under the assumption that player II will choose a m ixed strategy q in order to minimize 
the payoff  function of the opponent, player I will choose a mixed strategy  p  to maximize his 
payoff . Th e fi nal payoff  function value is represented as 

   
Max

p∈S
Min
q∈T

pAq
    

 Th e above processes 1 and 2 can be analogous to a saddle point problem, as visualized in Figure 7.28.
In general, the point sho wing

 
v1 = Min

q∈T
Max

p∈S
pAq does not necessarily coincide with the point

  

     

showing
  
v2 = Max

p∈S
Min
q∈T

pAq .  However, if the pay off  function has a bilinear form,  v  1  =  v  2  can be

verifi ed, and the game becomes strictly determined. Th us, when player II chooses a mixed strategy 
 q  0  via process (a), and player I chooses a mixed strategy  p  0  via process (b), the following minimax 
theorem is derived: 

      
Minimax theorem: 

  
Min
q∈T

Max
p∈S

pAq = Max
p∈S

Min
q∈T

pAq = p0 Aq0 = v
    

 Here,  q  0  is called  minimax strategy , while  p  0  is called  maximin strategy . And  v  =  p  0 A q  0  is called its 
 game value , which corresponds to an average payoff  per game, following multiple games between 
these two players with their best maximin and minimax processes. 
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 7.3.3 Rock-Paper-Scissors 
 Now we will reconsider the two players’  janken  game. Table 7.5 shows a payoff  matrix with a spe-
cial skewed condition: +5 is obtained for a paper win, +2 for a scissors win, and +1 for a rock win, 
their negative scores for a loss, and 0 for a draw. 

 First, we calculate the payoff  function: 

   

pAq = p1   p2   p3[ ]
0 −5 1
5 0 −2
−1 2 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

q1

q2

q3

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
 

  = (0 p1 + 5 p2 − 1p3 )q1 + (−5 p1 + 0 p2 + 2 p3 )q2 + (1p1 − 2 p2 + 0 p3 )q3   

 Because we do not know the strategy of the opponent (player II), we will consider here three pure 
strategies: 

   

q1 =
1
0
0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

,  q2 =
0
1
0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

,  q3 =
0
0
1

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
    

 Accordingly, we obtain three payoff  functions: 

   q1: pAq = (0p1 + 5p2 − 1p3) 

  q2: pAq = (−5p1 + 0p2 + 2p3)  

 q3: pAq = (1p1 − 2p2 + 0p3)

 Th e payoff  value depends on player I’s strategy, that is, a combination of probabilities ( p  1 ,  p  2 ,  p  3 ). 
When we denote player II’s expected minimum value as  v , we obtain 

   q1: (0p1 + 5p2 − 1p3) ≥ v 

  q2: (−5p1 + 0p2 + 2p3) ≥ v  

 Figure 7.28         A saddle point of a payoff function in a rectangular game, showing the minimax 
and maximin strategies.   

( p0, q0)
( p0, q0)
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 q3: (1p1 − 2p2 + 0p3) ≥ v

 Now player I would like to choose the maximum value available for  v , as suggested in process (b), 
the so-called maximin process. 

 Microsoft Excel Solver can be introduced for solving this maximization problem. We intro-
duce three variables,  X  1 ,  X  2 , and  X  3 : 

   X  1  = probability of using rock 

   X  2  = probability of using paper 

   X  3  = probability of using scissors 

 with an important constraint,  X  1  +  X  2  +  X  3  = 1. 
 In summary: 

   MAXIMIZATION: V 

  SUBJECT TO: 0X1 + 5X2 − 1X3 − V  ≥ 0  

 −5X1 + 0X2 + 2X3 − V ≥ 0

 1X1 − 2X2 + 0X3 − V  ≥ 0

 X1 + X2 + X3 = 1

 X1, X2, X3 ≥ 0, V unrestricted

 Figure 7.29 shows the setting for the Excel Solver Parameters dialog box, and the obtained results. 
Th e maximum  V  expected is z ero, the same z ero payoff  average gain for any r ock-paper-scissors 
strategy. Th e probabilities for rock, paper, and scissors by player I should be 0.25, 0.125, and 0.625, 
respectively (a mixed strategy). You will fi nd that paper usage is surprisingly low, despite the initial 
discussion!    

 Because Table 7.5 exhibits a skew-symmetric (i.e.,  t  A  = − A ), the opponent’s (player II) strategy 
can be easily recognized to be the same as that of player I. We will consider more general cases in 
the next section.    

 7.3.4 Case Study for Bidding on the Multilayer Actuator 
 Saito Industries has another supplier of ML As: Piezo Tech in Taiwan. MMI has confi dence that 
their MLAs are higher quality than those of P iezo Tech. However, as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 7.30, because the fi xed cost is lower for Piezo Tech, they can reach the break-even (BE) point 
more easily than MMI. In other words, MMI is inferior to Piezo Tech in terms of the MLA price.    

 Table 7.6 summarizes the current MLA production analyses for MMI and Piezo Tech. Note a 
big diff erence in the fi xed cost with the same variable cost per unit, which provides a great advan-
tage to Piezo Tech with regard to price reduction. 
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 Saito is planning to purchase 200,000 pieces of the MLAs in total, and has asked for quotes from 
both MMI and Piezo Tech. Saito is expecting the price reduction, of course. For MMI, if we set BE 
equal to 100,000 (supposing 50% share of the total 200,000 units), the contribution margin can be 
reduced to $3, leading to a price of $4 (lowest price for MMI), while for Piezo Tech, the contribution 
margin can be reduced to $2.50, leading to a price of $3.50 (the lowest price for Piezo Tech). 

 Figure 7.29         Excel Solver for the  janken  game with a biased payoff matrix.   

 Figure 7.30         Break-even analysis results for MMI and Piezo Tech. Note that the BE point for 
MMI is higher than for Piezo Tech.   
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 Barb Shay of MMI anticipates the market share rate of a total of 200,000 pieces by MMI (in 
comparison with Piezo Tech) as shown in Table 7.7 for several possible price off ers by MMI and 
Piezo Tech to Saito Industries. When the off ered prices from MMI and Piezo Tech are the same, 
Saito will take 70% from MMI and 30% from Piezo Tech, because the product quality of MMI 
is superior to that of P iezo Tech. However, when Piezo Tech off ers $3.50 per unit, which MMI 
cannot off er because the price is lo wer than the manufacturing cost, P iezo Tech increases their 
share signifi cantly. Of course, both companies would like to keep the price as high as possible to 
increase the profi t, but Saito is expecting a price not higher than the present price of $5.00. From 
the market share expectation, Barb calculated the anticipated payoff  matrix, as shown in Table 7.8. 
Top fi gures without parentheses (−60K, 120K, 240K, 300K …) in each cell sho w profi t/loss on 
the MMI side, and the bottom fi gures in parentheses (50K, −70K, −180K, −250K …) in each cell 
show profi t/loss on the P iezo Tech side. Th e calculation procedure is explained with an example 
of MMI $4.50/Piezo Tech $4.50: (1) MMI will share 70% of 200,000 pieces, i.e., 140,000 units. 
(2) Sales revenues will be $4.50 × 140,000 = $630,000. (3) Total cost = fi xed cost ($300,000) + 
$1.00 × 140,000 = $440,000. (4) Profi t = revenues − total cost = $190,000. Note fi rst that this 
is not a simple “zero-sum” game, though the higher MMI’s payoff , the lower Piezo Tech’s payoff , 

Table 7.6 Manufacturing Cost, MLA Price, BE Breakdown

Company Fixed Cost
ML Current 

Price per Unit
Manufacturing 
Cost per Unit

Contribution 
Margin per 

Unit
Break-Even 

Point (Units)

MMI $300,000 $5.00 $1.00 $4.00 75,000

Piezo Tech $250,000 $5.00 $1.00 $4.00 62,500

Table 7.7 Market Share Expectation According to the Price

Piezo Tech

$3.50 $4.00 $4.50 $5.00

MMI

$4.00 40% 70% 90% 100%

$4.50 30% 40% 70% 90%

$5.00 20% 30% 40% 70%

Table 7.8 Payoff Matrix for MLAs (Unit: US$)

Piezo Tech

$3.50 $4.00 $4.50 $5.00

MMI

$4.00 −60K (50K) 120K (−70K) 240K (−180K) 300K (−250K)

$4.50 −90K (100K) −20K (110K) 190K (−40K) 330K (−170K)

$5.00 −140K (150K) −60K (170K) 20K (170K) 260K (−10K)
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in general. For example, MMI $5.00/Piezo Tech $4.50 can provide positive profi ts ($20,000 and 
$170,000) for both fi rms. 

  7.3.4.1 Decision-Making Criteria 

 We will start from decision making under uncertainty, because it is probable that MMI will not 
discuss anything with Piezo Tech about the bidding price. Th ere are four approaches: maximin, 
minimax regret, maximax, and expected value criteria.  

 7.3.4.1.1 Maximin Criterion—Pessimistic or Conservative Approach 

 A pessimistic decision maker believes that the worst possible result will occur. Because this crite-
rion is based on a worst-case scenario, the decision maker fi rst fi nds the minimum payoff  for each 
decision a lternative. Th e optimal de cision a lternative i s t he one t hat m aximizes t he m inimum 
payoff . A similar concept is found in the rock-paper-scissors game. 

 Excel Solver can be introduced for solving this maximization problem. We introduce three 
variables:  X  1 ,  X  2 , and  X  3 : 

   X  1  = MMI probability of bidding at $4.00 

   X  2  = MMI probability of bidding at $4.50 

   X  3  = MMI probability of bidding at $5.00 

 with an important constraint,  X  1  +  X  2  +  X  3  = 1. 
 In summary, on the MMI side: 

  MAXIMIZATION: V1  

  S  UBJECT TO:

 −60X1 − 90X2 − 140X3 − V1 ≥ 0

 12 0X1 − 20X2 − 60X3 − V1 ≥ 0

 24 0X1 + 190X2 + 20X3 − V1 ≥ 0

 30 0X1 + 330X2 + 260X3 − V1 ≥ 0

 X1 + X2 + X3 = 1

 X1, X2, X3 ≥ 0, V1 unrestricted

 On the Piezo Tech side: 

     Y  1  = PT probability of bidding at $3.50  

    Y  2  = PT probability of bidding at $4.00  

    Y  3  = PT probability of bidding at $4.50  
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    Y  4  = PT probability of bidding at $5.00   

   MAXIMIZATION: V2 

  SUBJECT TO:  

 50 Y1 − 70Y2 − 180Y3 − 250Y4 − V 2 ≥ 0

 10 0Y1 + 110Y2 + −40Y3 − 170Y4 − V 2 ≥ 0

 15 0Y1 + 170Y2 + 170Y3 + −10Y4 − V 2 ≥ 0

 Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4 = 1

 Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 ≥ 0, V unrestricted

 Figure 7.31 shows the results obtained via Excel Solver. Th e “pure” strategy (only one quote price) 
for MMI is $4.00 with negativ e profi t (loss) of −$60,000, and the pure strategy for Piezo Tech is 
$3.50 with positive profi t of $50,000. Th is point ( p ,  q ) = ($4.00, $3.50) seems to be the maximin 
point for this bidding game.      

 7.3.4.1.2 Minimax Regret Criterion—Pessimistic or Conservative Approach 

 Th is approach is identical to the minimax appr oach based on lost oppor tunity, or “ regret.” Th e 
decision maker incurs regret by failing to choose the best decision (the one with the highest profi t 
or pay off ). Th e r egret table is determined fr om the pay off  matrix b y calculating the r egret for 
each decision alternative as the diff erence between its payoff  value and the best v alue. Let us cal-
culate the regret table for MMI fr om Table 7.8. When MMI chooses $4.00, the best pr ofi t value 
$300,000 can be obtained for $5.00 of P iezo Tech’s selection. Th e regret can be calculated by the 
diff erence from this $300,000: −$60,000, $120,000, and $240,000 can be converted to $360,000, 
$180,000, and $60,000, respectively (see the fi rst column of Table 7.9). Find the maximum regret 
for each decision alternativ e. Th at is, $360,000, $420,000, and $400,000 for $4.00, $4.50, and 
$5.00 choices by MMI. Select the decision alternative that has the minimum among the maximum 
regrets, that is, $360,000 for MMI $4.00/P iezo Tech $3.50 combination—the same r esult as the 
maximin criterion discussed in Section 7.3.4.1.1.  

  7.3.4.1.3 Maximax Criterion—Optimistic or Aggressive Approach 

 In contrast to a pessimistic decision maker , an optimistic decision maker feels that luck is always 
imminent, and the best possible outcome corresponding to the decision will occur. In this scenario, 
fi rst determine the maximum payoff  for each decision alternative. As shown in Table 7.8, MMI can 
use $300,000, $330,000, and $260,000 for the bidding prices $4.00, $4.50, and $5.00, r espec-
tively, hoping that Piezo Tech will bid by $5.00. Th en, select the decision alternativ e that has the 
maximum payoff , that is, $330,000 for MMI $4.50/Piezo Tech $5.00. 

 Even though Barb Shay is rather optimistic, she may not use a maximax approach—it is too risky!  
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  7.3.4.1.4 Expected Value Criterion—Statistical Approach or Expected Value 

 Th is i s a s tatistical approach to c alculate t he e xpected va lue fo r e ach de cision a lternative. I f a 
probability estimate for the occurrence of each strategy is available, it is possible to calculate an 
expected value associated with each decision alternative. 

 Figure 7.31         Excel Solver for the MMI bidding game with a payoff matrix.   

Table 7.9 Regret Table for MMI (Unit: US$)

Piezo Tech

$3.50 $4.00 $4.50 $5.00

MMI

$4.00 360K 180K 60K 0

$4.50 420K 350K 140K 0

$5.00 400K 320K 240K 0
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 If MMI does not know anything about the personality of Piezo Tech’s manager, Barb may 
adopt a n e ven probability a mong t heir choices for Piezo Tech’s s trategy, t hat i s, 25% each for 
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, and $5.00 bidding. By using this even probability distribution, the expected 
payoff  for each of MMI’s decision alternatives can be calculated: 

   $4.00: 0.25(−$60,000) + 0.25($120,000) + 0.25($240,000) + 0.25($300,000) = $150,000 

  $4.50: 0.25(−$90,000) + 0.25(−$20,000) + 0.25($190,000) + 0.25($330,000) = $102.5,000  

 $5 .00: 0.25(−$140,000) + 0.25(−$60,000) + 0.25($20,000) + 0.25($260,000) = $20,000

 Th en, select the decision alternative that has the best expected payoff , that is, $4.00. 
 In conclusion, decision making is not easy; depending on the manager ’s personality, the game 

solution will change. Both the lo west bids ( p ,  q ) = ($4.00, $3.50) and the highest bids ( p ,  q ) = 
($5.00, $5.00) hav e reasons to be suppor ted. Among the four uncer tain criteria for P iezo Tech’s 
decision, thr ee appr oaches suggest that the best strategy for MMI is $4.00 bidding. H owever, 
as the minimax appr oach suggests, if P iezo Tech bids at $3.50, MMI’ s profi t is actually negativ e 
(−$60,000). Th us, MMI should drop out of the bidding for this product supply. 

 Th e solution can be found only in the game theor y under cooperative negotiation. Th e equi-
librium point ( p ,  q ) = ($4.00, $3.50) can generate payoff s of −$60,000 for MMI, and $50,000 for 
Piezo Tech. As long as the new strategic point ( p ,  q ) can generate profi t for Piezo Tech higher than 
$50,000, Piezo Tech may be interested in cooperating with MMI. Initially consider the maximiza-
tion of the total payoff  of the two fi rms (MMI and Piezo Tech), which is shown in Table 7.10. Th e 
maximum of the total profi t $250,000 can be found for MMI $5.00/Piezo Tech $5.00. However, 
as initially considered, Saito is not favorable to the price of $5.00, equal to the pr esent sales cost. 
Th e second choice is MMI $4.50/Piezo Tech $4.50, leading to the total profi t $150,000. If MMI 
guarantees to pay back the sum of $40,000 (P iezo Tech’s defi cit) and $75,000 (a half of the total 
profi t), Piezo Tech may agree. Another alternative strategy is a combination of MMI $4.50/P iezo 
Tech $4.50 and MMI $4.50/Piezo Tech $4.00. In this scenario, if they combine these two strategies 
using a 0.36:0.64 ratio, both MMI and P iezo Tech can obtain the same profi t of $56,000, higher 
than $50,000 of the original equilibrium point. In practice, the bidding prices by MMI and Piezo 
Tech may be $4.50 and $4.18, respectively. If we combine MMI $4.50/Piezo Tech $4.50 and MMI 
$5.00/Piezo Tech $4.50, with a ratio of 0.39:0.61, both will obtain the same pr ofi t of $87,000, 
much higher than $50,000 for Piezo Tech. In practice, the bidding prices by MMI and Piezo Tech 
may be $4.80 and $4.50, respectively.     

Table 7.10 Payoff Matrix for MLAs. Total Profi t of Two Firms (Top) and Profi t of Piezo 
Tech (Bottom in Parentheses) (Unit: US$)

Piezo Tech

$3.50 $4.00 $4.50 $5.00

MMI

$4.00 −10K (50K) 50K (−70K) 60K (−180K) 50K (−250K)

$4.50 10K (100K) 90K (110K) 150K (−40K) 160K (−170K)

$5.00 10K (150K) 110K (170K) 190K (170K) 250K (−10K)
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  Chapter Summary 
 7.1 Excel Solver is a useful tool for solving a maximization or minimization problem. 
 7.2 Linear programming: manufacturing schedule of multiple products,  X  and  Y  (units): 

   MAXIMIZE: aX + bY (T otal profi t) 

  SUBJECT TO: cX + dY ≤ L ( Labor)  

 eX  + fY ≤ M (R aw materials)

 gX  + hY ≤ S (S pace)

 X, Y ≥ 0 (Nonnegativity).

 7.3  Program evaluation and review technique (PERT)   was developed in the mid-1950s for treating 
the completion time of activities as random v ariables with specifi c probability distributions. 
PERT requires the modeler to identify the activities of the project and the precedence relations 
between them. Th is involves determining a set of immediate predecessors for each activity. An 
activity’s immediate predecessors are those jobs that must be completed just prior to the activ-
ity’s commencement. A precedence relation chart identifi es the separate activities of the project 
and their precedence relations. From this chart a PERT network representation of the project 
can be constructed. 

 7.4  Earliest s tart t ime ( ES): E S fo r a n a ctivity ≥ E S fo r t he i mmediate p redecessor a ctivity + 
immediate predecessor’s activity completion time. 

 7.5  A Gantt chart is a visual aid for tracking the progress of project activities by shading an appro-
priate percentage of the corresponding bar to document the completed work. A manager can 
see on a given date if the project is being completed on schedule. 
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 7.6  Critical path method (CPM) assumes that there are two crucial time points for each activity: 
(1) its normal completion time ( T  N ), achieved when the usual or normal cost ( C  N ) is spent to 
complete the activity; and (2) its crash completion time ( T  C ), the minimum possible comple-
tion time for the activity. Th e  T  C  is attained when the maximum crash cost ( C  C ) is spent. 

 7.7 Game theory: Th e mixed strategies followed by player I and player II are described by 

   
   p = p1   p2  K  pm[ ]
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 where  p  and  q  are probability distribution. 
 Th e payoff  function is given by 
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 7.8  Minimax theorem: Under the supposition that player I will choose a mixed strategy  p  in order 
to maximize the payoff  function, player II will choose a mixed strategy  q  to minimize player 
I’s payoff . Th e fi nal payoff  function value is represented as 

     
Min
q∈T

Max
p∈S

pAq
    

 Under the supposition that player II will choose mixed strategy  q  in order to minimize the 
payoff  function of the opponent, player I will choose mixed strategy  p  to maximize his payoff . 
Th e fi nal payoff  function value is represented as 

     
Max

p∈S
Min
q∈T

pAq
 

  
Minimax theorem: Min

q∈T
Max

p∈S
pAq = Max

p∈S
Min
q∈T

pAq = p0 Aq0 = v
  

 7.9  Decision making is not easy; depending on a manager’s personality, the game solution will be 
changed. Th e maximin method is a pessimistic approach, or a very risk-averse approach, where 
we consider maximization of the possible worst profi t (or loss). On the other hand, the maxi-
max method is an optimistic approach. Both the game solutions ( p ,  q ) changed from the lowest 
bids ($4.00, $3.50) to the highest bids ($5.00, $5.00) have reasonable supports.  
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  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P7.1 Linear Programming 
 Take one of the quantum business analysis models in this chapter (linear programming, PERT, game 
theory, etc.) and apply it to a situation in your life. Some examples may include the following: 

   Production scheduling   ◾
  Allocating manpower or budget at a branch   ◾
  Proposal submission strategy competing with a rival fi rm    ◾

 Th e report should be prepared in a context as if you were presenting results to your manager or a 
decision maker in your company. A typical outline of each type of report is listed below: 

    1. Application description, setting, background  
   2. Proposed model description  
   3. Data  
   4. Model output/analysis  
   5. Conclusions/suggestions for further study    

  MMI Example—Multilayer Actuator Production Plan 

 In October 20XX, MMI provided MLA components to Saito Industries, initially with only 1000 
pieces for a test purpose. Once this test is fi nished, much larger production will be requested in 
January of the next year, fi nally reaching around 3 million pieces per year. MMI needs to develop 
the production plan for supplying actuators to Saito Industries. 

 The customer’s demands include: (1) the supply quantity will be exponentially increased in two 
years, and (2) the unit price will be drastically decreased with the quantity. MMI has three manu-
facturing factories: MMI in Pennsylvania (no tape-cast facility), a partner company, Cheng Kung 
Corporation in Taiwan (one tape-cast facility), and Chiang Mai factory in Thailand (no tape-cast facil-
ity). Labor cost drastically decreases from Pennsylvania to Taiwan to Thailand. Taking into account 
the transportation period, which can be counted as a manufacturing delay, MMI will  distribute the 
manufacturing load to these three places, in order to minimize the manufacturing cost. The manu-
facturing factory locations of these three facilities are shown in Figure 1.14 in Chapter 1. 

  P7.1.1 Production Schedule Modeling 

 Th e introduction of a tape-casting facility , which is an expensiv e automation pr oduction system 
($300,000 per set), is usually recommended if the production amount exceeds 1 million pieces per 
year. Otherwise, the conventional cut-and-bond method should be employed, which requires hir-
ing several manufacturing workers. For a tape-casting system, the labor fee is negligible but the ini-
tial investment is very high, while for the cut-and-bond method, the labor fees are proportional to 
the product quantity—even the equipment cost is negligible. Th ere is a threshold product quantity 
above which the equipment installation star ts to provide the profi t benefi t. Th is quantity is about 
1 million pieces in MLA production. 

 We will consider the following two scenarios: 

    1. Setup of a manual labor manufacturing line composed of six workers, without the introduc-
tion of the tape-cast equipment. Taking into account the necessary labor cost  S  (the annual 
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salary for one product line of six workers), and the product line’s manufacturing capability 
 q  (quantity of manufacturing actuators, which averages 50,000 pieces per year per product 
line), the total cost can be calculated as 

           
TCProdLine (Q ) = PI + S

q
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⋅Q
        

   where  P  I  i s t he input cost, including r aw material cost, such a s PZT ceramic a nd A g-Pd 
electrode, around $0.4 per piece of MLA.  

   2. Introduction of automatic tape-casting manufacturing equipment (typically the maximum 
capability of manufacturing is 1 million pieces per y ear) costs TFC (fi xed cost, $300,000). 
Taking into account the input cost PI, the total cost for the tape-casting is: 

 TC  TapeCast  ( Q  ) =  P  I    ·  Q  + TFC)

  We will adopt the follo wing values for each parameter:  P  I  = $0.40,  q  = 50,000 pieces per 
year, and  S  = $150,000 (in the United States) or $7500 (in Th ailand). By setting the last two 
equations to be equal, we obtain   

     
TFC = S

q
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⋅Q
       

   In the United States,  S/q  = $150,000/50,000 = $3.00, while in Th ai land,  S/q  = $7500/ 50,000 
= $0.15. Th us, we obtain the transition production quantity  Q  = 100,000 and 2 million for 
the United States and Th ailand, respectively. Because of the higher salary, the automation 
equipment should be introduced much earlier in the United States. On the contrary, we may 
use manual labor manufacturing lines for a rather large production quantity in Th ail and. 

 Note that Taiwan has a special situation. Because there are many inexpensive machin-
ery companies in Taiwan, the tape-casting equipment is cheaper than in the United States 
or Th ailand. We presume that TFC = $250,000 in Taiwan, which may provide a privilege 
for Taiwan Cheng Kung Corporation to purchase the equipment over MMI in the United 
States or from the Chiang Mai factory.  

  P7.1.2 Constraints from the Customer (Saito Industries) 

 Saito requests f rom M MI a 1 2-week de livery for e ach PO. Requested M LA quantity a nd M L 
product unit price are summarized in Table P7.1. Because MMI is much smaller than Saito, MMI 
is merely a  price-taker  with only a slight negotiation possibility.  

  P7.1.3 Manufacturing Capability 

 MMI has thr ee factories: MMI in P ennsylvania, Taiwan Cheng K ung, and Chiang M ai factory. 
Raw materials, such as piezoelectric ceramic powder and Ag/Pd metal electrode paste, are synthe-
sized at MMI’s laboratory at Pennsylvania, and transported to the MMI factory in Pennsylvania (no 
delay), to Taiwan Cheng Kung (1 week for one way), and to Chiang Mai factory (2 weeks for one 
way). For both a tape-cast machine and a manual labor production line, one production batch can 
be fi nished in two w eeks (biweekly). Th us, during the 12-w eek PO period, MMI (P ennsylvania) 
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can run six production batches. However, due to the transportation time loss, Taiwan Cheng Kung 
and Chiang Mai factory can run fi ve and four production batches during 12 weeks. Only Taiwan 
Cheng Kung has a tape-cast facility , so other factories need to pur chase the necessar y number of 
tape-cast apparatuses, incr easing the pr oduction quantity: $300,000 per set in the U nited States 
and Th ailand, but $250,000 in Taiwan. Th is sales situation may pr ovide an advantage to Cheng 
Kung for pur chasing the equipment. O ne tape-cast apparatus can manufactur e a maximum of 
42,000 ML pieces per biw eekly batch. R egarding the wor kers, MMI in P ennsylvania, Taiwan 
Cheng Kung, and Chiang M ai factory can hir e a maximum of 60 people (10 lines), 240 people 
(40 lines), and 1200 people (200 lines), r espectively, due to the factor y space. S ix workers make 
one manufacturing line, which can manufacture an average of 2100 pieces per biweekly batch. Th e 
average biweekly salary for one manufacturing line (six workers) is $6250, $1562, and $312 for the 
United States, Taiwan, and Th ailand, respectively. Table P7.2 summarizes the necessary data for all 
three manufacturing plants. 

 MMI should, in general, use the cheapest labor in Th ailand as much as possible. H owever, 
we need to take into account the fr eight cost and the manufacturing time loss, due to the 
transportation.  

  P7.1.4 Transportation Cost 

 Th e piezoelectric MLA is very compact (typically 2 ´ 3 ´ 5 mm 3 ) and lightweight (0.24 gram per 
chip). Th us, 100,000 pieces will make one fr eight carton with a package siz e of 20 × 30 × 5 cm 3  
and a weight of 24 kg. MMI will initially send raw materials (with an assumption that the weight is 
almost the same as the fi nal MLAs, but rather bulky compared with the fi nal products) and receive 
all MLAs (neglecting the product wastes) from Taiwan Cheng Kung and Chiang Mai factory. Th e 
freight cost is summarized in Table P7.3.  

  P7.1.5 The Mathematical Model 

  P7.1.5.1 Decision Variables 

  1. MMI will purchase tape-cast systems and/or hire workers: 
   Number of systems purchased: 

   At MMI  Y  11   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung  Y  21   
  At Chiang Mai factory  Y  31     

Table P7.1 Expected Purchase Order from Saito Industries to MMI in These 96 Weeks 
(2 Years)

PO No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Week 1−12 13–24 25−36 37–48 49–60 61–72 73–84 85–96

Quantity 10K 50K 250K 1000K 2000K 2400K 2700K 3000K

Requested 
unit price

$10.00 $5.00 $2.80 $1.80 $1.20 $1.10 $1.00 $1.00

Total 
payment

$100K $250K $700K $1800K $2400K $2640K $2700K 3000K
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  Number of worker lines employed (one line composed of six workers): 
   At MMI  Y  12   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung  Y  22   
  At Chiang Mai factory  Y  33     

  All Ys ≥ 0 and integer.   

  2. Number of ML chips to be manufactured: 
   At MMI 

   With tape-cast apparatus  X  11   
  With human worker line  X  12     

Table P7.2 Estimation Sheet for the Manufacturing Capability of Three MMI Facilities

MMI, 
Pennsylvania

Cheng Kung, 
Taiwan

Chiang Mai, 
Thailand

Maximum number of working rotation 6 5 4

Tape-cast Apparatus

Production capability per system (pieces 
biweekly)

42,000 42,000 42,000

Total production capability per system (pieces 
during one PO period)

252,000 210,000 168,000

Price per system $300,000 $250,000 $300,000

Number of present apparatuses 0 1 0

Maintenance fee per system (biweekly) $8000 $2000 $400

Total maintenance fee per system (during one 
PO period)

$48,000 $10,000 $1600

Manual Process

Biweekly salary for one manufacturing line 
(6 workers)

$6250 $1562 $312

Total salary for one manufacturing line 
(during one PO period)

$37,500 $7810 $1248

Production capability per one line (pieces 
biweekly)

2100 2100 2100

Total production capability per one line 
(during one PO period)

12,600 10,500 8400

Maximum workers/maximum lines 60/10 240/40 1200/200

Transportation

Transportation dates required (weeks) 0 2 4
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  At Taiwan Cheng Kung 
   With tape-cast apparatus  X  21   
  With human worker line  X  22     

  At MMI Chiang Mai factory 
   With tape-cast apparatus  X  31   
  With human worker line  X  32     

  All  X s ≥ 0 and integer.   

  3. Transportation: 
   Number of freight cartons to send and return: 

   To and from Taiwan Cheng Kung  Z  21   
  To and form Chiang Mai factory  Z  31     

  All  Z s ≥ 0 and integer.    

  P7.1.5.2 Objective Function 

 Th e objective is to minimize the total cost under a certain quantity ( Q  ) of MLAs requested in the 
PO from Saito Industries. 

  1. Cost for purchasing tape-cast systems and/or for hiring workers: 
   Based on the number of systems purchased: 

   At MMI 300,000  Y  11   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung 250,000  Y  21   
  At Chiang Mai factory 300,000  Y  31     

  Based on the number of worker lines employed; the line is supposed to work under the maxi-
mum rotation times during one PO period): 

   At MMI 37,500 Y 12   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung 7810  Y 22   
  At Chiang Mai factory 1248 Y 33      

Table P7.3 Transportation (Freight) Cost of ML Raw Materials and Final Products 
(between MMI and Taiwan or Thailand)

ML Quantity 1–100,000 500,000 1 Million 2 Million 4 Million

Number of cartons 1 5 10 20 40

To Taiwan (raw materials) $600 $3000 $6000 $12,000 $24,000

From Taiwan (ML chips) $400 $2000 $4000 $8000 $16,000

Total freight cost for Taiwan $1000 $5000 $10,000 $20,000 $40,000

To Chiang Mai (raw materials) $900 $4500 $9000 $18,000 $36,000

From Chiang Mai (ML chips) $600 $3000 $6000 $12,000 $24,000

Total freight cost for Chiang Mai $1500 $7500 $15,000 $30,000 $60,000
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  2. Other manufacturing costs: 
   Raw materials cost ($0.4 for all places): 

   At MMI 0.4 ( X  11  +  X  12 )  
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung 0.4 ( X  21  +  X  22 )  
  At Chiang Mai factory 0.4 ( X  31  +  X  32 )    

  Tape-cast apparatus maintenance cost: 
   At MMI 48,000  Y  11   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung 10,000  Y  21   
  At Chiang Mai factory 160   Y  31      

  3. Transportation costs: 
   To and from Taiwan Cheng Kung 1000  Z  21  
   To and form Chiang Mai factory 1500  Z  31      

 Th e total cost can be obtained by summing up all above the cost.  

  P7.1.5.3 Constraints 

  1. Production quantity: 

  Summing up t he production quantity at t hree places a nd v ia both machine a nd manual 
manufacturing methods, which needs to be more than the PO quantity  Q : 

   X  11  +  X  12  +  X  21  +  X  22  +  X  31  +  X  32  ≥  Q  

  Further, taking into account the maximum production capability at each location (under 
the maximum number of working rotation at each location), 
   At MMI  X  11  ≤ 252,000  Y  11   
     X  12  ≤ 12,600  Y  12   
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung  X  21  ≤ 210,000 ( Y  21  + 1)  
     X  22  ≤ 10,500  Y  22   
  At Chiang Mai factory  X  31  ≤ 168,000  Y  31   
     X  32  ≤ 8400  Y  32    

  Note that 1 is added initially at Taiwan Cheng Kung Corporation,  X  21  ≤ 210,000 ( Y  21  + 1), 
because C heng K ung h as a t ape-cast apparatus a lready. Th e c alculation should b e m ade 
starting f rom PO period 1 a nd continuing successively h igher. Once a f actory purchases 
 N  tape-cast apparatuses in PO period (i), we need to use ( Y  +  N  ) in PO period ( i  + 1)  for 
evaluating the necessary cost for manufacturing  X :  N  apparatuses already exist! 

  2. Space constraints: 
   At MMI  Y  12  ≤ 10  
  At Taiwan Cheng Kung  Y  22  ≤ 40  
  At Chiang Mai factory  Y  33  ≤ 200   
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  3. Number of freight cartons: 

  To refl ect Table P7.3 (one carton can include a maximum of 100,000 pieces of ML chips), 
 Z  21  and  Z  31  can be correlated with the sum of ( X  21  +  X  22 ) and ( X  31  +  X  32 ) as follows: 

   ( X  21  +  X  22 ) ≤ 100,000  Z  21   
  (X 31  + X 32 ) ≤ 100,000  Z  31      

  P7.1.6 Excel Solver 

 Now we will solve the problem with Excel Solver. Figure P7.1 shows the Solver Parameter setting 
in Excel for the case of PO period 1. 

 Tables P7.4 and P7.5 are the calculation results for PO period 1 and period 7, respectively. 

 P7.1.6.1  Small Purchase Order Quantity Less Than One Equipment 
Capability (PO 1–5) 

 In Table P 7.4, a ll a ctuator p roduction w ill b e m ade i n Taiwan C heng K ung, b ecause t here i s 
already one tape-cast apparatus, and no particular cost is required in Taiwan. Manpower is used 
at the Chiang Mai factory fi rst, then at Taiwan Cheng Kung, due to the signifi cant labor cost dif-
ference. However, if the worker line can be used on a biweekly basis (not in 12-week periods), the 
U.S. manpower may be used for the smallest (such as 1000 pieces) prototypes.  

 P7.1.6.2  Large Purchase Order Quantity Higher Than One Equipment 
Capability (PO 6–8) 

 In Table P7.5, w ith increasing the production quantity we n eed to p urchase multiple t ape-cast 
apparatuses to accelerate the production capability. Because the equipment is slightly cheaper in 
Taiwan than in the United States or Th ailand, the purchasing privilege goes to Taiwan.   

Figure P7.1 Solver parameter setting in Excel for the case purchase order period 1.
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 If the same purchasing price i s set for Taiwan, the purchasing privilege goes to t he United 
States, because no particular manpower cost is required, as well as due to the diminished trans-
portation cost and lack of working time.  

  P7.1.7 Multilayer Actuator Production Plan 

 Figure P7.2 sho ws a graph of an expected PO fr om Saito Industries to MMI in these 96 w eeks 
(12 weeks for one PO period), visualized from Table P7.1. Th e MLA unit price drops dramatically 
from the initial $10.00 (skimming price) down to $1.00, with an increase in the purchase quantity 
from 10,000 up to 3 million pieces. Th us total sales amount (revenue) increases more slowly than 
the quantity.    

 Figure P7.3 summariz es the number for ne w equipment pur chase and line wor ker salary for 
three locations, MMI in P ennsylvania, Taiwan Cheng K ung and the Chiang M ai factory. Since 
Taiwan Cheng Kung has initially one set of tape-cast apparatus, MMI does not need to pur chase 
additional apparatus until the sixth PO period. O ne, one, and two ne w sets should be pur chased 
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 Figure P7.2         Visualization of expected purchase order from Saito Industries to MMI in these 
96 weeks (two years).   
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in the sixth, seventh, and eighth PO periods, respectively. Note that all purchases should be made 
through the Taiwan factory. As was mentioned already, this is due to the lower purchase cost of the 
tape-cast system in Taiwan. Regarding the line workers, Chiang Mai is the highest priority. Once all 
200 workers there are almost spent out, the second choice, Taiwan, will start to hire workers.    

 Finally, Figure P7.4 shows the total sales, total manufacturing cost, and gross profi t (sales – 
cost) as a function of the PO period sequence. Because we have a tape-cast apparatus in Taiwan 
Cheng Kung initially, we do not need to spend that particular manufacturing cost until PO period 
3. Th us, the maximum gross profi t will be reached around PO period 4. Because they need to 
spend $250,000 for t he equipment a s production quantity i ncreases, t he g ross profi t decreases 
after the maximum for PO period 4. Th en the gross profi t fi nally saturates around $800,000 per 
PO period (PO 7 and 8), which corresponds to a Profi t/Sales rate of 26%.   

  P7.2  Janken  Game 
 Rock-paper-scissors i s played by player I a nd player I I. Table 7.4 shows a payoff  matrix for the 
 janken  game under the condition that +1 is obtained for a w in, −1 for a l oss, and 0 fo r a d raw. 
Note that this payoff  matrix is generated from player I’s standpoint. When player II gestures scis-
sors, player I w ill receive +1, −1, and 0 w hen he gestures rock, paper, and scissors, respectively. 
From the player II’s standpoint, the matrix should be totally negative. When player I receives +1, 
−1, and 0, player II should obtain −1, +1, and 0, respectively, that is, a zero-sum game. 

 Everybody knows the best strategy for this game, by learning empirically from his or her small 
childhood; that is, we h ad better use 1/3, 1/3, and 1/3 probability for rock, paper, and scissors. 
Verify this empirical rule using the payoff  matrix shown in Table 7.4.  

  P7.3 PERT 
 MMI is interested in developing and marketing piezoelectric USM toys. Th e preliminary idea is 
a sort of levitated linear motor car. Th e linear motor car is coupled with a fl at road map, prepared 
with Tefl on lubricating tape. Table P7.6 is a simplifi ed analysis of the project components.  
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PO period sequence.
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    1. What is the expected completion time of the project?  
   2. Which activities have the most fl exibility in scheduling?  
   3. Th e company would like to complete the entire project within 3 months (13 weeks). What 

is the probability it will be able to meet this target date?      
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Immediate
Predecessors

Optimistic
Time

Most
Likely
Time

Pessimistic
Time

A Focus group of likely buyers - 1 2 2

B Market analysis A 3 5 7

C Designs developed A 3 6 8

D Marketing blitz B, C 2 3 4

E Production run C 3 5 9

F Analysis of buyer response D, E 2 4 5

 Table P7.6 MMI’s Working Schedule         
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  Chapter 8

 Marketing Strategy—
Fundamentals of Marketing              

 Th e h igh-tech entrepreneur needs to de velop at l east one u nique a nd sophisticated product a s 
soon as the fi rm starts up. However, if the product is not sold as originally planned, the fi rm will 
experience its fi rst “death valley” due to a cash fl ow problem, which in the worst scenario will lead 
to bankruptcy. 

 In t his c hapter, yo u w ill l earn t he e ssentials o f m arketing fo r h igh-tech en trepreneurs: (1) 
marketing research, including the fi ve Ps, (2) portfolio model, and (3) the marketing mix four Ps. 
I am indebted to  Marketing Management , by Peter and Donnelly  [1]  for some of the content in 
this chapter. 

  8.1 Marketing Research 
 Marketing research is the process by which information about the market environment is gener-
ated, analyzed, and interpreted for use a s an a id to m arketing decision making  [1] . You should 
recognize t hat m arketing re search: (1) c an i nclude er rors a nd m isdirections dep ending on t he 
treatment of the research, (2) does not forecast with certainty what will happen in the future, and 
(3) does not provide all of the factors for decision making or the success of a strategy. 

  8.1.1 The Five Ps of Marketing Research 
 Th e marketing re search process includes fi ve s teps: (1) purpose of t he re search, (2) plan of t he 
research, (3) performance of the research, (4) processing of research data, and (5) preparation of 
a research report. 
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  8.1.1.1 Purpose of the Research 

 Th e purpose of the research is to clarify the following: 

   Th e current situation involving the problem to be researched   ◾
  Th e nature of the problem   ◾
  Th e specifi c questions the research is designed to investigate     ◾

  8.1.1.2 Plan for the Research 

 Some of the key terminologies are as follows: 

     ◾ Primary data —data collected specifi cally for the research problem under investigation.  
    ◾ Secondary data —data previously collected for other purposes, but can be used for the prob-
lem at hand.  
    ◾ Qualitative r esearch —typically in volving fa ce-to-face in terviews w ith r espondents ( focus 
groups and long interviews).  
    ◾ Quantitative r esearch —systematic p rocedures de signed to o btain a nd a nalyze n umerical 
data. 

    − Observational research—watching people  
    − Survey research —questionnaire by mail, phone, or in person  
    − Experimental research —manipulating one variable and examining its impact on other 
variables  
    − Mathematical mod eling resear ch —typically i nvolving s econdary d ata, suc h a s sc anner 
data collected and stored in computer fi les from retail checkout counters      

  8.1.1.3 Performance of the Research 

 Th is process involves preparing for data collection as well as actually collecting data. Questionnaire 
preparation and actual data collection should be done carefully.  

  8.1.1.4 Processing of the Research Data 

 Qualitative research data consist of interview records that are content-analyzed for ideas or themes. 
Quantitative research data may be analyzed in a va riety of ways depending on the objectives of 
the research.  

  8.1.1.5 Preparation of the Research Report 

 Th e limitations of the research should be carefully noted. Test market areas may not be representa-
tive of the market in general, or sample size and design may be incorrectly formulated, partially 
because of budget constraints.   

  8.1.2 Target Marketing 
 A c ompany’s p roduct m ay not b e fo r u niversal u sage. For i nstance, t he m icromotor b y M MI 
may be used for mobile phone camera modules. Th e fi nal camera phone may be used by most 
people, but the direct customers of the motor are mobile phone module manufacturing companies 
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(business-to-business [B2B] relationship). Let us now consider market segmentation. Widely used 
criteria or dimensions for market segmentation include the items in the following sections  [2] . 

  8.1.2.1 Demographic 

 Th ese factors include age, gender, race, education, marital status, income, and so forth.  

  8.1.2.2 Psychographic 

 Attitude, interests, and opinions (AIO) comprise the psychographic d imensions. Th ese may be 
sociocultural, religious/spiritual, philosophical, ethical/moral, political, economic, technological/
scientifi c, and so on.  

  8.1.2.3 Usage Related 

 Th is category deals with how the product is actually used. 

     ◾ Quantity:  A l arge bottle of wine is a product for heavy drinkers, and a h alf-size lunch is a 
product for weight watchers. Quantity is an element to diff erentiate the marketing target.  
    ◾ Timing:  B runch i s a t ypical m enu o nly o n t he we ekend, a nd m ost c lothes a re s easonal 
products.  
    ◾ Application:  Th e specifi c purpose of usage is critical. MMI’s micromotor can be utilized for 
mobile phone applications, for which the product l ife seems to b e very short (a half year 
maximum) and the price must be incredibly low. However, the same motor can be utilized 
for medical catheter/endoscope applications, for which the product life seems to b e rather 
long, and luckily medical doctors and their patients do not hesitate to purchase expensive 
devices. Th e product life cycle means the period in which a product is favorably accepted in 
the market. For the mobile phone, this may be only half a year, due to the customer’s atti-
tude; that is, customers try to upgrade to cellular phones with better functions. Th e product 
life cycle is diff erent from the reliability lifetime of the device. Th e mobile phone may func-
tion well for more than 5 years, but this is not essential.   

 Most consumer products are planned, designed, and manufactured by targeting a special market 
(need-pull). H owever, a p roduct b y a h igh-tech en trepreneur i s a b it m ysterious. Th e product 
sometimes comes fi rst, and then applications a re found (seed-push). MMI originally developed 
the micromotor for mobile phone applications, taking into account two key factors: compact size 
(including its drive circuit) and low cost. However, new medical applications have been requested, 
which creates an unexpected marketing segment. 

 Th ere are at least three market domains for high-tech entrepreneurs to seek even though they 
are a B2B relationship: 

    1.  Information t echnology/robotics in dustries —mature i ndustries, re quiring m ass p roduction 
and low cost  

   2.  Biomedical engineering industries —rapid growth industries requiring high quality (price is 
not the primary factor)  

   3.  Ecological/energy industries —booming industries in the development stage, without fi xing 
the price or needs quantity. Only preliminary market research is available.     
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  8.1.3 Market Research Examples 
 Th e following sections have been extensively cited from my popular textbook  Micromechatronics  [3]  . 

  8.1.3.1 Secondary Data 

  8.1.3.1.1 Direct Citing from the Publication—Camera Module Market 

 Reiter’s Report on cellular phone trends was accessed f rom their Web site (Figure 8.1) [4]. Th e 
number of mobile phones in the world will reach 1 billion by 2010. It is amazing to fi nd that 87% 
of them will feature a compact camera. 

    8.1.3.1.2 Modifi ed from the Publication—Patent Search 

 A chart depicting the breakdown of 508 patent disclosures fi led in Japan from 1972 to 1984 with 
respect to technical content appears in Figure 8.2a. Another chart representing the breakdown for 
550 patents disclosed from 1988 to 1990 is shown in Figure 8.2b. Four major categories characterize 
the technical content: (1) materials development, (2) device design, (3) drive/control systems, and 
(4) applications. Specifi c areas within these major categories include new compositions, fabrication 
processes, multilayer actuators, bimorph structures, displacement magnifi cation mechanisms, drive 
methods, control methods, servo displacement transducers, and pulse driv e and ultrasonic motor 
applications. Note that device application concepts constitute most of the patents summariz ed in 
Figure 8.2a, while only about one-quarter of the patents classifi ed in Figure 8.2b are related to this 
area. Th is tendency is generally observed in the development of any device. Once the basic design 
is proposed, various prototype devices are fabricated and application patents are fi led. However, as 
the actual commercialization is promoted, the focus shifts to the optimization of designs, cheap and 
effi  cient manufacturing processes, and new drive/control methods. 

  Th e application patents fi led from 1972 to 1984 were primarily concerned with servo displace-
ment transducers (43%) and pulse drive motors (40%), while ultrasonic motor applications (5%) 
were of only marginal interest at that time. However, the proportions shift quite noticeably during 
the 1988 to 1990 time frame, when application patents generally decr eased to about 27%, but 

2005:
741 Million Handsets

50% are Camera Phones

2010:
1034 Million Handsets

87% are Camera Phones
1200

800

400

0
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Camera Phones
Non-Camera Phones

 Figure 8.1         Worldwide mobile phone and camera phone shipments. (From Reiter’s 2006 Camera 
Phone Report, http://www.cameraphonereport.com. With permission.)   
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more than one-third of that group was dedicated to ultrasonic motor applications (11%), while the 
servo displacement and pulse motor applications constituted the rest in equal portions (8%). 

 Th e fi rst stage in the development of piezoelectric actuators in the 1980s focused primarily on 
the inexpensive mass production of devices such as computer hardware, imaging devices, and sen-
sors, and was pursued largely by electronic manufacturing companies. Some examples are the dot-
matrix printers produced by NEC, the swing CCD image devices produced by Toshiba, the VCR 
tracking heads produced by Sony and Matsushita Electric, and the piezoelectric relays produced 
by OMRON. In the second stage of development in the 1990s, chemical companies, includ-
ing organic/petrochemical industries such as TOTO Corporation, Tokin, Hitachi Metal, Murata 
Manufacturing Co., Ube Industry, Tosoh, NTK, Sumitomo Special Metal, Toshiba Ceramics, 
Taiheiyo Cement, Mitsui Chemical, and NGK, became involved. Th eir aim was to extend their 
domain b y p roducing sp ecialized c eramic p owders i n c ollaborative v entures w ith o ptical a nd 
mechanical industries. In these industries, where precision cutting a nd polishing machines a re 
used extensively, the quality and reliability of the actuator are more important than low cost, and 
investment in high-quality materials is essential. 

 You may understand how the patent disclosure can be analyzed. Th ough the data created in Figure 8.2 
are secondary, you can use your knowledge to create a fi nal result equivalent to the primary data.   

  8.1.3.2 Primary Data 

  8.1.3.2.1 Private Interview—Piezoelectric Actuator Market 

 I met or called the corporate executives of individual companies, and collected the following sales fore-
cast. Th e major markets for ceramic actuators in Japan are summarized in Table 8.1. Mr. Sekimoto, 
former president of NEC, made a prediction for the piezoelectric actuator market in his New Year’s 
speech in 1987, stating that the market for the devices would reach $10 billion in the near future. 
An overview of recent activity in the Japanese market related to ceramic actuators is briefl y presented 
here to provide some perspective on the growth that has occurred lately in this area. 
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 Figure 8.2         Breakdown of patent disclosures fi led in Japan between 1972 and 1990 with respect 
to technical content: (a) 1972 to 1984 (508 patents) and (b) 1988 to 1990 (550 patents).   
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 Table 8.1 Major Markets for Piezoelectric Actuators in Japan (1994) and the 
United States (1996)

Market Production (pieces/year)

Ink-jet printers (Epson) 5 × 105

Dot-matrix printers (NEC) 3 × 105

Camera shutters (Minolta) 1 × 105

Camera autofocus systems (Canon) 3 × 104

Parts feeders (Sanki) 1 × 104

Piezoelectric transformers (NEC, Tokin, Mitsui Chemical) 5 × 105

 Regarding the production of piezo-actuator elements in Japan: NEC-Tokin and other compa-
nies are producing multilayer actuators at a rate of roughly 2 million pieces per year. Th ey are sold at 
an average rate of $50 per piece, bringing the total market value to about $100 million. Predictions 
for the next 5 years indicate that the production rate will increase by a factor of 10 while production 
costs will decrease by a quarter, leading to a total market growth of up to $250 million. 

 If multilayer actuators are incorporated into the design of certain electronic devices, the antici-
pated market growth for these products could increase by a factor of 10. For example, the original 
dot-matrix printer produced by NEC cost on av erage about $3000, while the later design incor-
porating multilayer actuators cost only about $100. NEC pr oduced about 100,000 dot- matrix 
 printers in 1986, making them the leader with total sales of $300 million. E pson has star ted to 
produce piezoelectric ink-jet printers (unit price about $300) at a rate of 1 million units per y ear, 
bringing total sales for this product to about $5 billion.  

 To sum up the estimated annual sales fr om these pr ospective markets alone, appr oximately 
$500 million is from the sale of individual ceramic actuator elements, about $300 million is fr om 
camera-related applications, and roughly $150 million is related to the sale of ultrasonic motors; a 
total of nearly $1 billion market volume is anticipated. Mr. Sekimoto’s prediction of ceramic actua-
tor sales amounting to nearly $10 billion in the near future may in fact be realized! At the very least, 
the current trends suggest a bright fi nancial future for the ceramic actuator industry.     

  8.2 Portfolio Model 
 Portfolio models are useful tools for corporate managers to develop eff ective marketing plans. 

  8.2.1 Portfolio Theory 
 Boston Consulting Group (BCG) developed the portfolio theory based on the concept of experience 
curves. Experience curves are similar to learning curves. Th e number of labor hours it takes to produce 
one unit of a particular product decreases in a predictable manner as the number of units produced 
increases. Using this experience curve concept, profi t impact of marketing strategies was studied. Th e 
fi rm’s return on investment (ROI) and cash fl ow are infl uenced by the following seven variables: 

    1. Competitive position  
   2. Industry/market environment  
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   3. Budget allocation  
   4. Capital structure  
   5. Production processes  
   6. Company characteristics  
   7. “Change action” factors   

 Th e experience curve includes all costs associated with a product and implies that the per-unit costs 
of a product should fall, due to cumulative experience, as production volume increases. In a g iven 
industry, therefore, the producer with the largest volume and corresponding market share should 
have the lowest marginal cost. Th is leader in market share should be able to under-price competitors, 
discourage entry into the market by potential competitors, and, as a re sult, achieve an acceptable 
ROI. Th e linkage of experience to cost to price to market share to ROI is exhibited in Figure 8.3. 

    8.2.2 Boston Consulting Group Model 
 Th e Boston Consulting Group (BCG) portfolio model is based on the assumption that profi tability 
and cash fl ow will be closely related to sales volume. Th us, strategic business units (SBUs) are clas-
sifi ed according to their relative market share and the growth rate of the market that the SBU (such 
as each product l ine) is in. Th e BCG model is presented in Figure 8.4. Using these dimensions, 
products are either classifi ed as stars, cash cows, dogs, or question marks, defi ned as follows: 

      ◾ Stars  are SBUs with a h igh share of a h igh-growth market. Because high-growth markets 
attract competition, such SBUs are usually cash users because they are growing and because 
the fi rm needs to protect their market share position.  
    ◾ Cash cows  are often market leaders, but the market they are in is not growing rapidly. Because 
these SBUs have a high share of a low-growth market, they are cash generators for the fi rm.  

 Figure 8.3         The Boston Consulting Group portfolio model: Cost and ROI as a function of market 
share.   

Profit Curve Based
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I

 Figure 8.4         The Boston Consulting Group portfolio model: Classifi cation of a strategic business 
unit.   
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    ◾ Dogs  are SBUs that have a low share of a low-growth market. If the SBU has a very loyal group 
of customers, it may be a source of profi ts and cash. Usually, dogs are not large sources of cash.  
    ◾ Question marks  are SBUs with a low share of a high-growth market. Th ey have great poten-
tial but require many resources if the fi rm is to successfully build market share.   

 A large fi rm with multiple SBUs will usually have a portfolio that includes some of each of the 
above four categories. Using this analysis, management must determine what role each SBU should 
assume, such as whether to expand or diminish each product line. 

 Regarding a start-up high-tech entrepreneur, we usually start from only one SBU (one product, 
such as the piezo-motor in the MMI example). Th ough the market growth rate is most likely very 
high, we will just start production; that is, the relative market share is almost zero. Most high-tech 
ventures start from a question mark. A typical product life cycle follows the path below: 

    1.  Build share.  Th e fi rst objective should be to build market share, forfeiting immediate earn-
ings. Th is is appropriate for promising question marks whose share has to grow if they are 
ever to become a star.  

   2 . Hold share . Once your fi rm creates a star, seek to preserve the SBU’s market share. With time 
the market growth rate saturates and the manufacturing cost decreases. It is expected that 
the star will transform smoothly into cash cow.  

   3.  Harvest . Th is is expected for the strong cash cow to en sure that it can continue to y ield a 
large cash fl ow. Harvest may allow market share to decline in order to maximize earnings 
and cash fl ow, after spending some time in the product life cycle. Now it is time to create a 
new question mark in your fi rm.  

   4.  Divest . Sooner or later, the cash cow transforms into a dog w ith a d iminishing market, or 
with reducing cash generation. It is time to sell or divest this SBU because better investment 
opportunities exist elsewhere.   

 You hav e no w learned the pr oduct life cy cle, which pr oceeds in a counter-clockwise dir ection as  
shown in Figure 8.4, starting from the question mark, turning into a star, cash cow, and fi nally a dog.   

  8.3 Marketing Mix Four Ps 
 Th e marketing mix is the set of controllable variables that must be managed to satisfy the target 
market a nd achieve organizational objectives. Th ese controllable va riables a re u sually c lassifi ed 
according to fo ur major decision a reas—four Ps: product, price, place (or channels of d istribu-
tion), and promotion  [2] . 

  8.3.1 Product 

  8.3.1.1 Product Differentiation 

 Product diff erentiation is the most essential factor to marketing promoters. You must diff erentiate 
your product from your competitors’ products in the following ways: 

     ◾ Quality:  Th e functionality of a product from a high-tech entrepreneur is usually higher than 
the existing products. However, the product also requires reliability and lifetime.  
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    ◾ Quantity:  Is your start-up fi rm capable of mass production? If you have a mass-production 
facility, excellent! If not, do you have a mass-production partner (for example, Cheng Kung 
Corporation for MMI)? Th is c apability i s sometimes required to en ter certain industries, 
such as mobile phone cameras.  
    ◾ Intellectual property protection:  Is your product protected through patents (or other intellec-
tual property laws) from imitation manufacturing by other companies?    

  8.3.1.2 Product Life Cycle 

 Every product has a l ife cycle. As shown in Figure 8.5, the product l ife cycle is segmented into 
introduction, growth, maturity, saturation, decline, and fi nally abandonment. 

      1. Introduction . Th is s tage i s c haracterized by re search a nd de velopment ( R&D). Sa les a nd 
profi t are usually very low, although costs may be substantial. Th is stage also corresponds to 
question marks in BCG’s portfolio model.  

    2. Growth . Th is stage is characterized by increased sales and initial profi ts, and corresponds to 
stars. Heavy promotional costs are often incurred, which hinder gross profi t.  

    3. Maturity . Th is stage is characterized by the peak and attempted maintenance of sales levels. It 
is possible to increase sales, but the marginal cost for unit sales increase is quite substantial.  

    4. Saturation . Th e maximum profi t is usually obtained sometime after the maximum produc-
tion quantity (saturation) occurs. Notice the cash cow period in Figure 8.5.  

    5. Decline . Th is stage is characterized by perceived futility in an attempt to maintain market 
share. Typically, this is accompanied by cost cutting. Th is stage corresponds to dogs.  

    6. Abandonment . A t t his s tage t he p roduct’s p erformance no longer merits i nclusion i n t he 
fi rm’s product line.     

  8.3.2 Price 
 Price is what the customer pays for the product. Four pricing schemes are introduced here: cost-
plus, fair/parity, skimming, and penetration pricing. 

 Figure 8.5         Product life cycle.   
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  8.3.2.1 Cost-Plus Pricing 

 Th e product should not be sold for less than the manufacturing cost. Th e concept of cost-plus pric-
ing involves setting a price that factors into a given profi t margin (e.g., cost plus 25% profi t). Th is  
approach may indicate a preoccupation with investment return, and can be particularly unfortu-
nate in the absence of a proper customer-focused orientation. Chapter 6, Section 6.1 introduced 
the detailed process of how to generate this cost-plus price.  

  8.3.2.2 Fair/Parity Pricing 

 Fair pricing is set based on customer-oriented market research. On the other hand, parity pricing 
involves setting a price that roughly matches that of competing brands within the product class. 
Th is approach may suggest that the marketer is not attuned to the importance of diff erentiation.  

  8.3.2.3 Skimming Price 

 Th is option involves charging a h igh price relative to other brands within the product class. Th is  
can be an eff ective approach to collect back the initial development investment, if it succeeds. Th e 
success depends on the high product quality and diff erentiated performance. High-tech fi rms, such 
as Sony and IBM, usually use this scheme. Because of a strong brand image (e.g., extremely high 
quality), Sony’s products sell well even when the price is 20% higher than other brand products.  

  8.3.2.4 Penetration Price 

 Th is scheme involves charging a l ow price on the assumption of selling the brand in enormous 
quantities. If the fi rm has confi dence in immediate share expansion of market, the volume creates 
profi t to the fi rm. 

 Most high-tech entrepreneurs will accept a compromise between the skimming price and cost-
plus price.   

  8.3.3 Place 
 Place, in this context, means the product’s channels of distribution or how it is conveyed from 
the producer to the end user. Its functions include manufacturing, transportation, warehousing, 
wholesaling, a nd r etailing. Th e more t he i ntermediate f unctions o r c hannels a re i nvolved, t he 
higher the percentage of selling price it can command. 

 If an organization controls all the channels of distribution for its product, it is  vertically 
 integrated . I f t he manufacturer a cquires a c ompany to a ccess t he r aw materials, i t i s  backward 
integrated . To the contrary, if the wholesaler acquires a retailer to expand distribution, it is called 
 forward integrated . 

 Th ere are three distribution options: 

    1.  Intensive —aims for maximum exposure; the product is sold through any responsible whole-
saler or retailer who will stock it.  

   2.  Elective —aims for moderate exposure; the product is sold through “better” retailers.  
   3.  Selective —aims for limited exposure; the product is sold by a single dealer within each trad-

ing region.   
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  MMI Sales Division (Retailer) Example 

    • FEM computer software.  MMI is an exclusive worldwide distributor of a European provider. 
The exclusivity is good for MMI, since it forbids any other competitors from selling this 
product. However, usually this condition is accompanied by a certain norm for the selling 
quantity. MMI has three subdistributors to cover Japan, Korea, and Taiwan.  
   • Multilayer piezo-actuator.  MMI is a nonexclusive distributor of a Japanese manufacturer in 
the North American territory. There is no selling quantity norm, but MMI has a competitive 
distributor in the West Coast area.     

  8.3.4 Promotion 
 Promotion involves communication of the product attributes and the corporate image in the most 
favorable light possible to intermediary sellers (i.e., trade advertising and trade promotion) and to 
end users (i.e., consumer advertising and consumer promotion). 

  8.3.4.1 Advertising Effectiveness 

 Advertising media selection is no easy task. Major advertising media include the following: 

   Newspaper   ◾
  Radio   ◾
   ◾ Outdoor (billboards)  
  Television   ◾
  Magazines   ◾
  Direct mail   ◾
  Internet    ◾

 Th e eff ectiveness of advertising media is measured by cost-per-thousand, or CPM. How much 
does it cost to reach 1000 people or households with a single exposure? Th e formula is as follows: 

    CPM =
Media cost

Audience measured in thousands
 (8 .1)

    Refer to Example Problem 8.1 to learn how to calculate CPM.  

  8.3.4.2 Promotion Mix 

 Promotion mix relevant to a start-up high-tech fi rm includes collateral material, public relations, 
direct mail, trade shows, trade journal advertising, and personal selling. 

    1. Collateral material (essential) 
    a. Tools—Sales literature, brochures, data sheets of the company and products  
   b. Distribution—direct mail, trade shows, sales presentation  
   c. Cost estimation—$27,500 for 5000 pieces for MMI    
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   2. Public relations (highly recommended) 
    a. News release of new products in newspapers or academic journals  
   b. Uncertainty of the publication (editor’s choice)  
   c. Cost: $500 (a basically free publication!)    
   3. Direct mail (recommended) 
    a. Purchasing a mailing list ($5000)  
   b. Mailing fee estimation: 1500 at $5 ($7500)    
   4. Trade show (upon budget allowance) 
    a. Booth, travel, and incidental costs  
   b. Cost: $100,000 per event  
   c. Budget analysis suggests a small event ($25,000 per event)    
   5. Journal advertising (upon budget allowance) 
    a. A series of ads  
   b. Cost diff ers depending on the circulation (refer to Example Problem 8.1)    
   6. Personal selling (essential, but gradual) 
    a. Telemarketing—inbound/inside sales (calls that potential customers make) 
    i. Hiring a technical salesperson is required  
   ii. Salary and benefi ts: $50,000 in College Park for MMI    
   b. Field sales—outside sales (selling at the customer’s site) 
    i. Hiring outside salespersons is required (multiple geographically)  
   ii. Salary and benefi ts: $80,000 per person       

 A Web site is among the collateral materials, but this promotion is much more eff ective, including 
functions of public relations, direct mail, trade show, and so forth. Prepare your company’s Web 
site with the highest priority! 

  Example Problem 8.1 

 Referring to the data in Table 8.2, calculate the CPM for each trade publication. Then decide 
which journal is most effective from the CPM’s viewpoint for MMI’s advertisement. 

   Solution 

 CPMs (cost per 1000 circulation) are calculated as $116, $56, $203, and $48 for  Electrical 
Manufacturing,   Electronic Component News,   Electronic Manufacturing News , and  Design News , 
respectively. Cheaper two trade publications,  Electronic Component News  and  Design News , are 
recommended for advertisement purposes. One-time advertisement costs roughly $7000.     

 Table 8.2 Trade Publications

Trade Publication Editorial
Cost per Color 

Insertion (1 page)
Circulation 
(volumes)

Electrical 
Manufacturing

For purchasers and users of power 
supplies, transformers, and other 
electrical products

$4100 35,000

Electronic 
Component News

For electronics original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs); products 
addressed include workstations, 
power sources, chips, etc.

$6400 110,000

(Continued)
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Trade Publication Editorial
Cost per Color 

Insertion (1 page)
Circulation 
(volumes)

Electronic 
Manufacturing 
News

For OEMs in the industry of providing 
manufacturing and contracting for 
components, circuits, and systems

$5100 25,000

Design News For design OEMs covering 
components, systems, and materials

$8100 170,000

  Chapter Summary 
 8.1  Marketing research is the process by which information about the environment is generated, 

analyzed, and interpreted for use as an aid to marketing decision making. 
 8.2  Five Ps of marketing research: purpose of the research, plan of the research, performance of 

the research, processing of research data, and preparation of the research report. 
 8.3 Boston Consulting Group portfolio model: 

Relative Market Share

Market
Growth

Rate

High Low

High Stars Question Marks

Low Cash Cows Dogs

 8.4 Marketing mix four Ps: product, price, place (or channels of distribution), and promotion. 
 8.5  Product life cycle: introduction, growth, maturity, saturation, decline, and fi nally abandon-

ment, which correspond to the shifting trend from question marks, to stars, then cash cows, 
and fi nally dogs in the portfolio model. 

 8.6 Four pricing schemes: cost-plus, fair/parity, skimming, and penetration pricing. 
 8.7  Promotion m ix re levant to a s tart-up h igh-tech fi rm: c ollateral m aterial, p ublic re lations, 

direct mail, trade shows, trade journal advertising, and personal selling. A Web site is one of 
the most effi  cient promotion techniques. 

 8.8 Th e eff ectiveness of advertisement media is measured by cost-per-thousand (CPM): 

     
CPM =

Media cost
Audience measured in thousands

      Practical Exercise Problems 
  P8.1 Market Research 
 What application do you have in mind for your invented device? Research this application market 
growth f rom publications suc h a s j ournal a rticles, n ewspapers, websi tes, a nd c ompany a nnual 
reports, including practical revenue amount (secondary data collection). Estimate the market size 

Table 8.2 Trade Publications (Continued)
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for the future 3 years from the previous 3 years’ data. Assuming that your start-up fi rm will take 
3% of the total market, how much revenue will your fi rm receive in the next 3 years?  

  P8.2 Cost per Thousand 
 What j ournals o r t rade publications do yo u u sually re ad, a nd w hat t rade publications do yo u 
think are most relevant to your product advertisement? List a minimum of fi ve journals or trade 
 publications, a nd re search t he c ost fo r a h alf-page a dvertisement a nd t he ci rculation quantity. 
Th en, calculate the CPMs for these fi ve publications, and choose the two most suitable journals 
for your product promotion.   
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  Chapter 9

 Intellectual Properties—
How to Protect the 
Company’s Technology              

 As a high-tech entrepreneur, you may already have a patent or two, or at least may know roughly 
what a patent is. You will learn more information on intellectual property (IP) in this chapter. IP 
is essential to a s tart-up company in order to protect their technological privileges, even against 
big competitive fi rms. For what can we apply for a patent? What if we face a patent infringement 
lawsuit? 

  9.1 Intellectual Properties 
 What is IP? Wikipedia describes it as follows  [1] : 

  IP i s a l egal fi eld t hat re fers to cre ations of t he m ind such a s musical, l iterary, a nd a rtistic 
works; inventions; and symbols, names, images, and designs used in commerce, including copy-
rights, trademarks, patents, and related rights. Under intellectual property law, the holder of one 
of these abstract “properties” has certain exclusive rights to the creative work, commercial symbol, 
or invention which it covers.  

 Th e related rights include  utility models, industrial design rights , and  trade secrets   . Th e utility 
model is a lower-level right than the patent, applied to a simpler invention. Th is right is popular in 
Japan, but not in the United States. Th e industrial design right is related to a product design. Th e 
trademark logo of Micro Motor Inc. (MMI), designed by Barb Shay (Figure 9.1, left side), started 
as a t rademark (™, center) a fter fi ling it. After being registered completely, it was changed to a 
registered trademark (®, Figure 9.1, right side). During the trademark registration process, MMI 
received notice that the original logo (on the left) may bear similarity to another company’s logo 
(Michigan Molecular Institute, or Mid-Manhattan Institute). Th us, Barb put the full company 
name in small letters below the original logo. 
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  Note that computer algorithms are patents, but most products of computer software are 
copyrights. 

 A trade secret is a fo rmula, practice, process, design, instrument, pattern, or compilation of 
information t hat i s not g enerally k nown o r re asonably a scertainable, by w hich a b usiness c an 
obtain an economic advantage over competitors or customers. In some jurisdictions, such secrets 
are referred to as  confi dential information  or   classifi ed information . Trade s ecret p rotection c an 
extend indefi nitely and as such may off er an advantage over patent protection, which lasts only 
for a sp ecifi cally limited period of time, for example, 20 years in the United States. Coca Cola, 
the most famous trade secret example, has no patent for its formula and has been very eff ective in 
protecting it for many more years than a patent would have. In fact, Coca Cola refused to reveal 
its trade secret under at least two judges’ orders [2].    

 Table 9.1 summarizes comparisons among various IP r ights. In particular, four IP r ights— 
patent, u tility m odel, i ndustrial de sign r ight, a nd t rademark—are c alled  industrial pr operties . 
Th ese IP rights have termination periods of 20, 6, 15, and 10 years, respectively.   

 Figure 9.1         The original logo design (left), trademark (™), and registered trademark (®) of Micro 
Motor Inc.   

μμm i
Micro Motor,
Inc.

TM μm i
Micro Motor,
Inc.

μm i

Table 9.1 Comparison among Various Intellectual Properties

Patent
Utility 
Model

Industrial 
Design Right Trademark Copyright Trade Secret

Objective Invention Low-level 
invention

Product 
design

Product 
trademark

Production 
(software, 
book, etc.)

Know-how, etc.

Protection 
items

Novelty Novelty Novelty No 
confusion

Creation Confi dentiality

Register Register Creativity Register

Register

Protection 
period

20 years 6 years 15 years 10 years+ 50 years 
after death

No limit

Disclosure 5 5 5 after 3 
years

Publication Publication X

Protecting 
content

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
usage

Exclusive 
copyright

Confi dentiality
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  9.2 Why Is Intellectual Property Important? 
  9.2.1 When Your Company Manufactures the Patented Product 
 Th e development of a n ew product generally t akes a l ong t ime and i s expensive. On the other 
hand, chasing and imitating a product is rather easy. Th e patent is a kind of protection from other 
companies i mitating o r s tealing t he te chnology de veloped b y yo ur fi rm’s i nvested m oney a nd 
manpower. Your fi rm can initiate a lawsuit to prevent the production of an imitation product by 
another company.  

  9.2.2  When Your Company Does Not Manufacture 
the Patented Product 

 Your fi rm can obtain profi t or at least expended development cost by transferring or licensing the 
IP to other companies via  patent royalty . Th ere are two types of patent royalty in licensing: exclu-
sive and nonexclusive licenses.  

  9.2.3 Trade Secrets 
 One of the most important things for the high-tech entrepreneur to keep in mind is trade secret 
maintenance a nd p rotection, w hich i s re lated to t he ter mination o f em ployees a nd o ther j ob 
changes. Unlike Japanese employees, American engineers tend to change jobs every several years, 
resulting in the inevitable transfer of trade secrets, even among competitive fi rms. Accordingly, we 
sometimes face a s erious confl ict with the company at which our former employee found a new 
position. Typical general confl icts include the following:  

  Market research data, research and development (R&D), and marketing strategies   ◾

  Similar product lines in the new company   ◾

  Know-how in the product-manufacturing processes   ◾

  Research proposal ideas   ◾

  Customer list    ◾

 In order to p revent these sorts of problems, the fi rm needs to l egally regulate d isloyal behavior 
through the use of an Employment Agreement. Th e following is an example of an Employment 
Agreement for employee researchers, for your reference. 

  MMI Example 

 Part of the Employment Agreement: 
  Confi dential Information . Employee recognizes that Employer’s business and continued suc-

cess depend upon the use and protection of confi dential and proprietary business information to 
which Employee has access (the “Confi dential Information”). 

 Confi dential Information includes Employer and its current or future subsidiaries and 
 affi liates, without limitation, and whether or not specifi cally designated as confi dential or pro-
prietary: inventions; all business plans and marketing strategies; information concerning exist-
ing and prospective markets and customers; fi nancial information; information concerning the 
development of new products and services; and technical and nontechnical data related to 
designs,  specifi cations, compilations, inventions, improvements, methods, processes, materials, 
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procedures and techniques; provided, however, that the phrase does not include information that 
(a) was  lawfully in Employee’s possession prior to disclosure of such information by Employer; 
(b) was, or at any time becomes, available in the public domain other than through a violation 
of this Agreement; (c) is documented by Employee as having been developed by Employee out-
side the scope of Employee’s employment and independently; or (d) is furnished to Employee 
by a third party not under an obligation of confi dentiality to Employer. Confi dential Information 
includes trade secret information. Employee agrees that during Employee’s employment and after 
termination of employment irrespective of cause, Employee will use Confi dential Information 
only for the benefi t of Employer and will not directly or indirectly use or divulge, or permit others 
to use or divulge, any Confi dential Information for any reason, except as authorized by Employer. 
Employee’s obligation under this Agreement is in addition to any obligations Employee has under 
state or federal law. Employee agrees to deliver to Employer immediately upon termination of 
Employee’s employment, or at any time Employer so requests, all tangible items containing any 
Confi dential Information (including, without limitation, all memoranda, photographs, records, 
reports, manuals, drawings, blueprints, prototypes, notes taken by or provided to Employee, and 
any other documents or items of a confi dential nature belonging to Employer), together with all 
copies of such material in Employee’s possession or control. Employee agrees that in the course 
of Employee’s employment with Employer, Employee will not violate in any way the rights that 
any entity has with regard to trade secrets or proprietary or confi dential information. Employee’s 
obligations under this Section are indefi nite in term and shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement. 

 Th e wording “after termination of employment,” in addition to “during employment,” is essential 
to trade secret protection.    

  9.3 Patent Preparation 
 You may have a patent or two already, or will have one soon, typically obtained during your MS or 
PhD thesis period. How did you come up with this invention? Accidentally, during an experiment, 
or expectedly, associated with your detailed plan? 

  9.3.1 Patent Idea Search 

  9.3.1.1 Serendipity 

 Th e development of Ivory soap by Procter & Gamble is a good example of serendipity, as already 
introduced in Chapter 2 [3].    

 William P rocter a nd J ames G amble s tarted t heir c andle m anufacturing c ompany i n t he 
 middle of the nineteenth century (see Figure 9.2). However, after the invention of the light bulb 
by Th omas Edison, candle sales decreased dramatically, and they needed to change their business 
strategy. An employee in the Cincinnati factory forgot to turn off  his machine when he went to 
lunch. When he returned, he found a frothing mass of lather fi lled with air bubbles. He almost 
threw the stuff  away, but instead decided to make it into fl oating soap, with lots of bubbles. Why 
was the fl oating soap such a hot item at that time? Because workers used soap in rivers or ponds 
during that period, and they occasionally lost soap that did not fl oat.  

 Th is is an example of patent creation: a novel idea with a new function or principle and/or a 
new structure or confi guration, completely diff erent from the existing products. However, it is also 
a mistake that actually worked. I do not recommend that you rely on this sort of lucky mistake too 
often. We will consider more reliable R&D approaches.  
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  9.3.1.2 Systematic Approach 

 Another approach is to modify the structure or confi guration to escape from the existing patent, 
in order to c hange the function or performance. Note that the patent content may not need to 
include the performance improvement or manufacturing cost reduction. Th e key is to escape from 
the existing patents. 

 Th e lead zir conate titanate (PZT ) ceramic tube motor was intr oduced in the late 1990s [4].   
Its structure is illustrated in F igure 9.3a. However, there are two serious pr oblems in this design 
for actual commercialization: the PZT tube is expensiv e (more than 40 cents per piece, which is 
already beyond the targeted motor cost for cellular phone applications), and it is fragile under high 
compressive stress application for high tor que or under a mechanical shock (dr op test). Th us, the 
manufacturer decided to couple simple PZT rectangular plates with an elastically tough metal tube, 
as shown in F igure 9.3b [5].   Because the PZT plate costs only 2 cents per piece, and the metal 
tube is less expensive, the total raw material cost was decreased to only 6 cents. Because of this new 
structure, they could fi le a patent, though the motor performance (torque and power) was slightly 
degraded in comparison with the characteristics of the original PZT tube motor.  

 Now, three diff erent patents are introduced, which are combinations of the metal tube motors 
with sl iders a nd/or scre w mechanisms. Figure 9.4 shows t hree d iff erent de signs o f z oom/focus 
mechanisms fo r c ellular phone c amera applications, u sing our metal t ube m icromotors a s ke y 
actuators, de veloped by (a) DEF, Korea, ( b) GHJ, United States, a nd (c) K LM, Taiwan. DEF 
uses the center of the metal tube coupled with an external screw, while GHJ uses the two end 
parts of the metal tube coupled with an internal screw. KLM uses the metal tube in a horizontal 
way coupled with a linear slider, so that its low profi le is a signifi cant benefi t. Th ese three designs 
are  extended patents , which require that a royalty be paid to the basic patent holder once produc-
tion begins. Another tactic is setting a cros s-license with the original patent holder (MMI); this 
 circumvents the royalty, but releases manufacturing rights for the zoom mechanism to MMI.   

 Figure 9.2         Development of Ivory soap by Proctor & Gamble, 1879. (From http://www.ideafi nder
.com/history/inventions/ivory.htm. With permission.)   

James Gamble and William Procter

Candle Ivory soap
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  9.3.1.3 Patentability 

 Not all patent applications will be accepted. I will intr oduce an example of possible patent denial 
here. A blood clot remover that uses the smallest metal tube motor seems to be a good application 
patent, as schematically illustrated in F igure 9.5. Th e major problems with this fi ling are summa-
rized in the next two paragraphs.     

  Application possibilities were addressed in a pr evious published paper. Th at paper has been pub-
lished on the PZT tube motor, in which a possible intravascular application with the PZT tube 
motor was reported. Figure 9.6 shows evidence of this, which was exhibited by the patent evalua-
tor. Th ough a metal tube motor is used in practice in a proposed patent, the intravascular applica-
tion seems to be obvious, according to the patent evaluator.     

  A mere guess should not be in cluded in a publ ication. We fi nd occasionally in journal papers 
authored by graduate students a sort of “future” application, i.e., “We plan to use this for such-
and-such applications.” Th is is a dangerous situation from the patent application viewpoint. After 
disclosing t his i nteresting idea, i f you do n ot fi le t he application patent w ith practical de signs 
within a certain time allowance, you may lose the application patent. 

 Figure 9.3         Progression from (a) the PZT ceramic tube motor to (b) the metal tube motor  [4,5].    

(a) (b)
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 Figure 9.4         Zoom/focus mechanisms for cellular phone cameras using metal tube micromotors: 
(a) DEF, Korea, (b) GHJ, United States, and (c) KLM, Taiwan.   
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 Figure 9.5         Basic design of the blood clot remover.   

 Figure 9.6         A paper published on the PZT tube motor, in which they reported a possible intra-
vascular application with the PZT tube motor. (From Dong, S., S. P. Lim, K. H. Lee, J. Zhang, 
L. C. Lim, and K. Uchino.  IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control  
50(4):361–367. With permission.)   
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 If we defend this patent, there are two possibilities:  

   1. Use o f a d iff erent v ibration m ode, suc h a s a sh ear m ode r ather t han t he s ame b end-
ing mode  

   2. Claims on a drill design, etc., excluding a general intravascular application   

 We may apply for an industrial model rather than a patent in Japan.     

  9.3.2 Patent Format 
 A patent consists of the following:  

  Abstract   ◾

  Background of the invention   ◾

  Summary of the invention   ◾

  Brief description of the drawings (with drawing sheets)   ◾
  Description o f t he   ◾ preferred e mbodiment(s)  (detailed de scription, i ncluding t he p rinciple, 
experimental results, and the claims)   

 Figure 9.7 shows an example of a patent for a piezoelectric motor. Th e cover page with an abstract 
is shown in Figure 9.7a, and the fi nal page with claims is shown in Figure 9.7b. Claim 1 expresses 
the widest coverage of the motor design contents, and with increasing claim number the coverage 
becomes more specifi c. After claim 11, the drive method is covered. Multiple ideas, such as motor 
design and its drive method, can be covered by one patent.  

  Th e claims are as follows:  

   1. A rotary ultrasonic piezoelectric motor comprising the following:  
   a. Stator having a piezo-ceramic disc polarized in the radial direction  
   b. Power source  
   c. Rotor operatively connected to said stator    
   2. Th e rotary motor as set forth in claim 1 further comprising a metal ring having a plurality 

of teeth disposed on said ceramic disc  
   3. Th e motor a s s et forth in c laim 1 w herein said bottom e lectrode i s d ivided into a n even 

number of segments  
   4. Th e rotary motor as set forth in claim 1 wherein said stator and said rotor are each supported 

on a shaft extending through a centrally located aperture in said rotor and a centrally located 
aperture in said stator  

   5. Other portions have been omitted.   

 Th is patent can cover three motor designs: Claims 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3. If another per-
son fi les a patent with a combination 1 and “said bottom electrode is divided into an odd number 
of segments,” it is out of this patent coverage. Th is patent cannot cover all rotary motors with a 
piezo-ceramic disc polarized in the radial direction.                    
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 Figure 9.7         A patent example on a piezoelectric motor. (a) Cover page; and (b) last page 
(includes the patent claims).   

(a)
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  9.4 Patent Infringement (Lawsuits) 
 Patent infringement is the act of utilizing a patented invention without the permission or license 
of the patent proprietor. Th e scope of patented invention is defi ned in the claim section of each 
granted patent of each country. Th e patent is examined under the concerned law and granted by 

 Figure 9.7         (Continued)   

(b)
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each country separately, and is enforceable only within the countries where the patent is granted. 
In general, patents are not worldwide permission or protection. 

 Since the 1840s, the expr ession “patent pirate” has been used as a pejorativ e term to describe 
those who infringe on a patent and r efuse to acknowledge the propriety of the inv entor. Samuel 
F. B. Morse, inventor of the telegraph, for example, complained in a letter to a friend in 1848  [6] : 

  I have been so constantly under the necessity of watching the movements of the most 
unprincipled set of pirates I have ever known, that all my time has been occupied in 
defense, in putting evidence into something like legal shape that I am the inventor of 
the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph! Would you have believed 10 years ago that a question 
could be raised on that subject?  

 Th ose who accuse others of being patent pirates say that they take advantage of the high cost of 
enforcing a paten t to w illfully i nfringe va lid patents w ith i mpunity, k nowing t hat t he average 
small inventor does not have the fi nancial resources required to enforce their patent rights. In the 
United States, for example, an inventor must budget $1 million or more in order to initiate pat-
ent litigation. Patent pirates a lso take advantage of countries where patent rights are diffi  cult to 
enforce and willfully infringe in those countries. Th e U.S. government identifi ed some countries 
explicitly with this patent-pirate conspiracy, such as China and Th ai land. 

 Ironically, the term “pirate” has also been used to describe patent owners that vigorously enforce 
their patents, also known as “patent trolls.” Th us, whether one deliberately infringes a patent or 
vigorously enforces a patent, he may be referred to as a pirate by those that feel he is overstepping 
his bounds. Finding an interesting patent in a foreign country, and submitting a similar patent in 
the United States seems to be against business ethics, but we should be aware that many of these 
incidents occur merely to collect the royalty (patent mafi a). 

  9.4.1 Patent Infringement Example Problem 
 Shinsei Industry in Japan developed and commercialized the world’s fi rst surface wave-type ultra-
sonic motor (USM). Its original patent was applied in Japan in 1981, and then expanded to t he 
United States. It has been selling the motors worldwide (including the United States) for several 
years. On the other hand, XYZ Company in the United States developed a slightly modifi ed USM 
and applied for its patent in 1994 only in the United States. 

 XYZ started to sell its motor products to NASA in the United States. Does this constitute a 
patent infringement against Shinsei? After reading the following background information on the 
related patents, provide your comments on this issue.  

  9.4.2 Background of the Related Patents 
 Figure 9.8 summarizes patent designs related to the piezoelectric USMs: (a) a basic patent design of 
the USM created by Shinsei Industry, which covers any traveling wave-type motors; (b) one exam-
ple design by Shinsei, which is commercialized in practice; and (c) a modifi ed design by XYZ.  

 Shinsei’s patent ( Japan and worldwide) was submitted in 1981, which co vers any trav eling 
wave-type motors in patent claim 1: a practical example design is sho wn in F igure 9.8b. XYZ’s 
patent (United States) was submitted in 1994 and uses two PZT plates with diff  erent electrode 
patterns, which is illustrated in Figure 9.8c. Th us, the patent expert can say that the patent design 
of Shinsei with one PZT plate is diff erent from that of XYZ with two PZT plates.  
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  9.4.3 Comments by the Author  
   1. Shinsei’s patent claim 1 describes fi rst the motor idea of the traveling wave usage and exhib-

its a wide coverage, which covers any traveling wave-type motors (this is a basic patent).  
   2. Th ough X YZ’s de sign w ith t wo PZ T p lates ( Figure 9.8c) c an b e re cognized a s d iff erent 

from Shinsei’s practical product with one PZT ring plate (Figure 9.8b), its patent is a sort of 
extended patent. Th e evaluation at the U.S. Patent Offi  ce had less insight on XYZ’s applica-
tion at that time; or, they should have approved the patent coverage only on the modifi ed 
part. In conclusion, if XYZ started to commercialize the motors without paying the royalty 
to Shinsei, it would be considered a patent infringement.  

   3. Canon in J apan dev eloped a slightly modifi  ed USM for its camera ’s automatic focusing 
mechanism, as sho wn in F igure 9.9. Th ey decided to pay the r oyalty to S hinsei until the 
 patent expiration (2001 = 1981 + 20 years), because the patent co vers any traveling wave-
type motors.     

   4. However, X YZ so ld i ts m otors to N ASA. I f t his p roduct de livery w as m ade t hrough a 
research contract (i.e., deliverable items), this sale is not considered regular commercializa-
tion. Th us, Shinsei cannot request the royalty payment.  

   5. If XYZ sells its motors to unr estricted markets or customers, S hinsei could bring a lawsuit 
against XYZ. Another impor tant comment r elates to the cost of this patent infringement 
lawsuit. Supposing that Shinsei would win and settle on this lawsuit by negotiating to receive 
a royalty (5% of the sales price), Shinsei would need to take into account the minimum cash 
budget of $300,000 for star ting the lawsuit to pay for the cour t and lawy ers, regardless of 
winning or losing. S hould XYZ sell 500 motor units per y ear in the U nited States with an 
average sales price of $1000, Shinsei would receive only $25,000 per year as the royalty. Th er e 
is no profi t for Shinsei, compared to the initial $300,000 investment.  

   6. Finally, Shinsei’s wide-coverage patent had already expired, and no lawsuit had been initiated.     

 Figure 9.8         Patent designs related to the piezoelectric ultrasonic motors: (a) basic patent design 
of the ultrasonic motor by Shinsei Industry, covering traveling wave-type motors; (b) one exam-
ple design by Shinsei, which is commercialized, and (c) modifi ed design by XYZ, USA.   
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  Chapter Summary    
9.1 Comparison among various intellectual properties.

Patent
Utility 
Model

Industrial 
Design 
Right Trademark Copyright Trade Secret

Objective Invention Low-level 
invention

Product 
design

Product 
trademark

Production 
(software, 
book etc.)

Know-how, etc.

Protection 
items

Novelty Novelty Novelty No 
confusion

Creation Confi dentiality

Register Register Creativity Register

Register

Protection 
period

20 years 6 years 15 years 10 years+ 50 years 
after death

No limit

Disclosure 0 0 0 after 3 
years

Publication Publication X

Protecting 
content

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
operation

Exclusive 
usage

Exclusive 
copyright

Confi dentiality

9.2 Th e importance of IP
When your company manufactures the patented product ◾ : Th e patent is a form of protection 
against o ther c ompanies i mitating o r s tealing t he te chnology de veloped b y yo ur fi rm’s 
invested money and manpower. 

 Figure 9.9         Camera auto-focus mechanism with a traveling wave-type ultrasonic motor devel-
oped by Canon, Japan.   

Piezo Device
Elastic RingRotor
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When your company does not manufacture the patented product ◾ : Th e fi rm can obtain profi t 
by transferring or licensing the IP to other companies via patent royalty; there are exclusive 
and non-exclusive licenses.
One of the most important things for the high-tech entrepreneur to keep in mind is trade  ◾
secret maintenance and protection, which is related to t he termination of employees and 
other job changes.

9.3 P atent preparation
Major problems in fi ling for a patent are 1) guesses should not be included, and 2)  ◾  application 
possibilities should not have been previously discussed.
A paten t c onsists o f t he fo llowing i tems: ◾  1) abstract; 2) background of the invention; 
3) summary of the invention; 4) brief description of the drawings (with drawing sheets); 
and 5) description of the preferred embodiment(s), i.e., a de tailed description, including 
the principle, experimental results, and the claims.

9.4 Be cautious of  patent infringement  and  patent pirates .

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P9.1 Patent Evaluation 
 Figure 9.10 exemplifi es four piezoelectric ceramic actuator-related ideas, which may be patentable. 
Th ey are related to (a) component design, (b) drive scheme program software, (c) manufacturing 
process, and (d) composition of the material. Evaluate the patentability of these new ideas. Note 
that we have excluded from Figure 9.10 the situations in which the idea was already well known 
or reported elsewhere previously.  

  P9.1.1 Model Answers  

   1.  Multilayer d esigns . A ba sic patent o f m ine submitted i n 1978. Unfortunately, I h ave not 
 profi ted m uch f rom t his paten t, b ecause wo rldwide p roduction s tarted a fter t he paten t 
expired. Do not invent too early.  

 Figure 9.10         Possible patentable ideas related to piezoelectric ceramic actuators.   
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   2.  Program software . Th is should not be a patent, but a copyright. Note that computer software 
belongs to a copyright.  

   3.  Manufacturing process . Filing a paten t on the manufacturing process is  not  recommended! 
Th is f alls u nder t rade s ecrets. B ecause t he p rocess c annot b e v erifi ed te chnically, paten t 
piracy could occur. Th is will merely create a disadvantage by disclosing the know-how in 
the fi rm. R emember t he at titude o f C oca C ola. N EC fi led t he paten t o f t he multilayer 
actuator manufacturing process 5 years after the commercialization (i.e., after establishing 
their prestigious status in the multilayer actuator industry). NEC’s application is merely to 
prevent a patent pirate from applying for a patent.  

   4.  Modifi ed composition . Th is is a sort of subsidiary patent, which MMI took in order to cross-
license it with NEC’s basic composition patent.     

  P9.2 Invention in the Company 
  When a company employee creates an invention, who is the owner of this intellectual property?  

  Global consensus : An invention by a company employee in his or her company task belongs to 
this employee, but the company will obtain a nonexclusive operation license to this invention. Also, 
the company can request the employee to transfer the IP ownership by paying a reasonable amount 
of cash to this person. An example of a calculation made b y Tokyo Local Cour t in Japan against 
one of the major Japanese electronic companies is indicative. Th e total revenue during the patent 
eff ective period until now was estimated at $6 billion. A reasonable patent royalty was suggested at 
the rate of 20% of the sales, which was equal to $1.2 billion ($6 billion × 0.20). Assuming that the 
contributions by the company and the emplo yee to this patent ar e equal, the employee is eligible 
to receive 50% of the total r oyalty, leading to $600 million. H owever, the actual settlement was 
reached via reconciliation, by paying only $6 million to this employee. 

  Example practice in a U.S. university : Employees at U.S. universities (professors, postdoctoral 
fellows, graduate students) are requested by the employer to sign patent right waiver agreements 
(to t he u niversity) si multaneous w ith t he employment a greements. Th e employee is merely an 
inventor, and the university is the patent submitter and its owner. Th e university controls licensing 
of the patent to the client companies, and collects the royalty. Th e royalty is returned in part to the 
patent inventor, but in practice the rate is much less than 50% of the total royalty. 

  When a patent is created during contract research, who will retain the patent rights, research consignor 
or consignee?  

  Global consensus : Th e patent created during the contract research usually belongs to the research 
consignor, if no particular agreement is exchanged on the patent ownership. 

  Example practice in a U.S. university : Unlike the global consensus, U.S. practice dictates that 
the patent created during the contract research usually belongs to the research consignee, which 
is u sually w ritten i n t he re search c ontract a greement. Th is is  r easonable for research contracts 
from federal institutes such as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Offi  ce 
of N aval R esearch, A rmy R esearch O ffi  ce, a nd N ational I nstitutes o f H ealth, b ecause fe deral 
institutes cannot be manufacturers of the invention. However, this is sometimes applied also to a 
commercial company. Because most international companies try to follow the global consensus, 
American corporations sometimes experience a serious confl ict with the contract consignor when 
exchanging research contract forms. 

  An engineer P invented a new piezo-motor on June 1, and its patent was fi led on August 1. Another 
engineer Q invented the same motor on June 15, and its patent was fi led on July 1. Which engineer will 
receive the patent award in practice?  
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  Global consensus : Most countries respect the fi rst fi ling date of the patent. From this viewpoint, 
engineer Q will receive the patent, and engineer P’s request will be rejected. 

  Practice in the U nited States : Interestingly, the U nited States respects the fi rst invention date 
of the patent, as long as this inv ention date can be v erifi ed. From this viewpoint, engineer P will 
receive the patent, and engineer Q will be rejected. Remember how important it is to keep a written 
note about your invention in your lab notebook with the date and a signature by a witness. 

 You can easily imagine a possible serious international lawsuit, when an attractive and com-
petitive patent, e.g. in the medical or pharmaceutical area, is submitted to be covered worldwide. 
Depending on the country, the patent winner may change.   
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  Chapter 10

 Human Resources—
Who Should We Hire?              

 A typical high-tech start-up has less than 10 employees. It requires only basic knowledge about 
general h uman re sources ( HR) m anagement. H owever, b ecause m any P hD s tudents i n U .S. 
universities a re international students, the probability of h iring non-U.S. citizens i s quite h igh. 
Th erefore, you will need to learn the SBIR restrictions for non-U.S. citizens, the visa application 
process, etc. A comparison of HR management between the United States and Japan is also dis-
cussed at the end of this chapter. 

 I am deeply indebted to Bohlander and Snell’s  Managing Human Resources   [1]  for the material 
in this chapter. 

  10.1 Legal Issue Essentials in Human Resources Management 
  10.1.1 Key Laws  

    ◾ Equal Pay Act of 1963 : Th is act outlaws discrimination in pay, employee benefi ts, and pen-
sions based on the worker’s gender.  
    ◾ Civil Rights Act of 1964 : Discrimination is prohibited on the basis of race, color, religion, sex 
(gender), or national origin.  
    ◾ Employment Act of 1967 : Th is prohibits private and public employers from discriminating 
against people age 40 or older.  
    ◾ Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 : Item 10.1.2 was amended by broadening the 
coverage of the act, including s tate and local governments and public and private educa-
tional institutions.  
    ◾ Civil R ights Ac t of 1 991 : Th is provides for c ompensatory a nd punitive d amages a nd jury 
trials in cases involving intentional discrimination; requires employers to demonstrate that 
job practices are job related and consistent with business necessity; extends coverage to U.S. 
citizens working for American companies overseas.    
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  10.1.2 Civil Rights Act Coverage 
 Th e Civ il R ights A ct a nd t he E qual E mployment Op portunity A ct c over a b road r ange o f 
organizations: 

   All private employers in interstate commerce who employ 15 or more employees for 20 or  ◾
more weeks per year  
  State and local governments   ◾
  Private and public employment agencies, including the U.S. Employment Service   ◾
  Joint labor-management committees that govern apprenticeship or training programs   ◾
  Labor unions having 15 or more members or employees   ◾
  Public and private educational institutions   ◾
  Foreign subsidiaries of U.S. organizations employing U.S. citizens    ◾

 Certain employers are excluded from the coverage of the Civil Rights Act: 

   U.S. government-owned corporations   ◾
  Bona fi de, tax-exempt private clubs   ◾
  Religious organizations employing people of a specifi c religion   ◾
  Organizations hiring Native Americans on or near a reservation    ◾

  10.1.2.1 Bona Fide Occupational Qualifi cation 

 Under t he Civ il R ights Act, employers a re permitted l imited e xemptions f rom a ntidiscrimina-
tion regulations i f employment preferences a re ba sed on a b ona fi de occupational qualifi cation 
(BFOQ). A B FOQ p ermits d iscrimination w hen employer h iring preferences a re a re asonable 
necessity for the normal operation of the business. Business necessity is defi ned as a work-related 
practice that is necessary to the safe and effi  cient operation of an organization. However, a BFOQ 
is a su itable defense against a d iscrimination charge only when age, religion, gender, or national 
origin is an actual qualifi cation for performing the job (discrimination i s never a llowed due to 
race or color).    

  10.2 Employee Collection 
 When you s tart a h igh-tech fi rm, w ill you be t he president or v ice president of t his fi rm? Th e 
organization chart of Micro Motor Inc. (MMI) is re-cited from Chapter 4 in Figure 10.1. If you 
accept the vice president position, as Barb Shay did, you need to fi nd a partner to be the president. 
Furthermore, recruiting a research and development (R&D) division director and research engi-
neers is key. 

   10.2.1 Corporate Executives 

  10.2.1.1 Qualifi cations of Corporate Executives 

 Core skills include experience, decision making, resourcefulness, adaptability, team building, and 
maturity. Augmented skills include technical profi ciency, negotiation, strategic thinking, delega-
tion, and cultural sensitivity, in particular when the fi rm is expanding internationally.  
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  10.2.1.2 Searching Methods 

 If you are a university faculty member like Barb Shay at MMI, some possible scenarios when look-
ing for president and research director candidates are as follows: 

   Consulting companies: Barb hired Mr. Lenny Chu, President of Cheng Kung Corporation,  ◾
as president and fi nancial offi  cer, as well as a fi nancial sponsor.  
  Venture capitalists: Th ey may help you fi nd a suitable fi nancial offi  cer.   ◾
  University or state government outreach  ◾ offi  ces.  
  University alumni connection: Barb hired former graduate student Tom Meyer as the R&D  ◾
division director.    

  10.2.1.3 Confl ict of Interest with Yourself 

 If you are still university faculty when you start the company, how can you legally escape from the 
so-called confl ict of interest? I strongly recommend that you exchange an Employment Agreement 
Appendix, which is added to the regular University Employment Agreement, with the applicable 
department in terms of confl ict of interest disclosure with your university, which includes defi ning 
your working time in your company. 

 Th is is most important to avoid illegal accusations. If you are hired by the university 100%, 
you cannot be a principal investigator (PI) of the federal contract research in your company. Even 
if you can work on Saturday or Sunday, the federal contract does not a llow assignment of your 
working time out of the regular 40-hour work week. Also if you are hired by the university 100%, 
your intellectual properties, based on your professional expertise, belong to the university if you 
signed an employment agreement with the university.  

  10.2.1.4 Agreement Example 

    1. Employment Conditions 
    a.  Working time . Barb Shay is currently receiving 9 months salary from the State University

 of Pennsylvania (SUP), a nd 25% s alary f rom M MI. I n p ractice, sh e i s wo rking fo r 

 Figure 10.1         MMI organization chart (second year).   

President & CEO
Lenny Chu

Chair
Lenny Chu Barb Shay Tom MeyerVice President &
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Board of
Directors
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Director
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 1 MS
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6 hours in the university through one year (including the summer semester), teaching an 
obligatory three courses and instructing more than four graduate assistants and several 
visiting researchers, which is more than the obligation for a f ull-time professor in the 
department. She is allowed to work for 2 hours daily at MMI, located in College Park, 
Pennsylvania.  

   b.  Role . Shay is a professor in the XXX Department, and Director of the Research Center 
for A ctuators (R CA), located in the R esearch Laborator y B uilding at SUP . S he is  
founder, vice president, and CTO at MMI. B ecause President and CEO Lenny Chu,  
who has an MBA, is r esponsible for the fi nancial and accounting tasks, and w e hired 
a capable R&D division dir ector, Tom Meyer (P hD), who is r esponsible for R&D,  
Shay’s 2-hour workday at MMI is suffi  cient for operating MMI, in particular, the sales 
division.      

   2. Federal Research Contracts (SBIR, STTR) 
    a.  Research involvement . W hen a fe deral re search contract i s applied for by a j oint team 

including both the university and MMI:  
   i. When the RCA is involved, Shay is the PI on the RCA/SUP team, and is not involved 

with the MMI team.  
   ii. When the other research group is representing SUP, Barb Shay is involved as co-PI 

of the MMI team.    
   b.  Salary paid from the research contract . Shay’s salary will not be paid from both sides (SUP 

and MMI) for each research program.    
   3. Intellectual Properties 
    a.  Patent at RCA/SUP . Th e intellectual property generated through the RCA research with 

the students is applied through the university’s Intellectual Property Offi  ce.  
   b.  Patent at MMI . Th e intellectual property generated at MMI during Shay’s MMI work-

ing t ime w ith M MI em ployees o r t he pa rtner c ompany em ployees i s fi led b y M MI 
without including SUP as a submitter.  

   c.  Intellectual p roperty b elonging . I n order to c larify t he i ntellectual p roperty b elonging, 
Shay and her employees use separate lab notebooks to clarify the demarcation of work at 
SUP and MMI.      

  10.2.1.5 Enterprise Incentive Plans 

 Common en terprise i ncentive p lans i nclude p rofi t sha ring, st ock options, a nd employee st ock 
ownership plans. 

  Profi t sharing.  A fter setting the ba se salary minimum, the bonus will depend on the actual 
profi t at ye ar-end. M any J apanese fi rms off er a si gnifi cant b onus i n t he s alary ( equivalent to 
3 to 8 months salary). 

  Stock options.  Stock option programs are sometimes implemented as part of an employee 
benefi t plan. However, for a start-up fi rm, these are occasionally used for executives’ incentive. 
Stock options a re a lso a p opular method to re duce t he a ctual c ash e xpenses for t he c orpo-
rate offi  cers. Th ere are two types of stock options: compensation and incentive. Th e employee 
who re ceives c ompensation s tock o ptions must pay fe deral i ncome t ax (the i ncome o n t he 
W-2 form is increased by this amount), while the person who receives incentive stock options 
does not need to pay i ncome tax. However, the maximum percentage of the incentive stock 
option over t he to tal s tock i s l imited (typically 10%). I n t he M MI sc enario, B arb re ceived 
her salaries (annual $60,000) by the compensation stock option (total $60,000) for the fi rst 
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year, then the  incentive stock option ($30,000) and the compensation stock option ($30,000) 
for the second year. She received 33% (incentive stock option, 10 shares; compensation stock 
option, 30 shares) of MMI’s stocks in total. However, notice that she did not receive any cash 
 (corresponding to the $90,000 of the compensation stock options) from MMI, although she 
paid t he i ncome t ax for t his nominal additional i ncome. She de cided to t ake t his p ersonal 
fi nancial risk for starting up her own company by asking for the fi nancial compensation from 
her husband. 

  Employee st ock ownership pl ans.  Th ese a re s tock p lans i n which a n organization c ontributes 
shares of its stock to an established trust for the purpose of stock purchases by its employees. Th is  
plan is adopted by relatively large fi rms. Th e established trust qualifi es as a tax-exempt employee 
trust under section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code.   

  10.2.2 Subordinates Collection 

  10.2.2.1 Job Description/Interview 

 Th e job description for engineers can include the required knowledge, such as ceramic manufac-
turing skills or knowledge of piezoelectric characterization techniques. 

 Th ere a re no regulations about the interview questions on h is or her engineering and tech-
nological background. However, the HR Employment Act restricts the following questions (you 
must rephrase the questions): 

   Bad: Are you married? Do you have family?   ◾
   Recommended: Don’t ask about marital status.  

  Bad: Do you have a car?   ◾
   Recommended: Will you have any problem getting to work on time?    

  10.2.2.2 Hiring Students—Confl ict of Interest 

 If you are a u niversity faculty member operating the company in parallel, do not hire your stu-
dents directly; this is another legal issue to be remembered.  

  10.2.2.3 Agreement Example 

 MMI Student Involvement Example 

 Graduate and undergraduate students who are involved in a research contract relating to MMI 
(MMI direct research contracts and/or SBIR/STTR subcontracts) are hired at the RCA/SUP via a 
graduate assistantship or undergraduate student wage payroll. They are not hired or paid directly 
by MMI.  

  10.2.2.4 Employee Turnover 

 Th e U.S. Department of Labor suggests the following formula for computing turnover rates: 

    

Number of separations during the month
Total number of employees at midmonth

 ×   100(%)  (10.1)
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    Th e turnover rate in the United States is 10 times higher than the rate in Japan, which may be 
attributed to cultural diff erences (refer to Section 10.4). 

 One of the most important things for the high-tech entrepreneur to keep in mind is trade secret 
maintenance and protection, which is related to termination of employees and other job changes. 
Unlike Japanese employees, American engineers tend to change jobs every several years, resulting in 
the inevitable transfer of trade secr ets, even among competitive fi rms. Accordingly, we sometimes 
face a serious confl ict with the company at which our previous employee has found a new position. 
Typical general confl icts include: (1) mar ket r esearch data and R&D and mar keting strategies, 
(2) similar product lines in the new company to which he or she moved, (3) know-how in product-
manufacturing processes, (4) research proposal ideas, and (5) the customer list. 

 In order to prevent these sorts of problems, the fi rm needs to legally regulate disloyal behavior 
through u se of t he Employment A greement. Refer to C hapter 9, Section 9.2.3 for a n example 
agreement.  

  10.2.2.5 Employee Benefi ts 

 Employee benefi ts legally require employer contributions, which include social security insurance, 
unemployment insurance, and worker’s compensation insurance. 

 Bonus-type benefi ts include healthcare benefi ts, payment for t ime not worked, and pension 
plans. Th ese are not mandatory for a small start-up, but they add incentive for the employees to 
work longer. Th ey are summarized below: 

   Healthcare benefi ts include health insurance, vision care, and dental insurance.   ◾
  Payment for time not wor ked includes v acations with pay , paid holidays, sick leav e, and  ◾
severance pay . S everance pay is a one-time payment giv en to emplo yees who ar e being 
terminated.  
  Th ere are multiple pension plans, among which 401(k) saving plans ar e most r elevant to a  ◾
small fi rm.   

 A signifi cant change in pension co verage has been the tr emendous growth of tax-deferred 401(k) 
saving plans, which ar e named after section 401(k) of the I nternal Revenue Code. Th e popular-
ity of 401(k) plans is driv en primarily by (a) the ability of the emplo yer to transfer plan funding 
to employees, (b) the ability to transfer r esponsibility for inv estment choices to emplo yees, and 
(c) the fact that employee contributions to 401(k) plans represent tax-free investing. 401(k) savings 
plans are particularly popular with smaller employers who fi nd these pension plans less costly than 
defi ned-benefi t programs.  

  10.2.2.6 Safety and Health 

 According to Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) statistics, in 2002 there 
were 5.5 million injuries or illnesses in private-sector fi rms. Th ese occupational safety and health 
accidents are both numerous and costly to employers. Th us, managers are expected to know and 
enforce safety and health standards throughout the organization. 

 Th e employer must 

    1. Be familiar with mandatory OSHA standards  
   2. Post the OSHA poster  
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   3. Make sure employees have and use safe, properly maintained tools and equipment  
   4. Report within 8 hours any accident that results in a fatality or the hospitalization of three or 

more employees     

  10.2.3 Outsourcing, Offshoring, and Employee Leasing 
 Over the past 25 years, the relationship between companies and employees has shifted from person-
based to transaction-based in the United States. Unlike in Japan and Europe, U.S. employees do not 
work for one emplo yer over the course of their lifetimes. M ore people ar e choosing to wor k on a  
freelance or contract basis, or to work part-time. Outsourcing is evidence of this trend. 

  Outsourcing  is hiring someone outside the company to perform tasks that could be done inter-
nally. Companies often hire the services of accounting fi rms, for example, to take care of fi nancial 
services. MMI has outsourcing companies that help with electronic circuits designing and materials 
machining.  Off shoring  is the business practice of sending jobs to other countries. MMI uses Cheng 
Kung Corporation as an off shore manufacturing facility for ceramic devices. 

 Small companies tend to sign  employee leasing  agreements with professional employer organi-
zations (PEOs). Th ough the wages for the emplo yee are equivalent to a fully emplo yed worker, 
additional employment costs for the emplo yee benefi ts, such as 401(k) pension plans and health 
insurance, can be shifted to the P EO. Th us, total costs can be r educed. MMI hir ed their offi  ce 
manager using this practice.   

  10.3 International Employees 
  10.3.1 SBIR/STTR Restrictions 
 A fi rm’s eligibility for applying for SBIR/STTR programs is again cited here from Chapter 3: 

   500 or fewer employees   ◾
  Annual revenue under $5 million   ◾
  A company that is at least 51% o wned and controlled by one or mor e individuals who ar e  ◾
citizens of the United States, or permanent resident aliens in the United States, or  
  A company that is at least 51% owned and controlled by another business that is itself at least  ◾
51% owned and controlled by individuals who are citizens of, or permanent resident aliens 
in the United States   

  10.3.1.1 Workforce 

 Th e fi rm should also be aware of the restrictions and regulations on the workforce. Depending on 
the security level of the program, there are various restrictions on the workforce: 

   In most cases, the PI should be a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident alien.   ◾
  Lowest level: Workers can be aliens with an eligible working visa (H-1, J-1, etc.), in addition  ◾
to U.S. citizens and permanent residents.  
  Middle level: Workers should be U.S. citizens and permanent residents.   ◾
  High level: Workers should be only U.S. citizens.   ◾
  Highest level: Workers should be only U.S. citiz ens with a minimum of one person with  ◾
security clearance.    
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  10.3.1.2 Clearances 

 Individuals who need to have confi dential/secret/top secret (C/S/TS) clearances because of their 
job or access to federal government assets will be required to sign the Security Clearance Form 
(TBS/SCT 330-60e)  [2].  Th e clearance levels are as follows: 

   Confi dential (Level I)  ◾
   In a ddition to t he E RS c hecks, fo reign employments, i mmediate re latives, a nd m ar- −
riages/common-law relationships must be declared and screened.    
  Th is level of clearance will grant the right to access protected and classifi ed information  −
up to the confi dential level on a need-to-know basis. Department heads have the discre-
tion to allow for an individual to access secret-level information without higher level 
clearance on a case-to-case basis. 

   Secret (Level II)   ◾
  Same as confi dential.   −
  Th is level of clearance will grant the right to access protected and classifi ed information  −
up to the secret level on a need-to-know basis. Department heads have the discretion to 
allow for an individual to access top secret–level information without higher level clear-
ance on a case-to-case basis.    

  Top secret (Level III)  ◾
   In addition to the checks at the secret level, foreign travels, assets, and character references  −
must be given. A fi eld check will also be conducted prior to granting clearance.  
  Th is level of clearance will grant the right to access all protected and classifi ed informa- −
tion on a need-to-know basis.       

  10.3.2 Visa Application 
 Permanent resident visa holders do not have any restrictions on working in the United States. 
However, your company needs to help diff erent visa holders with updating their eligible work-
ing visa. 

 Let us consider two typical scenarios for hiring aliens: (1) hiring an engineer immediately after 
graduation f rom the university, and (2) hiring an engineer f rom another company (including a 
post-doc, research associate, or faculty at a university). 

  10.3.2.1  Hiring an Engineer Immediately after 
Graduation from the University 

 Usually an international student or graduate student in a university has an F-1 visa (student visa). Th e 
F-1 visa holder has eligibility to work in a company with a special working permit, optional practical 
training (OPT). Th is allows for one year to stabilize his or her actual working visa (H-1).  

  10.3.2.2 Hiring an Engineer from Another Company 

 Th is applicant usually has an H-1 working visa. Because this working visa is issued based on his pre-
vious company, your company needs to apply the same category H-1 visa through your company. 

 Table 10.1 summarizes visa classifi cations that allow an alien to work in the United States. 
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  If your c ompany submits a ll necessary v isa application documents d irectly, t he application 
costs just less than $1000. However, if you use an immigration attorney for this task, it usually 
costs $8000 to $12,000. As an executive of a start-up company, you should carefully calculate the 
additional cost required in hiring international engineers. Most companies discuss this issue care-
fully with the candidates , including the compensation and salary of the candidates in the fi rst and 
second years of their employment.    

  10.4  Human Resources Management in 
the United States and Japan 

 With incr easing global, transnational, and multinational business oppor tunities (r efer to 
Chapter 13), we need information regarding the host country’s business culture and management 
styles. Th e core skills required for expatriate managers include cultural sensitivity and team building, 
in  addition to resourcefulness and decision making. For example, there are signifi cant diff erences in 
human resources management styles between the United States and Japan. I will analyze these dif-
ferences, particularly in terms of organizational str uctures, management styles, leadership , hiring, 
 compensation, performance appraisal, and training and education systems. Th e management styles 

Table 10.1 Visa Classifi cations That Permit Work in the United States [3]

Visa Classifi cation Defi nition

E-1, E-2 Treaty trader or treaty investor

F-1 Foreign academic student, when certain conditions are 
met

H-1B, H-1C, H-2A, H-2B, H-3 Temporary worker

I Foreign information media representative

J-1 Exchange visitor, when certain conditions are met

K-1 Fiancé of a U.S. citizen

L-1 Intracompany transferee

M-1 Foreign vocational student

O-1, O-2 Temporary worker in the sciences, arts, education, 
business, or athletics

P-1, P-2, P-3 Temporary worker in the arts, athletics in an exchange or 
cultural program

Q-1, Q-2 Cultural exchange visitor

R-1 Temporary religious worker with a nonprofi t organization

TC Professional business worker admitted under U.S.-
Canada Free Trade Act (NAFTA)

TN Professional business worker admitted under NAFTA
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can be symbolized by a regatta in the United States and  mikoshi  in Japan. Employee productivity is 
evaluated by a diff erential method in the United States, while an integral method is used in Japan. 
I will discuss ho w these human r esources management diff erences originate fr om diff erences in 
culture and lifestyle. Th e United States is an individual-based society while Japan is a group-based 
society. 

  10.4.1 Introduction to Human Resources Management 
 For 19 years starting in 1975, I occasionally had joint appointments as a university professor and 
a company executive (standing auditor and deputy director of R&D Center) in Japan. In 1991, 
I was brought to Pennsylvania State University to b e a founding director of the International 
Center for Actuators and Transducers (ICAT) to transfer technologies I had developed in Japan. 
Th is was because I w as k nown worldwide a s one of t he pioneers i n t he fi eld of piezoelectric 
actuators—using piezoelectric materials to move something mechanically directly from an elec-
trical signal. 

 One of my most memorable experiences happened at the opening ceremony of the new research 
center, ICAT. I prepared the ceremonial speech by myself, based on my long Japanese executive 
career. I said, “It is my honor to be nominated as the founding director of this new research center. 
Th is center is dedicated to you 14 faculty members. I do not have any particular plan for the center 
operation at present. I would like to ask all of you to provide me your ideas on how to manage this 
center. I would like to compromise as much as I can to meet your desires.” 

 However, d uring t he re ception a fter t he o pening c eremony, I w as c hastised b y a h igher 
ranking d irector of Pennsylvania State University. He sa id, “Your speech wa s not good for a 
university research center director. You should mention your ideas on how to manage the center 
explicitly, like ‘I want to do t his, fi rst, then that, etc. Do you folks have any objections to my 
plan?’ You need to show your strong mind fi rst.” I was really shocked by this criticism and felt 
a deep culture d ivision between the United States and Japan, in pa rticular, in the leadership 
style. 

 In Japan, the director is usually chosen from the original research center members. Without 
having a formal election, the director is selected through an underwater negotiation in the insti-
tute. Bringing in a new director from a diff erent country rarely happens in Japan. In Japan, the 
center’s staff  would respect a quiet and moderate director, and would not welcome an address 
expressing a n ew d irection. A d irector w ho w ill n ot a ggressively a lter t he c enter’s s tatus i s 
desirable. 

 H. Mintzberg  [4]  categorized the manager’s work roles into the following 10 categories: 

   Th e interpersonal roles: 

    1. Figurehead  
   2. Leader  
   3 Liaison    

  Th e informational roles: 

    4. Nerve center  
   5.  Disseminator  
   6. Spokesman    
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  Th e decision-making roles: 

    7. Entrepreneur  
   8. Disturbance handler  
   9. Resource allocator  
   10. Negotiator     

 It is worth noting that Americans emphasize interpersonal roles, such as leadership, for a manager, 
while J apanese so ciety we lcomes s trong de cision-making ro les, suc h a s negotiator, d isturbance 
handler, and resource allocator. 

 Table 10.2 summarizes keywords at a g lance for understanding the HR management diff er-
ences between the United States and Japan. We will consider the details in the following sections. 
Th is article is based on a c hapter from a b ook I w rote, “Th e Diff erence between Japan and the 
United States in Research and Development Policy,” published in 1987  [5].    

  10.4.2 Individual versus Group 

  10.4.2.1 Living Philosophy 

 Japanese industries still use the basic concept of  permanent employment , provided the employee 
is l oyal to t he c ompany. “ Industrial w arriors” a re s till h ighly re spected i n J apanese i ndustrial 
society. Th eir lifestyles are arranged around the company schedule (group decision). Even though 
Japanese employees have more than two weeks of paid holidays per year, in practice, it is diffi  cult 
to use more than a couple of days continuously because of work environment pressure. For exam-
ple, many Japanese friends of mine have unfortunately passed away due to stress-related illnesses 
caused by executive management jobs. 

 In contrast, the American lifestyle centers on the individual and their family. Even directors in 
American companies can easily take more than a week off  during the summer and at Christmas. 
In an extreme case, one sales engineer did not go to a tradeshow that was the most important to 
the company product’s promotion, because that day coincided with her daughter’s birthday. 

 In Japan, the only time employees are free to take vacation is during the Golden Week from 
April 3 0 to M ay 5 . Th is s imultaneous m andatory v acation ca uses m ajor t raffi  c, r ail, a nd a ir 

 Table 10.2 Comparison between the United States and Japan in HR Management           

United States Japan

Living philosophy
working style

Individual Group

Industry type
performance appraisal

Differential Integral

Management Regatta Mikoshi (portable shrine)
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overcrowding throughout Japan, because more than 20 million Japanese people travel during this 
week. Of course, there is traffi  c congestion in the United States around Th a nksgiving, Memorial 
Day, and Labor Day, but the situation for taking vacations is still diff used in the United States, in 
comparison with Japan. Note that the motivation of “big nation travel” originates from individual 
intention to go home for the holidays in the United States, but it originates from the company’s 
operation schedule in Japan. Th e Japanese enjoy this one-week vacation at resorts or in an enter-
tainment place such as Disneyland. 

 In the United States, employees seem to change companies frequently, often within 5 to 7 years 
of being h ired. Th is mobility i s driven by salary increases when accepting new employment. It 
reduces loyalty to t he current employer. Figure 10.2 compares how s alaries i ncrease w ith t ime 
in the United States and Japan, respectively. Americans expect a jump in salary when changing 
companies, while Japanese expect to stay 10 years in one company with small raises, and thereafter 
receive exponential increases in his or her salary. Th is exponential compensation system encour-
ages the employee to stay in one company permanently. A worker who changes employers roughly 
every 8 years in Japan would not get much increase in his or her compensation, as illustrated in 
Figure 10.2b.  

 Th is  diff erence in employment and salary traditions aff ects t he c areer pat hs o f employees. 
In the United States, research engineers tend to stay within their area of expertise. For example, 
American colleagues of mine have spent their entire careers studying piezoelectric devices. When 
their employers have changed strategic directions, they changed employers to continue their work 
on the same or similar topics. 

 Japanese companies, in contrast, move research engineers a long with products, giving them 
experience in diff erent functions. For example, at Murata Manufacturing Co., a research engineer 
who develops a promising electronic device in a research center is strongly encouraged to become a 
factory director to start mass producing this new device, away from research. Once manufacturing 
development is fi nished, this engineer is again encouraged to become the sales division manager, 
promoting the product’s sales. Th ese successive position and task transfers are analogous to parent-
ing a child, the invention being his or her child. Th e engineer is responsible for the child from birth 
to adulthood (sales). Without experiencing all roles, the employee will not be promoted to higher 
management positions in the company. 

 Similarly, company presidents in Japan w ill not be recruited f rom other companies, e xcept 
rarely in emergency situations, such as when Nissan and Sony recruited new presidents from the 
other companies. On the contrary, this i s very common in the United States; for example, the 
current president of Pennsylvania State University came from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 

 Figure 10.2         Compensation increment system: (a) United States and (b) Japan.   
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not from the Penn State faculty. Mr. Lee Iacocca was recruited by Chrysler from a c ompetitive 
company, Ford. 

 Labor u nion s tructures a lso fo llow si milar i ndividual a nd g roup philosophies. F igure 10.3 
compares the structural diff erence of labor union in the United States and Japan. In the United 
States, labor unions are based on each individual’s specialty; electricians join the Electrician Union, 
mechanics join the Mechanics Union, and so on. In Japan, most companies have their own labor 
union; a ll employees join the same labor union, which a llows the employees to t ransfer to a ny 
position or section in the company (from a research laboratory to a manufacturing facility, or to a 
sales division). As long as an employee does not insist on a particular area, permanent employment 
is guaranteed by the company.  

 F. W. Taylor proposed the Four Principles of Scientifi c Management in the late n ineteenth 
century  [6] : 

    1. Th e deliberate gathering of the great mass of traditional knowledge by the means of time and 
motion study  

   2. Th e scientifi c selection of workers and then their progressive development  
   3. Th e bringing together of science and the trained worker, by off ering some incentive to the 

worker  
   4. Th e complete re-division of the work establishment, to bring about democracy and coopera-

tion between the management and the workers   

 Japanese management closely follows Taylor’s original principles. Japanese managers guaran-
tee employment to wo rkers under the supposition of their loyalty to t he company. Productivity 
increases a re i n t he c ommon i nterest o f b oth m anagers a nd wo rkers b ecause p rofi ts a re m ore 
equally d ivided between t he pa rties. In Japan, t ypically t he s alary r atio between t he president 
and the lowest-ranked worker is less than 20 to 1. For example, the president of NEC, one of the 
largest Japanese companies, e arns $500,000, while a M cDonald counterperson e arns $25,000. 
Th is cre ates a m ore t rusting re lationship between the employee a nd employer in Japan. In the 
United States the ratio is more than 300 to 1. Rarely do Japanese employees read their employ-
ment agreements because they trust the company. Often, the company does not have an actual 

 Figure 10.3         Structural differences of labor unions in (a) the United States and (b) Japan, which 
are based on individual specialty and on company/group, respectively.   
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employment agreement signed by the employee. I do not recall whether I signed the employment 
agreement when I was hired by Sophia University in Japan—there was no offi  cial agreement form! 
Th e employee does not negotiate salary individually because it is primarily determined by his or 
her age, with a large exponential salary increase after more than 10 years of service. 

 In the United States, salary i s totally d iff erent. A merican employees normally negotiate for 
higher salaries when applying for a position, without regard for the company’s fi nancial situation 
at that time. Th ese sorts of negotiations reinforce the concept of the employee working for his or 
her best interests, with the company a secondary consideration. Managers interpret this as lack of 
loyalty, knowing the employee can change companies at any time. F. Taylor’s Th eory of Scientifi c 
Management was meant to address this issue. In Japan, Taylor’s concept is accepted as common 
practice by both managers and workers. 

 Ford Motors recently laid off  20,000 workers. Of course, Japanese industries make inevitable 
minimum layoff s sometimes, but the layoff  i s not very popular. My f riend, a Taiheiyo Cement 
Corporation executive, told me about his company policy: they reduced the salaries of the manag-
ers (higher than the assistant manager level) by 20% uniformly, and distributed this amount to 
the lower-lever workers without executing layoff s in the beginning of twenty-fi rst century, when 
Japan’s e conomy f aced a s erious re cession. Th is i s a nother e xample o f sci entifi c management, 
which American managers do not want to follow.  

  10.4.2.2 Working Style 

 One of my former Japanese graduate students i s currently a g eneral manager at t he Mitsubishi 
Electric Research & Development Center. He described the working policy of Mitsubishi, using 
traditional Japanese proverbs: 

   “A tall tree catches much wind.” All researchers need to keep a uniform development speed  ◾
among groups and teams (see Table 10.3).     
  “Do not do a t ask today which can be postponed till tomorrow.” Th is was modifi ed from  ◾
the original proverb “Do a task today which you can do today,” which seems to be similar 
to the “go slow” policy of the regular worker, as pointed out by F. Taylor  [6].  However, note 
that the motivation in Japan is not to actually slow down, but to keep the pace all together 
as a team.   

 Table 10.3 illustrates the diff erence in style between U.S. and Japanese R&D. Japanese industries 
respect group/team development by keeping uniform individual work levels. Th is concept is suit-
able to product development with high cooperation among the team members. Because an indi-
vidual’s role is not separately evaluated, compensation is primarily based on the researcher’s age, 
not on his or her individual contribution. 

 Contrast this with American researchers, who do not always cooperate with each other. 
Because salary is awarded based on the individual’s contribution, a researcher will work at his or 
her own pace. Th is attitude is suitable to highly original fundamental research. “Lone wolf”-type 
researchers are often found in American companies. 

 While the lone-wolf approach may be appropriate for fundamental research, it may not be the 
most productive for product development requiring many people with expertise in diff erent areas. 
For example, Japanese automobile companies had a product development cycle of 3 years, while 
the standard U.S. development cycle was 5 years. Th e faster Japanese system came about because 
the team was able to put working environmental pressure on the slowest employees. Chrysler was 
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only able to improve after the former president Lee Iacocca publicly mandated an eff ort to reduce 
the cycle time from 5 to 2 ye ars. Ford Motor Company instituted a si milar eff ort to reduce the 
cycle time to 3 years with the successful introduction of the Taurus. 

 Offi  ce structure also refl ects the diff erences between the U.S. individual and Japanese group 
emphases. Figure 10.4 shows typical offi  ces in the United States and Japan. Individual cubicles are 
popular in U.S. industries for privacy of employees, while Japanese industries do not allow private 
cubicles. Instead, everyone is in one room. A manager can observe employee behavior all the time. 
Th is system encourages the slowest workers to keep up with the group.    

  10.4.3 Differential versus Integral 

  10.4.3.1 Industry Type 

 Th e percentage of manufacturing industries to to tal industries is 24% in the United States and 
34% in Japan, and the percentage of science and technology students to total university students 
is 5% in the United States and 20% in Japan. In other words, Japan has four times more engineers 
(the university student numbers are almost the same) and more manufacturing industries, while 
the United States has fewer engineers and many more fi nancial, insurance, and legal corporations. 

 Table 10.3 Working Style Differences between the 
United States and Japan           

US Japan

Individual pace Group/team uniform pace

Research-oriented
originality

Development-oriented
cooperation

Salary based on individual ability Salary based on age

 Figure 10.4         (a) Cubicle style offi ce (U.S. style), and (b) all-in-one style offi ce (Japanese style).   

(a) (b)
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American industries are a diff erential type of industry, where the profi t is created from the change 
in the price. Th e profi t from the stock market does not depend on the absolute stock price, but on 
the time derivative of the stock price. In contrast, the manufacturer in Japan is an integral type, 
where the total investment or accumulated price is valued.  

  10.4.3.2 Employment and Performance Appraisal Criteria 

 Most Japanese employees put a priority on employment stability, aiming for permanent employ-
ment. Next, they are interested in the pension system after retirement. Th ese issues are discussed 
when they interview for their fi rst job. In contrast, Americans seek better pay and tend to change 
jobs and companies often. Th e se diff erences can be explained using the example of “hardware-
like” and “software-like” employment. Software can be immediately used, but is usually used only 
for a sh ort period. It is in the category of an “expenditure.” To the contrary, hardware requires 
training or experience, such as education programs, in order to use it, but it remains in the com-
pany in the category of “equipment” forever. 

 Th ese employees’ attitude diff erences originate from the employer’s performance appraisal cri-
terion. As described in Figure 10.2, the Japanese salary system invests in the future capability of 
the worker based on permanent employment (hardware-like). Th us, “ fresh employee education 
programs” are very popular in Japanese companies. We have multiple Japanese graduate students 
in our research center at Pennsylvania State University, who are completely supported fi nancially 
by their companies, under the supposition that these employees will return to their home compa-
nies after fi nishing their degrees and contribute more than this initial investment. On the other 
hand, even i f they are very capable, a yo ung employee cannot expect a h igh salary. It will take 
10 years to get a signifi cant salary increase. In other words, the accumulation of work done over a 
long period in a company (integral work, or accumulation of output in terms of the time worked) 
determines the salary. Th is salary system guarantees employment through old age, but suppresses 
the working motivation of young engineers. Th is situation is depicted in Figure 10.5.  

 In contrast, the American salary system is based on a way to purchase the present capability 
of the worker based on the employee’s transfer in the future (software-like). Independent of age or 
time worked for the company, the salary is determined by the profi t delivered by this worker for 
1 year (or an equivalently short period), that is, the derivative/diff erential of the capability in terms 

W
or

k/
ye

ar

AgePresent

Japanese Method

U.S. Method

 Figure 10.5         Performance appraisal criteria: (a) derivative method in the United States, and 
(b) integral method in Japan.   
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of a year (see Figure 10.5). Th is salary system motivates young engineers to wo rk harder in the 
short term. However, with age and a slowing of fresh ideas, there is a big risk of salary reduction 
or unemployment. As a result, this compensation system will not create long-term loyalty to the 
company. 

 It is interesting to n ote that these employment and performance appraisal criteria aff ect the 
university teaching curriculum. Because there are no regular fresh-employee education programs 
in most American industries, a candidate’s abilities and knowledge are checked thoroughly at the 
job interview, in particular, his university training. Th erefore, students tend to take courses that 
will be helpful for obtaining a job. Consequently, courses that are not popular will be automati-
cally eliminated from the university curriculum, particularly in graduate curricula.   

  10.4.4 Regatta versus Mikoshi 

  10.4.4.1 Management Structure 

 Figure 1 0.6 i llustrates t he m anagement s tructures o f A merican a nd J apanese i ndustries. Th e 
American s tructure re sembles a re gatta, where only t he coxswain (company president) si tting in 
the back knows the destination, and other oarsmen (employees) just row synchronously to the cox’s 
command. Th e oarsmen don’t communicate with each other in general, which is a suitable manage-
ment structure for lone wolf-type engineers. If the president does not command correctly, the regatta 
will quickly pile up. Similarly, the American economy can change signifi cantly, depending on the 
U.S. president’s control. Further, American managers seem to prefer more power in a bigger com-
pany, which is illustrated in Figure 10.7a. Th is may be called a “whale” or “brontosaurus” type.   

 In contrast, Japanese structure resembles  mikoshi  (portable shrine, or the company), where all 
of the carrying men (employees) know the destination of  mikoshi . Walking about, staggering left 
and right, the  mikoshi  does not go straight to the destination, but will reach the destination fi nally, 
even if the fl agman (president) standing on the  mikoshi  falls down during travel. Th e employees 
behave as a team with a patriotic loyalty to the  mikoshi,  not to a person or a president. In a similar 
fashion, even i f t he Japanese prime minister were to c hange, the Japanese economy would not 
change much. In contrast to the whale type for the American managers, the Japanese managers 
prefer a “sardine” structure (Figure 10.7b). Loose coupling by medium- and small-sized companies 
creates a power similar to a big whale. But, unlike a whale, a group of sardines can change shape 
adaptively according to an enemy’s presence. Based on each sardine’s patriotic and synchronized 
intention, these companies can make a  keiretsu  (industry family tree). 

 A related discussion is found in an article titled “Th e Fourth Economic Crisis” by N. Makino 
 [7],  in which he uses an analogy to  kabuki  a nd musical t heaters.  Kabuki  at tracts t he aud ience 
with one or two key actors (there are no actresses in  kabuki , only male actors), which resembles 
American industries, such as Mr. Iacocca when at Chrysler. In contrast, the musical is an assembly 
of many minor actors and actresses, which more closely resembles Japanese industry’s situations. 

(a) (b) 

President

 Figure 10.6         Management structure differences between (a) the United States and (b) Japan.   
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Exemplifi ed b y t he l ong-run musical  Cats , t he te amwork i s b rilliant, but not m any aud iences 
remember the names of the actors and actresses (see Figure 10.7c, d). 

 It is interesting to compare my above description with the concepts of Th eory X and Th eor y Y 
by D. McGregor  [8].  Th eory X is a set of pr opositions of the conventional view of management’s 
task in harnessing human energy to fi  ll organizational r equirements, indicative of an autocratic 
management style, while Th eory Y is based on mor e adequate assumptions about human natur e 
and human motivation, and therefore has broader dimensions indicative of an egalitarian manage-
ment style. Figure 10.8 is a summar y description provided by M. Sobel [9],   where the autocratic 
and custodial management styles refl ect the Th eory X mindset, and the par ticipative and collegial 
management styles refl ect the Th eory Y mindset. We can say that the American management style 
is basically Th eory X based, while the J apanese management style is basically Th eor y Y based. 
Again, this seems to have originated from the diff erences between hunting and farming races.  

 Th e Contingency M odel, pr oposed b y F. E. F iedler for management leadership , is another 
interesting analysis  [10].  Figure 10.9 shows the per formance of r elationship- and task-motiv ated 
leaders in diff erent situational-fav orability conditions. Th e situational-fav orability dimension is 
indicated on the horizontal axis, extending from the most favorable situation on the left to the rela-
tively least favorable situation on the right, in terms of leader–member relations, task structure, and 
leader position power. Here the vertical axis indicates the group or organizational performance; the 
solid line on the graph is the schematic performance curve of relationship-motivated leaders, while 
the dashed line indicates the performance of task-motivated leaders. In Japan, manager–employee 
relations are good in general, but leader po wer is weak (second and four th columns). In order to 
obtain high performance, a low task structure is required for the relationship-motivated manager, 
and a high task structure is required for the task-motivated manager. As such, the manager educa-
tion program for task-motivation became popular in Japan.  

 In contrast, when we consider an American manager with strong leadership but poor leader–
member relations in general (fi fth and seventh columns), high performance will be obtained only 

(b) (a) 
Whale Sardine

(d) (c) 

 Figure 10.7         Difference between the United States (a and c) and Japan (b and d) in terms of the 
company structure that managers desire.   
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when the task structure is high for the relationship-motivated manager. I believe that this is why 
the current MBA courses for American managers emphasize the human relationship.   

  10.4.5 Concluding Remarks 
 I took two MBA courses—one in J apan and the other in the U nited States. Th e American MBA 
class emphasiz ed the humanistic (Th eory Y) appr oach, star ting fr om the mechanistic (Th eor y 
X) approach. In contrast, the J apanese MBA class tried to teach a mor e mechanistic appr oach, 

 Figure 10.8         Management styles: Theory X and Theory Y. (Based on Sobel, M. 1994.  The 12-hour 
MBA program . Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall.)   
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 Figure 10.9         The performance of relationship- and task-motivated leaders in different 
 situational-favorableness conditions. (Based on Fiedler, F. E.  Journal of Contemporary Business  
1974;3(4):65–80.)   
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because the managers ar e already very humanistic. I do not believ e that there is one best way for 
 management. A contingency or conditional model should be taken into account, par ticularly to 
consider human resources management in racially or culturally diff erent environments. 

 Your high-tech fi rm will hire engineers of various nationalities, through which you, as a cor-
porate executive, will inevitably learn various cultural and educational backgrounds. Accordingly, 
your HR management skills will be adaptively improved.   

  Chapter Summary 
 10.1 Key human resources-related laws: 

   Equal Pay Act of 1963   ◾
  Civil Rights Act of 1964   ◾
  Employment Act of 1967   ◾
  Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972   ◾
  Civil Rights Act of 1991    ◾

 10.2 A bona fi de occupational qualifi cation (BFOQ) permits discrimination when employer hir-
ing preferences are a reasonable necessity for the normal operation of the business. 

 10.3 If you are a university faculty member, when you start a company, do not create a confl ict of 
interest. Consider the following: 

   Defi ne your working time in your company: (1) If you are hired by the university 100%,  ◾
you cannot be a principal investigator of the federal contract research in your company. 
(2) If you are hired by the university 100%, your intellectual properties will belong to 
the university.  
  Do not hire your students directly through your company. Th is is a serious legal issue!    ◾

 10.4 Outsourcing and employee leasing are popular styles adopted by small businesses. 
 10.5  SBIR/STTR programs often have restrictions on aliens; U.S. citizenship or permanent resi-

dent status is sometimes required. 
 10.6  Carefully consider additional visa cost when you hire an international engineer in your fi rm. 
 10.7 Below is a comparison between U.S. and Japanese HR management: 

United States Japan

Living philosophy Individual Group

Working style

Industry type Differential Integral

Performance appraisal

Management Regatta Mikoshi (portable shrine)
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  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P10.1 Organization Chart 
 Generate an organizational chart (president, vice president, director, etc.) for your start-up com-
pany by identifying actual persons.  

  P10.2 Confl ict of Interest 
 Supposing t hat you s tarted your own c ompany by ke eping your j ob i n t he p resent u niversity, 
 prepare an agreement with your university without confl ict of interest in terms of your working 
time, salary, and advising students.   
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  Chapter 11

 Business Strategy—Why It Is 
Important, and How to Set It Up              

 A business strategy is a company’s game plan. Just as a football team needs a good game plan to have 
a chance for success, a company must have a good strategic plan to compete successfully against 
business competitors. Because the profi t margin of a normal fi rm is not large in most industries, 
even a slight error in the strategic plan becomes fatal. A business strategy includes the following: 

   Developing a vision and mission   ◾
  Identifying the organization’s external opportunities and threats   ◾
  Determining internal strengths and weaknesses   ◾
  Establishing long-term objectives   ◾
  Generating alternative strategies   ◾
  Choosing particular strategies to pursue    ◾

 In this chapter, I will focus on (1) SWOT (strengths–weaknesses–opportunities–threats) analysis 
for analyzing overall internal and external environments, (2) STEP (social/cultural, technological, 
economic, and political) four-force analysis for external factors, and (3) using Porter’s fi ve forces 
to analyze proximate internal environment. Product portfolio management (PPM) developed by 
Boston Consulting Group (BCG), which was introduced in Chapter 8, is another important ana-
lytical tool for business strategy. I a m indebted to  Strategic Management  by F. David [1]   for the 
material used to describe general issues in this chapter. 

  11.1 SWOT Matrix Analysis 
 Figure 11.1 shows the ba sic concept of the SWOT matrix. Th e horizontal a xis i s a m easure of 
the s trength–weakness of t he fi rm ( your company), while t he vertical a xis i s a m easure of t he 
 opportunity–threat of the industry (in our example, the piezo-actuator area). Th e former is called 
  internal environment analysis , and the latter is called  external environment analysis . All companies 
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are positioned in one of these four domains in Figure 11.1, where you will also fi nd the suggested 
strategy that each type of company should take. 

  Th e SWOT matrix is an important tool that helps managers develop four types of strategies: 
SO (strengths–opportunities), WO (weaknesses–opportunities), ST (strengths–threats), and WT 
(weaknesses–threats). Identifying ke y e xternal a nd internal f actors i s t he most d iffi  cult part of 
developing a SWOT matrix and requires good judgment. Th ere is not one best set of matches. Key 
external and internal environmental factors are discussed in Sections 11.2 and 11.3, respectively. 
Th e following four strategies can be taken, once your fi rm’s grid position is determined. 

 SO strategies use a fi rm’s internal strengths to t ake advantage of external opportunities. A ll 
managers would like their organizations to be in an “off ensive” position in which internal strengths 
can be used to take advantage of external trends and events. Organizations generally will pursue 
WO, ST, or WT strategies to get into a situation in which they can apply SO strategies. When a 
fi rm has major weaknesses, it will strive to overcome them and make them strengths. When an 
organization faces major threats, it will seek to avoid them to concentrate on opportunities. 

 WO strategies aim to improve internal weaknesses by taking advantage of external opportuni-
ties (this is called  revitalization ). Sometimes key external opportunities exist, but a fi rm may have 
internal weaknesses that prevent it from exploiting those opportunities. For example, there may be a 
high demand for piezoelectric multilayer actuators (MLAs) to control the amount and timing of fuel 
injection in diesel automobile engines (the opportunity), but certain piezo-device manufacturers may 
lack the technology required for producing these devices (the weakness). One possible WO strategy 
would be to a cquire this technology by forming a j oint venture with a fi rm that has competency 
in this area. An alternative WO strategy would be to h ire and train people who have the required 
technical capabilities. Because the piezoelectric actuator industry generally has better opportunities 
in external environments (domain I or II in the grid position) than the electromagnetic conventional 
motor industry, the small fi rms in the piezo-device industry usually follow these WO strategies. 

 ST strategies use a fi rm’s strengths to avoid or reduce the impact of external threats. Diversifi cation 
in the product line is the most popular strategy to o vercome the external thr eats. An example of 
ST strategy can be found in the case of Texas Instruments using an excellent legal department (its 
strength) to collect nearly $700 million in damages and r oyalties from nine Japanese and Korean 
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of the f irm

 Figure 11.1         General concept of the SWOT grid.   
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fi rms that infringed on patents for semiconductor memory chips (the threat). Th is is an example of 
how the fi rm used its strength against a competitors’ invasion. 

 WT s trategies a re “ defensive” t actics d irected at re ducing i nternal we akness a nd av oiding 
external threats. An organization facing numerous external threats and internal weaknesses may 
indeed be in a precarious position. In fact, such a fi rm may have to fi ght for its survival, merge, 
retrench, declare bankruptcy, or choose liquidation.  

  11.2 STEP Four-Force Analysis for External Environments 
 Th ough the piezo-actuator industries generally have a better opportunity in external environments 
(domain I o r I I), i f t he c ompetitive e lectromagnetic motor t akes a l arger sh are i n a pa rticular 
device, the external environment becomes a threat (domain III or IV). Th e STEP four forces are 
considered external factors. 

 11.2.1 Social/Cultural Forces 
 Th ough piezoelectric transformers (PT) were used on a trial basis in color TVs in the 1970s, seri-
ous problems were found in the mechanical str ength (collapse occurr ed in the device) and with 
heat generation in color TVs, leading to the termination of pr oduction for two decades (r efer to 
Chapter 2). However, the development of laptop computers with liquid cr ystal displays requiring 
very thin and electromagnetic noise-free transformers to start the glow of a fl uorescent back-lamp 
accelerated after the 1990s. Th is is a good example of ho w social demand cr eates the technology 
development (need-push). 

 Th e best technological device is not necessarily the best-selling device. A best seller is related 
to consumer attitudes and social trends. Table 11.1 shows how the Japanese consumer attitude has 

Table 11.1 Social/Consumer Attitude Trends in Japan with Time in Several Decades

1960s Heavier Ship manufacturing

Thicker Steel industry

Longer Building construction

Larger Power plants (dam)

1980s Lighter Printers, cameras

Thinner TVs, computers

Shorter Printing communications period

Smaller Walkman, air conditioners

2000s Beautiful Well-known brand apparel

Amusing TV games

Tasteful Cellular phones (private communication)

Creativity “Culture” center made-to-order shoes
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changed over time. Compared to the technological trends in the 1980s, when the keywords were 
“lighter,” “ thinner,” “ shorter,” a nd “ smaller,” w e c an s ay t hat “ beautiful,” “ amusing,” “ tasteful,” 
and “creative” are the keywords in the 2000s [2].   Th e present best-selling cellular phones rely on 
their sophisticated function and artistic design, rather than the technology. Artistic sense should 
be added during device development   in the twenty-fi rst century “Engineering Renaissance” era 
[3]. Harmony between science and art (Sci-Art) will be the key in the future. 

  11.2.2 Technological Forces 

  11.2.2.1 Specifi cations 

 COPAL developed a piezo-bimorph shutter for a Minolta dual-zoom camera in the late 1980s [4].   
Th e original design r equired a drive voltage of 120 V, which was r ejected by Minolta, because an 
additional voltage supply was required in the camera. Th e solution was to increase the drive voltage 
by thickening the lead zirconate titanate (PZT) plate, rather than to decrease the drive voltage. Th e 
fi nal bimorph was designed to be driv en by 240 V, which was the strobe voltage supply originally 
installed in the camera. Th e drive voltage of an actual electronic component is decided by the bat-
tery specifi cations: 1.5, 3, 9, 12, or 240 V.  

  11.2.2.2 Cost Minimization 

 Some researchers are working to reduce the drive voltage by reducing the layer thickness of piezo-
electric MLAs. However, it is not recommended for large MLAs used for diesel injection valve con-
trol applications in diesel automobiles (Figure 11.2). Figure 11.3 graphs the piezo-stack price and its 
electronic driver cost as a function of drive voltage [5].   Th e MLA price increases with reduced drive 
voltage (i.e., reducing each layer’s thickness), while the driver cost increases with increasing voltage. 
Th e minimum total cost is obtained around 160 V, leading to a layer thickness of 80 μm. Th is sort 
of “standard” thickness can be derived from the cost minimization principle rather than the perfor-
mance. Note that a 20-µm layer thickness is not technologically diffi  cult in today’s MLAs. 

 Figure 11.2         Common rail-type diesel injection valve with a piezoelectric multilayer actuator. 
(From Fujii, A. Proceedings of JTTAS, 2005. With permission.)     
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      11.2.3 Economic Forces 
 Figure 11.4 i llustrates t he m anufacturing c ost c alculation p rocesses fo r M LAs w ith t ape-cast 
automatic equipment and with a cut-and-bond manual production process, already discussed in 
Chapter 6 . For t he t ape-casting e quipment, t he i nitial i nvestment (fi xed c ost o f e quipment i s 
$300,000) is expensive, with a low slope of variable cost (raw materials cost) as a function of pro-
duction quantity. On the other hand, the cut-and-bond process requires a steep slope of variable 
cost provided by the labor fee in addition to the raw materials cost. We can fi nd an intersection 
between these two l ines (point T i n Figure 11.4). Th is product quantity i s the threshold above 
which the equipment installation starts to provide a better profi t (a sort of break-even point).  

 Because labor costs are expensive in developed countries such as the United States and Japan, 
the introduction of a t ape-casting facility is usually recommended, when the production quan-
tity exceeds only 0.1 million pieces per year. Due to the lower labor cost in developing countries 
such as Th ailand and China, the production threshold quantity is dramatically high, i.e., about 
2  million pieces in MLA production. If the production quantity is 1 million pieces, the manual 
production process in these countries with line-workers’ labor is actually cheaper than tape-casting 
facilities. Th is is the motivation for a corporation to locate its factory or fi nd an original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) partner in a foreign country.  

  11.2.4 Political/Legal Forces 
 Th e twenty-fi rst century has been called the “century of environmental management.” We are fac-
ing serious global pr oblems such as the accumulation of to xic wastes, the gr eenhouse eff ect, con-
tamination of rivers and seas, and lack of energy sources, such as oil, natural gas, etc. In 2006, the 
European community implemented restrictions on the use of cer tain hazardous substances, called 
the Restriction of Hazardous Substance (RoHS) Directive, which explicitly limits the usage of lead 
(Pb) in electronic equipment. Th erefore, in the future we may need to regulate the usage of PZT, 
the most widely used piez oelectric ceramic material. J apanese and E uropean communities may 
experience governmental regulation on PZT usage within 10 years. Lead-free piezo-ceramics started 
to be developed after 1999. Figure 11.5 shows statistics for various lead-free piezoelectric ceramics. 

 Figure 11.3         Drive voltage dependence of piezo-stack price and the electronic driver cost. 
(From Fujii, A. Proceedings of JTTAS, 2005. With permission.)     
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Th e shar e of papers and patents for bismuth compounds (bismuth lay ered type and (B i,Na)
TiO 3  type) exceeds 61%. Th is is because bismuth compounds ar e easily fabricated in comparison 
with other compounds. F igure 11.6 sho ws strain cur ves for oriented and unoriented (K,N a,Li) 
(Nb,Ta,Sb)O 3  ceramics, based on the best curr ent data r eported by the Toyota Central Research 
Lab [6].   Note that the maximum strain reaches up to 1500 × 10 −6 , which is equivalent to the PZT 
strain. RoHS seems to be a signifi cant threat to the piezoelectric industry, which has primarily only 
PZT piezo-ceramics thus far. However, this is an opportunity for a company such as Toyota, which 
is preparing alternative piezo-ceramics to gain more of the piezoelectric device market share.   

 Figure 11.4         Total cost calculation comparison for a multilayer product between a tape-cast 
equipment automatic production and a cut-and-paste manual production.   
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 Figure 11.5         Patent disclosure statistics for lead-free piezoelectric ceramics as of 2001. (Total 
number of patents and papers is 102.)   
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 Another issue is related to automobiles. Diesel engines are recommended because they consume 
less purifi cation energy, which contributes to the reduction of  global warming. However, the con-
ventional diesel engine generates to xic exhaust gases such as SO x  and NO x . In order to solve this 
problem, new diesel injection v alves were developed by Siemens with piezoelectric MLAs. Figure 
11.2 shows a common rail-type diesel injection valve [5].     

  11.3 Five-Force Analysis for Proximate Environments 
 Figure 11.7 shows the concept of Porter’s fi ve-forces model for proximate environment analysis [7].   
Th e nature of competitiveness in a given industry can be viewed as a composite of fi ve forces:  

    1. Rivalry among competing fi rms  
   2. Potential entry of new competitors  
   3. Potential development of substitute products  

 Figure 11.6         Strain curves for oriented and unoriented (K,Na,Li)(Nb,Ta,Sb)O 3  ceramics. (From 
Saito, Y.  Jpn J Appl Phys  1996;35:5168–5173. With permission.)   
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   4. Bargaining power of suppliers  
   5. Bargaining power of consumers   

  11.3.1 Rivalry among Competing Firms 
 Figure 11.8a sh ows t he h ead s tructure o f t he Epso n M ach i nk-jet p rinter; h ere t he so -called 
 cut-and-bond method was initially used by the supplier, Philips, to m anufacture the PZT uni-
morph [8].   Th ree years later, NGK in Japan developed the cofi ring technology to manufacture 
the PZT unimorph on a zirconia ink-chamber substrate, and took over the supplier position from 
Philips. Th e cofi ring technology provided a dramatic reduction of the manufacturing cost of the 
printer head, in addition to a performance improvement in which the unnecessary vibration of the 
ink chamber was suppressed. As you may already know, Philips’ piezo-device division was closed 
soon a fter losing Epson, a l arge customer. Th is episode teaches us the importance of making a 
continuous eff ort to develop new technology, because every product has a life cycle.   

  11.3.2 Development of Substitute Products 
 Th ough the responsivity of a piezo-actuator in the Epson printer head (Figure 11.8a) is much faster than 
the competitive Canon bubble-jet printer, the resolution of the piezo-unimorph printer head is lower 
than the bubble-jet type, because the unimorph-covering area is rather large. In order to realize a much 
fi ner nozzle arrangement, Epson developed the piezo-multilayer type as shown in Figure 11.8b [8].   
Th is arrangement pr ovides fi ner resolution and quicker speed. Although it costs mor e than the 
unimorph type, this development is strategically important to compete with Canon’s printers. 

 Th e m ost c ompetitive subs titute fo r t he p iezoelectric a ctuator i s t he e lectromagnetic ( EM) 
motor. Figure 11.9 compares the metal tube–type microultrasonic motor (USM, 1.5 mm φ × 4 mm 
long) to a cellular phone EM motor with a similar output power level (50 mW). Note the signifi cant 
diff erences in volume and weight, by a f actor of 20. A lso, the torque i s 10 t imes higher and the 
effi  ciency of the USM is superior to the conventional EM motor. Although the USM is presently a 
threat to the EM motor in terms of performance, the historically lower price of the EM motor is a 
big threat to the piezo-actuator.   

 Figure 11.7         Michael Porter’s fi ve-forces model of competition.   
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  11.3.3 Entry of New Competitors 
 With expanding applications and mar kets for piez o-actuators, raw-material suppliers (upstr eam 
industries) such as cement, chemical, and even steel companies moved into the piezo-actuator busi-
ness. Original customers (downstream industries) such as computer , home, and offi  ce electronics 
companies also started to manufacture the actuators themselves. Prosthetic arm manufacturers and 
measuring equipment companies had alr eady started to make USMs, which was a thr eat to the 
present piezo-actuator industry. However, this could also be a good opportunity to fi nd collabora-
tive business partners.  

 Figure 11.8         Piezoelectric ink-jet printer heads: (a) conventional unimorph-type and (b) new 
multilayer-type. (From Kurashima, N.  Proceedings of Machine Technical Institute Seminar, MITI , 
Tsukuba, Japan, 1999. With permission.)   
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 Figure 11.9         Comparison between the piezo-ultrasonic motor (bottom) and the EM motor (top), 
with similar power levels.   
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  11.3.4 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 
 Th e internal electr ode material choice for conv entional ceramic multilay er devices is silv er/ 
palladium (Ag/Pd), as it was in capacitors. However, owing to the Russian economy crisis in the 
late 1990s, the price of palladium increased dramatically with a peak in 2000, when the price was 
10 times higher than in 1990 (F igure 11.10). Because of this raw-material cost change, capaci-
tor industries started to use nickel (N i) (a base metal) internal electr odes. Although the price of  
Pd is stabiliz ed now, the eff ort toward cheaper material usage continues. Th is is an example of  
how a threat can be transformed into an oppor tunity. Th e necessity creates the technology. Th e 
piezo-actuator industry is a little behind in the shift to widespread use of the copper (Cu) internal 
electrodes. Th e piezo-industries are still using Ag/Pd or platinum (Pt) for the internal electrodes. 
EPCOS recently started to commercialize Cu-embedded MLAs for a diesel injection valve appli-
cation, in which the actuator cost is currently the major bottleneck [9].     

  11.3.5 Bargaining Power of Consumers 
 Th e consumer’s power depends on the application area. In IT/offi  ce equipment applications, the 
customers o f p iezo-actuators a re g iant e lectronic c ompanies ( IBM, De ll, M otorola, Sa msung, 
Nokia, e tc.) t hat h ave s trong ba rgaining p ower a gainst t he c omponent c ompanies, w hich a re 
“price ta kers.” Th us, t he c urrent de velopment t arget i s to re duce t he p roduction c ost to m eet 
the customer’s desire. MLAs and USMs currently need to b e manufactured for much less than 
US$3 per piece for cellular phone applications. For robotic applications, how nanopositioning is 
demanded will be the key to estimating the future market size, which will determine the actuator 
price because it is performance/cost oriented. In the biomedical area, price is not a very important 
factor, but the specs and performance, such as very low drive voltage and confi ned size, are criti-
cal to t he design. Fortunately the piezo-actuator industry is the price fi xer in this area. Finally, 
the environmental businesses are expanding these days. Accordingly, the demand for actuators/
transducers in this area is quickly increasing. Because it is still in the prototype production stage, 
there is no threat from customers (“skimming price” period, which was introduced in Chapter 8), 
but the actuator manufacturer needs to obtain the interest of the customers.   

 Figure 11.10         Palladium price change over years.   
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  11.4 Business Strategy Format 
 We will consider two business strategy case studies in this section. First, Micro Motors Inc.’s 
(MMI’s) expansion scenario: MMI received an inquiry from Saito Industries to supply multimil-
lion pieces of motors. Should MMI shift to a mass-production company? Second, MMI’s restruc-
turing scenario: small h igh-tech entrepreneurs do n ot a lways face lucky situations. I f we f ace a 
serious fi nancial cr isis, how c an we so lve i t? Th is  fi ctitious s tory may encourage you to de eply 
consider unlucky situations. Th e business strategy should be submitted to the corporate board of 
directors and needs to obtain permission from the board. 

 An example format for the business strategy is discussed in Section 11.5.  
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  11.5 Business Strategy Case Study I: MMI’s Expansion 
  11.5.1  Shall We Shift to a Mass-Production 

Company? Executive Summary 
 MMI was founded by Barb Shay as a spin-off  company from the State University of Pennsylvania 
(SUP), fi nancially sponsored by Cheng Kung Corporation, Taiwan. Barb, who is the founder, vice 
president, and CTO of MMI, is well known as one of the active researchers of piezoelectric actua-
tors. She has been dev eloping various piezoelectric actuators and USMs o ver the past 10 y ears. 
Recently, her group developed a micromotor called metal tube type consisting of a metal hollo w 
cylinder and two PZT rectangular plates. Th is development was the trigger for founding MMI. In 
collaboration with Saito Industries in Japan, MMI further developed the world’s smallest camera 
module with both optical zooming and auto focusing mechanisms for a mobile phone application, 
by utilizing micromotors slightly modifi ed from the original design. 

 MMI received an inquiry from Saito Industries to manufacture tens of millions of zoom/focus 
mechanisms for their cellular phone application. Because MMI is basically a research and develop-
ment (R&D) company, that is, receiving research funds from a client company and cr eating pro-
totype products for that company’s sake, MMI hesitates to accept 10-million-piece manufacturing 
requests. 

 Th is SWOT analysis-based strategic plan provides suffi  cient information regarding the decision 
of whether MMI should shift to a mass-pr oduction company. Although the request from Saito is 
an attractive opportunity to expand MMI, because MMI has str ength in its manufacturing tech-
nology (strength because this is actually their pr oduct developed at SUP and MMI), MMI may 
exhibit weaknesses in the manpower and fi nancial resources required to set up a factor y by itself. 
Th e monthly operating cost of more than 10 times the present expenditures may initiate a serious 
cash fl ow problem, leading to the bankr uptcy of MMI (a thr eat). Even if MMI star ted produc-
tion successfully, other large competitors may chase them with similar or alternativ e products in a 
couple of years, which is an external threat. 

 Supposing that you are a consultant to MMI, consider the best advice for them. MMI is fac-
ing at present a decision among three choices: (1) to start mass production in collaboration with 
their partner company, Cheng Kung; (2) to decline this manufacturing request; or (3) to transfer 
this manufacturing task to a competitive company with some back margin (1% of the sales cost). 
Th e SWOT method was adopted to analyze MMI’s external and internal environments in terms 
of this zoom/focus mechanism production, including fi nancial analysis (investment, cash fl ows) 
and production planning (ho w many pr oducts at which factor y) with the linear pr ogramming 
tools. 

 In order to meet Saito’s request, MMI will use Cheng Kung as an OEM. Th e tape-cast automa-
tion manufacturing systems will be installed in Cheng Kung’s Taiwan factory, and low-cost labor in 
Chiang Mai’s Th ailand factory will be used for the manual cut-and-bond manufacturing pr ocess. 
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A detailed monthly production plan and cash fl ow were forecast, taking into account cash receipts 
from Saito (2 months after the pr oduct delivery), equipment cost payments (1 month after the 
installation), variable manufacturing cost, net cash fl ow for each month, payments to a production 
partner Cheng Kung (in the last month of each purchase order [PO] period), and cumulative cash 
balance at MMI. As noted in the details provided in the main part of the plan, the largest negative 
cumulative cash balances, –$218,000 13 months after the contract, may be rather critical to the 
MMI fi nancial situation. However, the following fi nancial backups may cover this defi cit: (1) MMI 
has a cash balance of $100,000 at present, and (2) the partner, Cheng Kung, can help MMI fi nan-
cially by waiting for the payment. 

 Including the above fi nancial evaluation, a c omplete SWOT analysis can be made for both 
external and internal environments, in particular for the mass production of camera modules for 
Saito. In order to numerically evaluate the strengths–weaknesses and opportunities–threats, new 
parameters—S/W score and O/T score—are as follows: 

  S/W score = [(number of strengths) − (number of weaknesses)]
 ÷ [(number of strengths) + (number of weaknesses)] (11.1) 

  O/T score = [(number of opportunities) − (number of threats)]
 ÷ [(number of opportunities) + (number of threats)] (11.2) 

 Under the supposition of a SWOT analysis category weight, the total S/W and O/T scores are 
calculated as total S/W score = 0.615 and total O/T score = 0.065. 

 With these numbers, MMI’s position can be assigned as strategic position I (off ensive), although 
rather close to strategic position II (div ersifi cation). R egarding the mass pr oduction of camera 
modules for S aito, MMI has a good position (scor e = 0.615) in its internal envir onment, but is 
almost neutral (score = 0.065) in its external environment. Th e two key reasons for threats (nega-
tive numbers) are (1) Saito’s strong price-setting power, and (2) lead compound r egulation in the 
future. 

 In conclusion, moving forward to m ass production of c amera modules for Sa ito Industries 
is h ighly recommended w ithout hesitation. Even i f t he PO termination were to h appen in t he 
middle of the 2-year agreement period, the exit plan evaluates that there would not be any defi cit 
or risk to MMI.  

  11.5.2 Background of This Strategic Planning 

  11.5.2.1 Necessity of SWOT Analysis 

 Th e company’s introduction and its products—metal tube and multilayer-type USMs—are omit-
ted here because you already learned about these in Chapters 2 and 6. 

 As mentioned previously, this SWOT analysis-based strategic plan provides suffi  cient infor-
mation regarding the decision of whether MMI should shift to a mass-production company. Th e 
SWOT method will be adopted to a nalyze the external and internal environments of MMI in 
terms of this zoom/focus mechanism production, including fi nancial analysis (investment, cash 
fl ows) and production planning (how many products at which factory) with the linear program-
ming tools learned in Chapter 7. A recommendation will be provided for decision making in this 
report.   
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  11.5.3 External Environment Analysis 
 MMI’s mission i s “Your Development Partner,” by supporting technology development (R&D 
division) and by providing commercial devices (sales division) to the client, federal institutes, and 
private companies. Th erefore, the analysis on the external environment should be made prior to 
considering the internal environment. 

  11.5.3.1 Remote Environment 

 After 30 years of intensive research and development of piezoelectric actuators, the focus has drastically 
shifted to applications. Piezoelectric shutters (Minolta Camera) and automatic focusing mechanisms 
(Canon) in cameras, dot-matrix printers (NEC), and ink-jet printers (Epson), piezoelectric part-feed-
ers (Sanki), and diesel injection valves (Siemens) have been commercialized and mass produced on 
a scale of several tens of thousands to millions of pieces per month. Th roughout this period of com-
mercialization, especially over the last decade, new actuator designs and methods of drive and control 
have been developed to meet the requirements of the latest applications. At a somewhat slower pace, 
advances in device reliability and strength have likewise occurred, although some considerable work is 
yet to be done in further extending the lifetime of devices and ensuring consistent performance over 
that period. An overview of these recent trends in development will be presented in this section. 

  11.5.3.1.1 Technology Maturity 

 Please refer to Chapter 8, Section 8.1.3, “Marketing Research Example” in order to complete the 
Business Strategy Report.     

 In general, taking into account the diffi  culty in overcoming the reliability requirements such as 
operating temperature range and lifetime, w e engineers recognize the development pecking order 
in a sequence, such as camera > offi  ce equipment > automobile. Because the MLA has already been 
utilized for the diesel injection v alve, we could say that piez oelectric actuator dev elopment has 
already gone into a maturing period. Further, we can say that the industrial competition has started 
to share the market by reducing the actuator price drastically, which is not only related to techno-
logical development, but also to the industrial managerial decision [10]. I n order to calculate the 
O/T score and S/W score, we will use the following scoring table for each category. Th e following 
table suggests that in terms of technology maturity, MMI receives 1 point in “Opportunities.” 

External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

Remote environment

Technology maturity Technology is maturing 
already

None

  11.5.3.1.2 Piezoelectric Actuator/Ultrasonic Motor Market 

 Please refer to Chapter 8, Section 8.1.3, “Marketing Research Example” in order to complete the 
Business Strategy Report. Th is part was also widely cited from my textbook,  Micromechatronics  [10].   
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 To sum up, of the estimated annual sales from these prospective markets alone, approximately 
$500 million came from the sale of individual ceramic actuator elements, about $300 million from 
camera-related applications, and roughly $150 million was related to the sale of USMs. A total of 
nearly $1 billion is anticipated. Mr. Sekimoto’s prediction of ceramic actuator sales amounting to 
nearly $10 billion in the near futur e may in fact be r ealized! At the very least, the curr ent trends 
suggest a bright fi nancial future for the ceramic actuator industry. 

 Figure 11.11 illustrates the product life cycle and/or industry growth curve [11].   Th e piezoelectric 
actuator industry is still in the preliminary growth stage, expecting much steeper growth and a signifi -
cant increase in income. In addition to the current applications in information technologies (microac-
tuators for computers, cellular phones), robotics, and precision machinery (positioners), piezoelectric 
actuators will provide supporting tools for biomedical equipment, nanotechnologies (nanomanipula-
tion tools), and energy areas (micropumps of fuel cell systems). Th us, the market should signifi cantly 
increase from the current annual $1 billion to $10 billion (or even higher) in 5 to 7 years.  

External Environment Analysis Opportunities Threats

Remote environment

Piezoelectric actuator market Beginning of growth stage None

Billion $ revenue expectation

  11.5.3.1.3 Camera Module Market 

 Th e number of mobile phones in the world will r each 1 billion by 2010. Eighty-seven percent of 
them will  feature a compact camera, an amazing per centage. Even if MMI star ts camera mod-
ule production at a rate of 10 million pieces per y ear for S amsung, taking into account that the 
required total module number is ar ound 700 million, our contribution is less than 1.4% of the 

 Figure 11.11         The product life cycle and/or industry growth curve. The piezoelectric actuator 
industry is still in the preliminary growth stage.   
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demand. After fi nishing their 2-y ear contract with S amsung, MMI may fi nd the next customer/
client in the mobile phone production area. 

External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

Remote environment

Camera module market Rapid growth in cell phones ME motor may be a 
substitute

More signifi cant growth in 
camera phones

  11.5.3.1.4 Environmental Regulation 

 As previously mentioned, the tw enty-fi rst century has been called the “ century of environmental 
management.” In 2006, the European community implemented restrictions on the use of cer tain 
hazardous substances—the RoHS Directive—which explicitly limits the usage of lead in electronic 
equipment. RoHS could be a signifi cant threat to piezoelectric companies, which have only PZT 
piezo-ceramics. However, because ICA T/Penn State is alr eady studying (N a,K)(Ta,Nb)O 3 -based 
piezo-ceramics extensively, once strict regulations start, MMI will change the piez o-materials and 
develop similar piezo-devices in the market. 

External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

Remote environment

Environmental regulation None for module 
production

PZT may be regulated in 
future

  11.5.3.2 Proximate Environment 

 Michael Porter’s fi ve-forces model of competitive analysis is widely used for developing external 
environmental strategies. Th e nature of competitiveness in a given industry can be reviewed as a 
composite of the following fi ve forces: 

    1. Rivalry among competing fi rms  
   2. Potential entry of new competitors  
   3. Potential development of substitute products  
   4. Bargaining power of suppliers  
   5. Bargaining power of consumers   

  11.5.3.2.1 Rivalry among Competing Firms 

 MMI is a small business with only eight engineers, but it is tightly linked to SUP, and Cheng Kung 
Corporation in Taiwan in terms of technological, fi nancial, and mass-production strengths. 
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 As a small fi rm, there are several competing fi rms in the United States and Europe. Th e key 
to competition against small fi rms is diff erentiated high technology. Because MMI has all sets of 
technologies—materials, devices, and drive/control systems—they do not have particular weak-
nesses against these small businesses. K LM Group i s their s trongest competitor. However, it i s 
very doubtful that KLM Group will move into cellular phone camera module production. DEF is 
a direct competitor to MMI in USMs. However, because they are also a licensee of MMI’s patent 
(metal tube type), and Cheng Kung is its major supplier of piezo-ceramic plates, MMI may use 
DEF as an OEM manufacturing partner. If MMI moves into camera module manufacturing, it 
will need to compete with big fi rms. 

 Th e key to competition against large fi  rms is pr oduction cost eff ectiveness. Because MMI 
has a strong partner, Cheng Kung, as an OEM facility, mass-production capability already exists. 
Further, because Cheng Kung has a manufacturing factor y in Chiang Mai, Th ailand, in addition 
to a factory in southern Taiwan, the manufacturing cost (especially labor cost) is competitive even 
with mainland China. We can conclude that riv alry among competing fi rms is therefore not very 
important to MMI. 

External Environment Analysis Opportunities Threats

Proximate environment

Rivalry among industry No particular threat

  11.5.3.2.2 Potential Entry of New Competitors 

 Th ere were many new entrants in the piez oelectric actuator fi eld in Japan from the middle of the 
1980s until the middle of the 1990s, when J apanese industries w ere enjoying a so-called bubble 
economy. Many materials companies, including metal, steal, polymer , and chemical manufactur-
ers, started to join the fi ne- or advanced-ceramic industry, and to work on piezoelectric actuators. 
However, after the economic r ecession in the middle of the 1990s, mor e than half of the ne w 
entrants abandoned the piez o-actuator division, because commer cialization success was not easy 
for them. Th e main r eason for this high entrance barrier is the necessity of a long accumulation 
of manufacturing know-how. Actuator applications, unlike sensors, require especially high quality 
and reliability of piezo-ceramics under high electric fi eld conditions, which the new entrants could 
not initially imagine. Th us, no potential new entry can be expected at present. 

 On the contrary, in the United States we can fi nd some new entrants, originally spun off  from 
university research centers. However, most of them are application-oriented or device/system com-
panies, and none of them has ceramic manufacturing capability. Th us, no adversary can be found 
in the United States in the mass production of the camera modules. 

External Environment Analysis Opportunities Threats

Proximate environment

New competitors No particular threat

  11.5.3.2.3 Potential Development of Substitute Products 

 Piezoelectric actuators were originally introduced to replace EM motors. In this sense, the strongest 
competitor or substitute is still an EM motor. Th e effi  ciency of EM motors drastically decreases 
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with a de crease in power and size, while piezoelectric motors are not as sensitive to t he level of 
power and size. Th e key reason for effi  ciency degradation in EM motors is the inevitable heat gen-
eration via Joule heat of the thin copper coil wires. 

 Th e advantages of piezo-motors over EM motors are summarized below: 

   More suitable to miniaturization  ◾
   Stored energy is larger than that of an EM type   −
  1/10 smaller in volume and weight     −

  No electromagnetic noise generation  ◾
   Magnetic shielding is not necessary     −

  Higher effi  ciency  ◾
   Effi  ciency insensitive to power size     −

  Nonfl ammable  ◾
   Th e piezo-device is safer for overload or short-circuit at the output terminal      −

 In conclusion, piezo-motors have advantages over EMs in performance. Th e only disadvantage is 
their higher cost, because of the generally small manufacturing quantity. 

External Environment Analysis Opportunities Threats

Proximate environment

Substitute products (against 
EM motors)

Signifi cant advantages in 
performance

Possible high 
manufacturing cost

Piezo is expanding the share

  11.5.3.2.4 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

 Th e raw materials of piezoelectric actuators include the following: 

   PZT ceramic raw materials—PbO, ZrO  ◾ 2 , TiO 2 , and other oxides  
  Electrode materials—Ag/Pd, Pt   ◾
  Elastic materials for mechanical amplifi cation and/or protection—brass, steel, etc.   ◾
  Electric lead wires—Cu, Ag    ◾

 Except for Ag/Pd and Pt, the raw materials are generally much cheaper than EM motors. Only the 
rare-metal electrode materials are expensive (i.e., not negotiable, unfortunately). 

External Environment Analysis Opportunities Threats

Proximate environment

Power of suppliers No particular threat

  11.5.3.2.5 Bargaining Power of Consumers 

 Th e bargaining power of consumers is the largest thr eat to piezoelectric material/device manufac-
turers. Th e consumers ar e usually the biggest electric/electr onics companies, such as GE, IBM, 
Apple, Toshiba, Sony, and Samsung; they decide the purchase price and initiate negotiations. Th e 
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component companies, such as MMI, are always “price takers,” and need to improve the manufac-
turing process and reduce the manufacturing cost to generate profi t. 

 Table 11.2 shows an example of Saito Industries’ PO for camera zoom/focus modules requested 
from MMI. Th e production quantity increases dramatically, up to 3 m illion pieces per quarter. 
To the contrary, the unit cost decreases continuously from $10 to $1 over 2 years, so that the total 
sales amount starts to saturate in the last half of the contract period. 

External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

Proximate environment

Power of consumers MMI is price taker against 
Saito Industries

  11.5.4 Internal Environment Analysis 

  11.5.4.1 Managerial Orthodoxy 

 Managerial orthodoxy is useful to describe how well an organization is managed [12].   We will 
adopt this classifi cation in this section. 

  11.5.4.1.1 Mission and Mission Statement 

 MMI’s mission statement is “Your Development Partner,” because they support technology devel-
opment (R&D division) and provide commercial devices (sales division) to t heir clients, federal 
institutes, and private companies. MMI will a lso provide special and customized products and 
services. Th e purpose of this strategic plan is to consider a new division—a manufacturing divi-
sion. Th e mission statement need not be revised because of this mass-production work task. MMI 
still maintains the position, “Saito’s Development Partner.” However, because MMI has been an 
R&D-oriented, small-scale manufacturer up to this point, once MMI starts 10-million-piece pro-
duction of the piezo-components it may need to restructure by adding at least a production control 
manager and test engineers for the products.  

  11.5.4.1.2 Formal Organization 

 Th e MMI organization chart i s shown in Figure 11.12. Th ere a re t hree d ivisions: R&D, sales, 
and offi  ce management. Once MMI starts mass production of camera modules, an additional 
division—manufacturing—may be created.   

Table 11.2 Expected Purchase Order from Samsung EM to MMI in 96 weeks (2 years)

PO No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Week 1–12 13–24 25–36 37–48 49–60 61–72 73–84 85–96

Quantity 10 K 50 K 250 K 1000 K 2000 K 2400 K 2700 K 3000 K

Requested 
unit price

$10.00 $5.00 $2.80 $1.80 $1.20 $1.10 $1.00 $1.00

Total 
payment

$100 K $250 K $700 K $1800 K $2400 K $2640 K $2700 K 3000 K
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  11.5.4.1.3 Informal Organization 

 Because MMI does not want to create a “two bosses dilemma” in the organization, Vice President 
Shay gives orders to the subordinates directly, with permission from President Chu. Shay’s status 
in the company is special: because she is the founder, and Chu is not always in College Park, she 
is practically operating MMI. 

 Th e informal organization of MMI also includes Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan. Cheng 
Kung is a major stockholder and an OEM to MMI, which makes the mass production of camera 
module parts possible without signifi cant investments for purchasing the factory and equipment.  

  11.5.4.1.4 Authority System 

 Vice President Shay has authority over daily operations, but President Chu represents t he fi rm 
offi  cially, a nd a dvises S hay o ccasionally. Th e o rganization i n F igure 11.12 sh ows a re asonably 
expanding vertical and horizontal structure.  

  11.5.4.1.5 Managerial Skills 

 Vice President Shay has a physical restriction for operating MMI: because she is a professor at SUP 
75% of her time, she can spend only 25% of her time at MMI (only 2 hours per day). Although 
President Chu is not always in College P ark, because he spends some of his time at the Taiwan 
Cheng Kung offi  ce, he is always monitoring MMI’ s corporate account status. F urther, because 
Tom Meyer has small-business experience and is capable as the R&D dir ector, Shay’s managerial 
handicaps can be compensated. 

Internal Environment Analysis Strengths Weaknesses

Managerial orthodoxy Strong mission statement None

Balanced combination of formal 
and informal organizations

Consistent authority system

Excellent managerial skills

 Figure 11.12         MMI organization chart (second year).   
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  11.5.4.2 Operations 

  11.5.4.2.1 General Corporation Operations 

 MMI has already spent $660,000 over revenue in the initial 2 years, in order to keep eight employ-
ees for star t-up; $330,000 was the initial capital, and $330,000 was obtained as a loan fr om the 
partner company, Cheng Kung Corporation. Th e current monthly running cost is about $40,000 
(in the third year), which will be maintained in this year. Th eir revenue at the end of the third year 
reached $514,000 from the R&D programs and $114,000 from the piezo-product sales, dramati-
cally improving the fi nancial situation, and leaving $113,000 in cash at present.  

  11.5.4.2.2 Mass-Production Division Operations—Proposal 

 MMI provided the MLA components to Saito Industries, initially with only 1000 pieces for their 
test purpose, which w ere manufactured at MMI using SUP facilities. O nce this test is fi nished, 
much larger production will be r equested, fi nally reaching more than 10 million pieces per y ear. 
MMI needs to develop a production plan for supplying actuators to Saito Industries. 

 Th e customer’s demands include the following: (a) the supply quantity will be exponentially 
increased within 2 years, and (b) the unit price will be drastically decreased with the quantity. As 
mentioned previously, MMI has three manufacturing factories: MMI in Pennsylvania (with no 
tape-cast facility); a partner company, Cheng Kung factory in Taiwan (with one tape-cast facility); 
and Chiang Mai factory in Th ailand (with no tape-cast facility). Labor cost is drastically decreased 
in a s equence of Pennsylvania, Taiwan, a nd Th ailand. Taking i nto a ccount t he t ransportation 
period, which can be counted as a manufacturing delay, MMI will distribute the manufacturing 
load to these three places to minimize the manufacturing cost. Th e manufacturing factory loca-
tions of these three facilities are shown in Figure 1.14, in Chapter 1.  

 An OEM agreement was set between MMI and Cheng Kung with the following four conditions: 
(1) MMI will provide all the raw materials to both Cheng Kung Taiwan and Chiang Mai  factories, 
shipped from College Park, Pennsylvania. (2) All the dir ect labor wages will be paid b y MMI. (3) 
When required, MMI will purchase tape-cast equipment for Taiwan factory without delay. (4) After 
each PO period (3 months), MMI will share half of the gross profi t with Cheng Kung. 

  11.5.4.2.2.1 Tape-Casting Facility versus Manual Cut-and-Bond Production 
 Please refer to Practical Exercise Problem P7.1 in Chapter 7.  

  11.5.4.2.2.2 Constraints from the Customer (Saito Industries) 
 Saito asks MMI for a 12-week delivery for each PO. Th e requested MLA quantity and the MLA 
product unit price are summarized in Table 11.2. Because MMI is much smaller than Saito, MMI 
is merely a price-taker with only a slight negotiation possibility.  

  11.5.4.2.2.3 Manufacturing Capability 
 Raw m aterials, suc h a s p iezoelectric c eramic p owder a nd A g/Pd m etal e lectrode pa ste, a re 
synthesized at M MI’s l aboratory in Pennsylvania a nd c an be t ransported to M MI’s f actory in 
Pennsylvania with no delay, to Taiwan Cheng Kung with a 1-week delay for one way, and/or to 
Chiang Mai factory with a 2-week delay for one way. For both a tape-cast machine and a human 
production l ine, o ne p roduction batc h c an b e fi nished b iweekly. S o, d uring t he 1 2-week P O 
period, MMI in Pennsylvania can run six production batches. However, due to the transportation 
time loss, Taiwan Cheng Kung and Chiang Mai factory can run fi ve and four production batches 
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over 12 weeks. Only Taiwan Cheng Kung has a tape-cast facility. Th us, the other factories need 
to purchase the necessary number of tape-cast apparatuses, with increasing production quantity: 
$300,000 per set in the United States and Th ailand, but $250,000 in Taiwan, which may pro-
vide a p rivilege to t he Taiwan f actory. One t ape-cast apparatus c an m anufacture a m aximum 
of 42,000 multilayer pieces per biweekly batch. Regarding the workers, MMI in Pennsylvania, 
Taiwan Cheng Kung, and Chiang Mai factory can hire a maximum of 60 people (10 lines), 240 
people (40 lines), and 1200 people (200 lines), respectively, due to factory space. Six workers will 
make one manufacturing l ine, which can manufacture an average of 2100 pieces per biweekly 
batch. Th e average biweekly salary for one manufacturing line (six workers) is $6250, $1562, or 
$312 for the United States, Taiwan, or Th ailand, respectively. Table 11.3 summarizes the neces-
sary data for the three manufacturing plants. 

 MMI should, in general, use the cheapest labor in Th ailand as much as possible. H owever, 
we need to take into account the fr eight cost and the manufacturing time loss due to the  
transportation.  

  11.5.4.2.2.4 Multilayer Actuator Production Plan 
 In Chapter 7, P ractical Exercise Problem P7.1 describes the detailed linear pr ogramming model 
for the cost minimization pr oduction plan for the multilay er USM fabrication. Th e r esults ar e 
summarized in this section. F igure 11.13 sho ws a graph of expected PO fr om Saito to MMI in 
these 96 weeks (12 weeks for each PO period), visualiz ed from Table 11.2. Th e MLA unit price 
drops dramatically, from the initial $10 skimming price down to $1, with an increase in purchase 
quantity from 10,000 to 3 million pieces. Th us, total sales amount (revenue) increases more slowly 
than the quantity.  

 Figure 11.14 summariz es the number for ne w equipment pur chase and line-wor kers for 
the three locations: MMI in P ennsylvania, Cheng K ung in Taiwan, and Chiang M ai factory in 
Th ailand. Because Taiwan Cheng Kung has one tape-cast apparatus, MMI does not need to pur-
chase additional apparatus until the sixth PO period. One, and two new sets should be purchased 
in the sixth, seventh, and eighth PO periods, respectively. Note that all purchases should be made 

 Figure 11.13          Graph of an expected purchase order from Saito to MMI over 96 weeks (2 years). 
Note that in the unit price scale, the quantity for each purchase order period divided by 100 
equals the price per unit.   
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Table 11.3 Estimation Sheet for the Manufacturing Capability of Three MMI Facilities

Manufacturing Plant MMI, 
Pennsylvania

Cheng Kung, 
Taiwan

Chiang Mai, 
Thailand

Maximum number of 
working rotation

6 5 4

Tape-cast 
apparatus

Production capability 
per system (pieces 
biweekly)

42,000 42,000 42,000

Total production 
capability per system 
(pieces during one 
purchase order 
period)

252,000 210,000 168,000

Price per system $300,000 $250,000 $300,000

Number of present 
apparatuses

0 1 0

Maintenance fee per 
system (biweekly)

$8000 $2000 $400

Total maintenance 
fee per system 
(during one 
purchase order 
period)

$48,000 $10,000 $1600

Manual 
process

Biweekly salary for 
one manufacturing 
line (6 workers)

$6250 $1562 $312

Total salary for one 
manufacturing line 
during one purchase 
order period)

$37,500 $7810 $1248

Production capability 
per one line (pieces 
biweekly)

2100 2100 2100

Total production 
capability per one 
line (during one 
purchase order 
period)

12,600 10,500 8400

Maximum workers/
maximum lines

60/10 240/40 1200/200

Transportation Transportation time 
required (weeks)

0 2 4
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through the Taiwan factory. As was mentioned already, this is due to the lower purchase cost of the 
tape-cast system in Taiwan. Regarding the line workers, Chiang Mai is the highest priority. Once 
the maximum hiring allo wance of 200 has been r eached, the second choice, Taiwan, will star t to 
hire workers. 

 Figure 11.15 shows the total sales, total manufacturing cost and gr oss profi t (sales—cost) as a 
function of the PO period sequence. B ecause there is a tape-cast apparatus in the Taiwan factory 
initially, they do not need to incur manufacturing cost until PO period 3. Th us, the maximum gross 
profi t will be reached around PO period 4. Because MMI needs to continuously spend $250,000 
for the equipment, due to incr easing PO quantities, the gross profi t decreases after the maximum 
PO period 4. Th e gross profi t fi nally saturates around $800,000 per PO period (PO periods 7 and 
8), which corresponds to a profi t/sales rate of 26%.  

 Figure 11.14         Numbers for new equipment purchases and line workers for three locations, 
MMI at Pennsylvania, Taiwan Cheng Kung, and Chiang Mai Factory.   
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 Figure 11.15         Total sales, total manufacturing cost, and gross profi t (sales–cost) plotted in PO 
period sequence.   
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Internal Environment Analysis Strengths Weaknesses

Operations An OEM partner, Cheng 
Kung

None

Two factories in Taiwan and 
Chiang Mai, Thailand

In the MMI/Cheng Kung 
production capability

  11.5.4.3 Financial Situation 

  11.5.4.3.1 Present Financial Situation 

 Th e s tart-up c apital of $330,000 was collected f rom entrepreneur Barb Shay, her f riend Jackie 
Wang, and the Cheng Kung Corporation. Further, MMI has a loan agreement of $330,000 for 
the fi rst 2 years with the partner company, Cheng Kung in Taiwan, which should be paid back 
in 5 years with an annual interest rate of 8%. As mentioned in the previous section, MMI has an 
ending cash balance of $100,000 at present. 

 In addition, MMI’s primary bank loan (interest rate of 8%) was set for fl exible cash fl ow up to 
$50,000 at present (increased up to $200,000 next year), for covering emergency fi nancial defi cits 
for 90 days, which may occur f rom government or client payment delays. Th is short-term loan 
should be paid off  as soon as MMI receives the contract money.  

  11.5.4.3.2 Mass-Production Division Financial Estimation 

 Rapidly expanding sales c auses intense pressure for inventory and accounts receivable buildup, 
draining the cash resources of the fi rm. A lthough Figure 11.15 suggests promising gross profi ts 
for MMI, the monthly cash fl ow should be carefully forecasted to estimate the cash to be loaned 
from our partner company without making a f atal cash defi cit. Another important factor is the 
unexpected termination of the PO during the 2 years. 

  11.5.4.3.2.1 Monthly Cash Flow 
 We adopt here the following assumptions: 

    1. MMI will use Cheng Kung as an OEM. All necessary manufacturing costs (direct  materials, 
direct labor, and tape-casting equipment) will be provided directly by MMI. Net cash fl ow 
during each PO period (3 months or 12 weeks) will be shared equally with Cheng Kung.  

   2. All purchases by Saito Industries will be credit. Payment from Saito will be due 8 weeks after 
the delivery. For example, for PO period 2, the pr oducts should be deliv ered by the end of 
24 th  week (sixth month), but the cash will come in the 32nd week (eighth month).  

   3. On the contrary, MMI’s payment for new tape-cast equipment should be made 4 weeks after 
the purchase. For example, for PO period 6, a new tape-casting system should be installed in 
the beginning of the 61st week, and the payment will be made in the 64th week.  

   4. Th e variable manufacturing cost (direct materials, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead 
costs) should be paid in the month of purchase without delay.   
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 Figure 11.16 and Table 11.4 are monthly summaries of cash receipts from Saito (2 months after 
the product delivery), equipment cost (1 month after the installation), v ariable manufacturing 
cost, net cash fl  ow for each month, payment to Cheng K ung (in the last month of each PO  
period), and cumulative cash balance at MMI. N otice the largest negativ e cumulative cash bal-
ances, –$74,100 in month 4a and –$218,000 in month 5a, which may be rather critical to MMI’s 
fi nances.  

 However, remember MMI has the following fi nancial backups: 

    1. MMI has an ending cash balance of $100,000 at present.  
   2. Th e partner, Cheng Kung Corporation, may wait for the profi t share payment in month 4c, 

so that the cash fl ow defi cit can be avoided by the cash receipt in month 5b.   

 After completing the 2-y ear manufacturing contract, MMI can sell the used tape-casting equip-
ment to Cheng K ung at discount prices, which will cr eate additional cash. O f the four ne wly 
purchased machines, one may be sent to the MMI College P ark facility. However, due to space 
limitations and the lack of need for larger manufacturing capability , the r emaining three will be 
sold to Cheng Kung with an exponential depreciation rate (1- and 2-year-old equipment by one-
half and one-quarter of the original price, respectively).  

  11.5.4.3.2.2 Exit Plan 
 Th ere is no risk of PO contract termination b y Saito Industries during these 2 y ears, because 
the cash fl ow in the last month of each PO period, such as month 4c or 6c in F igure 11.16 
exhibits all positive numbers, or positiv e gross profi t. Purchase of tape-cast equipment is made  
at the beginning of each PO period and will be compensated by payment at the end of each PO 
period. 

 Figure 11.16         Monthly summary of cash receipts, equipment costs, variable manufacturing 
costs, payment to Cheng Kung, and cumulated cash balance at MMI.   
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Internal Environment 
Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Financial situation Backup plan: cash in bank 
($100,000) and request for payment 
wait to Cheng Kung

Large defi cit in 4th and 5th 
PO period

Exit plan seems to be no problem

  11.5.4.4 Members 

 MMI has eight employees: Barb Shay is a young, active vice president and CTO who supervises all 
MMI operations; President Lenny Chu is an experienced businessperson with vast accounting and 
fi nancial knowledge; R&D Director Tom Meyer is a s elf-motivated and reliable engineer; other 
research and sales engineers are also highly skilled. 

 Th e ke y to p ersonnel s election i s s elf-motivation. C ertain re search n orms a re a ssigned to 
research engineers on a weekly basis. Th ey may fi nish in less than the regular 40-hour work week 
or need to work for 60 hours or more per week. On the other hand, MMI introduced incentives 
to sales engineers, in proportion to their sales amount above a certain threshold. MMI will hire a 
new manager/sales engineer and a research engineer for a new production division, both of whom 
will work directly with Saito Industries. 

Internal Environment 
Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Members Leadership by a young CTO Lack of total employee number

High-skilled employees

Self-motivated employees

  11.5.4.5 Marketing 

  11.5.4.5.1 R&D Division 

 Th e R&D division targets federal agencies such as the D efense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), N avy, Army , N ational I nstitutes of H ealth (NIH), and Telemedicine and A dvanced 
Technology Research Center (TATRC) for obtaining research funds (from $3 billion funds in total).  
Although MMI does not pr esently have particular competitors in micr omotors, piezo-transformers, 
piezoelectric energy harvesting, and microrobot fi elds (a strength), because of the high growth poten-
tial, multiple competitors will appear in the next 3 to 4 years, which may be a possible risk (a threat).  

  11.5.4.5.2 Sales Division 

 Th e sales division has an all-in-one concept, like e-Bay, which is diff erent from other competitive 
distributors (a st rength). Th e customers for the piezoelectric products a re federal institutes and 
universities that are working in the IT, biomedical, and energy areas. MMI will advertise in three 
ways: their Web site, direct e-mail/mail to the customers, and customer site visits.  
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  11.5.4.5.3 New Production Division—Camera Module 

 Th is division will be created to work for Saito Industries. Not many eff orts are required at present 
for marketing, because this division already has Saito as a large customer. Once production with 
Saito is terminated after 2 years, MMI may face a problem. 

Internal Environment 
Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Marketing Unique R&D technology Existence of chasing 
companies

Unique sales policy Termination of Saito contract

Rapid growth in sales amount

MMI has already a large 
customer, Saito

  11.5.5 Strategic Position 
 Th e SWOT analysis for external and internal envir onments in terms of a ne w mass-production 
division of camera modules is summarized in Table 11.5. Th e SWOT analysis is further quantita-
tively made by using a strategic position grid. Th ere are several strategic position grids, but the one 
developed by McIlnay [13]   will be used here. McIlnay’s strategic position grid uses a horizontal axis 
to depict the strengths and weaknesses in an organization’s internal environment and a vertical axis 
to illustrate the opportunities and threats in its external environment (see Figure 11.17).  

(Continued)

Table 11.5 Summary of the SWOT Analysis for External and Internal Environments in 
Terms of a New Mass-Production Division of Camera Modules

External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

Remote Environment

Technology maturity Technology is maturing 
already

None

Piezo-actuator market The beginning of growth 
stage

None

Billion $ revenue expectation

Camera module market Rapid growth in cell phones ME motor may be a substitute

More signifi cant growth in 
camera phones

Environmental regulation None for module production PZT may be regulated in 
future

Proximate environment

Rivalry among industry No particular threat
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External Environment 
Analysis

Opportunities Threats

New competitors No particular threat

Substitute products 
(electromag. motors)

Signifi cant advantages in 
performance

Possible problem is high 
manufacturing cost

Piezo is expanding the share

Power of suppliers No particular threat

Power of consumers MMI is a price taker against 
Saito

Internal environment 
analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

Managerial orthodoxy Strong mission statement None

Balanced combination of 
formal and informal 
organizations

Consistent authority system

Excellent managerial skills

Operations An OEM partner, Cheng Kung None

Two factories in Taiwan and 
Chiang Mai, Thailand

In the MMI/Cheng Kung 
production capability

Financial situation Backup plan: cash in bank 
($100K) and payment 
postpone request for Cheng 
Kung

Large defi cit in 4th and 5th PO 
periods

Exit plan seems to be fi ne

Members Leadership by a young CTO Lack of total employee 
number

Highly-skilled employees

Self-motivated employees

Marketing Unique R&D technology Existence of chasing 
companies

Unique sales policy Termination of Saito contract

Rapid growth in sales amount

MMI already has a large 
customer, Saito

Table 11.5 Summary of the SWOT Analysis for External and Internal Environments in 
Terms of a New Mass-Production Division of Camera Modules (Continued)
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 Strategic position I is often called the  off ensive  position (SO strategy), while strategic position  
IV is called the  defensive  position (WT strategy). Strategic position II, where a company has a posi-
tive internal envir onment but a negativ e external envir onment, is called the  diversifi cation  position 
(ST strategy). Th e appropriate strategy is to spread the risk in the threatening external environment. 
Strategic position III, wher e a company has a w eak internal environment but an oppor tunity-fi lled 
external envir onment, is called the  revitalization  position ( WO strategy) because the appr opriate 
strategy is a brisk turn-around to take advantage of the promising external environment. 

 In or der to numerically ev aluate the str engths–weaknesses and oppor tunities–threats, ne w 
parameters, S/W score and O/T score, were introduced in Section 11.5.1, Equations 11.1 and 11.2, 
and are repeated here: 

 S/W score = [(number of strengths) – (number of weaknesses)] ÷ [(number of strengths) 
 + (number of weaknesses)] 

 O/T = [(number of opportunities) – (number of threats)] ÷ [(number of opportunities) 
 + (number of threats)] 

 Th e S/W score is equal to 1 when all the analyses show strengths, while it is −1 when all the analyses 
show weaknesses. Th e number suggests the degr ee of strength/weakness. Similarly the O/T scor e 
varies from +1 to −1 continuously according the degree of opportunity/threat. 

 According to the above defi nitions, Table 11.5 can be converted to Table 11.6. S/W and O/T 
scores widely deviate fr om −1 to 1 depending on the analysis categor y. Under the supposition of 
category weight shown in Table 11.6, the total S/W and O/T scores can be calculated as 

 Total S/W score  ◾ = 0.615 
 Total O/T score  ◾ = 0.065 

 With these numbers, MMI’s position can be plotted in F igure 11.17 by a solid circle, which is in 
strategic position I, though rather close to strategic position II. R egarding the mass pr oduction 
of camera modules for S aito Industries, MMI is in a good position (scor e = 0.615) in its internal 

 Figure 11.17         The McIlnay strategic position grid. MMI’s position is in Region I.   
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Table 11.6 O/T and S/W Scoring Board for MMI Regarding the Mass Production of 
Camera Modules

External 
Environment 

Analysis

Opportunities Threats O/T Score Weight Total O/T 
Score

Remote environment

Technology 
maturity

1 0 1 0.1 0.1

Piezo-actuator 
market

2 0 1 0.1 0.1

Camera 
module market

2 1 0.33 0.2 0.066

Environmental 
regulation

0 1 −1 0.1 −0.1

Proximate environment

Rivalry among 
industry

0 0 0 0.1 0

New 
competitors

0 0 0 0.05 0

Substitute 
products (EM 
motors)

2 1 0.33 0.15 0.0495

Power of 
suppliers

0 0 0 0.05 0

Power of 
consumers

0 1 −1 0.15 −0.15

Total 1 0.0655

Internal 
Environment 

Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses S/W Score Weight Total S/W 
Score

Managerial 
orthodoxy

4 0 1 0.1 0.1

Operations 3 0 1 0.3 0.3

Financial 
situation

2 1 0.33 0.3 0.099

Members 3 1 0.5 0.1 0.05

Marketing 4 2 0.33 0.2 0.066

Total 1 0.615
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environment, but is almost neutral (score = 0.065) in its external environment. Th e key two  reasons 
for threats (negative numbers) ar e (1) S aito Industries’ strong price-setting po wer, and (2) lead 
compound regulation in the future. 

  11.5.6 Recommendations, Goals, and Objectives 
 MMI presently faces three choices: (1) to start mass production in MMI in collaboration with their part-
ner company, Cheng Kung Corporation in Taiwan, (2) to decline this manufacturing, or (3) to transfer 
this manufacturing task to a competitive company with some back margin (1% of the sales cost). Choice 
2 will cause no risk, but no change. Choice 3, to transfer the manufacturing task to a competitive com-
pany who is a patent licensee of the metal tube USM fr om SUP, may create some continuous income 
(total sales $13,590,000 × 1% = $135,900). However, if this competitor was successful in the manufac-
turing business, it would be a major competitor against MMI in the future (a big future threat). 

 My recommendation for MMI to follow choice 1 is made under the supposition that the MMI 
managers will take the off ensive position in this business opportunity. 

  11.5.6.1 Recommendation 1: SWOT Analysis 

 As long as the MMI position can be assigned in strategic position I (off ensive), with the total S/W 
and O/T scor es 0.615 and 0.065, r espectively, choice 1, mo ving forward to mass  production of 
camera modules for Saito Industries, is highly recommended without hesitation. It is not necessary 
to pick choice 2 and decline the off  er. Choice 3, transferring the manufacturing task with some 
back margin, may be a second choice when the total S/W score is lower than 0.2. 

 In MMI’s external environment, though, there are threats such as 

   Saito’s strong price-setting power   ◾
  Lead compound regulation in the future    ◾

 Th e opportunities seem to be str onger, which keeps the total O/T scor e positive. Unfortunately 
these threats cannot be solved solely by MMI, but are the destiny of a small fi rm. I have no recom-
mendation on these items. 

 In MMI’s internal environment, the situation is rather optimistic, as they have many strengths. 
Th e only weaknesses are as follows: 

   Financial crises in the 37th and 49th months, that is, the largest negative cumulative cash  ◾
balances, –$74,100 in the 37th month and –$218,000 in the 49th month  
  Possible future competitors    ◾

  11.5.6.2 Recommendation 2: Financial Crisis 

 Th e following fi nancial backups in MMI could be useful: 

   MMI has an ending cash balance of $100,000 at present.   ◾
  Th e partner, Cheng Kung Corporation, may wait for the profi t share payment in month 4c,  ◾
so that a cash fl ow defi cit can be avoided by the cash receipt in month 5b.   

 Th ere would be no r isk for PO c ontract ter mination by Sa ito Industries during t hese 2 ye ars, 
because the cash fl ow in the last month of each PO period, such as month 4c or 6c in Figure 11.16, 
exhibits all positive numbers (positive gross profi t). 
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 After completing the 2-y ear manufacturing contract, MMI can sell the used tape-casting 
 equipment to Cheng Kung at discounted prices, which will create additional cash.  

  11.5.6.3 Recommendation 3: Possible Future Competitors 

 Th is is the destiny of the pioneering fi rm in piezoelectric actuators. Th e only solution is to continue 
with technology development in order to keep the technology leader position.     

  11.6 Business Strategy Case Study II: MMI’s Restructuring 
 Barb Shay, vice president of MMI, sat in her offi  ce chair on a Friday evening, watching the snow 
fall outside the windo w. I t was the beginning of MMI’ s third y ear, and she kne w that during 
the 3 months ahead she would hav e to make diffi  cult decisions r egarding the future of her fi rm. 
Although she enthusiastically started MMI, the sales have not been increasing as she had anticipated 
in these past 2 years, and the largest SBIR program of MMI has been terminated unexpectedly. 

  11.6.1 Troubled Company   
 If your start-up company grows smoothly, you may not need to read this section [14]. Statistically, 
however, many venture companies will experience several serious problems—sometimes inevitable 
socioeconomic troubles, sometimes internal bankruptcy troubles. 

 Most causes of troubles or failure can be found within company management. S trategic issues 
include the following: 

   Misunderstanding the market niche   ◾
  Mismanaging relationships with suppliers and customers   ◾
  Diversifying into an unrelated business area   ◾
  Cash fl ow problems due to a big project   ◾
  Lack of contingency plans    ◾

 Management issues include the following: 

   Lack of management skills, experience, and know-how   ◾
  Weak fi nancial function   ◾
  High turnover in key personnel   ◾
  Accounting problems infl uenced by a big company     ◾

  11.6.2 MMI Situation Analysis 
 Th e cash fl ow problem occurred at the end of second year. According to Barb’s analysis, the main 
reasons include the following: 

   Th e fi rst active salesperson quit at the end of fi rst year, and the replacement sales engineer was  ◾
not very active in promoting sales. Th is sales engineer r educed the total sales in the second 
year by 30% in comparison with the fi rst year sales amount.  
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  Th e biggest SBIR gr oup pr ogram ($300,000 to MMI for 18 months) was terminated  ◾
unexpectedly at the 6-month point for o verspending b y the pr ogram’s principal inv esti-
gator (PI) company. Two companies, including MMI, w ere eliminated fr om the pr ogram 
unexpectedly.  
  When MMI was awarded the big SBIR program, they hired two research engineers, which  ◾
increased the R&D division costs.   

 Th ese reasons correspond to the following explanations: 

     ◾ Cash fl ow problem due to a big project:  MMI overspent the R&D costs before the real money 
came in.  
    ◾ Lack of contingency plans:  Without considering program funding termination, MMI hired 
two engineers.  
    ◾ Lack of management skills, experience, and know-how:  Barb’s 25% contribution to MMI may 
not be suffi  cient for the full operation.  
    ◾ Weak fi nance function:  Because MMI a lready borrowed $300,000 f rom Cheng Kung, no 
further loans will be possible from them.  
    ◾ Turnover in key personnel:  Th e fi rst active sales person quit unexpectedly.  
    ◾ Accounting problem infl uenced by a big company :  Th e SBIR PI company terminated money 
distribution to MMI.   

 If Barb had continued the same company operation, the company would have been bankrupt 2½ 
months from the second week of December. Immediate actions were taken: 

   Salaries were immediately cut for Barb and another corporate partner, Tom Meyer.   ◾
  Th ree engineers were immediately laid off , including the unproductive sales engineer.    ◾

 Th ese actions, however, could delay bankruptcy for only 2 to 3 m onths. Th us, Barb needed to 
implement a drastic restructuring strategy within 6 months.  

  11.6.3 Restructuring Strategy 

  11.6.3.1 Introduction of New Capital 

 Barb Shay consider ed intr oducing another sponsor company to MMI, this time fr om Europe, 
because Cheng Kung is an Asian company with a mass pr oduction-oriented strategy, but without 
a strong marketing strategy in E urope. I f MMI could fi nd a E uropean par tner, there would be 
no confl ict between Cheng K ung and the ne w partner. Further, MMI must be a str ong naviga-
tor into the U.S. mar ket for the E uropean par tner. Again, B arb sear ched for a candidate fr om 
her r ecent consulting fi  rms, and found P iezoDynamics in G ermany. Th e pr esident, Mr . Karl 
Schultz, is a y oung, active guy with whom B arb chatted occasionally at the international meet-
ing. Since Euro currency has become v ery strong against U.S. curr ency recently, the amount of 
money requested from PiezoDynamics seemed to be less to the E uropean fi rm. Barb proposed 
the following plans to PiezoDyanamics: MMI would introduce the capital $100,000 (154 shares) 
from PiezoDynamics, Germany; that is, MMI would be a P iezoDynamics company in charge of 
North America. P iezoDynamics is inter ested in expanding its sales in the U nited States, as w ell 
as  promoting its R&D. MMI will join the P iezoDynamics family and also keep the Cheng K ung 
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partnership position. Th e expected benefi ts of this P iezoDynamics capital introduction will be as 
follows: 

   New cash infl ow of $100,000 (stock share) from PiezoDynamics to MMI.   ◾
  New loan allowance up to $200,000 from PiezoDynamics to MMI (5% interest rate).   ◾
  Transfer of $500,000 on PiezoDynamics’ existing U.S. sales portfolio to MMI with a 15%  ◾
margin profi t to MMI. Th is represents a profi t of $75,000 in the restructured company.   

   Consequently, the total accumulated investment from direct new cash infl ow and loans  −
plus existing sales on PiezoDynamics’ products elevates to approximately $375,000.  
  Th is will create a drastic jump in sales to MMI in the third year.    −

 Note that because PiezoDynamics is a small business corporation, with about 240 employees in 
total, P iezoDynamics’ pa rtial ownership a s a sh areholder w ill not a ff ect M MI’s e ligibility a s a 
small business corporation in the United States.  

  11.6.3.2 Ownership Change of MMI 

 According to the introduction of PiezoDynamics capital (154 shares), and the stock option to Tom 
Meyer (40 shares in 2 years), the present ownership will be changed as shown in Figure 11.18.  

   PiezoDynamics will become the largest shareholder of MMI (49%). Accordingly, MMI will  ◾
propose that PiezoDynamics’ President Mr. Karl Schultz become chair of the board of directors. 
PiezoDynamics will also send another board member. Lenny Chu from Cheng Kung will step 
down as a board member. If Lenny were to keep the board member position, MMI would be 
controlled by three aliens, which automatically excludes MMI from SBIR program application 
eligibility. Refer to t he proposed board of directors organization chart in Figure 11.19, where 
MMI has fi ve board members. Compare this chart with the previous structure in Figure 10.1.     
  PiezoDynamics is further interested in expanding capital investment in the future. However,  ◾
from a practical vie wpoint, in or der to keep U.S. company privileges, for eign par tner 
PiezoDynamics’ share should not ex ceed 49% of all MMI stocks, as the U.S. stock must 
exceed 51%.  
  Forty-fi ve stocks (14%) shared by Cheng Kung Corporation should be transferred to a small  ◾
U.S. c orporation or a n i ndividual i nvestor. A gain, due to t he SBIR program application 

 Figure 11.18         Proposed change in the MMI shareholders.   

Tom Meyer, 40, 13%

U.S. Citizen, 45, 14%

Barb Shay, 40, 13%

Total Capital $430k

PiezoDynamics, 154, 49%

Jackie Wang, 35, 11%
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eligibility, MMI should keep a minimum of 51% of U.S. stocks. Th is can be done after fi nd-
ing an American investor.    

  11.6.3.3 Introduction of a New President 

 In or der to co ver B arb S hay’s lack of time to operate MMI, Tom Meyer will be pr omoted to 
president and CEO and will operate MMI. Tom was chief engineer in another small business fi rm 
for 3 to 4 y ears and learned how to operate a small v enture. Because of his young age and 100% 
commitment to MMI, the sales may incr ease drastically. Barb, to the contrary, will be retained as 
vice president and CTO, but her responsibilities will be fewer, and she will also be R&D director. 
Th e new position of pr esident and CEO, Tom Meyer, and his hiring conditions ar e summarized 
below. 

   President and CEO: Tom Meyer covers the general management of the company, business  ◾
expansion, in addition to R&D promotion and program management.  
  Compensation: Annual wages in the future will be determined by MMI’s fi nancial situa- ◾
tion; 40 stocks will be shared in the successive 2 years as stock options.  
  Ownership of MMI: Meyer will receive 40 shares in total in 2 years, which corresponds to  ◾
13% ownership, equivalent to the present vice president and founder, Barb Shay.  
  Vice president and CTO: Accordingly, Barb Shay will be vice president and CTO, and take  ◾
care of the R&D technical management including daily instruction to research engineers.   

 Th e organizational position of Tom Meyer is proposed in Figure 11.19.  

  11.6.3.4 MMI Employee Replacement 

 MMI will restructure the current number of employees by laying off  two current R&D engineers 
and a sales engineer. Moreover, MMI will hire an experienced sales division engineer, perhaps trans-
ferred from PiezoDynamics in Germany. Refer to the proposed organization chart in Figure 11.19 
for a probable new team. 

 Figure 11.19         Proposed change in the MMI organization chart.   

President & CEO
Tom Meyer

VP & CTO
Barb Shay

Chair
Karl Schultz (PD)

To Be Assigned

One from
PiezoDynamics

Tom Meyer

Barb Shay

R&D Division
Director

Barb Shay

[Res. Engineer]
2 BS Engineers

[Sales Engineer]
To Be Employed

Sales Division
Director

Tom Meyer

Office Management
Division Observer

PiezoDyna.

1 BS
Office Manager

Board of Directors
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 A summary of the proposed restructuring plan for MMI is as follows: 

    1. Introduction of a new president—Tom Meyer  
   a. Stronger management structure  
   b. Signifi cant sales promotion with a new sales engineer    
   2. Introduction of PiezoDynamics capital—49% of MMI stocks  
   a. MMI will join the PiezoDynamics company  
   b. MMI’s fi nancial situation will stabilize  
   c. MMI’s market will expand  
   d. MMI will maintain their SBIR program application eligibility        

  Chapter Summary 
 11.1 Business strategy includes the following: 

   Developing a vision and mission   ◾
  Identifying an organization’s external opportunities and threats   ◾
  Determining internal strengths and weaknesses   ◾
  Establishing long-term objectives   ◾
  Generating alternative strategies   ◾
  Choosing particular strategies to pursue    ◾

 11.2 SWOT grid: Th e horizontal axis is a measure of the strengths–weaknesses of your company, 
while the vertical axis is a measure of the opportunities–threats of the industry (the piezo-
actuator industry in this case). Th e former is called internal environment analysis, and the 
latter is called external environment analysis. 

 11.3 External factors: STEP (social/cultural, technological, economic, and political) four forces 
 11.4 Porter’s fi ve-forces model for proximate environment analysis: Th e nature of competitiveness 

in a given industry can be viewed as a composite of fi ve forces: 
    1. Rivalry among competing fi rms  
   2. Potential entry of new competitors  
   3. Potential development of substitute products  
   4. Bargaining power of suppliers  
   5. Bargaining power of consumers   

 11.5 Most causes of troubles or failure can be found within company management. 
   Strategic issues include the following: 

   Misunderstanding market niche   ◾
  Mismanaging relationships with suppliers and customers   ◾
  Diversifying into an unrelated business area   ◾
  Cash fl ow problem due to a big project   ◾
  Lack of contingency plans    ◾

   Management issues include the following: 
   Lack of management skills, experience, and know-how   ◾
  Weak fi nance function   ◾
  High turnover in key personnel   ◾
  Accounting problems infl uenced by a big company     ◾
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  Practical Exercise Problem 
  P11.1 Production Strategy 
 If your small fi rm is requested to m anufacture one million pieces of the product, how will you 
handle this inquiry? Make a de cision among the following three choices: (1) start mass produc-
tion in your fi rm in collaboration with the partner company, (2) decline this manufacturing, or 
(3) transfer this manufacturing task to a competitive company with some back margin (1% of the 
sales cost).   
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12  Chapter 

 Corporate Ethics—Keep it 
in Mind!              

 When we hear the term “corporate ethics,” we are reminded of WorldCom and Enron, companies 
whose c orporate e xecutives m ade fi ctitious fi nancial rep orting to l ine t heir o wn p ockets. Th is  
chapter begins w ith a d iscussion of general i ssues on e thics, l aw, re ligion, a nd education, t hen 
 follows with a discussion on the ethics in society and culture, in corporate human relationships, 
and in research and development (R&D) by comparing U.S. and Japanese corporations. 

  12.1 Ethics and Morals 
 According to Wikipedia  [1],   ethics  and  morals  are respectively akin to theory and practice. Ethics 
denotes the theory of right action and the greater good, while morals indicates their practice. Th e 
antonym i s  immoral , re ferring to a ctions that v iolate e thical principles, which i s re lated to o ur 
theme—corporate ethics. Personal ethics signifi es a m oral code applicable to i ndividuals, while 
social ethics means moral theory applied to groups. Social ethics can be synonymous with social 
and political philosophy, inasmuch as it is the foundation of a good society or state. Ethics is not 
limited to specifi c acts and defi ned moral codes, but encompasses the whole of moral ideals and 
behaviors—it is a person's philosophy on life. 

 Th e formulation of ethical standards can be diffi  cult. Th e perception of ethics is both subjec-
tive and qualitative. Ethical business managers are responsible to numerous stakeholders  [2].  Th es e 
groups include the following:  

  Employees (individually and collectively in the form of unions)   ◾
  Customers   ◾
  Suppliers   ◾
  Competitors   ◾
  Stockholders   ◾
  Government and community entities (local, national, and global)     ◾
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  12.2 Ethics, Law, Religion, and Education 
 Ethics a re c ultivated b etween t he a ges o f 2 a nd 1 2, w hen a h uman i s e ducated, t ypically b y 
parents, teachers, priests, and others. Th e concept i s ba sed on both social culture and re ligion. 
Some of the most important ethics that people and businesses may neglect are enforced as laws. 
Generating harmful products such as air pollution and toxic chemicals is an example that should 
be strictly regulated by the law. 

  12.2.1 Darwin’s Evolution Theory 
 Darwin’s evolution theory is one of the most famous theories in biology, and is widely accepted 
by most countries. However, I’ve learned that some schools in mid-western states in the United 
States do not teach this theory because it is against their religious beliefs. Th is seems to go against 
educational ethics. Science should be taught equally to all students, separately from religious edu-
cation. Totally accepting the scientifi c theories or criticizing the science is the individual’s choice 
(according to h is or her re ligion or culture). However, a te achers’ e thical obligation i s to te ach 
all publicized theories to all the students. It seems ridiculous for the state, city, or community to 
restrict the teaching of well-known science to the students.  

  12.2.2 Production Regulation 
 Th e twenty-fi rst century has been called the “century of environmental management.” We are facing 
serious global problems such as the accumulation of toxic wastes, the greenhouse eff ect, contamina-
tion of rivers and seas, lack of energy sour ces such as oil and natural gas, and so on. E xternalities 
such as pollution and resource depletion are perhaps the best-known examples of market failures. 
Sometimes the costs of solving such problems are borne not by the direct sellers and buyers, but by 
third parties such as people downwind from the pollution and future generations. 

  12.2.2.1 MMI Example 

 In 2 006, t he Eu ropean c ommunity i mplemented t he R estriction o n Ha zardous S ubstances 
Directive (RoHS), which explicitly limits the usage of lead in electronic equipment. Th ere fore, we 
may need to regulate the usage of lead zirconate titanate (PZT), the most widely used piezoelectric 
ceramic material, in the future. Japanese and European communities may experience governmen-
tal regulation on PZT usage within the next 10 years. Pb-free piezo-ceramics started to be devel-
oped in 1999. RoHS seems to be a signifi cant threat to the piezoelectric industry, which so far uses 
primarily PZT piezo-ceramics. However, this is an opportunity for companies such as MMI and 
Toyota, which are preparing alternative piezo-ceramics in order to gain more of the piezoelectric 
device market share.  

  12.2.2.2 Gun Control 

 Most people do not like guns, and a majority of countries regulate guns strictly. I had never seen a 
real gun before immigrating to the United States. Many international tourists are very surprised at 
seeing rifl es and guns sold even in regular supermarkets in the United States, and can understand 
how the massacre happened at Virginia Tech University, even in an academic institute. Although 
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ethically most people know that guns should be regulated, the U.S. Constitution may not change 
the rules so easily. Th e Bill of Rights, Amendment II, explicitly mentions that    “A well-regulated 
Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, and the right of the people to keep and bear 
Arms, shall not be infringed.”  

 It is therefore unfortunately diffi  cult to regulate guns in the United States. Th is is an example 
of  deregulation  of unethical products.  

  12.2.2.3 Tobacco and Food Control 

 Despite the slow regulation on guns, tobacco control occurred incredibly quickly in the United 
States. Tobacco and alcohol, which are still popular in most other countries, are used according to 
the individual’s liking or taste. Abstaining from smoking in a public area is a matter of etiquette 
or simple ethics. However, Americans were quick to legally regulate it. 

 I heard recently that a ridiculous law pertaining to fast-food restaurants was proposed in San 
Francisco, because of Americans’ obesity problem. Th e reason for Americans’ obesity is merely big 
portions of fatty foods. Most international tourists are surprised with the huge portions of food 
served in regular restaurants, and actually lose their appetites. If the portions were reduced by half, 
which is actually a standard portion for an adult in most parts of the world, it would be possible 
to lose 100 pounds. I know this because I lost 70 pounds in a 3-month period several years ago, 
merely by controlling food portion and sugar, with some exercise. Before banning McDonald’s, 
why don’t we regulate ice cream? Obesity is the individual’s responsibility. If a person is anxious 
about his or her weight and hates fast food, that person does not need to v isit McDonald’s. It is 
the individual’s choice, and there should not be a legal restriction for food suppliers. Do you think 
there is something strange about the social ethics on this point? 

 For your i nformation, I w ill i ntroduce a n i nteresting re gulation i n S ingapore, on c hewing 
gum. Chewing gum is illegal in Singapore. No shop sells it. If you are chewing gum in a public 
place, you may be arrested by police. Th is law was put into eff ect because unethical people spat 
out gum on the public roads, which made the city dirty. What do you think about the chewing 
gum regulation?    

  12.3 Business Ethics 
  12.3.1 Confl ict of Interest 
 A confl ict of interest arises when an individual enriches himself or herself at the expense of his or 
her employer or client. If you are a university faculty member, when you start a company, how can 
you avoid this confl ict of interest? I s trongly recommended that you exchange an Employment 
Agreement Appendix with your department on the Confl ict of Interest Disclosure with your uni-
versity, which includes the following contents:  

  Defi ne your working time in your company.   ◾
  Do not hire your students directly.    ◾

 Defi ning the time y ou will work is most impor tant to avoid accusation of illegal practice. I f you 
are hired by the university 100%, you cannot be a principal inv estigator (PI) of federal contracts 
research in your company. Even if you can work on Saturday or Sunday, federal contracts do not 
allow assignment of your working time out of regular 40-hour work week. If you are hired by the 
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university 100%, your intellectual properties, based on y our professional expertise, belong to the 
university. 

 You should not hire your students directly. However, hiring a student from a diff erent depart-
ment, with whom you have no relationship as an advisor or thesis committee member, is allowed, 
including summer interns.  

  12.3.2 Confi dentiality 
 It i s u nethical fo r o rganizations to re lease c onfi dential i nformation a bout t heir employees o r 
customers to third parties without express permission. Likewise, it is unethical for the employee 
to release confi dential information about his or her employer to third parties. One of the most 
important t hings i n t he h igh-tech fi rm i s t rade s ecret m aintenance, w hich i s re lated to t he 
employee’s job change or termination. American engineers tend to change jobs every several 
years, re sulting in t he inevitable t ransfer of t rade s ecrets, e ven a mong competitive fi rms (and 
sometimes leading to head-hunting). Accordingly, we sometimes face a serious confl ict with the 
company in which our former employee found his new position. Typical general confl icts include 
the following:  

  Market research data and R&D and marketing strategies   ◾
  Similar product lines in the new company   ◾
  Know-how in product-manufacturing processes   ◾
  Research proposal ideas   ◾
  Customer list    ◾

 In order to prevent this sort of problem, the fi rm needs to legally regulate disloyal behavior through 
use of the Employment Agreement. (Refer to Chapter 9, Section 2.3 for the Agreement example.)  

  12.3.3 Executive Compensation 
 Figure 12.1 shows the ratio of av erage pay for corporate chief ex ecutive offi  cers (CEOs) to aver-
age pay earned b y factory workers [3]. Th e original 12 in 1960 incr eased exponentially to 500 
in 2000. Among the highest paid CEO s in 2002 was the CEO of Wells Fargo, who earned $8 
million in salar y and bonus, and was granted an additional $64 million in stock options. Th e 
CEO of Wal-Mart earned $2.9 million in salary and bonus, and $50 million in stock options. For 
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 Figure 12.1             The ratio of the average CEO payment over the average factory worker payment.   
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your information, the average wage for Wal-Mart sales associates for 2001 was $8.23 per hour, or 
$15,800 per year  [3].  

 Many of these large pay packages are the result of stock options that corporate boards grant to 
their executives. Th e portion of CEO pay derived from stock options increased from 27% in 1992 to 
60% in 2000. Stock options are the right to purchase the company’s stock at a predetermined price 
any time within a set period, often a 5- or 10-year time frame. For example, an executive might be 
granted the right to purchase 1 million shares at a price of $10 per share any time within 10 years. If 
the stock price rises to $20 per share, the executive is able to cash in these options and make a signifi -
cant profi t, equal to $10 million. Many observers believe that such options were much to blame for 
accounting scandals in recent years. Stock options create a strong incentive for executives to increase 
the company’s share value by whatever means possible. Th e data for 1996 showed that the top execu-
tives of fi rms that had laid off  more than 3000 workers in the previous year received an average 67% 
increase in their total compensation package for the year. In 1996 the average gap between CEO pay 
and the wages for the lowest paid worker for the top 12 job-cutting companies was 178:1  [3].  (Refer 
to the Japanese executive’s attitude for the companies’ recession in the next section.) 

 In theory, this ties the executive’s pay to increases in shareholder wealth, but in practice it can 
often lead to short-term, unsustainable increases in share value, as the Enron case demonstrated.  

  12.3.4 Production Ethics 

  12.3.4.1 Product Liability 

 Product liability is the area of law in which manufacturers, distributors, suppliers, retailers, and 
others who make products available to the public are held responsible for the injuries those prod-
ucts cause. Examples include the restriction on lead (Pb) inclusion in cosmetics and toy coating, 
or the warning “Do not use this electric hair dryer while bathing” in the hair dryer manual. Th is  
is a reasonable, ethical, and customer-oriented rule. 

 However, some of the warnings required of manufacturers seem to b e ridiculous. A wo man 
swallowed a mobile phone and choked. It is obviously a crazy action, which no normal person will 
try. However, this woman initiated a lawsuit against the mobile phone company because the cell 
phone manual did not mention “Do not swallow this phone.” After that, the manufacturer was 
required to add this unnecessary and strange sentence to the manual.  

  12.3.4.2 Quality Control 

 I was a l ongtime customer of General Motors’ cars. However, I e xperienced multiple repa irs for a ll 
fi ve previous cars in the fi rst 3 to 6 m onth period after the purchase. Th us, at my wife’s suggestion, I 
purchased a Honda. I have been surprised with its no-repair situation over these 2 years (except for my 
making a scratch by careless parking). I believe that this diff erence occurred from the quality control 
(QC) practice in both auto manufacturers. Japanese industries like the idea of Six Sigma management, 
that is, only 3.4 defects per million products. In contrast, most factories in the United States are oper-
ating at three to four sigma quality levels  [4].  Product defects take time and eff ort to repair as well as 
creating unhappy customers. QC is one of the most important production ethics in manufacturers.   

  12.3.5 Truth in Advertising 
 If an advertisement is deceptive, it is unethical, regardless of its intent. Th e law supports this posi-
tion, but enforcement may be lacking in stringency.  
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  12.3.6 Discrimination/Sexual Harassment 
 As we l earned in Chapter 10, bias against individuals on the basis of race, ethnicity, creed, age, 
gender, or sexual orientation is unethical and illegal. Aside from being morally reprehensible, it is 
also irrational. For example, a manager who fails to promote an individual on the basis of preju-
dice is ruining the fi rm’s human capital.  

  12.3.7 Firing Employees 
 From a l egal s tandpoint, whether a ter mination i s r ightful may depend on whether it i s ba sed 
on  at will  (employer’s d iscretion or whim) or  just cause  (e mployer’s justifi cation) considerations. 
Generally, d iscrimination c annot j ustify ter mination. F rom a n e thical s tandpoint, h owever, 
employers should not fi re at will, and employees are entitled to due process and the opportunity 
to state their case and be judged fairly (i.e., overruling a biased or unfair immediate boss). If an 
employee is terminated, it is the employer’s ethical if not legal obligation to obviate the damage 
infl icted (e.g., via severance or outplacement services).   

12.4    Comparison of Corporate Ethics between the 
United States and Japan 

 Th ere are large diff erences in corporate ethics between the United States and Japan, though there 
is some consistency in general. Most high-tech entrepreneurs will need to compete or collaborate 
with worldwide corporations, thus we need to learn about global business ethics in addition to 
nation-limited legal regulations. As we a lready discussed in Chapter 10, corporate management 
styles can be symbolized by a regatta in the United States and  mikoshi  in Japan. Employee’s pro-
ductivity is evaluated by a  diff erential method  in the United States, while an  integral   method  is used 
in Japan; this encourages job transfer in the United States and permanent employment in Japan, 
leading to signifi cant diff erences in managerial ethics. In this chapter, other diff erences between 
the two countries in production line QC schemes and in research topics will be introduced. For 
example, J apanese i ndustries h ave a lready cre ated t he S ix S igma Q C, w hile U.S. c orporations 
are still struggling around three- to four-sigma levels. Th is originates from the diff erence in the 
employee’s loyalties to the corporation. I discussed how these corporate management ethical dif-
ferences originate f rom d iff erences in culture a nd l ifestyle. Th e United States is an individual-
based society while Japan is a g roup-based one. U.S. technical education styles focus on “why,” 
while Japan focuses on “how-to.” In any case, American ethics are not the global standard, and we 
need to seriously understand and respect other people’s and countries’ thinking styles and business 
ethics when we consider the global business relationship. 

  12.4.1 Background 
 As previously mentioned, I h ad joint appointments for 18 years a s a u niversity professor and a 
company executive in Japan. In 1991, through a recommendation by the Offi  ce of Naval Research, 
I was brought to Pennsylvania State University to b e the founding director of the International 
Center for Actuators a nd Transducers ( ICAT) a nd to t ransfer technologies I h ad developed in 
Japan. Th is is because I was known worldwide as one of the pioneers in the fi eld of piezoelectric 
actuators. 
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 To tell the truth, I hesitated initially, because my R&D development products would be uti-
lized for military applications. My ethical background and upbringing in Japan prohibited me 
from de veloping w arfare we apons. Following a ssurances f rom t he N avy P rogram O ffi  cer that 
my technology would not be d irectly used for weapons, but for defense activities, I re luctantly 
accepted the Penn State position. 

 Typical Americans who grew up in the United States may not understand my ethics. Th ey join 
the military service voluntarily or more enthusiastically, and are proud to work for weapons devel-
opment. Th e United States is the only countr y that has a v oluntary soldier enlistment system. To 
the contrary, because of the miserable end of World War II, and the shock of the historical atomic 
bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, most Japanese are very sensitive about being involved in wars, 
weapons, or nuclear industries. F urther, they ar e trained to consider that it is a sor t of sin to be 
involved in warfare. As demonstrated in this example, a person’s ethics depend on their individual 
history, education, and experiences, and diff er signifi cantly from country to country. American eth-
ics are not the global standard, but are biased due to their historical living style, especially corporate 
ethics. 

 Based on my lifelong experiences in both the United States and Japan, as well as both in uni-
versities and industries, I will here compare and contrast the corporate ethics of the United States 
and Japan. Table 12.1 summarizes keywords for understanding these diff erences. Compared to 
Table 10.2 in Chapter 10, “why” vs. “how-to” and “reliability” vs. “newness” are added. 

 Th is section is based on a chapter of one of my previous books, “Th e Diff erence between Japan 
and the United States in Research and Development Policy,” published in 1987  [5],  and on my 
2000 textbook,  Ferroelectric Devices , Section 11.3, “Development of Bestseller Devices.”  [6]   

  12.4.2 Ethics in Society and Culture 

  12.4.2.1 Living Philosophy and Religion 

 Most Asians, including the Japanese, were farming races. Farming required laborious teamwork in 
a long horizontal time frame such as a half year. From ancient times, the farming races have been 
trained to work as a group, by restricting individual liking. To the contrary, Americans (European 
races) mostly originated from hunting races, a society in which just a small number of individuals 

United States Japan

Living philosophy
R&D style

Individual Group

Education
R&D

Why How-to

Industry type
R&D
Performance appraisal

Differential Integral

Management
“Big science”

Regatta Mikoshi (portable shrine)

Needs
quality control

Reliability Newness

  Table 12.1 Comparison between the United States and Japan in Business Atmosphere          
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were regarded as heroes by hunting large animals such as deer. Th is thousands-of-years period in 
history created diff erences in societal principles, culture, and ethics. 

 Th e Japanese created Shintoism and Buddhism (actually, a mixed religion at present), respect-
ing natural forces, such a s wind, t rees, fi re, earth, and water/rivers a s Gods. Th e Japanese have 
hundreds of Gods without considering one unique heroic God. To the contrary, Americans (and 
Europeans) prefer to accept Jesus Christ, originally a human, as the one unique God. Th e se reli-
gious backgrounds can also be understood from the original racial diff erences.  

  12.4.2.2 Corporation and Individual Ethics 

 Japanese industries still use the basic concept of permanent employment, provided the employee 
is loyal to t he company. “Industrial warriors” a re s till h ighly re spected in Japanese industrial 
society. Th eir l ifestyles a re a rranged a round the company schedule, and a re based on a g roup 
decision. Even though Japanese employees have more than 2 we eks of pa id holidays per year, 
in practice, it is diffi  cult for a worker to use more than a couple of days continuously because 
of pressure in the work environment, so taking a long holiday is against his or her working eth-
ics. Th is societal atmosphere can be understood as having originated from the farming race. 
However, for example, several Japanese friends of mine have unfortunately passed away due to 
stress-related illnesses caused by their managerial positions. Th is sort of loyal attitude to a cor-
poration, shown by sacrifi cing the individual self, is highly respected from an ethical viewpoint 
in Japan. 

 In contrast, the American lifestyle centers on the individual, and originates from the ancient 
hunting race. Even directors in American companies can easily take off  more than a week during 
the summer and Christmas. In an extreme case, one sales engineer of my affi  liating company did 
not go to a tradeshow, because that day coincided with her daughter’s birthday. Putting her prior-
ity on her private or home aff airs over her obligatory tasks for the company did not confl ict with 
her working ethics.  

  12.4.2.3 Education Principles 

 Many readers will remember the movie  Th e Karate Kid , where Mr. Miyagi, the teacher, tries to 
teach the kid how to “wax on and wax off ,” but the kid did not understand why this was essen-
tial to learning karate. Th is encapsulates the diff erent educational philosophies of Japan and the 
United States. 

 “Repeat and memoriz e” is the major focus of J apanese educational curriculum. When I was 
young, enforced rote memorization without coherence was how I was taught. For example, I learned 
that Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Luzon, Mindanao, Celebes, Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Sumba, Flores, 
Timor, Jolo, Seram, Bangka, and B elitung were the names of 16 islands the J apanese Imperial 
Army invaded successively in World War II. Th ough this is an extr eme case (after 60 y ears, I still 
remember!), Japanese teachers do tr y to for ce students to r emember as many pr oper nouns and 
years as possible. F or example, in social studies, “ What is the longest riv er in the Kanto P lain?” 
and “What year did the American Civil War begin?” A high per centage of Japanese students can 
correctly answer 1863, while many Americans cannot. However, most Japanese university students 
cannot corr ectly answer the questions “ Why did Tokugawa Shogunate collapse?” or “ Why did 
the American Civil War happen?” because they have not learned this sort of reason or logic in the 
school system. 
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 Understanding is the major focus in the American educational system. When I started  teaching 
electroceramics at P ennsylvania S tate University, I was embarrassed with so many questions of 
“Why is it?” because I never experienced that in my years teaching in Japan. American students are 
curious to learn why. For example, Penn State off ers a graduate course called “I ndividual Study.” 
A student focuses on a special topic, performs a literature survey, and writes a research report. Th e 
course requires the student to make a shor t presentation in front of the faculty advisor to r eceive 
credit. We fi nd it useful for evaluating students applying for graduate fellowships. Th at cannot be 
found in a Japanese graduate curriculum, because this sort of self-motivated training concentrating 
on deep understanding is rar e in J apan. Japanese professors are usually surprised with American 
graduate student’s confi dence in explaining their research, when they visit a U.S. laboratory. 

 “Repeat a nd memorize” i s a v ery i mportant way to i mprove ba sic l iving sk ills. Th e unem-
ployment rate in the United States is roughly double that in Japan. Th is is not merely due to the 
economic situation, but may also be caused by the lower abilities of workers in the United States. 
Statistics say that only 40% of Americans can correctly solve simple math problems such as 60 
divided by 12, which should have been learned in his or her elementary school period. More than 
70% of Japanese junior high school students can correctly answer it [5]. It may be diffi  cult for 
those with poor math skills to fi nd a p osition even a s a c ashier at su permarkets in Japan, even 
though barcode readers are popularly used now, because they may be excluded through a qualifi -
cation exam conducted during the job interview. 

 Th ere was an intriguing experiment at Sumiton Elementary School in Alabama [5]. In order 
to i mprove ba sic l iving c alculus sk ills, t his sm all sc hool employed t he J apanese K umon m ath 
training program. Emphasizing just simple “repeat and memorize” and “can do” rather than “can 
understand,” this school sudden ly appeared a mong the top ranking schools in the Nationwide 
Scholastic Assessment Math Achievement Test. 

 Debate is a course unique to the U nited States. S tudents ar e divided into two gr oups, pro 
and con, independent of their individual pr eferences, for a par ticular theme, such as “I s this war 
right or wrong?” Th ey must defend their side with evidence and pr oof. Th ere is no debate train-
ing in Japan. As an example, during a lunch break in my laboratory at Sophia University in Japan, 
in 1990, ther e was an inter esting debate on the G ulf War. An ex change graduate student fr om 
Pennsylvania State University, whose boyfriend was ser ving in the Army, started the debate with 
criticism against Japanese government policy: “Why will the Japanese government pay only money 
but not sweat?” Th e fi rst response came from a Korean student: “Th e Korean government is against 
this war. However, just because w e do not want political confl  ict with the U.S. go vernment, we 
are not taking an obvious opposite side. We are not sending our troops, nor paying money. I agree 
with this government policy.” Th e fi ve Japanese students would not respond at all. Even under my 
encouragement, their replies were simply “I do not know,” and “I am not interested in it.” Only one 
student replied with his opinion: “I do not like war.” It was immediately shut out by the instigator’s 
strong off ensive words, “Th e war is now going on! I want to know how we should save the present 
situation.” Only a silence followed from the Japanese students. A similar defeat can be occasionally 
seen in international academic societies and workshops. Even though a Japanese engineer presents 
a beautiful piece of research, he is defeated in the discussion or debate on his originality or unique-
ness by American researchers. 

 In summar y, American students “ can understand, but cannot do, ” while J apanese students 
“cannot understand, but can do.” Th e former attitude usually enhances a person’s creativity, but also 
may increase the unemployment rate, in practice. To the contrary, the latter suppresses creativity, 
but keeps the unemplo yment rate low. Both systems hav e their merits and should be combined. 
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For example, it is obvious that keeping the repeat and memorize method up to the university level 
in Japan suppresses self-motivation and creative study. I was really surprised when I hear d from a 
Japanese graduate student, “Professor Uchino, where is the textbook which explains this r esearch 
topic? Without a textbook, or without detailed instruction, I cannot work on that topic!” Th is is a 
typical Japanese student’s response. It is time for both countries to take the best elements from the 
other’s system. 

 It is important to n ote how the educational system refl ects to t he business relationship. Th e 
Japanese system based on long-run perseverance will create a strong human relationship with 
steady ethics, while the American system based on short-run logic will generate a legal relationship 
with complete agreement documents. 

 “When a stone is thrown, it will hit an attorney in the U.S.” Th e attorney density is more than 
10 times higher in the United States than in Japan. Since attorney fees are very expensive in Japan, 
the Japanese prefer not to use attorneys in r outine business agr eements. Th er efore, formalizing 
business agreements can be a big pr oblem for the U.S. companies dealing with them. Among my 
company’s 11 J apanese par tner companies, only six set formal trading/distribution agr eements. 
Typically, in the initial 6 months or so, the pr oduct distribution of the par tners must be made 
under our company’s sole risk. Th e Japanese partners are just watching our manufacturing or sales 
performance until they gain trust in us. According to the trading division’s comments in these com-
panies, U.S. companies will try to set a rigid business agreement from the start. If problems occur, 
the U.S. company readily starts a lawsuit to obtain compensation. Whether true or not, this is the 
Japanese impression of U.S. companies. Th ey prefer to build tr ust through per formance before 
signing agreements. 

 In conclusion, the J apanese business r elationship respects the ethics of the par tner company, 
while the American company cannot believe the partner’s ethics, and sets solid legal protection. 

 I still remember a ridiculous lawsuit against McDonald’s several years ago. In most countries, 
serving coff ee or tea as hot as possible is the best service to the customers. However, one customer 
at McDonald’s accidentally spilled her coff ee on her lap in her car. From the majority’s viewpoint, 
this accident was merely due to her careless mistake. However, probably enticed by her attorney, 
she started a lawsuit against McDonald’s claiming that she was burned because her coff ee was too 
hot. Th is claim is totally against social ethics. However, because of her win, we must now suff er 
low-temperature coff ee and tea.  

  12.4.2.4 Industry Type 

 Th e ratio of manufacturing industries to total industries is 24% in the U nited States and 34% in 
Japan, and the ratio of science and technology students to total univ ersity students is 5% for the 
United States and 20% for Japan. In other words, Japan has four times more engineers (the univer-
sity student numbers ar e almost the same) and mor e manufacturing industries, while the U nited 
States has fewer engineers and many more fi nancial, insurance, and legal corporations. We can also 
describe American industries as a diff erential type, where the profi t is created from the change in 
the price. Th e profi t from the stock market does not depend on the absolute stock price, but on the 
time derivative of the stock price. In contrast, manufacturers in Japan are the integral type, where 
the total investment (or accumulated) price is valued. 

 Most MBA courses teach “other people’s money,” or OPM—borrowing other people’s money, 
investing it in options, deriv atives, etc., r eturning the loan after a shor t-run period, and fi nally 
obtaining the remaining money. Th is is a sor t of magic; w e can create cash from “zero.” If this is 
successfully done, it is admired in the United States. However, this sort of business strategy is not 
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respected in Japan, and is ev en against its business ethics, based on the original farming cultur e. 
Japanese feudalism includes a hierar chy of occupations and industries, that is, fr om the top, war-
rior, farmer, manufactur er, and fi nally mer chant. Th e Japanese normally r espect making actual 
products, rather than making money from other people’s money.   

  12.4.3 Ethics in Management 

  12.4.3.1 Offi ce Atmosphere 

 Offi  ce structure and atmosphere also r efl ect the diff erences between the U.S. individual emphasis 
and the Japanese group emphasis. As already shown in Figure 10.4, individual cubicles are popular in 
U.S. industries for the privacy of employees, while Japanese industries do not allow private cubicles. 
Instead, everyone is in one room. Diff erent from the U.S. custom, the manager’s desk is situated at 
the front of this big room (there is no privacy even for a manager), so that he can observe employee’s 
behavior all the time. Th is system encourages the slowest workers to keep up with the group.  

  12.4.3.2 Management Structure 

 We already discussed the management structures of American and Japanese industries in Section 
1.1.3, w here we l earned t he A merican a nd J apanese s tructures re semble re gatta a nd  mikoshi , 
respectively. Further, American managers seem to prefer larger power in a bigger company, which 
may b e v isualized a s a “ whale” o r “ brontosaurus” t ype ( see F igures 1 .4 a nd 1 .5). I n c ontrast, 
Japanese managers prefer a “sardine”-type structure. Loose coupling by medium- and small-sized 
companies creates a p ower similar to a b ig whale. But, unlike a w hale, a g roup of sardines can 
change shape adaptively according to an enemy’s presence. Based on each sardine’s synchronized 
intention, these companies can make a  keiretsu  (industry family tree). 

 A similar discussion was made b y using the analogy of  kabuki  and musical theaters  [7]  (see 
Figure 10.7). Th e  kabuki  attracts the audience with one or two key actors (there are no actresses in 
 kabuki ), which resembles American industries, such as Mr. Iacocca when at Chrysler. In contrast, 
the musical is an assembly of many minor actors and actresses, which is closer to Japanese industry 
situations. I would like to point out an inter esting exchange in ar ts in both countries. I n artistic 
expression, J apanese pr efer one her oic person’s stor y ( kabuki ), while Americans pr efer uniform 
teamwork (musical). People sometimes respect or prefer an attitude in the ar ts that is opposite to 
the actual situation.  

  12.4.3.3 Management Culture 

 It is interesting to compare my management structure description with the concepts of Th eor y X 
and Th eory Y by D. McGregor  [8].  Th eory X is a set of pr opositions of the conventional view of 
management’s task in harnessing human energy to organizational r equirements, indicative of an 
autocratic management style, while Th eory Y is based on more adequate assumptions about human 
nature and human motivation, and therefore has broader dimensions, indicative of an egalitarian 
management style. As w e discussed in Chapter 10, the American management style is basically 
Th eory X-based, while the Japanese management style is basically Th eory Y-based. Again this seems 
to have originated from the historical and social hunting and farming diff erences. 

 F. W. Taylor proposed the Four Principles of Scientifi c Management in the late n ineteenth 
century  [9] :  
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   1.   Th e deliberate gathering together of the great mass of traditional knowledge by the means 
of time and motion study.  

   2.  Th e scientifi c selection of the workers and then their progressive development.  
   3.   Th e bringing together of this science and the trained worker, by off ering some incentive to 

the worker.  
   4.   A complete re -division of t he work of t he e stablishment, to b ring about democracy a nd 

cooperation between the management and the workers.   

 Japanese management closely follows Taylor’s principles. Japanese managers guarantee employment 
to workers under the supposition of their loyalty to the company. Productivity increases are in the 
common interest of both managers and workers because profi ts are more equally divided between 
the parties. In Japan, the salary ratio between the president and the lowest ranking worker is typi-
cally less than 20:1. For example, the president of NEC earns $500,000, while a McDonald’s coun-
terperson earns $25,000. In the United States the ratio is more than 300:1, as we already learned 
from Figure 12.1 in Section 12.3.3 [3]. Th ere is a more trusting relationship between the employee 
and employer in Japan. Rarely do Japanese employees read their employment agreements, because 
they tr ust the company . O ften, the company does not hav e an actual emplo yment agr eement 
signed by the employee. I do not r ecall whether I signed an emplo yment agreement when I was 
hired by Sophia University in Japan—there was not an offi  cial agreement form! Th e employee does 
not negotiate salary individually because it is primarily determined b y his or her age, with a large 
exponential salary increase after spending more than 10 years of service with the company.  

 In the United States, employment is totally diff erent. American employees normally negotiate 
for higher salaries when applying for a position, without regard for the company’s fi nancial situ-
ation at that time. Th ese sorts of negotiations reinforce the concept of the employee working for 
his or her best interest, with the company a secondary consideration. Managers interpret this as 
lack of loyalty, and know the employee can change companies at any time. F. W. Taylor’s theory of 
scientifi c management was meant to address this issue. In Japan, it is accepted as common practice 
in corporate ethics by both managers and workers. 

 Ford Motors recently laid off  20,000 workers, and laying off  United Airlines employees created 
tens of millions of dollars in bonuses for the ex ecutives. Th ese actions ar e not illegal, but ar en’t 
they against corporate ethics in the U nited States? Of course, Japanese industries make inevitable 
minimum layoff s sometimes, but the lay off  is not v ery popular. My friend, a Taiheiyo Cement 
Corporation executive, told me about his company ’s policy: in the beginning of the tw enty-fi rst 
century, when J apan’s economy faced a serious r ecession, it r educed the salaries of the managers 
higher than the assistant manager lev el by 20% uniformly , and distributed this amount to the 
lower-level workers without executing layoff s. Th is is another example of scientifi c management, 
which American managers do not want to follow (refer to Section 12.3.3).  

  12.4.3.4 Employment and Evaluation Criteria 

 Most Japanese employees put a priority on employment stability, aiming for permanent employ-
ment. Next they are interested in the pension system after retirement. Th ese are discussed when 
they interview for their fi rst job. In contrast, Americans seek better pay and tend to change jobs 
and companies often. 

 Th ese emplo yee attitude diff erences originate fr om the emplo yer’s ev aluation criterion. Th e 
Japanese salary system is based on a way to inv est for the futur e capability of the wor ker based 
on permanent employment (hardware-like). Th us, “fresh-employee’s education” programs are very 
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popular in Japanese companies. My research center at Pennsylvania State University has multiple 
Japanese graduate students who are completely fi nancially supported by their companies, under the 
supposition that these employees will return to their home companies after fi nishing their degrees 
and contribute more than this initial investment. On the other hand, even if very capable, a young 
employee cannot expect a high salar y. It will take 10 y ears to get a signifi cant salary increase. In 
other words, the accumulation of wor k done for a long wor king period in a company (integral) 
determines the salar y. Th is salar y system guarantees emplo yment to old age, but suppr esses the 
working motivation of young engineers. Th is situation is depicted in Figure 10.5. 

 In contrast, the American salary system is based on a way to purchase the present capability of 
the worker based on the employee’s transfer in the future (software-like). Independent of age or 
the time worked at the company, the salary is determined by the profi t delivered by this worker 
for 1 y ear (or an equiv alently short period), that is, the deriv ative/diff erential of the capability  
in terms of y ears (refer to F igure 10.5). Th is salary system motiv ates young engineers to wor k 
harder in the short term. However, with age and slowing of fresh ideas, there is a big risk of salary 
reduction or unemployment. Th is salary system will not create long-term loyalty to the company. 
Th e diff erence in philosophy betw een hardware- and softwar e-like r esources was discussed in  
Section 10.4.3.   

  12.4.4 Ethics in Research and Development 

  12.4.4.1 Research and Development Attitude 

 American re searchers h ave l one wo lf-type p ersonalities. B ecause re search o riginality i s h ighly 
prized, they tend not to d isclose their research content even to t heir colleagues, to p rotect their 
intellectual property. I heard a r idiculous story from a f riend in an IBM laboratory that he fi rst 
learned of his neighbor engineer’s research topic through a newspaper that reported the neighbor’s 
award from an academic society. Th is working environment provides highly creative research, but 
it may not be suitable for product development that requires a l arge team eff ort. Th e American 
researcher prefers the “home run” approach to research. 

 In contrast, J apanese industries highly r espect group eff orts for dev eloping products, rather 
than lone wolf-type research, Researchers should work at a uniform pace with inconspicuous indi-
viduality. In other words, “single hit and squeeze play” is the Japanese way, rather than “home run.” 
Th e personality diff erences between Americans and J apanese may hav e originated fr om the fun-
damental historical diff erences, that is, the hunting race and the farming race. Th ere was one hero 
who shot a big animal in the hunting race, while teamwork was essential in the farming race. 

 Th e home-run approach corresponds to winning the N obel Prize, while the “ single hit and 
squeeze play” approach corresponds to continuous pr oduct developments. I collected inter esting 
data for new model products for facsimile and copy machines in J apan in 1988 (see Table 12.2). 
Ten manufacturers created 115 new facsimile models in a year, which corresponds to one  product 

 Table 12.2 New Model Products for Facsimile and Copy Machines Commercialized in 
Japan in 1988 

Number of Manufacturers Number of New Models 
Commercialized in 1998

Facsimile 10 115

Copy 14 96
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in just 3 days, or one manufactur er developing one ne w product every month (the statistics ar e 
similar for copy machines). Severe competition motivated this new product development race. 

 I stayed in the same apar tment house in S tate College, P ennsylvania, two times—1979 and 
1991—and found the same model r efrigerator (GE 750W ) in the apar tment house. Th is means 
that General Electric has been continuously manufacturing the same model from 1979 till 1991—
although GE has developed a new model, the customer has not been motivated to renew the fridge 
for at least 12 y ears. Th is is signifi cantly diff erent from Japanese electric companies, which hav e 
been continuously remodeling the refrigerator and improving the energy consumption by one-third 
over the past 12 years. Accordingly, Japanese customers are motivated to exchange the fridge every 
5 years. Note that the refrigerator is the most power-consuming appliance in the home. American 
customers can choose a cheaper GE r efrigerator for half the price of a J apanese refrigerator, or an 
energy effi  cient Japanese type with an ecological or envir onmental fi t; this also r efl ects consumer 
characteristics in the United States and Japan.  

  12.4.4.2 Big Science Projects 

 Let us consider why “big science” is so advanced in the United States as compared to Japan. I will 
discuss this issue fr om a management str ucture viewpoint. In 1978 while at P ennsylvania State 
University, I wor ked on a N ational S pace and A eronautics A dministration (NASA) contract 
researching electrostrictive actuators for pr ecise positioning of optical lenses and mirr ors. After 1 
year, I was invited to the NASA wor kshop on the Adaptive Mirror Project (it was named  Hubble  
telescope when launched on the space shuttle). Surprisingly, the same research topic was also being 
done independently at an American  company, then called H oneywell Laborator y. Th r ough the 
annual workshop, the better result was  determined, and that set a ne w starting point for the next 
year’s race. During the year, no contact was permitted betw een Honeywell and Penn State. Each 
group needed to put for th the maximum eff ort to win the next y ear’s competition. U.S. space 
technology was far behind that of the former Soviet Union in the 1970s. I learned that this type of 
development method, called the NASA System, accelerated the space development, leading to the 
successful launch of the space shuttle. 

 Japanese “big projects” are lead by the Ministry of International Trading and Industry or the 
Ministry of Education. Th e project members are chosen from similar industrial group members and 
have close communication with each other, leading to synchronous research speed with each other 
and no competition. Th e NASA system seems to be advantageous from the viewpoint of creativity 
and research speed, but the Japanese style makes for a good team with humanistic harmony. 

 Figure 12.2 depicts the diff erence in the structure of “big science projects.” Note that there is 
only a vertical command line between the military program offi  cer and the contracting researchers 
in the U.S. system, while the horizontal interaction is strong among the same level researchers in 
the Japanese system. Th e former structure seems to be suitable to long-term big science, while the 
latter structure fi ts to short-term small development. 

  Th e statistics for R&D inv estment comparing the U nited States and J apan in 1980 ar e col-
lected in Table 12.3. In the United States, 50% of the R&D funds come from the military: federal 
institutes such as the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA), Army, Navy and Air 
Force, etc.; among the 50% nonmilitar y R&D funds, a large por tion is b y nonmilitar y federal 
institutes such as NASA, the N ational Institutes of Health (NIH), National Science Foundation 
(NSF), etc., and contributions by private industries are rather small. In addition, the military share 
is signifi cantly increasing. Th is investment situation accelerates the R&D str ucture initiated and 
controlled by the government, leading to the vertical command line as shown in Figure 12.2a. In 
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contrast, the Japanese government funds less than 30% of R&D inv estment, with a slight annual 
increase, and mor e than 70% of R&D is funded b y priv ate industries. Th is amount incr eases 
 signifi cantly every year. Th us, Japanese projects are initiated or fl agged by the government, but the 
project is propelled by private industries’ money, and the friendly horizontal interaction shown in 
Figure  12.2b becomes reasonable. 

   12.4.4.3 Research and Development Style 

 A general manager at t he Mitsubishi E lectric Research and Development Center de scribed the 
R&D policy of Mitsubishi, using traditional Japanese proverbs:  

  “A tall tree catches much wind.” All researchers need to keep the same development speed  ◾
(group/team uniform pace).  
  “Do not do a task today which can be postponed until tomorrow.” Th is was modifi ed from  ◾
the original proverb “Do a task today which you can do today,” which seems to be similar to 
the “go slow” policy of the regular worker, as pointed out by F. W. Taylor  [9].    

 Table 10.3 i llustrated the d iff erence in style between U.S. and Japanese R&D. Japanese indus-
tries re spect g roup/team development by keeping individual work levels uniform. Th is  concept 
is suitable to product development with high cooperation among the team members. Because an 
individual’s role is not separately evaluated, salary is primarily based on the researcher’s age, not 
on his or her individual contribution. 

 Contrast this with American researchers, who do not necessarily cooperate with each other. 
Because salary is awarded based on the individual’s contribution, a researcher will work at his or 

GovernmentMilitary

Manufacturing 

Development

Research

(a) (b)

 Figure 12.2         Difference in the structure of “big science projects” between (a) the United States 
and (b) Japan.   

Table 12.3 Research and Development Investment Comparison
USA Japan

Military 50% (10% annual 
increase)

Government initiative 30% (0.1% annual 
increase)

Nonmilitary 50% Industry 70% (15% annual 
increase)
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her own pace. Th is attitude is suitable to highly original fundamental research. Lone wolf-type 
researchers are often found in American companies.  

  12.4.4.4 Ethical Restrictions in R&D Topics 

  12.4.4.4.1 Military versus Civilian Applications 

 Let us start from the discussion on R&D topics for military or civilian applications, so as to expand 
upon the r easons for my hesitation when I was r ecruited to Pennsylvania State University (refer 
to S ection 11.4). Th e ship wreck of  Titanic  happened at 11:45 p .m. on A pril 10, 1912. I f the 
ultrasonic sonar system had been dev eloped, it would not hav e happened. Th is tragic incident 
motivated ultrasonic technology development. To tell the truth, however, this civilian tragedy did 
not increase the research money. In 1914, World War I raised the research investment dramatically 
to accelerate this technology in order to search for German U-boats in the deep sea. Dr. Langevin, 
a professor at the Industrial College of Physics and Chemistry in Paris, started the experiment on 
ultrasonic signal transmission into the sea, in collaboration with the F rench Navy. Using multiple 
small single-crystal quartz pellets, sandwiched b y metal plates (the original Langevin-type trans-
ducer), he succeeded in receiving the returned ultrasonic signal from the deep sea in 1917. Th is was 
the beginning of piezoelectric applications. 

 As I mentioned, Japanese researchers usually hesitate to work on military applications. Because 
Japan does not possess militar y structure or power, but has only the M inistry of Defense written 
into their Constitution after World War II, they are trained to believe that military power is ethi-
cally bad. To the contrary, American people are proud to join the militar y without enforced con-
scription. Moreover, because more than 50% of U.S. R&D money is provided by military-related 
projects, it is inevitable that it is put toward military applications, as illustrated in Table 12.3. It is 
totally up to the researchers whether to choose a peaceful application, such as a fi sh-fi nder develop-
ment, or a military application, like a submarine sonar development, i.e., a large fi sh fi nder, using 
the same underwater piezoelectric transducer technology (refer to Figure 12.3). 

  Figure 12.3 compares other examples using compact piezo-ultrasonic motors. Seiko Instruments 
developed a compact helicopter, possibly usable for a sur veillance camera on the battlefi eld, while 
ICAT/Penn State developed automatic z oom/focus mechanisms for cellular phone applications, 
in collaboration with S amsung EM. However, the same helicopter is useful for peaceful v olcano 
surveillance, and the world’s smallest camera module may be utilized in a spy camera. Again, how 
the product is used depends on the developer’s ethics, or is determined by the users.  

  12.4.4.4.2 Medical Ethics 

 Not l ong a go, I m et a n en thusiastic, m iddle-aged re searcher i n Tokyo. He w as wo rking on a 
piezoelectric ac tuator s ystem for a rtifi cial insemination a nd proudly declared t hat t heir s ystem 
could impregnate cows precisely and quickly, at the rate of some 200 per hour (see Figure 12.3). 
One question that came to mind in considering such a s ystem was “What are the moral/ethical 
implications of this sort of mass production of cows?” On the other hand, this equipment could 
solve starvation in Africa. American people are interestingly very conservative with this artifi cial 
fertilization technology. 

 Ultrasonic motors h ave b een utilized i n prosthetic a rms, b ecause t hey a re i naudible u nder 
operation, which is liked by the customers of prosthetic arms. Also, piezoelectric pumps are very 
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close to being commercialized for artifi cial hearts. Ethically, how much would you accept as arti-
fi cial organs? Everything except your brain?  

  12.4.4.4.3 Ecological Ethics 

 To overcome the gr eenhouse eff ect and other air pollution pr oblems, the J apanese government 
took a strategy to eliminate diesel engine v ehicles, because diesel engines cr eate toxic exhaust gas. 
To the contrary, German government took a strategy to increase diesel engine vehicles, because low-
grade diesel oil does not r equire large electrical energy for distillation. Which logic will be better 
accepted? If we calculate the total energy required from the mine to the wheel for both diesel and 
gasoline, the gasoline exhibits better effi  ciency for “tank to wheel,” but requires much larger electric 
energy for “mine to tank.” Th us, in a global sense, diesel engine vehicles are expanding drastically. 
I consulted multiple European and Japanese automobile industries with piezoelectric diesel injec-
tion valve developments, as shown in Figure 12.3. Th e American government is rather behind in 
the ecological ethics vie wpoint. Until recently, they hav e not encouraged diesel engine v ehicles; 
major American automobile companies hav e also been behind in fuel-cell v ehicle development, 
chasing Japanese automobile companies.   

  12.4.4.5 Quality Control 

 Product development is occasionally supported by the government for military applications in 
the United States. Th e researcher must understand the various diff erences in philosophy behind 

 Figure 12.3         Ethical problems in R&D topics, refl ecting the differences between the United 
States and Japan.   

Sonar on a
submarine

Fish-finder on a
fishing boat
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micro-helicopter
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military ( United S tates) a nd civ ilian c ommercialization ( Japan). F or m ilitary ap plications, 
because t he p roduction q uantity i s re latively sm all ( several hundred to t housands o f p ieces), 
manual  fabrication processes a re g enerally u sed, l eading to h igh prices for t he products. Th e 
strategy of t argeting m ilitary customers may be adopted by a sm all venture c ompany a s i t i s 
starting up. 

 Th e diff erence between required specifi cations and QC is also very interesting. Figure 12.4 
shows the basic trends in QC for military use and mass-consumer products. Due to t he use of 
manual production, the production quality d istribution i s w ider for military u se. However, a ll 
military products will be checked. 100% inspection is too costly for mass-consumer products. 
Th erefore, the s tandard deviation of the production quality must be very small. A lso, you w ill 
likely realize that too high quality of the products is also not good (NG), as explained later in the 
example of the Toshiba light bulb. 

  It is no surprise that the signifi cant success of J apan’s manufacturing industr y is attributed to 
its total quality management ( TQM) eff orts. It is ironic, however, in light of America ’s relatively 
lackluster performance, that TQM as we know it was introduced to the Japanese many years ago 
by an American, W. Edwards Deming. In fact, D eming is so r evered in Japan that the countr y’s 
most prestigious award for QC, the Deming Prize, was established in his honor more than 50 years 
ago by the J apanese Union of Scientists and E ngineers. Japanese industries like the idea of S ix 
Sigma management, that is, only 3.4 defects per million pr oducts. In contrast, most factories in 
the United States are operating at thr ee- to four-sigma quality lev els  [4].  Th at means they could 
be losing up to 25% of their total revenue due to processes that deliver too many defects—defects 
that take time and eff ort to repair as well as creating unhappy customers. TQM is another example 
which demonstrates American ’s “can understand, but cannot do ” philosophy, and the J apanese’s 
“cannot understand, but can do” philosophy. 

 Let us consider the example of Toshiba light bulbs. Toshiba is one of the largest light bulb sup-
pliers in Japan. Th e light bulbs typically have an average lifetime of around 2000 hours. Th eir QC 
curve has a standard deviation of ± 10% (1800–2200). If some of the production lots happen to 
be of a little better quality lifetime of 2400 hours, what will happen? A company ex ecutive might 
mention bankruptcy of the division. F or this kind of matur e industrial fi eld, the total number 
of sales is almost saturated, and this 10% longer lifetime translates dir ectly to a 10% decr ease in 
annual income. Th erefore, “too high quality ” must be strictly eliminated fr om mass-consumer 
products. Of course, Toshiba has the technological ability to extend a bulb ’s lifetime. If you have 
a chance to visit J apan and to look for light bulbs, 2400-hour-lifetime bulbs can be found in 
shops. You should not be surprised, however, to fi nd the price exactly 10% higher than the usual 
2000-hour bulbs. 

 Figure 12.4         Differences between basic trends in quality control for military use (United States) 
and mass-consumer products (Japan).   
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 A fi nal comment: Sometimes even famous Japanese consumer-product companies may con-
tribute to military or governmental programs such as NASA’s space shuttle. Th e main reason is to 
obtain a certifi cate of high quality for that company’s product, leading to very eff ective advertise-
ment even though the development eff ort will not bring in signifi cant profi t.   

  12.4.5 Concluding Remarks 
 I have taken two MBA courses—one in J apan and the other in the U nited States. Th e American 
MBA class emphasized the humanistic (Th eory Y) approach, starting from the mechanistic (Th eor y 
X) appr oach. I n contrast, the J apanese MBA class tried to teach a mor e mechanistic appr oach,  
because the managers are already very humanistic. Th is diff erence refl ects the business relationship 
between an American and a J apanese company; the American company pushes to set a business 
agreement fi rst (legal attitude), while the Japanese company hesitates to set a legal agreement before 
establishing mutual trust, or knowing the partner company’s business ethics (ethical attitude). I do 
not believe that there is one best way for management and corporate ethics. A contingency or con-
ditional model should be taken into account, par ticularly to consider management in racially or 
culturally diff erent environments. Th e compromise between management and ethical standar ds in 
the American and Japanese industries is a choice common to both countries. In any case, American 
ethics is not the global standard, and we need to seriously understand and respect other people’s and 
countries’ thinking style and business ethics when we consider the global business relationship.   

  Chapter Summary 
 12.1 Ethical business managers are responsible to numerous stakeholders:  

  Employees (individually and collectively in the form of unions)   ◾
  Customers   ◾
  Suppliers   ◾
  Competitors   ◾
  Stockholders   ◾
  Government and community entities (local, national, and global)    ◾

 12.2 Business ethics:  
   1. Confl ict of interest: If you are university faculty, when you start the company:  
   a. Defi ne your working time in your company.  
   b. Do not hire your students directly.    
   2. Confi dentiality: Typical general confl icts for employee confi dentiality include  
   a. Market research data and R&D and marketing strategies  
   b. Similar product lines in the new company  
   c. Know-how in product-manufacturing processes  
   d. Research proposal ideas  
   e. Customer list    
   3. Executive compensation  
   4. Production ethics  
   a. Product liability  
   b. Quality control    
   5. Advertising  
   6. Discrimination/sexual harassment  
   7. Firing employees   
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 12.3 Comparison between the United States and Japan in business atmosphere: 
United States Japan

Living philosophy, R&D style Individual Group

Education, R&D Why How-to

Industry type, R&D 
performance appraisal

Differential Integral

Management, big science Regatta Mikoshi (portable shrine)

Needs, quality control Reliability Newness

 12.4 Ethical restrictions in R&D topics:  
  Military versus civilian applications   ◾
  Medical ethics   ◾
  Ecological ethics     ◾

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P12.1 Business Ethics Questions 
 When J apanese c urrency, t he yen , w as s trengthened i n 1 980, a J apanese i ndustry, M urata 
Manufacturing, closed a 2 20-employee Toyama factory in Japan, and opened a 3200-employee 
factory in Chiang Mai, Th a iland. Th e motivation for this action is, of course, to u se the cheap 
labor in Th ailand. You can compare the employee numbers, 220 and 3200, which cost almost the 
same direct labor payment. However, the Murata vice president mentioned explicitly that Murata 
was not interested in transferring Murata’s technology to Th ailand employees, because once trans-
ferred, t hey wo uld s tart to m anufacture t he p roducts fo r o ther c ompetitive c ompanies i n t he 
world. What do you think of his logic? Almost all company executives in the United States and 
Japan will agree with Murata’s factory relocation decision and with the vice president’s technology 
protection policy, or, further, try to i mitate this success story. However, I h ave slightly diff erent 
opinions from my personal ethical viewpoint:  

  220 Japanese employees were dismissed, except 10 who were transferred to Th ailand as execu- ◾
tives. Is this dismissal against the business ethics or corporate responsibility to society?  
  Since Murata moved into Th ailand, is Murata obligated to transfer the technology to local  ◾
Th ai people? It is not the old colonial period, but the new global investment period.  
  Is it not possible to believe in the societal ethics of the local Th ai employees, and to educate  ◾
them to h ave loyalty to t he corporation, not to b etray? Note: Th ailand is one of the most 
serious intellectual property pirate countries pointed out by the U.S. Government  [10].    

 I am very much interested in obtaining feedback on these fi nal questions from many company 
researchers in the world with diff erent educational or cultural backgrounds.  

  P12.2 Technology Dilemma 
  Question:  “A manager in my company wants me to spy o n a c olleague. I w ill be using a spy ing 
computer program that is 100% hidden, does screen captures, etc. Is there a document that I can 
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have management sign to limit my liability? I want signatures from all managers stating that they 
are authorizing me to spy. Th oughts? I have done something similar before, but this is the fi rst time 
that the company has asked me to compile data against a user for possible use in court.” 

 What would you suggest this individual do in response to the managers? Consider the following:  

  What are the key facts relevant to your response?   ◾
  What are the ethical issues involved in peer spying in the workplace?   ◾
  Who are the stakeholders?   ◾
  What a lternatives wo uld yo u su ggest to t his i ndividual, a nd w hat a lternatives e xist fo r  ◾
employers who wish to gather information about employees surreptitiously?  
  How do the alternatives compare? How do the alternatives aff ect the stakeholders?      ◾
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  13Chapter 

 Now It’s Your Turn—
The Future of Your Company              

 You have a lready learned most of the ba sic knowledge you need in order to s tart up your own 
high-tech company. Th is chapter will fi rst review some key points. Once you have completed the 
review, a nd thus fi nished the book, it is your turn to aggressively move forward. Wishing you 
“bon voyage,” I dedicate to you a special article “Manual for Communications Success in Japanese 
Business Culture ,” in Section 13.3. If your company expands and fi nds customers in Japan, you 
will need to v isit Japan to promote your product. Th is article will help you successfully navigate 
the cultural and business practice diff erences between the United States and Japan, and hopefully 
accelerate your company’s business globalization. 

  13.1 Review of Key Points 
 Typical MBA courses include the following curricula: economics, accounting, fi nance/investment, 
marketing, and human resources, with courses like Managerial Communications and Quantitative 
Business Analysis (Applied Mathematics), and fi nally Strategic Management and Business Ethics. 
As shown in Table 13.1, this textbook provides you with almost all the knowledge necessary for 
operating a corporation, above and beyond what you may fi nd in an MBA program. 

  In particular, the topics in Chapters 2 and 9 cannot typically be found in most MBA course-
work, but a re most e ssential to h igh-tech entrepreneurs. B ecause o f t his, I to ok t he l iberty o f 
writing this textbook for engineer entrepreneurs in particular. You should have also mastered how 
to write successful business plans (Chapter 4) a nd research and development (R&D) proposals 
(Chapter 5). Without these skills, your company will not be successful for very long. Th e article in 
Section 13.3 may be particularly intriguing once your company grows in a couple of years. 

 Mastering a ccounting a nd fi nancial m anagement (Chapter 6 ) s eems to b e t he h ardest fo r 
 engineers, and therefore I strongly encourage you to work on these items continuously. 

 Now it is time for you to fl y. Bon voyage!  
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  13.2 Business Globalization 
 I am indebted to  Managing Human Resources  by Bohlander and Snell [1]   for describing the general 
contents. 

  13.2.1 International Corporations 
 International business operations c an t ake s everal d iff erent forms. Table 13.2 shows four ba sic 
forms of international organizations. 

  First, the  international corporation  is essentially a domestic fi rm that builds on its existing capa-
bilities in order to penetrate overseas markets. Th is is the most fundamental structure to expand 
into foreign markets. 

 Second, a  multinational corporation  is a fi rm that usually has fully autonomous units in opera-
tion in multiple countries. Th e companies in this category traditionally give their foreign subsidiar-
ies a good deal of fl exibility to address local issues such as consumer preferences, political pressures, 
and economic trends in the subsidiary’s region of the world. Frequently these subsidiaries are run 
as independent companies, without much integration. 

Table 13.1 The Relationship of the Book Chapters to Regular MBA Course 
Curriculum Contents

This Book Chapter MBA Course Curriculum

Chapter 1 Industrial Evolution Entrepreneurship

Chapter 2 Best Selling Devices N/A

Chapter 3 Corporation Start-up Entrepreneurship

Chapter 4 Business Plans
Strategic Management 
Entrepreneurship

Chapter 5 Corporate Capital and Funds Entrepreneurship

Chapter 6 Corporate Operation

Management Accounting 
Financial Management 
Managerial Economics 
Investment Analysis

Chapter 7 Quantitative Business Analysis Quantitative Business Analysis

Chapter 8 Marketing Strategy Marketing Management

Chapter 9 Intellectual Properties N/A

Chapter 10 Human Resources Human Resource Management

Chapter 11 Business Strategy Strategic Management 
Policy Analysis

Chapter 12 Corporate Ethics Business and Society 
Ethics in Management

Chapter 13 Now It's Your Turn Perspectives on Management 
Managerial Communications
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 Th ird, the  global corporation  can be viewed as a multinational fi rm that maintains control of 
operations back in its home offi  ce. Japanese companies, such as NEC and Panasonic, tend to treat 
the world market as a unifi ed whole and try to combine marketing activities in each country to 
maximize effi  ciency on a global scale. Th ese companies operate much like a domestic fi rm, except 
that they view the whole world as their market place. 

 Fourth, a  transnational cor poration  at tempts to a chieve t he local re sponsiveness o f a m ulti-
national corporation, while also achieving the effi  ciency of a global corporation. To balance this 
“global” and “local” dilemma, a t ransnational corporation uses a network structure that coordi-
nates specialized facilities positioned around the world. By using this fl exible structure, a transna-
tional corporation not only provides autonomy to independent country operations, but also brings 
these separate activities together into an integrated whole.  

  13.2.2 Trading Practices 

  13.2.2.1 Import/Export Restrictions 

 I will remind you here that U.S. government organizations have a l ist of permitted countries for 
production bases. Th e Commerce Control List Overview and the Country Chart on export admin-
istration re gulations c an b e found at h ttp://www.access.gpo.gov/bis/ear/pdf/738.pdf. S imilarly, 
there is a list of permitted countries for the export of high-tech products. Further information can 
be found at http://www.access.gpo.gov/bis/ear. 

 Your high-tech fi rm should remember the following regulations: 

 Section 734.11: Government-Sponsored Research Covered by Contract Controls 

    (a) If research is funded by the U.S. government, and specifi c national security controls are 
agreed upon to protect information resulting from the research, [Section] 734.3(b)(3) of 
this part will not apply to any export or re-export of such information in violation of such 
controls. However any export or re-export of information resulting from the research that 
is consistent with the specifi c controls may nonetheless be made under this provision.  

   (b) Examples of “specifi c n ational s ecurity c ontrols” i nclude re quirements fo r p republica-
tion review by the Government, w ith the r ight to w ithhold permission for publication; 
restrictions on prepublication dissemination of information to non-U.S. citizens or other 
categories of persons; or restrictions on participation of non-U.S. citizens or other catego-
ries of persons in the research. A general reference to one or more export control laws or 

Table 13.2 Types of International Organizations
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Global: views the world as a 
single market; operations are 
controlled centrally from the 
corporate offi ce.

Transnational: specialized facilities 
permit local responsiveness; complex 
coordination mechanisms provide 
global integration.
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International: uses existing 
capabilities to expand into 
foreign markets.

Multinational: several subsidiaries 
operating as stand-alone business 
units in multiple countries.
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regulations or a general reminder that the Government retains the right to classify is not a 
“specifi c national security control.” [Please refer also to Chapter 10, Human Resources, for 
more information.]   

 Tariff s, import quotas, and other t ypes of import re strictions h inder g lobal business. Th e se are 
usually established to promote self-suffi  ciency and can be a huge roadblock for the multinational 
fi rm. For example, a number of countries, including South Korea, Taiwan, Th ailand, and Japan, 
have placed import restrictions on various goods produced in the United States, including tele-
communications equipment, automobiles, rice, and wood products.  

  13.2.2.2 Cultural Misunderstandings 

 Diff erences in the cultur es of for eign countries may be misunderstood or not ev en r ecognized 
because of the tendency for mar keting managers to use their o wn cultural values and priorities as 
a frame of reference. Refer to the article in Section 13.3 to enhance your knowledge on this point.  

  13.2.2.3 Political Uncertainty 

 Governments ar e unstable in many countries, and social unr est and ev en armed confl ict must 
sometimes be dealt with. Th is is an important item to consider when seeking an international busi-
ness partner. I had a very scary experience in this area. One of my former affi  liate companies, jointly 
sponsored with a local electronic company, set up a manufacturing factory in Sri Lanka at the end 
of 1980s. However, in the early 1990s, there was a coup near the capital, Colombo, and our  factory 
was bombed and destroyed. Th e corporate president was captured by a terrorist group, though for-
tunately he was released after paying an expensive ransom. We lost all of our investment.  

  13.2.2.4 Economic Conditions 

 Th e diff erences in economic conditions between the United States and your partner’s country directly 
aff ects your sales revenue and profi t. Let us take the example of MMI: MMI purchased a product from 
France and distributed it in the United States. We consider the profi t calculation process below: 

    1. MMI ordered €1000 of fi nite element method (FEM) simulation software from a French 
fi rm n amed A BC o n S eptember 4, 2 007. Th e p rice c an b e c alculated b y       €1000/0.735 
 (currency exchange rate on September 4) = $1360.    

   2. MMI sent a quote to a customer, by adding 20% profi t margin. Th e quote was       $1360 × 1.20 
= $1633.    

   3. MMI received the product from ABC, and sent it to the customer on October 2.  
   4. MMI received payment from the customer on November 25, because the accounting process 

is slow due to the amount of paperwork in this big company.  
   5. MMI wire-transferred money to ABC on November 28 for paying €1000. MMI needed to 

send:       €1000/0.673 (currency exchange rate on November 28) = $1486    
   6. Th e gross income obtained was       $16333 − $1486 = $147.     

 You need to understand that the originally expected gr oss income of $273 ( = $1633  − $1360) 
shrank drastically to only $147 during a period of less than 3 months, because U.S. curr ency was 
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weakening during that period. (Refer to Figure 13.8 and Practical Exercise Problem P13.2.) If we 
convert the number into the curr ency exchange rate change per y ear, it is a 35% discount rate! I t 
may not be a good time for a U.S. fi rm to start an import business.    

  13.3 Case Study: Product Promotion in Japan 
 Fifty-fi ve percent of the American people r ecognize that J apan is their most impor tant business 
partner in Asia, with suppor ting data that 93% of Americans think the curr ent U.S.–Japan rela-
tionship is “good” or “very good” [2]. Under these circumstances, we can expect continuous busi-
ness growth with Japan in the high-tech industry for the foreseeable future. 

 Th is s ection su mmarizes t he business c ommunication t actics you w ill need to suc cessfully 
promote U.S. products in the Japanese market. We adopt here a particular scenario: A female vice 
president of an electronic components development company will visit a large Japanese electronics 
company to promote her company’s new components. 

 Japanese business culture and style are important to know before visiting Japan. Issues include 
Japan’s male-dominated society and its unique decision-making pr ocess. Th e  nemawashi , or prior 
underwater negotiation, is the key to business negotiations, followed by a face-to-face presentation 
as a cer emonial event. Japanese industries look for the highest quality components, rather than 
merely the lowest price, as in Korean and Taiwanese business culture. Th erefore, promotion should 
focus on quality. Quality includes the deliv ery date, which should be negotiated and kept. What 
will this vice president need to prepare? 

  13.3.1 Background of the Japanese Business Atmosphere 
 Even though Japanese economic power has been reduced over the last 10 years since the recession 
in the 1990s. Japan is still one of the United States’ strongest business partners. 

 According to the 1998 Gallup Census [2], the American people believe 

   Japan can be relied on (60%)   ◾
  Japan is the United States’ most important partner in Asia (55%)   ◾
  Relations between the United States and Japan are “very good” or “good” (93%)    ◾

 Based on these statistics, we c an expect continuous business growth between the United States 
and Japan for at least the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst century. 

 Th ere a re three signifi cant diff erences in the business atmospheres of Japan and the United 
States: Japan has a male-dominant society, a double standard, and moderate majority. 

 In Japanese industries, 98% of managers and general managers are males. Females are typically 
assistants, who do not work for a long period of time. Female workers typically consider their jobs 
temporary, until marriage. Th e following statistics are from my experience as a professor of physics 
at one of the top 10 Japanese universities. Among 16 female students who found an industrial job 
in Japan after fi nishing a bachelor of science degree, 12 resigned in less than 3 years because of mar-
riage, and the remaining four resigned by age 30 because of social and company pressure. Japanese 
society r espects women as pr ofessional homemakers, and expects women to marr y b y the age 
of 26–28. A single, working female who is over 30 years old will feel a strong social pressure to quit 
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her job all the time. O n the contrar y, male wor kers usually consider the job permanent, and 
 generally, in my generation, would not r esign until age 55–58. Th is now goes up to age 60–62. 
Th ere is a strict age rule for retirement in Japan. 

 Th ere is a famous J apanese proverb, “A longer stake must be hit, ” which means that a person 
who tries to surpass his colleagues will be punished. In Japanese culture, every worker needs to keep 
the same pace as the other wor kers. He (or she, rar ely) must not wor k too hard, nor too poorly . 
Work must be  chuyo , or moderate, which is the most impor tant factor for the best team eff  ort. 
From this perspective, a person who occasionally says “I did it,” or “I successfully made it,” rather 
than “We did it as a team, ” or “ We made it,” will not get along with his or her colleagues. Th is 
 chuyo -ism is sometimes ex cessive in Japan: A CNN ne ws broadcast in June 2008 focused on one 
company’s extreme control of the emplo yees’ weight. Th e company’s personnel depar tment staff  
regularly records all employees’ weight and waist siz e to calculate their body mass. Th e company 
then fi nes employees with a number higher than a certain threshold. Th e employee must reduce his 
or her body mass immediately. Th is measure is not enforced at present for foreign employees, who 
are specially treated as  gaijin : an American employee of the company criticized this control as “very 
diffi  cult to imagine in the U.S.” 

 One of the most diffi  cult J apanese business-cultur e aspects for Americans to understand is 
the double standar d of r eal intention ( honne ) and theor y ( tatemae ). Th ere is usually a diff erence 
between a person’s words and actual intentions. Without understanding a person’s mind, the words 
expressed sometimes do not have any real meaning. Th e Japanese saying “Reading the mind” came 
from a religious background, and is r elated to another J apanese proverb, “Silence is golden.” Th e 
Japanese often r espect silence o ver a wor dy presentation or busy conv ersation, while Americans 
often fi nd silence har d to endur e (a kind of tor ture!). I was v ery surprised to hear that a U.S. 
elementary school teacher misuses the label of “autism” very often for a quiet student. In this sense, 
maybe 90% of J apanese students should be categoriz ed as autistic. I n order to kno w the actual 
intentions deep in a person’s mind, a  nemawashi , or underwater negotiation, is essential. Th is pro-
cess will be discussed in Section 13.3.2. 

 Th is report summarizes the business communication tactics which will successfully promote 
U.S. products in the Japanese market. We will adopt here a particular scenario as described below 
(refer a lso to F igure 13.1): A fem ale v ice president (Barb Shay) at M MI Corporation, which i s 
developing e lectronic components, w ill v isit Sa ito Industries, a l arge Japanese e lectronics com-
pany, and present MMI’s new components to Sa ito general manager Toru Nakamura and man-
ager Kenichi Suzuki for use in their devices. 

  Although the scenario is a bit extreme, it is also probable, and you can enjoy and learn about 
the perception gap and unique business atmosphere in Japan.  

  13.3.2 Before Arrival—Preliminary Contact 
 As described in S ection 13.2.1, a business agr eement with a J apanese company is usually made 
through  nemawashi,  prior underwater negotiation. Without securing a preliminary agreement dur-
ing this period, visiting Japan is meaningless. Th is section details this process. 

  13.3.2.1 Communication Methods 

 Barb Shay must fi nd a suitable contact person, a so-called gatekeeper, at Saito Industries. For this 
purpose, she will target either the manager, Kenichi Suzuki, in Saito’s sales division or the general 
manager, Toru Nakamura, in the R&D division. 
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 Th e fi rst contact should be made via mail (registered air mail, UPS, or FedEx) and be addressed 
to the higher-ranking person, that is, Mr. Toru Nakamura. Even if the practical contact point will 
be manager Kenichi Suzuki as the negotiation proceeds, all correspondence should be addressed 
to Mr. Nakamura with a copy to Mr. Suzuki. Th is is standard Japanese business practice. Never 
skip the higher-ranked person without a special request from Mr. Nakamura himself. 

 Because 98% of Japanese industry people do n ot have a P hD (based on the 3000 business 
cards I have collected), Barb should refrain from using her academic title (e.g., Barb Shay, PhD) 
on her letter. It will be interpreted as arrogance. Follow the  moderate majority principle  or, when 
in Rome, do as the Romans do! Also, Barb should explicitly mention that she is a female. It is as 
diffi  cult for Japanese people to recognize Barb as a female name as it is for Americans to recog-
nize that Toru is a male name. In the Japanese male-dominated society, if Barb does not initially 
disclose her gender as female, her Japanese counterparts will be embarrassed once her gender is 
revealed, possibly creating confl ict in the business relationship. Th erefore, Barb should disclose her 
gender from the start. 

 In order to accelerate the process, Barb can start to use fax and e-mail after the fi rst contact. 
Note the U.S. custom of computer e-mail is not very popular in the Japanese business community. 
A cellular phone e-mail system is much more popular in Japan. Some Japanese engineers read 
their computer e-mails only once a we ek or so. In addition, some companies set a h igh fi rewall 
for incoming e-mail, which automatically erases all English e-mails as virus e-mails. Even when 
computer e-mail can be used, 10–20% of the e-mails sent from the United States may bounce back 
regularly due to these fi rewalls. Since the computer e-mail system is not reliable, I strongly recom-
mend that the e-mailed content also be faxed if a letter is important. A fax sent to Saito Industries 
will defi nitely be put on Mr. Nakamura’s desk, even if he does not read computer e-mail regularly. 
Direct telephone contact from Barb to Mr. Nakamura or Mr. Suzuki should be avoided except for 
real emergencies. A phone call can create an embarrassment to Saito Industries due to the language 
barrier. 

 Figure 13.1         Characters in this section article.   

Barb Shay, PhD
- Vice President, Micro Motor Inc. (MMI)
Tries to promote the MMI new electronic
components to be used in Saito Industries devices.

Kenichi Suzuki, MS
- International Division Manager, Saito Industries
Practical contact point with Barb Shay, who is favor
of adopting the MMI components.

Toru Nakamura, BS
- R&D Division General Manager, Saito Industries
Responsible to decide the new component adoption,
who is neutral or more critical to importing the
American components.
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 Before v isiting Sa ito Industries’ Tokyo offi  ce, Barb needs to d isclose a nd explain a ll of t he 
negotiation items to Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki (or sometimes to higher offi  cials in the com-
pany), and receive an unoffi  cial oral agreement with respect to most of the parts. Th is is the  nema-
washi , and i s extremely important to J apanese business d iscussions. Japanese executives do n ot 
like surprise proposals at the face-to-face meeting. Even if Barb presents a beautiful and attractive 
presentation at Saito’s Tokyo offi  ce, if she has forgotten to notify them of some of the discussion 
items, the business discussion will be automatically terminated, because the discussion item is new 
to Saito’s executives. Barb may lose any opportunity to d iscuss her proposal further. Remember 
that there should be no surprise proposals. Th e presentation at the Tokyo offi  ce is a ceremony to 
formalize the agreement, which has been already roughly agreed upon during the prior  nemawashi  
period.  

  13.3.2.2 Forms of Address 

 Barb should never call Toru Nakamura by his fi rst name. Barb should call him “Mr. Nakamura” 
at a ll t imes. Even his wife does not usually call h im by his fi rst name. A w ife usually calls her 
husband just “husband” ( shujin ) in public, and “you” ( anata ) on face-to-face occasions. In basic 
Japanese business protocol, Mr. Nakamura calls Mr. Suzuki “Suzuki-kun” or “Suzuki manager” 
( kacho ), and Mr. Suzuki calls Mr. Nakamura “Nakamura-san” or “Nakamura general manager” 
( bucho ). “ Kun” m eans M r. a nd i s u sed fo r a l ower-level o r yo unger p erson. “Sa n” i s u sed fo r 
a  higher-level or o lder person. In Japanese business i nteractions, t itle, r ank or s eniority should 
always be explicitly mentioned. 

 For your re ference, Nakamura i s c alled by h is c lose m ale f riends just si mply “Nakamura,” 
without adding “san” or “kun,” while his female friends will call him “Nakamura-san.” Some of 
his friends actually may not know his fi rst name. Only his parents and brothers/sisters call him by 
his fi rst name, using “Toru-chan.” “Chan” is used for very intimate young relatives. 

 If B arb c alls M r. N akamura b y h is fi rst n ame, t he o thers c ould a ssume t hat B arb i s 
Mr. Nakamura’s concubine, which is not rare for a h igh-ranking person. Th is is not a j oke. Be 
cautious when using a fi rst name in Japan!  

  13.3.2.3 Airport Pick-Up and Hotel Reservations 

 Because women are so rare in Japanese businesses, once Barb discloses she is female, the attitude of 
Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki will change drastically; if she is relatively young, they will become 
very c hivalrous. M r. N akamura o r M r. S uzuki w ill m eet h er at T okyo’s N arita I nternational 
Airport when she arrives, and take her to her reserved hotel. During the initial arrangements, Barb 
can request that Mr. Suzuki make a reservation at a convenient hotel near Saito Industries. Using 
the female advantage is another tactic for succeeding in Japan. Th is seems like a contradiction in 
a male-dominated society, but it is true! 

 If necessary, Barb can request that Mr. Suzuki take her back to the airport when she departs. 
Th e Japanese will be happy to take care of this sort of arrangement, as long as Barb requests them 
in a polite way. 

 For your reference, i f Barb i s male, another scenario may happen a s follows: the possibility 
for Mr. Suzuki to meet Barb at the airport will be 50%, and driving Barb back to the airport at 
departure probably will not happen.   
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  13.3.3 In Japan 

  13.3.3.1 Cellular Phone Rental 

 When Barb departs from the United States, or arriv es at Narita Airport, she must r ent a cellular 
phone at the airpor t. As advised in S ection 13.2.2, since Japan’s computer Internet system is very 
poor, communication with Mr. Nakamura or Mr. Suzuki (one of whom will already be in the air-
port to meet Barb) should be made via cellular phone. Barb must learn to send e-mail via her  cellular 
phone. Th is is particularly important because talking on cellular phones is pr ohibited on trains or 
buses. Th erefore, Barb will need to communicate with Mr. Suzuki via cellular phone e-mail.  

  13.3.3.2 Cash Kingdom 

 Japan is a “cash kingdom.” Most expenses should be paid in cash, except for the hotel. Barb needs 
to pay fo r rail, a irport shuttle, and taxi fees a ll by cash, even though they will total more than 
JY20,000 ( Japanese yen; a lmost US$200). Barb needs to ke ep at l east US$400 in her purse at 
any time. An airport bank is the best place to exchange currency. It is recommended to initially 
exchange US$1000 (JY100,000). Few restaurants accept credit cards, though dinner is typically 
more than US$100 per person. 

 Credit cards can be used only in hotels and department stores. Remember that Barb needs to 
pay cash for transportation, restaurant meals, and most shops. Traveler’s checks are not accepted 
except in hotels. Most likely, Mr. Suzuki will use his own car to take Barb from Narita Airport to 
her hotel. He will pay for the expressway fee at the gate, which is very expensive: a 40-minute ride 
on the highway typically costs US$50 or higher. Barb should off er to pay fo r the transportation 
expenses, even though she is a guest. It will be interpreted as a show of politeness since transporta-
tion costs are so high. For example, fi lling a gas tank generally costs US$150 or higher.  

  13.3.3.3 Smoking Kingdom 

 When Barb a rrives at N arita A irport, she will notice a s trong smell of cigarettes. Even though 
there are fewer smokers in the younger generation, senior managers such as Mr. Nakamura and 
Mr. Suzuki w ill de fi nitely smoke. Do n ot c omplain or cr iticize i t. Smoking i s p ermitted e ven 
 during b usiness m eetings, a nd i s en couraged i n t he a fter-5-o’clock s ession. B arb m ay e ven b e 
invited to smoke Mr. Nakamura’s favorite cigar or cigarette. Barb may decline this off er politely, 
but never criticize Mr. Nakamura’s smoking. Drinking and smoking are believed to be the best 
communication lubricants in Japan. Without these, smooth business discussions cannot be 
expected.  

  13.3.3.4 Hotel Conditions 

 International t ravelers a re i nitially su rprised b y t he sm all ro om a nd b ed i n b usiness h otels i n 
Tokyo ( Figure 1 3.2a). F or so meone w ho i s m ore t han 6 fe et t all, a nd/or wei ghs m ore t han 
200 pounds, the bed will be uncomfortably small. Another problem could occur when Barb picks 
up computer e-mail sent from the MMI U.S. headquarters. None of the business hotels in Tokyo, 
which are one rank lower and cheaper than regular hotels, has a satisfactory Internet system. No 
Internet connection can be expected in the hotel room, unless Barb requests that Mr. Suzuki fi nd 
her a n e xpensive h igh-rank hotel o r a sp ecial A merican-subsidiary hotel suc h a s Holiday I nn, 
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Hilton, or Marriot, which are usually extraordinarily expensive. I off er the following tips for fi nd-
ing Internet service: 

   Designated hotel internet connection place:  Since there w ill be a l ong l ine for the connection 
after lunch time, I recommend Barb work early in the morning, around 6 a.m. Figure 13.2b was 
taken at 6 a.m. in a business hotel. Do not expect a comfortable working space. It is just for short 
 connections to pick up and send e-mails. Many people will be waiting to use the facilities. 

  Telephone connections from the hotel rooms:  If Barb can get the phone number of the local Internet 
provider, a telephone connection is possible. H owever, phone connections ar e extremely slow in 
Japan (only 5–6 kilobites per second, or kbps). I sometimes call my U.S. university computer cen-
ter via an international call to get their Internet connection. A typical e-mail with a 200 kb fi le can 
take 40–50 minutes to send via the international telephone, resulting in a telephone charge around 
JY4000 (US$40). 

  Internet café:  Th ere are many coff ee shops that provide wireless Internet connections in down-
town Tokyo. Th is i s a c omfortable way to wo rk, i f Barb has a l ot of f ree t ime during the day. 
Coff ee shops are typically open from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. Unfortunately, this time period overlaps 
with business meetings and the after-5-o’clock session. Also, the shops are very expensive; a cup of 
 coff ee costs JY1000 (US$10). 

 Th us, for local communications, e-mail via the rental cellular phone is essential. Since talk-
ing on cellular phones is prohibited on commuter trains, Mr. Suzuki will not be able to receive a 
typical phone call when coming to meet Barb at the hotel or airport. Phone e-mail is essential for 
personal communication. [Note: Th e Internet situation has improved drastically in big cities since 
2008. However, rural Japan still encounters problems.]  

  13.3.3.5 Business Meetings 

 It is a strict custom in Japan to wear formal suits in business meetings. A necktie is mandatory for 
a businessman in a meeting. Women such as Barb should wear a skirt suit. A pantsuit is sometimes 
allowed for women, but a skir t is preferred in Japan. Sometimes, employees are allowed to come 
to work without a tie under special or ders from the company. Such orders are made for limited 
hot and humid summer periods, as shown in Figure 13.3, which reports the order by the Japanese 
government in 2006. 

 Figure 13.2         (a) Typical room in a business hotel, and (b) the Internet connection space beside 
the hotel lobby at New Ohtani Inn, downtown Tokyo, 2006.   

 (a) (b)
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  After Mr. Suzuki’s arrival at the hotel, Barb will start the business meeting. Barb should intro-
duce herself in Japanese: 

  “Hajime mashite. Watashi wa Barb Shay desu. Dozo yoroshiku.”  
  Meaning: “How do you do? I am Barb Shay. Very glad to meet you.”  

 Mr. Suzuki, if he is a typical Japanese businessperson, will be very nervous to meet Barb, because 
he will need to speak English. Th is sort of simple conversation in Japanese with Mr. Suzuki will 
totally change his attitude toward Barb, and defi nitely bring a sm ile to h is face. Th is is the fi rst 
step for Barb’s communication success. 

 When Barb arrives at Saito Industries with Mr. Suzuki, she is brought to a VIP meeting room 
to wait for Mr. Nakamura. Barb’s second challenge is to consider where she should sit. As shown 
in Figure 13.4, in Japan, the highest rank seat is farthest from the entrance door, or nearest to the 
window. Barb should sit initially in seat F in this room confi guration. Seats B and A should be left 
for the Saito Industries executives. Incorrect selection of a seat position is sometimes interpreted 
as an arrogant attitude that neglects the Japanese hierarchical system. Typically, the top executive 
(Mr. Nakamura) will invite Barb to move to a better seat, such as seat E, if he has a good fi rst 
impression of Barb, or a good impression from the prior negotiations. 

  Th e third challenge is the informal initial conv ersation. After learning that this is B arb’s fi rst 
visit to Japan, the most common question would be “ What do you think of Japan?” Th is is actu-
ally a ridiculous question to a ne wly arrived person. H owever, Barb should pr epare a humor ous 
answer beforehand to successfully pass this third examination step. A sample answer may be “I like 
the small room arrangement in my hotel v ery much. Without moving from the bed, I can r each 

 Figure 13.3         The Japanese government orders the bureaucrats to wear cool summer clothes 
(no tie) in the summer of 2006. (From Yomiuri newspaper, July 25, 2006. With permission.)   
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anything; the TV, tea pot, etc. I t is very convenient!” If spoken very slowly, this sort of reply may 
cause a big laugh to Saito Industries members, which is a large success for B arb. Even if Barb was 
uncomfortable the pr evious night due to the small bed siz e, Barb should not complain about it, 
because Mr. Suzuki kindly reserved the hotel. Barb should not criticize explicitly the Japanese busi-
ness male-dominated or hierarchical society. Th ese topics are really “taboos.” 

 Again, Barb should not call Mr. Nakamura or Mr. Suzuki by their fi rst names. Th e best way 
is for her to call them “Nakamura-san” and “Suzuki-san” all the time.  

  13.3.3.6 Product Sales Promotion 

 When the discussion topic shifts to the main topic, Barb will promote MMI’s new products after a brief 
introduction to MMI. Th ough she obtained a fav orable reply from Mr. Suzuki and Mr. Nakamura 
during the  nemawashi  period, this is the fi rst offi  cial presentation about MMI products. 

 Barb must 

   Carefully choose easy-to-understand English words (Japanese cannot typically distinguish  ◾
b and v, r and l, th, s and sh)  
  Speak very slowly (typically half speed)   ◾
  Prepare presentation slides with Japanese words for the key points    ◾

 Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki will be delighted to see some Japanese words on the slides (refer to 
Figure 13.5), which will help make Barb’s presentation successful. 

  Th e presentation should initially stress the following two points: 

    1. Quality over price  
   2. Teaming   

 Exemplifi ed by Sony Corporation’s policy, most Japanese industries respect product quality over 
inexpensive price. Th is is  totally d iff erent f rom the business atmosphere in Taiwan a nd Korea. 
Barb needs to explain primarily how MMI products are of high quality, reliable, and diff erentiated 
from competitor’s products. Quality does not mean just the long lifetime, but also the “newness.” 
Since t ypical Japanese update t heir c ars a nd e lectronic devices (TV, c ellular phone, e tc.) e very 

Window

Table

Chair

A B C

Door
D E F

 Figure 13.4         VIP meeting room arrangement in Saito Industries. The seat Barb should take is the 
second key to her business communication success.   
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3 years or so, long lifetime or durability, l ike that found in Samsonite suitcases is not the most 
attractive sales point. But, like Nintendo computer games, newness or innovation is key. 

 For the twenty-fi rst century, wide market research has shown that Japanese appreciate the key-
words and key concepts “ beautiful,” “amusing,” “tasteful,” and “ creative” (refer to F igure 13.5). 
Barb needs to include these in her presentation. A good example is Game Boy by Nintendo, which 
is a video game system for TVs, and has become popular worldwide among childr en. Nintendo 
used to supply J apanese traditional playing car ds. A t the beginning of the 1970s, when most 
Japanese electronic industries w ere chasing U.S. technologies in semiconductor devices, a major 
semiconductor company had a large number of failed 8-bit chips (the Japanese technology at that 
time had a low quality level). Nintendo was able to purchase them at a very low price. Since most 
of the basic functions worked, they could be used to develop computer-aided toys. Th e prototype 
Game Boy did not utilize any advanced technologies, but utilized the cheap 8-bit chips with well-
known technologies. Th e key to this big hit was its ability to fi t a social trend, hit on the key word 
“amusing,” and to fi rmly attract the kids’ attention. 

 Barb should not use “I” in her presentation, which is against the Japanese business policies of 
“moderate majority” and “teaming.” She should use “we” all the time. Even if she has the author-
ity to decide some agreements, it is recommended she defer, and answer “I think it seems to be a 
good off er, but could you wait until I can get permission from MMI executives?” Since the team 
decision is respected in Japan, the decisive reply should come later, even if Barb has authority as 
the vice president. If Barb says “I can decide it now,” she will be thought of as very arrogant, rather 
than very capable. Remember the moderate majority principle. 

 Perhaps Barb needs to add a production partner with facilities in Taiwan or South America to 
keep down the costs and stay competitive with the mainland Chinese companies. She should add 
a strong remark about how punctually the products will be delivered to Saito Industries, without 
any delay and not too early, so storage fees will be unnecessary on Saito’s side. Barb will use a pre-
sentation slide to explain how this teaming is structured and how she manages the total team. 

 During the business meeting, the following four points should also be noticed: 

    1.  Smoking is allowed in the meeting.  Barb should not complain about this situation. Drinking 
and smoking are necessary communication lubricants in the Japanese business community.  

   2.  Japan is a male-dominated and hierarchical society.  Barb should not begin the conversation. 
Usually, the h ighest boss will begin (in this scenario, Mr. Nakamura). Th en, Mr. Suzuki 
may request that she answer Mr. Nakamura’s questions or comments. Th en it is time for 

PRODUCT PLANNING
IN THE FEELING CONSUMER ERA
-Japanese Technology Trend Change-

Well-know brand
apparel (Louis Vuitton)

TV gameAmusing

Tasteful

Creative

Cellular phone (private
communication)
“Culture” center
Made-to-order shoes

2000’s – Beautiful

 Figure 13.5         Presentation slide example with some Japanese characters.   
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Barb to speak. Th e sequence is generally from higher to lower ranked persons, from elder to 
younger, and from male to female.  

   3.  Don’t say “No.” Use “Yes, but …”  If Barb interrupts Mr. Nakamura’s speech, or immediately 
replies “No” to Mr. Nakamura’s comments, it will be interpreted as impolite by the Japanese 
businesspeople. Even if Barb is against Mr. Nakamura’s comments, she needs to accept his 
thought fi rst, then explain an alternative thought on the issue. An appropriate response to 
a question by Mr. Nakamura such as, “Ms. Shay, I am wondering about the quality control 
of the MMI manufacturing line. Th e products seem to h ave a re latively large variation of 
performance,” m ay b e, “ Yes, Nakamura-san, you a re t ruly a n observant en gineer (praise 
Mr. Nakamura, fi rst). We had some problems in manufacturing (admit the error, second). 
But, we solved this issue last year (now, strike back politely).”  

   4.  Be a ware of t he d ouble stan dard be tween r eal int ention an d t heory.  W hen M r. Nakamura 
speaks E nglish ( sometimes v ia a n E nglish i nterpreter), h e i s sp eaking t heory (  tatemae ). 
However, if he starts to discuss with Mr. Suzuki in Japanese, they are discussing real inten-
tion ( honne ) Th at Japanese conversation is most essential, but Barb cannot understand their 
secret conversation. Barb should not neglect the Japanese double standard system—if she 
were to scream “Could you speak in English?” she would be thought of as an invader of their 
privacy. Th is   honne  portion can be easily disclosed by Mr. Nakamura in the after-5-o’clock 
session w ith t he a id o f some a lcohol. B arb must endure u ntil t hen. Even i f t his  tatemae  
discussion seems to be a l ittle negative, without asking about the  honne , Barb need not be 
 disappointed w ith t he d iscussion. Typically i n J apan,  tatemae  is  s trict in  co mparison t o 
 honne , which is discussed with the aid of alcohol, off  the record.    

  13.3.3.7 Business Agreements 

 “When a stone is thrown, it will hit an attorney in the United States.” Th e attorney density is more 
than 10 times higher in the U nited States than in Japan. Since attorney fees ar e very expensive in 
Japan, the Japanese prefer not to use attorneys in routine business agreements. Th er efore, formalizing 
business agreements can be a big problem for U.S. companies dealing with Japanese companies. 

 Among the 11 Japanese partner companies with Barb’s company, only six have set formal trad-
ing/distribution agreements. Typically, in the initial half year or so, distribution must be made 
under MMI’s sole r isk. Th e Japanese pa rtners a re just watching MMI’s manufacturing or sales 
performance, u ntil t hey g ain t rust i n M MI. B ased on t he t rading d ivision’s c omments i n t he 
 company, U.S. companies will t ry to s et a r igid business agreement f rom the start. I f problems 
occur, the U.S. company readily starts a lawsuit to obtain compensation. Whether this is true or 
not, this is the Japanese impression of U.S. companies. Japanese companies prefer to build trust 
through performance before signing agreements. 

 In this sense, Mr. Nakamura may hesitate to agree to a business agreement ( tatemae ) off ered 
by Barb at this fi rst meeting. However, once Saito Industries recognizes MMI as a reliable partner, 
continuing the component supply for a half year or so without a strict written agreement, MMI 
will establish a good working relationship between the companies for years to come. Establishing a 
good  honne  relation, without a legal constraints, is the most important issue. Th is business attitude 
is strongly related to  keiretsu , family-like subsidiary companies, in Japan. Once MMI is recognized 
as one of the  keiretsu  companies of Saito, trading will not be easily terminated. But, Barb needs to 
endure at least a half year without an offi  cial agreement; that is, at MMI’s own risk. 

 At this stage, Barb should not rush or push for a fi nal answer of “Yes” or “No” from Mr. Nakamura. 
Th e Japanese prefer to answer in the  tatemae  meeting in a rather ambiguous way ( chuyo , or moderate), 
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such as “I would like to consider this issue positiv ely.” In order to identify whether this answ er 
means “Yes” or “No,” Barb needs to wait until the  honne  after-5-o’clock meeting.  

  13.3.3.8 After 5 O’Clock Session 

 Public re lations fees a re d ivided into two major categories: guest t reatment, such a s eating and 
drinking, and advertisement, such as newspaper, TV, booklets, etc. U.S. and Japanese industries 
spend diff erently. Th e U.S. public-relation fees are typically 2.4% of the GDP, with guest treat-
ment less than 10% of that. However, in Japan, public relations fees are 1% of the GDP, with 
guest treatment roughly 50% of that. In the monetary amount, the Japanese guest treatment fee 
is US$53 billion per year (in 1998), while the U.S. treatment fee is US$14 billion [14]. Japanese 
companies tend to spend lavishly on wining and dining their business partners. 

 Barb is supposed to be invited to dinner by Saito Industries after fi nishing the offi  cial business 
meeting, including Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki. Sometimes, a c ouple of young women will 
also be invited, to take Barb’s gender into account. 

 Usually a female guest should not choose her favorite meal, but accept what the highest rank-
ing male recommends. If Mr. Nakamura asks whether Barb can eat raw fi sh  (sashimi ) or not, she 
may reply, “Yes, I can. But, I like fried fi sh ( tempura ) much better” (see Figure 13.6). Never decline 
or outright say “No.” For your reference, a m ale guest has a l ittle privilege to c hoose meals, in 
particular alcohol (beer, sake, wine, etc.) 

 Figure 13.6         Japanese delicacy: shrimp and vegetable tempura.   
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  When t he h ors d ’oeuvre i s s erved, B arb i nitially n eeds to fo llow t he J apanese h ierarchical 
alcohol pouring sequence. Mr. Nakamura can fi rst pour Barb’s beer. Immediately after this, Barb 
needs to pour beer into Mr. Nakamura’s glass, then Mr. Suzuki’s glass. Th e other persons will pour 
beer for each other. Remember to never pour alcohol by yourself in Japan even when your glass 
is empty. It is considered very impolite (for both males and females). Also, even if Barb does not 
drink alcohol much, she should not decline the initial toast ( kanpai ). 

 Since a typical dinner costs more than US$150 per person, it is polite for Barb to bring some 
gifts to M r. Nakamura, Mr. Suzuki, and others. American whiskey, bitter chocolate, beef jerky 
(but be aware that customs at t he a irport sometimes regulates agricultural products depending 
on the situation, such as an outbreak of “mad cow” disease), specially blended coff ee, and famous 
brand accessories (belts, ties, or cuff  links from duty-free shops) are recommended gifts. If Barb 
can bring it in (i.e., if there are specially inspected ones sold in the airport), American fruits are 
welcome. Gifts that are not recommended include T-shirts (too cheap, and not many senior per-
sons wear T-shirts in Japan), city-, company-, or university-logo included goods (also seems to be 
cheap), and colorful candies and other sweets (which are too sweet for the Japanese). 

 After a few drinks, Mr. Nakamura usually makes a frank comment about the previous busi-
ness discussion. Th is is off  the record, but will be the most important information received during 
Barb’s travel. She needs to listen to the conversation much more carefully than the offi  cial meet-
ing, and additionally a sk about the details for the future actual re lationship. A sking about the 
details is not impolite in the after-5-o’clock meeting in Japan. She needs to report this  honne  to the 
MMI headquarters, in addition to any written  tatemae  memorandum. 

 During dinner, Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki will be particularly interested in Barb’s moti-
vation for taking her present job, because it is very rare in Japan for a female to have a responsible 
managerial position. Barb can disclose her academic and industrial backgrounds briefl y. However, 
it i s t aboo i n J apan to m ention f amily m atters, re ligious i ssues, a nd p olitics. S howing f amily 
pictures is not popular, and is actually hated among business colleagues. Also, since most of the 
Japanese are not very religious, they do not discuss religion. 

 Barb’s trip to Japan is simply not complete without a visit to a karaoke bar. Karaoke is one of 
the main social activities of Japanese adults, especially businessmen or “salarymen.” Th e se men 
visit “lounge” or “snack” bars after work, drink for hours, and divulge their worries and concerns 
to the women at hand. In between, they sing their favorite tunes at which the women clap enthu-
siastically, regardless of talent (Figure 13.7). But karaoke is much more than just businessmen 
loosening their ties. Th e bars are popular with people from all walks of life. It is a staple form of 
entertainment. Th ere are even professional karaoke coaches for those who are so concerned with 
“losing face” or appearing talentless in front of their friends, colleagues or boss. 

  Barb should not decline to si ng a so ng. Before v isiting Japan, she may need to t rain in a n 
American karaoke ba r to l earn a c ouple of popular (not new, not very professional) songs. Th e 
songs which the Japanese sing include Elvis Presley’s “Love Me Tender,” Th e Beatles’ “Hey Jude,” 
or Celine Dion’s “My Heart Will Go On.” Also, remember that songs by the Carpenters are very 
popular in Japan even recently. Once Barb receives big applause from the Saito Industries people, 
she is accepted as a family member, and her visit to Japan will be an almost certain success.   

  13.3.4 Follow Up 
 As soon as Barb returns to the U.S. MMI offi  ce, before sending a business letter, she should send a 
thank you letter or card with pictures taken at the dinner and karaoke bars, with a sincere appre-
ciation note. Th is is the Japanese custom, and will show that Barb enjoyed these experiences, 
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 Th en, the business wrap-up should be mailed, e-mailed, or faxed, which will summarize the 
 tatemae  meeting. Barb also needs to prepare a report to MMI headquarters on the  honne  meeting, 
in her own words (this may require a ssistance f rom Mr. Suzuki, who became rather c lose with 
Barb). Barb should not rush to set up an offi  cial, strict trading agreement with Saito Industries 
at this early stage. Relying on Mr. Nakamura and Mr. Suzuki’s oral support, MMI can start the 
preliminary product supply to Saito Industries without a legal document.  

  13.3.5 Epilogue 
 Because Japanese industry does not l ike legal  tatemae  a greements, we m ay sometimes s tart the 
business relationship with just an oral  honne  agreement. Th is i s a d rastically d iff erent business 
convention than in the United States. Regardless, as described previously, it takes a long time to 
receive recognition as a family partner from a Japanese company. It is a laborious process requiring 
endurance and perseverance on Barb’s part. However, once the business relationship starts, as the 
statistics suggest, Japanese companies are reliable and will not betray their partners, even without 
legally binding written agreements. 

 Finally, “Th e 10 Business Commandments (Not to Do) in Japan” are summarized in Table 13.3. 
Th ese are to be internalized before communicating with Japanese businessmen. I hope that this 
short article helps American businesspersons achieve success in the Japanese business culture.    

 Figure 13.7         Karaoke singing bar.   

Table 13.3 The 10 Business Commandments in Japan

1. Don’t say “No.” Use “Yes, but …”

2. Don’t ask for a “Yes or No” answer outright; they prefer a moderate reply.

3. Don’t make a surprise offer, because consistency with the nemawashi prior negotiation is 
essential.

(Continued)
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  Chapter Summary 
 13.1 Th e relationship of the book chapters with regular MBA course curriculum contents. 

This Book Chapter MBA Course Curriculum

Chapter 1 Industrial Evolution Entrepreneurship

Chapter 2 Best-Selling Devices N/A

Chapter 3 Corporation Start-Up Entrepreneurship

Chapter 4 Business Plan Strategic Management; 
Entrepreneurship

Chapter 5 Corporate Capital and Funds Entrepreneurship

Chapter 6 Corporate Operation

Management Accounting; 
Financial Management

Managerial Economics; 
Investment Analysis

Chapter 7 Quantitative Business Analysis Quantitative Business Analysis

Chapter 8 Marketing Strategy Marketing Management

Chapter 9 Intellectual Properties N/A

Chapter 10 Human Resources Human Resource Management

Chapter 11 Business Strategy Strategic Management; Policy 
Analysis

Chapter 12 Corporate Ethics Business and Society; Ethics in 
Management

Chapter 13 Now It's Your Turn Perspectives on Management; 
Managerial Communications

Table 13.3 The 10 Business Commandments in Japan (Continued)

4. Don’t say “I.” Use “we” in business discussions.

5. Don’t use offi cials’ fi rst names, but call them “Mr. or Mrs. last name.”

6. Don’t believe just the expressed word (honne), but imagine the unexpressed meaning 
(tatemae).

7. Don’t rush or be aggressive in business. Be patient and persistent.

8. Don’t push a legal agreement; they prefer an oral agreement.

9. Don’t decline their hospitality (eating and drinking), and reciprocate with a gift.

10. Don’t explicitly criticize the male-dominated society or hierarchical system in Japan.
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 13.2  Key words to remember in business practice in Japan: Underwater negotiation ( nemawashi ), 
moderate majority ( chuyo ), teaming, double standard (real intention and  theory,  honne  and 
 tatemae ), family-like subsidiary companies ( keiretsu ). 

 13.3 Th e 10 Business Commandments in Japan. 
    1. Don’t say “No.” Use “Yes, but …”  
   2. Don’t ask for a “Yes or No” answer outright; they prefer a moderate reply.  
   3. Don’t make a surprise off er. Consistency with the prior negotiation ( nemawashi ) is essential.  
   4. Don’t say “I.” Use “we,” in business discussions.  
   5. Don’t use offi  cials’ fi rst names. Call them “Mr. or Mrs. last name.”  
   6.  Don’t believ e just the expr essed wor d ( honne ). I magine the unexpr essed meaning 

( tatemae ).  
   7. Don’t rush or be aggressive in business. Be patient and persistent.  
   8. Don’t push a legal agreement, because Japanese businesses prefer an oral agreement.  
   9. Don’t decline their hospitality (eating and drinking), and reciprocate with a gift.  
   10. Don’t criticize the male-dominated society or hierarchical structure in Japan.    

  Practical Exercise Problems 
  P13.1 Japanese Language Essentials 
 Remember the most essential expressions in conferences/meetings in Japanese. 

  Examples 

    1. How do you do? Hajime mashite  
   2. Good morning. Ohayo gozaimasu  
   3. I am Barb Shay. Watashi wa Baabu Shay desu  
   4. I am from the United States Watashi wa America kara kimashita  
   5. May I have your name? Anata no namae wa?  
   6. Very glad to meet you. Dozo Yoroshiku  
   7. Good-bye! Sayoonara!  
   8. See you soon! Jah, mata!  
   9. Thank you (very much). Arigato (gozaimasu)  
   10. You are welcome. Doo (pronounce like Doe) Itashimashite  
   11. Excuse me! Sumimasen!  
   12. I have a question. Shitsumon ga Arimasu  
   13. Tell me about your research. Anata no Kenkyu wo Oshiete Kudasai  
   14. I am studying piezoelectrics.  Watashi wa “piezoelectrics” Atsuden Zairyo 

wo Kenkyu Shiteimasu  
   15. I will start. (Meal-starting phrase) Itadaki masu!  
   16. I am fi nished. (Meal-fi nishing phrase) Gochiso sama!  
   17. Delicious! Oishii!  
   18. What is this? Kore wa Nan Desuka?  
   19. How much (in price)? Ikura Desuka?  
   20. I will have (or purchase) this. Kore wo Moraimasu     

  P13.2 Foreign Currency Training 
 Determine the U.S. dollar amount corresponding to the following foreign currency amount. 
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  QUESTIONS 
    1. JY10,000 for purchasing a  shinkansen  (bullet train) ticket in Tokyo, as of June 2008  
   2. €17 for purchasing an airport shuttle ticket in Hamburg (as of June 2008)  
   3. Taiwan$1200 for purchasing a Taiwan bullet train ticket from Taipei to Kaohsiung (as of June 

2008)    

  ANSWERS 
    1. US$1 = JY107. A bullet train ticket is about US$100 for one way.  
   2. US$1 = € 0.635. An airport shuttle ticket in Germany costs US$28  
   3. US$1 = Taiwan$30.4. A bullet train ticket is about US$40 for one way.    

 Th e U.S. dollar is getting weaker as of June 2008, with a decreasing rate of 15% per year in the 
currency exchange rate against any other countries’ currency. Refer to F igure 13.8 to c heck the 
trend for J Y a nd € . A mericans t raveling abroad fe el t hat e verything i s e xpensive in Japan a nd 
Europe recently, and similarly, importing materials from foreign countries is quite expensive. To 
the contrary, exporting MMI’s product to Sa ito Industries seems to be rather easy just from the 
price viewpoint.    

  References 
  1. Bohlander, G., and S. Snell.  Managing human resources, 14th ed.  Mason, OH: Th omson, 2007.   
 2. 1998 Gallup Census, published in Yomiuri newspaper.
 3. Yomiuri newspaper, July 25, 2006.
 4. Takagi, T. Business culture diff erences between Japan and America. Soshisha: Tokyo, 1999.
 5. Yahoo! Finance, USD/JPY Currency Conversion Chart, http://fi nance.yahoo.com.
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 Figure 13.8         Currency exchange rate change with time for (a) Japanese yen and (b) € (euro) 
from mid-2007 to mid-2008. (From Yahoo! Finance USD/JPY Currency Conversion Chart, http://
fi nance.yahoo.com. With permission.)   
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A

Accounting management
break-even analysis

cut-and-bond method, 115–116
marginal analysis, 118–121
tape-casting method, 116

cash fl ow analysis, 124–125
daily accounting, 101–106
demand elasticity, 113–114
fi nancial statement, 107–111

balance sheet, 108–110
cash-fl ow, 110–111
income, 107–108

market equilibrium, 111–113
payroll, 100
Quickbooks for, 100
sales of goods, 104–105
tax reduction, 121–124

Accounting schedules
of cost of goods manufactured, 105
of cost of goods sold, 106

Add-In process, 145
Additional cash fl ow, 123
Administrative costs, 104
Advertising, 43–44

media, 211
truth in, 297

After-tax net income, 106
Agreements, 66
All-in-one policy, 17, 18
American management style, Th eory X, 248
Annual depreciation, 123
Annuity values, 134
Asset utilization ratios, 128

B

Bad-debt write-off s, timing of purchases and, 121
Balance sheet, 108–110

for MMI, 80–81
for Saito industries, 109

Bank loans, 85
BCG portfolio model, see Boston Consulting Group 

portfolio model
Beta distribution, 168
BFOQ, see Bona fi de occupational qualifi cation
Big science project, 306
Binary model, 154
Biomedical engineering industries, 203
Blood clot remover, 220, 221
Board of directors/advisory council, 65
Bona fi de occupational qualifi cation (BFOQ), 232
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) portfolio model, 

206, 207–208
Bottom line, 108
Break-even analysis

cut-and-bond method, 115–116
investment theory, 12–13
marginal analysis, 118–121
tape-casting method, 116

Break-even chart for ML production, 117
Break-even point, 99, 116
Broad agency announcement (BAA) programs, 62
Business agreement, 328
Business atmosphere

Japanese, 319–320
in United States and Japan, comparison, 

299, 312
Business commandments in Japan, 331–333
Business ethics, 295–298, 311

advertisement, 297
confi dentiality, 296
confl ict of interest, 295
discrimination/sexual harassment, 298
executive compensation, 296–297
fi ring employees, 298
production ethics, 297

Business globalization, 316–319
Business meetings, 324, 327
Business plan

executive summary, 61–63
fi nancial plan, 64, 78–79
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growth plan
capital requirements, 77
exit strategy, 78
new off erings to market, 77
personnel requirements, 77

management and organization
board of directors/advisory council, 65
compensation and ownership, 64–65
contracts and agreements, 66
infrastructure, 65–66
insurance, 66
management team, 64
organization chart, 66

marketing plan, 63
competition profi le, 72
customer profi le, 73
gross margin on products and services, 

73–74
industry profi le, 70–72
pricing profi le, 73
target market profi le, 73

operating and control systems
administrative policies, procedures, and 

controls, 75–76
documents and paper fl ow, 76
planning chart, 76–77
risk analysis, 77

product/service, 67–70
purposes for, 59
reviewers of, 82

Business strategy, 253
case study, MMI’s restructuring, 286–290
format, 263–264

Business-to-business (B2B) relationship, 203
Bylaws, 52

C

Camera auto-focus mechanism, 227
Camera module, cellular phone

market, 204, 267–268
zoom/focus mechanisms for, 61, 219, 

220, 264
Capital money, 52
Cash fl ow

analysis, 14, 124–125
benefi t, 123
of MMI, 79
statement for Saito industries, 110–111

CEOs, see Chief executive offi  cers
Cheng Kung Corporation, 87, 264, 273

sales, 131
time series of sales revenues in, 130

Chief executive offi  cers (CEOs), 296
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and 1991, 231, 232
Classifi ed information, 216

Clearances
confi dential, 238
secret, 238
top secret, 238

Combination eff ect, 26
Commercial bank fi nancing, 136
Company start-up, 49

entrepreneurial process model for, 50
fi nancial resources at, 85–86
legal procedure for, 51–56

Compensating balance, 135
Compensation, 64–65

increment system in United States and 
Japan, 242

stock option, 65
Competition, 259–260, 269, 306
Composite eff ects, 25
Confi dential information, 216–218, 296
Confl ict of interest, 233, 235
Consumer expenditure curve, 113
Contracts, 66
Contribution margin (CM), 117
Copyrights, 68, 216
Corporate ethics, 293

in United States and Japan, 298–299
Corporate executives, qualifi cations of, 232
Corporation, 51

proof of publication, 55
registration sheet, 53–54

Cost
administrative, 104
curve, 119
direct-labor, 102
direct material, 102
fi x ed, 115
manufacturing, 101
manufacturing overhead, 103
period, 101, 104
product, 101
selling, 104
semivariable, 115
variable, 115

Cost of goods sold, 101
Cost-per-thousand (CPM), 213, 214
Cost-plus pricing, 210
CPM, see Critical path method
Crashing, 170
Creativity

in research and development, 21, 22
test, 7

Critical activities, 165
Critical path, 164–166
Critical path method (CPM), 169, 

170, 186
Customer, choosing, 37–41
Cut-and-bond method, 13, 115–116
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D

Daily accounting, 101–106
application of manufacturing overhead, 103
completion of production, 102
income statement, 106
journal entry to ledger, 101
period costs in, 101
product costs in, 101
sale of goods, 104–105
schedule of cost of goods manufactured, 105
schedule of cost of goods sold, 106
selling and administrative costs, 104
use of direct and indirect labor, 102
use of direct material, 102

Darwin’s evolution theory, 294
Debt and equity, 85–86
Debt utilization ratios, 128
Decision-making criteria, 181

expected value criterion, 183
maximin criterion, 181–182
minimax regret criterion, 182

Decision variables, 147, 189
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA), 

306
Degree of operating leverage (DOL), 117–118
Delays, analysis of, 166
Demand, 113–114
Depreciation, 108, 121–123

annual, 123
percentage, 122
write-off , 122

Development concepts in United States and Japan, 35
Direct-labor costs, 102
Direct material cost, 102
Discounted loan, 135
Discount rate, 138
Discrimination/sexual harassment, 298
Distribution channels, 72
DOL, see Degree of operating leverage
Double-entry bookkeeping, 101

E

Earliest fi nish time (EF), 160
Earliest start time (ES), 160, 185
Earnings after taxes (EAT), see Net income
Earnings before taxes (EBT), 121
Ecological/energy industries, 203
Ecological ethics, 309
Economic conditions, 318
Education principles in United States and Japan, 

300–302
EF, see Earliest fi nish time
Electromagnetic (EM) motor, 46, 270

versus piezo-ultrasonic motor, 260, 261

Electrostriction, 24
Employee benefi ts, 236

bonus-type, 236
Employee collection, 232–235

confl ict of interest, 233
corporate executives, 232–233
employment agreement example, 233–234
enterprise incentive plans, see Enterprise incentive 

plans
searching methods, 233

Employee leasing, 237
Employee stock ownership plans, 235
Employee turnover, 235–236
Employment Act of 1967, 231, 235
Employment agreement, 217–218

examples, 233–234
Employment criteria in United States and Japan, 

246–247
Enterprise incentive plans, 234–235

employee stock ownership plans, 235
profi t sharing, 234
stock options, 234–235

Entrepreneurial mind test, 9
Entrepreneurial process, Timmons model of, 50–51
Environmental management, 257, 268
Environmental regulation, 268
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, 231, 232
Equal Pay Act of 1963, 231
ES, see Earliest start time
Ethical business managers, 293, 311
Ethics

business, 295–297, 311
corporate, 293
ecological, 309
law, religion, and education, 294
in management, 303–305
medical, 308
and morals, 293
production, 297
in research and development, 305–308
restrictions in R&D

for ecological ethics, 309
for medical ethics, 308–309
for military versus civilian applications, 

308–309
for quality control, 309–311

in society and culture, 299–303
corporation and individual, 300
education principle, 300–302
industry type, 302–303
living philosophy and religion, 299

in United States and Japan, 298–299
business atmosphere, 299, 312

Excel Solver, 145, 154, 166, 178, 185, 193
Excel spreadsheet, 149–153
Executive compensation, 296–297
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Executive summary
company description, 62
company operations, 63
company organization, 63
venture history, 61–62

Expected value, 183
Extended patents, 219
External environment analysis, 253

remote environment, 266
STEP four-force for, 255–259

economic forces, 257
political/legal forces, 257–259
social/cultural forces, 255–256
technological forces, 256

technology maturity, 266

F

Fair/parity pricing, 210
Federal research contracts, 233–234
Financial forecasting

developing pro forma income statement for, 128–129
linear regression for, 129–132
standard deviation and risk, 132–133

Financial management
fi nancial forecasting, 128–131
fundamentals, 126–128

fi nancial analysis, 126–128
price-earnings ratio, 126

investment decision, 136–138
short-term fi nancing, see Short-term fi nancing
time value of money, see Time value of money

Financial plan, 64
cash requirements, 78
sales projections/income projections, 78
sources of fi nancing, 78–79

Financial statement
balance sheet, 108–110
cash-fl ow, 110–111
income, 107–108

Firing employees, 298
Fixed costs, 115
Ford Motor company, 33
Formal organization, 271
Franklin, Benjamin, 22
Functionality matrix, 27
Future value of annuity, 134
Future value of single amount, 133
F-1 visa, 238

G

GAAP, see Generally accepted accounting principles
Game theory, 174–177, 186

rock-paper-scissors, 177–178
two-person zero-sum game, 173–174

Gantt chart, 166–168

Generally accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP), 107

Global corporation, 317
Graphical solution, 148

H

High-tech entrepreneurship, 6, 51, 203
Human resources (HR) management, 240–241

legal issue essentials in, 231, 232
in United States and Japan, 239–241

diff erential versus integral industry type, 
245–246

individual versus group living philosophy, 
241–244

regatta versus mikoshi, 247–249
H-1 working visa, 238

I

Impact drive mechanism, 90–92
Import/export restriction, 317
Impulse motor, 90
Incentive stock options, 65
Income, 65, 78, 116–118

net, 108, 121, 127
statement, 106, 107–108, 128–129
tax, 65, 123

Industrial design rights, 215
Industrial evolution

biological evolution, 4
culture transition, 2–3
management structure, 4–6

Industrial properties, 216
Industry types in United States and Japan, 

302–303
Informal organization, 272
Information technology/robotics industries, 203
Innovation obstacles in technology management, 33
Installment loans, 136
Insurance, 66
Integer model, 153–154
Intellectual properties, 215–216, 233–234

comparison among various, 216
importance of, 217–218
protection, 209

Inter-digital electrode pattern, 12
Internal environment analysis, 253

of the fi nancial situation, 277–280
managerial orthodoxy in, 271–272

authority system, 272
formal organization, 271
informal organization, 272
managerial skills, 272
mission and mission statement, 271

Internal rate of return (IRR), 138
Internal Revenue Code, 401(k) of, 236
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International Center for Actuators and Transducers 
(ICAT), 298

International corporations, 316–317
International employee, 237–239

SBIR/STTR restriction, 237–238
visa application, 238–239

International organizations, 317
Investment decision, 136–138
Investment theory, 12–13
IRR, see Internal rate of return

J

Janken game, 173, 198
Japan

best hit products, 40
business commandments in, 331–333
business meetings in, 324–326
cash kingdom, 323
hotel conditions, 323–324
product promotion in, 319, 326–328
smoking kingdom, 323

Japanese business atmosphere, 319–320
communication methods, 320–322
forms of address, 322

Japanese consumer attitude, 255
Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS), 41
Japanese market trends, 39
Job description/interview, 235
Journal entry process into ledger, 101

K

Kabuki, 247
Keiretsu, 247
Keystone Innovation Zone (KIZ) tax credit 

program, 124

L

Labor unions, structural diff erences in United States 
and Japan, 243

Latest fi nish time (LF), 160
Latest start time (LS), 160
Law of diminishing marginal utility, 119
Law of diminishing returns, 119
Lead-free piezoelectric ceramics, patent disclosure 

statistics for, 257, 258
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic, 24, 90

regulation on usage of, 257
tube motor, 219, 220

Least-squares method, 130
Ledgers, 101
Legal procedure for company start-up, 51–56
LF, see Latest fi nish time
Licenses, 68
Linear demand curve, elasticity of, 114

Linear programming, 147, 187
approach to crashing, 170–173
game theory to, 173–184

rock-paper-scissors, 177–178
two-person zero-sum game, 173–174

Linear regression, 129–132
equations with Microsoft Offi  ce Excel, 131
with least-squares method, 130

Liquid-crystal display (LCD), 24
Liquidity ratios, 128
Loans, 85–86

discounted, 135
installment, 136

Lone-wolf approach, 244
LS, see Latest start time

M

MACRS, see Modifi ed accelerated cost recovery system
Magnetoelectric materials, 28
Management structure, 4–6, 247, 303

American, 4–5, 303
Japanese, 5, 303

Management styles, 248–249
Management team, 64
Managerial skills, 272
Manufacturing capability, 188–190
Manufacturing cost, 101
Manufacturing overhead, 103
Marginal analysis, 118–121
Marginal cost, 119
Marginal revenue, 119
Market domination, 43
Market equilibrium, 111–113
Market leaders, 36
Market penetration, 74–75
Marketing creativity, 21, 36, 46

customer, choosing, 37–41
domestic or foreign, 37
general social trends, 39
military or civilian, 38

narrowing the focus, 41–43
Marketing mix, 208

place, 210
price, 209–210
product, 208–209
promotion, 211–213

Marketing plan, 63
competition profi le, 72
customer profi le, 73
gross margin on products and services, 73–74
industry profi le, 70–72
pricing profi le, 73
target market profi le, 73

Marketing research, 201–203, 213
primary data, 205
secondary data, 204
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Mass-production divisions
fi nancial estimation, 277

exit plan, 278
monthly cash fl ow, 277–278

operations, 273
constraints from customer, 273
manufacturing capability, 273–275
multilayer actuator production plan, 274–276

SWOT analysis for external and internal 
environments of, 281–285

Mathematical modeling, 147, 189
Medical ethics, 308
Metal tube micromotor, 61, 219, 220
Micro Motor Inc., see MMI
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), 32
Micromotors, 61, 62

metal tube, 61, 219, 220
self-oscillation circuit for driving, 16

Microrobots, 62
Microultrasonic motors, 16–17, 46
Miniature impact drive motor, 91
Minimax theorem, 176, 186
Mixed strategy, 175
MMI

all-in-one policy, 17, 18
balance sheet, 80–81
capital money, 52
cash balance at, 278, 279
cash fl ow of, 79
expansion, case study of

external environment analysis, 266–271
internal environment analysis, 271–281
proximate environment analysis, 268–271
recommendations, goals, and objectives, 285–286
shifting to mass production company, 264–265
strategic planning, 265
strategic position, 281–285

future technology areas for, 67
income statement, 80, 107
logo design of, 216
management personnel, 63
mission statement, 62, 271
motor kit production

activity description, 158
Gantt chart for, 167
PERT critical path for, 165
PERT network for, 159

organization chart of, 66, 233, 272, 289
purchase order of, 271, 274
restructuring, case study of, 286–290

employee replacement, 289
introduction of new capital, 287–288
introduction of new president, 289
ownership change, 288–289
situation analysis, 286–287

sales and income projection, 78, 129
sales calculator software, 72

schedule of cash payments and receipts 
for, 125

shareholders of, 64, 288
start-up members, 52

Modifi ed accelerated cost recovery system 
(MACRS), 122

Monopoly profi t function, 119
Multilayer actuators (MLAs), 147, 153, 187

case study for bidding on, 178
decision-making criteria, 181
payoff  matrix for, 180, 184
production data for, 147
production plan, 197
production schedule modeling, 187

Multinational corporation, 316

N

National Institutes of Health (NIH), 306
National Science Foundation (NSF), 306
National Space and Aeronautics Administration 

(NASA), 306
NDA, see Nondisclosure agreement
Need-pull, 22, 203
Net income, 108
Net present value, 138
New functions, 22–24
Nondisclosure agreement (NDA), 82
Nonrefundable tax credit, 123

O

Objective function, 147, 152, 191
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA), statistics, 236
OEM, see Original equipment manufacturer
Offi  ce atmosphere, 303
Off shoring, 237
Organization chart of MMI, 66, 233, 272, 289
Original equipment manufacturer (OEM), 

257, 269, 273
OSHA, see Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration
Outsourcing, 237
Overapplied overhead, 105, 106
Ownership, 64–65

P

Partnerships, 51, 86
Patentability, 220–222
Patent infringement, 224–226

example problem, 225
related patents, 225

Patents, 68, 216, 217
evaluation, 228–229
extended, 219
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format, 222
pirate, 225
preparation, 218–222
royalty, 217

Payoff  function, 175
Payoff  matrix, 173
Penetration price, 210
Percent-of-sales method, 129
Performance appraisal, 246–247
Performance improvement

combination eff ect for, 26
product eff ects for, 26–31
sum eff ect for, 25–26

Period costs, 101, 104
PERT, see Program evaluation and review technique
Phase transition, 25
Piezo-bimorph shutter, specifi cations, 256
PiezoDynamics, 287, 288
Piezoelectric actuators, 61, 62, 269–270

development of, 205
market, 205–206, 266–267
patentable ideas related to, 228
raw materials of, 270

Piezoelectric ink-jet printer heads, 260, 261
Piezoelectricity, 24
Piezoelectric motors, 89

advantages of, 270
example of patent for, 222–224

Piezoelectric multilayer actuators, 11–12
cost calculation processes for, 257
cost minimization of, 256
production planning of, 13–14
tape-casting fabrication process of, 12

Piezoelectric polymer, 22
Piezoelectric transformers, 31
Piezoelectric USMs

versus electromagnetic (EM) motor, 
260, 261

patent designs related to, 225, 226
Place, 210
Political uncertainty, 318
Polyvinylidene difl uoride (PVDF), 22
Portfolio models, 206

BCG, 207–208
portfolio theory, 206–207

Pratt’s Guide to Venture Capital Sources, 86
Predetermined overhead rate, 103
Price, 209–210
Price constraints, 115
Price determination, 44–45, 111–114, 

118–120, 209–210
Price-earnings ratio, 126
Price elasticity of demand, 113, 114
Pricing profi le, 73
Primary data, 202, 205–206
Primary eff ects, 24
Prime rate, 135

Probabilistic model estimation, 143
Producer revenue curve, 113
Product, 208–209

design philosophy, 34–36
function of, 46

Product cost, 101
Product diff erentiation, 208
Product eff ect, 26–31
Production capability, 115
Production data, 147
Production ethics, 297
Production period, 115
Production planning, 13–14, 265
Production regulation, 294

on gun, 294
tobacco and food, 295

Product liability (PL), 69, 297
Product liability insurance, 66
Product life cycle, 208, 209, 213, 267
Product planning creativity, 21, 31, 46

development pace, 33
innovation obstacles in technology 

management, 33
product design philosophy, 34–36
seeds and needs, 31–33
smart systems, 36
specifi cations, 33–34

Product promotion, 319, 326
Products/services

developmental stages, 67
future research and development, 67–68
government approvals, 68–69
gross margin on, 73–74
limitations and liability, 69
production facility, 70
purpose of, 67
suppliers, 70
trademarks, patents, copyrights, licenses, and 

royalties, 68
Profi tability index, 138
Profi tability ratios, 128
Profi t-maximization price, 120
Profi t sharing, 234
Program evaluation and review technique (PERT), 

157, 185, 198
approach

analysis of possible delays, 166
critical path and slack times, 164–166
earliest start/fi nish times, 160–161
latest start/fi nish times, 161–164

critical path method, 169, 170
Gantt chart, 166–168
network, 159
probabilistic approach to project scheduling, 168

Project scheduling, 157, 164–165, 168
Promotion, marketing mix, 211–213
Property insurance, 66
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Proximate environment analysis, fi ve-forces model for, 
259–262

bargaining power of consumers, 262, 270–271
bargaining power of suppliers, 262, 270
entry of new competitors, 261, 269
rivalry among competing fi rms, 260, 268–269
substitute product development, 260, 269–270

Purchase order (PO), 115, 118, 158, 189
Pure strategy, 175

Q

Quality, 208
Quality control (QC), 297, 309–311
Quantity, 209
Quickbooks, 100

R

Range of feasibility, 153
Range of optimality, 153
R&D, see Research and development
Refundable tax credit, 123; see also Nonrefundable 

tax credit
Regisetered trademark, 215
Research and development (R&D), 21, 293

attitude, 305
division, 62, 63, 68, 73–74, 280
ethical restrictions in, 308–309, 312
investment, 307
revenues projection, 129
style, 307–308

Research data, processing of, 202
Research funds

SBIR and STTR programs, 87
successful proposal presentation for, 95–96
successful proposal writing for

approach, 92–93
executive summary, 89
intellectual properties and business plan, 93
literature survey, 89–91
milestone and cost estimation, 93
proposed design, 91–92
references, 94
target specifi cations, 89

Research report, preparation of, 202
Restriction of Hazardous Substance (RoHS) Directive, 

257, 268
Restrictions

employee, 237–239
hazardous substance, see Restriction of Hazardous 

Substance Directive
import/export, 317–318
military, 70
SBIR/STIR, 237

Return on investment (ROI), 206–207
Revenue, 99, 112, 119–120, 318

Revitalization, 254
Risk, standard deviation and, 132
Risk analysis, 77
RoHS directive, see Restriction of Hazardous Substance 

Directive

S

Safety and health, 236–237
Salary ratios in United States and Japan, 

243–244
Sales division, 74, 280
Sales forecasts, 71
SBIR program, see Small Business Innovation Research 

program
SBUs model, see Strategic business units model
Scientifi c analogy, 24–25
Secondary eff ects, 24
Security clearance, 69
Seed-push, 22, 203
Selling costs, 104
Semivariable costs, 115
Sensitivity report, 152, 153
Shadow price, 153
Shape memory eff ect, 25
Short-term fi nancing, 134–136
Skimming prices, 210
Slack times, 164–166
Small Business Administration, 2, 51, 68, 87
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 

program, 51, 52, 62, 87
government approvals for, 68
restriction, 237
web site home page, 88

Small Business Technology Transfer Research 
(STTR) program, 51, 62, 87

government approvals for, 68
restriction, 237–238

Smart materials, 25
Smart systems, 36
Smooth impact drive mechanism (SIDM), 90–92
Sole proprietorship, 51
Solver function, 149
Sony Corporation, 21
Standard deviation and risk, 132–133
Stock, 52, 65, 85–86
Stock options, compensation and incentive, 

65, 234–235, 297
Stock shareholder certifi cate, 56
Strategic business plan, 15
Strategic business units (SBUs) model, 207–208

classifi cation of
cash cows, 207
dogs, 208
question marks, 208
stars, 207

Strategic position grid, 281, 283
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Strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats matrix 
analysis, see SWOT matrix analysis

STTR, see Small Business Technology Transfer Research 
program

Sum eff ect, 25–26
Supply curve, 111
SWOT matrix analysis, 253–255

for external and internal environments, 264, 265
for new mass-production division, 281–285

T

Tape-casting fabrication process, 116
of multilayer ceramic actuator, 12
total cost calculation for, 13

Target marketing, 202–203
Tax, see also Income, tax

calculation of, 122
reduction, 121–124

Tax credit, 123
Taylor’s principles of scientifi c management, 303–304
Technological creativity, 21, 22, 46

discovery of new function, 22–24
scientifi c analogy, 24–25
secondary eff ects, 24

performance improvement
combination eff ect, 26
product eff ect, 26–31
sum eff ect, 25–26

Th e Fourth Economic Crisis, 5, 247
Time value of money, 133–134
Total quality management (TQM), 310
Trademark, 68, 215
Trade publications, 212

Trade secrets, 215, 216
example, 216
maintenance and protection, 217–218

Trading practice, 317
cultural misunderstandings, 318
economic conditions, 318
import/export restriction, 317
political uncertainty, 318

Transnational corporations, 317
Transportation costs, 189, 191
Trivial materials, 25
Turnover rates, employee, 235–236

U

Ultra-miniature actuator, target specifi cations of, 89
Ultrasonic motors (USMs), 147, 153

curvilinear piezoelectric, 90–92
market, 266–267
piezoelectric, patent designs related to, 225, 226
production data for, 147

Utility model, 215

V

Variable cost, 115–120
Venture capital, 86
Venture-supporting organizations, 57
Visas, 238–239

W

Waiver agreement, 69, 229
Workforce restrictions, 237–238
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